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PREFACE 

HE Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans in 
this series had been entrusted by the late General 

Editor to Dr Bebb of Lampeter. It was only when 
Dr Bebb’s engagements made it impossible for him to 

complete the task, that the work was entrusted by the 

Syndics of the Press to the present editor. No one 
can be more conscious than the editor himself how 
much has been lost by the change and how inade- 
quately the trust has been fulfilled. It would, in any 
case, have been impossible to include, within the limits 
necessarily imposed, an even relatively complete treat- 
ment of this Epistle: and the difficulty of approaching 

to such a treatment, as was possible, has been increased 
by the pressure of other occupations. The most that 
can be hoped is that this edition may serve as an 

introduction to the study of the Epistle. I have 
aimed at giving a clear statement of the conditions 
under which it was written and of the general argu- 
ment as illustrating and illustrated by those conditions. 
In the Commentary I have desired to give a close 

exposition of the text and of the sequence of thought, 
leaving the larger treatment of theological subjects 
and the wider illustration of thoughts and language 
to be sought in the great commentaries. 

M179239 



vi : PREFACE 

My obligations to previous writers will be seen by 
the references throughout the book. But there are 
some which must be explicitly acknowledged. There 
are few pages which do not reveal debts to the classical 
English edition of Drs Sanday and Headlam, and to 
the Prolegomena to the Grammar of the New Testa- 
ment of Professor J. H. Moulton, a work whose con- 

stant usefulness to the student makes him impatient 
for its completion. If I add to these the posthumously 
published lectures and commentaries of Dr Hort, I am 
acknowledging a debt which all Cambridge theological 
students will recognise as not admitting of exaggera- 
tion. Finally I wish to express my most grateful ~ 
acknowledgments to Mr J. H. A. Hart, Fellow and 
Lecturer of 8. John’s College, for his generous assist- 
ance in looking over the proofs and many most useful 
criticisms and suggestions. 

Trinity CoLtEGE, CAMBRIDGE. 
Michaelmas, 1912. 

NOTE 

The Greek Text adopted in this Series is that of 

Dr Westcott and Dr Hort with the omission of the 

marginal readings. For permission to use this Text 

the thanks of the Syndiecs of the Cambridge University 

Press and of the General Editor are due to Messrs 

Macmillan & Co. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. GENUINENESS. 

THE genuineness of the Epistle to the Romans is common 
ground for the great majority of critics. The few attempts to 

impugn it are based upon arbitrary and subjective methods 

which have no foundation in the known history and ignore the 

ordinary canons of literary criticism. It may be taken as 
admitted that the whole Epistle is genuine, even if it is composite, 

with the possible exception of xvi. 25—27, which section is, on 
arguable grounds, referred by some critics to a Pauline author 
writing from the point of view of the Epistle to the Ephesians 
and the Pastoral Epistles, on the assumption that these Epistles 
also are Pauline but not 8. Paul’s. 

The literary history of the Epistle begins early. It was 
undoubtedly known to and used by the author of 1 Peter}, 
probably by Hebrews, James?, and Jude (24, 25). Itis quoted 
(not by name) by Clement R. and used by Ep. Barnabas, 
Ignatius, Polycarp, and perhaps Hermas*®. Justin Martyr and 
Athenagoras were familiar with it. It appears in the Canon 
of Marcion4, in the Muratorian Canon, and is cited by Irenaeus, 
Clement of Alexandria and Tertullian. No Epistle, except 
1 Corinthians, has an earlier or more continuous record®. 

1 See S. H. pp. lxxiv f., Hort, 1 Peter, pp. 4 f. 
2 Cf. Hort, Epistle of S. James, xxiv f. and pp. 66 f., but 8. H. 

pp. Ixxvii f. doubt, and Mayor, S. James, pp. lxxxviii f. takes James to 

be prior. 
3 New Testament in the Apost. Fathers, Oxford, 1905. 
4 §. H. p. lxxxiii. 
5 The question of the relation of the Epistle to the Testaments of 

the XII Patriarchs (8S. H. p. lxxxii) has been reopened by Chazles 
(Testaments, pp. lxxxvif.) who regards the Testaments as prior to 
S. Paul, and used by him. 
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2. INTEGRITY. 

The integrity of the Epistle has been impugned, on grounds 
which can be regarded as serious, only in connexion with cc. xv., — 
xvi. The questions raised about these chapters are discussed in 
the commentary and additional notes. It is sufficient to say 
here that the only point on which a strong case has been made 
out against the integrity relates to c. xvi. 1—23, which is’regarded 
by many critics as a short letter, or fragment of a letter, of 
S. Paul to the Church in Ephesus. The arguments for this 
hypothesis and the reasons for rejecting it are given in the 
commentary. If the hypothesis is accepted, it postulates a 
very early combination of the two letters, antecedent to the 
period which is covered by our documentary evidence. Such 
a combination would be not likely to be made, except on 
an occasion when a collection of S. Paul’s letters was being 
made. We have in all probability a combination of two letters 
in the case of the second Epistle to the Corinthians, at a 
date, again, antecedent to documentary evidence. As both 
parts of the assumed combination in Romans were written 
from Corinth, and the two fragments combined in 2 Corinthians 
were written to Corinth, the hypothesis would increase the 
probability that a collection of Pauline letters was made at a 
very early date at Corinth. It would naturally include 
1 Corinthians, and 1 and 2 Thessalonians, both written from 
Corinth, and possibly Galatians on the same ground. The 
hypothesis implies that copies of letters written from Corinth 
were made and deposited with the Church there. But in all this 
there is no more than an interesting hypothesis. 

3. DatTE AND PLACE. 

The date of the Epistle can be obtained with unusual cer- 
tainty from the evidence afforded by the Epistle itself. S. Paul - 
has not yet visited Rome (i. 10, xv. 22 f.), but he intends to visit 
it as soon as he has carried out his immediate purpose of a 
journey to Jerusalem (xv. 25). The special object of this 
journey is to carry to the Church in Jerusalem, for the benefit 
of the poor, a contribution from the Churches of Macedonia 
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and Achaea (xv. 26, Asia is not mentioned). He has already 

preached the Gospel as far as Illyricum and so rounded off his 

missionary labours in Asia and Greece (xv. 19, 23) and hopes to 
resume them in Spain (xv. 24) after he has visited Rome, 
preached there (i. 13) and received ftom the Church in Rome 
spiritual refreshment and a good send-off for his labours in 
Spain (xv. 24). 

The situation thus indicated is closely similar to the situation 
described in the Acts as characterising his stay in Greece during 

the three winter months after his departure from Ephesus 
(Acts xix. 21, xx. 2—4, xxi. 15, xxiv. 17). It agrees further 
with the references in 1 Cor. xvi. 1 f. and 2 Cor. viii., ix. to the 
contribution for the poor saints in Jerusalem. All indications 
thus point clearly to the winter of 56—57 (55—56; see Chron- 

ological Table, p. xIviii). 
The place of this Epistle in the order of S. Paul’s writings is, 

therefore, clearly marked. It comes after 1 and 2 Corinthians, 

and before Philippians, etc. Its place in reference to Galatians 
depends upon the view taken of that Epistle and is discussed in 
the edition of Galatians in this Commentary. 

As regards the place of writing, that too is fixed at Corinth by 
the above consideration, and this conclusion is perhaps con- 
firmed by the reference to Gaius (xvi. 23, cf. 1 Cor. i. 14) and 

Erastus (7b., cf. 2 Tim. iv. 20). It is possible however that the 
concluding chapter was written from Kenchreae ; as Phoebe was 
apparently the bearer ofthe letter (xvi. 1 f.), and S. Paul 
appears to have gone to Kenchreae with a view to sailing to 
Syria, when his plans were changed by the discovery of a con- 
spiracy formed against him by ‘the Jews’ (Acts xx. 3). It is at 
least possible that the circumstances which led to this change of 

plans may have occasioned the insertion of the paragraph (xvi. 
17—20) in the last chapter. 

4, OCCASION AND CIRCUMSTANCES. 

The immediate occasion of the letter is quite clearly and 
directly stated in the letter itself. S. Paul, it appears, does not 
regard the Church of Rome as in need of his teaching or assistance 
(1. 11, 12, xv. 14), nor has he received any appeal or invitation 
from them. His own keen interest in their welfare has long 
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inspired him with an ardent desire to visit them: but his 
missionary labours and the need of supervision of the Churches 
of his own foundation have been the immediate and constant 
call (xv. 22). It is only now, when the field of missionary work 
in the Eastern Mediterranean has been covered, and the needs 
of the Churches met (xv. 23), that he is able to consider what 
field of labour is marked out for him next. His call through- 
out has been to break new ground for the Gospel (xv. 20, 21). 
He did indeed hope that even in Rome itself he might find 
scope for missionary work (i. 13), and that hope, by strange and 
unexpected ways, was, as we know, amply fulfilled (Phil. i. 

12 ff.). But he has now decisively turned his mind towards 
Spain, as the next great opportunity (xv. 24, 28). But, in order 
to enter upon that great field under the most favourable con- 
ditions, he desires to secure for himself the natural and most 
effective base of operations. As he had evangelised South 

Galatia from Antioch, Macedonia from Philippi, Achaia from 
’ Corinth, Asia (the province) from Ephesus, so he decides that 
before attacking Spain he must secure in the highest degree the 
sympathy and support of the Chureh in Rome (xv. 24 6, cf. i. 
11, 12). But he is confronted here by new circumstances. In 
all the other cases, he first founded the Church in the local 
capital and could then claim the assistance of his converts for 
further missionary efforts, almost as a right (cf. Phil. i. 4 f.). 
In Rome, the Church was not of his founding: it was already 
in existence and in a flourishing condition. He is consequently 
obliged to invite himself to Rome and to appeal for their 
support on the general grounds of Christian duty and charity. 
The delicacy of the situation, as it presented itself to S. Paul, 
is marked by the character of the section in which he makes 
the appeal (xv. 14—29), where the eagerness of the Apostle 
of the Gentiles, the confidence of the Christian appealing to 
Christians for help in their highest work, and the sensitive 
courtesy of one who will not offer himself to any but the most 
willing hosts, combine to form an exquisite picture of the mind 

of S. Paul. i . 
It would appear that a step in preparation for this visit had 

already been taken. Aquila and Priscilla (or as they are here 
named Prisca and Aquila, xvi. 3) had been at Ephesus (Acts 
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xviii. 18); they had been left there by S. Paul on his first passing 
visit, no doubt to prepare the way for that longer stay which he 

then intended and afterwards carried out (Acts xviii. 19, 21, 26). 
No doubt S. Paul found them there on his return, and they shared 
his missionary labours in Ephesus and the province of Asia. 
But now, as he writes, they are at Rome. It is reasonable to 
conclude that when, at Ephesus, the plan of a visit to Rome 

was definitely formed (Acts xix. 21), it was also decided that these 
two faithful companions and fellow workers should return to that 
city, to which at any rate Prisca probably belonged, prepare the 
way for S. Paul’s own visit, and send him information as to the 

state of the Church there. It is perhaps even allowable to con- 

jecture that, if c. xvi. 3—16 belongs to the Epistle, the numerous 

greetings, involving so much detailed knowledge of the Christians 
at Rome, may have been occasioned by a letter or letters received 
from them. 

The immediate occasion, then, of the letter is S. Paul’s desire 

to enlist the sympathy and assistance of the Roman Church for 
his contemplated mission to Spain. And the form which the 
letter takes is primarily dictated by the same desire. He could 
not appeal to the Roman Christians, as he could to Churches of 
his own converts, to promote and aid his preaching of the 

Gospel in an untouched land, without putting before them ex- 
pressly the character of the Gospel which he preached. No 

doubt some account of this, but hardly a full or clear account, 
had reached Rome. No doubt in these latter days they had 
learnt more of it from Aquila and Priscilla.’ But the Apostle 
needs full and intelligent and wholehearted support: and con- 
sequently he lays before the Romans the fullest statement, 
which we have, of the Gospel as he was wont to present it 
for the conversion of Gentiles. He is determined that they 
shall thoroughly understand his position before they pledge 
their support. There were, as we shall see, other circumstances 
and influences which led to this systematic exposition of his 

theme, or rather dictated the terms in which it should be made, 
But the simple and sufficient explanation of his choice of the 
Roman Church to be the recipients of such a statement is to be 
found in the reason he had for writing to that Church at all. 

It is eminently characteristic of S. Paul’s method that the needs 
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of a particular occasion should have given rise to this elaborate 
and profound exposition of some of the fundamental elements of 
Christian truth. And it is of the highest importance both for 
the understanding of the Epistle itself, alike of what it includes 
and of what it omits, and for estimating its relation to his other 
Epistles, that we should constantly bear in mind the particular 
occasion from which it sprang. 

So far we have been considering the explicit indications, which 
this Epistle itself affords, of the immediate purpose with which 
it was written. We must now examine, rather more widely 
the circumstances in which S. Paul came to write it. 

The winter sojourn at Corinth marks the close of an extra- 
ordinarily interesting epoch in §. Paul’s work. For some eight 
years he had been engaged in the evangelisation of Asia Minor, 
Macedonia and Achaia: and he had now completed that vast 
work (xv. 19). He had planted the Gospel in the principal towns 
of each province of the Roman Empire, which lay in the path 
between Jerusalem and Rome: and from these towns he, either 
in person or by his assistants, had evangelised ‘the surrounding 
countries. He had spent a considerable time in revisiting and con- 
firming all the Churches of his foundation in Galatia, Macedonia 
and Achaia ; in the province of Asia, he had spent nearly three 
years in founding and building up Churches. Throughout these 
labours he had been careful to keep in touch with the Church in 
Jerusalem: after his first mission, as an apostle of the Church in 
Antioch (Acts xiii. 1—3), warned perhaps by the difficulties which 
arose in Antioch on his return from that mission, he had made 
a practice of visiting Jerusalem before each new effort. He has 
now in his company at Corinth representatives of many, perhaps 
of all these Churches (xvi. 16 and Acts xx. 4 with Rom. xvi. 16): 
and his immediate object in returning to Jerusalem again is 
to carry thither, in company with their representatives, the 
charitable contributions of the Gentile Churches for the poor 
Christians in that place. The high importance of this object, in 
his eyes, is emphasised by the two facts, that for it he delays his 
cherished project of going to Rome and Spain, and that he persists 
in his determination in spite of actual perils incurred, and dangers 
clearly foreseen. These facts bring out the supreme importance 
to him of the two sides of his missionary work, the first, the 
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evangelisation of Gentiles, the second, the building up of one 

Church in which Jew and Gentile should be closely knit, by 
bonds of brotherhood, in the new Israel springing from the 

old stock. Anxious, as each and all of his Epistles show him to 
have been, to consolidate unity within each several community 

by insisting on all the qualities which marked the Christian 
brotherhood based on love, he was no less anxious, as is shown 
by his consistent policy, to consolidate into one spiritual whole 
all the brethren, of whatever stock or religion, throughout the 

world. His ideal of the Christian Church was embodied in 
the conception of the new Israel, sprung from the old stock, 
and fulfilling, with a wider and deeper interpretation than Jews 

had. discovered, the prophetic hope of the inclusion of the 
Gentiles, all members of one body and owning allegiance to one 
Lord by one faith. The composition of the Epistle to the 
Romans finds him at the climax of this endeavour. It conse- 
quently involves an exposition of this idea with a view to enlist 
their sympathetic support. 

The actual form, which the exposition, at least in great part, 

takes, was influenced by the experiences he had gone through in 
his apostolic work. From the very beginning of his ministry 
(Acts ix. 23, 29) he had been met by the uncompromising 
opposition of Jews, an opposition which greeted all efforts to 

preach Jesus as the Messiah. But with the development of 
work among the Gentiles, he had to face a growing and 

ultimately even more bitter antagonism within the Christian 
Church itself. The battle raged not about the admission of 
Gentiles. That formed one strain in the prophetic hope, and 

would appear to have been settled by S. Peter’s action in regard 
to Cornelius. §. Paul’s action raised the question of the con- 
ditions on which Gentiles were to be admitted, and of their 

status when admitted. The solution was no doubt already 
involved in 8. Peter’s action: but that left abundant room for 
differences of interpretation and reserves. Such differences and 
reserves 8S. Paul challenged directly by his assertion that faith 
in Gop as revealed in the one Lord Jesus Christ was the sole 
requisite for baptism, the sole condition of acceptance, and by 
his consequent denial that the Jewish law, the supreme instru- 

ment of salvation in the eyes of Jews, had now any further 
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obligation, as of right, upon Christians. The position thus 
asserted exposed him to the unflinching attacks of a class of 
Judaizing Christians in every place in which he preached, grow- 
ing in strength in proportion to the success of his preaching 
and the development of the Churches which he founded. The 
controversy takes shape for us in the Council at Jerusalem 
(Acts xv.) and the circumstances which led up to it. The 
Epistle to the Galatians shows it in its most explicit and critical 
stage. The battle raged throughout the period of what is called 
the third missionary journey. In the Second Epistle to the 
Corinthians we have clear indications that, as a controversy 
within the Church, it was approaching its conclusion. This is 
abundantly clear if we take the view that that Epistle is 
composite, and that cc. x.—xiii. are a fragment of an Epistle 
preceding cc. i.—ix. But even if the Epistle was written as it 
stands, it clearly marks the closing of the fight, though the 
apprehensions and passions which it had called forth are still in 
vigorous activity. The victory has been won by S. Paul, on the 
main principle involved and on the important deductions. 
There remained the last resort of the defeated and embittered 
party, the personal attack on the probity and character of the 
champion of their antagonists. But that, full of peril as it was 
to his person, was in effect an acknowledgment of defeat. _ 

The influence of this experience upon the Epistle to the 
Romans is seen in the closely reasoned exposition of the rela- 
tion of faith and law, and of grace and law (cc. i.—vili.): and 
more obviously, though not more truly, in the elaborate attempt 
to grapple with the difficulties which Israel’s official rejection of 
the Gospel involved for a Christian who claimed the inheritance 
of Israel (cc. ix.—xi.). But it is of the utmost importance to 
notice the positive and essentially uncontroversial character of 
the treatment; and the calm confidence of tone throughout 
confirms the conclusion that in S. Paul’s view the battle had 
been won, and it remained only to state the positive truths 
which had been involved and successfully defended. No 
doubt this temper was largely the result of the reception of 
his letter to the Galatian Churches and his own reception at 

Corinth. 
In saying this, we do not ignore the signs which the Bpistle 
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itself contains of the seriousness and perils of the controversy. 
There is one, but only one, reference to danger threatening the 

unity of the Church (xvi. 17—20). There is one, but only one, 
indication of perils threatening his own person (xv. 30-32). 
Both these references are plain and urgent enough to show that 
the dangers were real. But they threaten, not as before, from the 
inside and even the very heart of the Church, but as from 
external foes who may at any time gain a lodgment within, but 
at present have none. The whole tone of the Epistle indicates 
that the writer was in comparatively calm waters. He can 
review the struggles and trials of the last few years, not as 

one who is in the thick of the fight, but as one who is gathering 
the fruits of long toil, of a victory hard fought and hard won, 
both on the arena of his own soul’s experience and in the field of 

the propagation of the Gospel. 

5. IMPERIALISM. 

So far, then, we have seen that his intention of carrying out 
missionary work in Spain is the immediate occasion of his 
writing to the Romans an account of the Gospel which he 
carried to unconverted Gentiles; and the experiences of the 

work, which he had already carried through, dictate the 
character of presentation. And it might seem sufficient, to 

stop here. But it has been argued with great force and per- 
suasiveness by Sir William Ramsay, and the position has been 
illustrated by a very wide examination of contemporary con- — 
ditions, that S. Paul was influenced, more deeply than had been 
realised, by his position as a Roman citizen, among the Jews 

of the Dispersion at Tarsus; that his realisation of the vast 
unity of the Roman Empire led him to conceive of the 
Christian Church as providing a religious bond for its com- 
ponent parts; and that his letter and visit to Rome gained 
a supreme importance in his eyes from these conceptions. Are 

we, then, to add this idea of imperial statesmanship to the 

influences which we have already seen to be operative at this 
stage of S. Paul’s activity ? 

It is certainly an established fact that S. Paul’s plan in his 
missionary work was to seize upon great centres of Roman 
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administration in the provinces, and to make them the centres 
from which to propagate the Gospel. Thessalonica, Philippi, 
Corinth, Ephesus were the principal places which he took for his 
headquarters in the period of his independent activity. And 
Rome itself became a special object, when his work in these 
places was drawing towards completion. But the choice of such 
centres would be quite consistent with a wise consideration of 
the most effective means of evangelising the part of the world 
which lay readiest to his hand, and would not necessarily 
involve such a conception as is attributed to him. It is true, 
of course, that much tradition, both among Jew and Gentile, 
favoured a tribal or national embodiment of religious ideas. 
But among the Jews there is considerable evidence of a wider 
conception. And, among Gentiles, the Stoic disregard of all 
such distinctions was already influencing the thought and 
practice of the contemporary world. No doubt, the obvious 
indications of the attempt to establish an imperial religion, 
in the worship of Rome and the Emperor already fostered in 
the provinces, and in particular in the province of Asia, 
would readily suggest to an observant mind the possibility 
that Christianity might supply the place of an imperial cult. 
To us looking back upon the historical development, and reading 
the end achieved under Constantine into the beginnings laid 
down by S. Paul, it seems all but inevitable that S, Paul must 

have had some thought of the possibility of such a development. 
But the deduction is not, as a matter of fact, inevitable. While 
it is impossible to disprove it, it is still safe to affirm that 
the evidence for it is all secondary and consists of deductions 
from the circumstances of his time and position rather than 
from any clear hint to be found in his writings. If we look to 
the latter for evidence of the wider conceptions under which he 
acted we shall find these to be such as are not favourable to the 
presence of the imperial idea. We may take two illustrations. 
It is fundamental to 8. Paul’s conception of the Gospel that it 
overleaps all distinctions of place, class, nationality and religion. 
The natural unity of mankind in its most comprehensive sense 
is insisted upon as the anticipation and even basis of the spiritual 
re-union in Christ. It is significant in this connexion that while 

S. Paul does recognise the family, as forming what we may call a 
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multi-personal unit in the inclusive organism of the Christian 
body, he uses no similar language about political organisations. 
[Illustrations are indeed taken from city life, but they are definitely 
metaphorical. He may consistently have regarded the evangeli- 
sation of the various parts of the Roman Empire as a stage 
in and a basis for the wider evangelisation of the world; but of 
the organisation of an imperial Church there is no hint. Indeed 
it would appear that any organisation was beyond S. Paul’s 
view, except such simple arrangements as would provide for 
the internal administration of the locally separated groups of 
Christians and the intercommunion of the several groups. And 
we may see the reason for this in a second fundamental con- 
ception, which also gives ground for hesitating to attribute to 
8. Paul the imperial conception. In all his teaching, as we have 
it, it seems clear that the near return of the Lord was a 
constant, almost a dominating, element. The belief gave energy 
and fire to all he said or did that could bear upon the training 
of character in the individual and in the community, in pre- 
paration for that day. But it almost necessarily put out of 
thought such measures as would prepare the Church for pro- 
longed activity upon earth and equip it for a relation to the 
powers of earth. Where S. Paul speaks of these relations, he 
treats them solely as matters for the individual Christian to 
regulate for himself: he hardly considers the problems that 
even in thi direction would arise; and indeed does little more 
than develop, and that not far, the Lord’s own saying about 

rendering unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s. 
Consequently, we do not think that a case is made out for 

attributing to S. Paul far-sighted views of the relation of the 

Church to the Empire. And we do not include any thought of 
this kind among the influences which led him to write this 
Epistle. 

6. READERS. 

The evidence which the Epistle affords of the character and 
conditions of the readers to whom it was addressed may be 
divided into two classes. The first class is the evidence directly 
given by particular passages. The second is that which may 

ROMANS  #b 
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be deduced from the nature of the topics handled and the method 
of handling them. 

(1) In the first class, which is the more direct, we cite the 
following passages : 

c. i. 6, 13; the readers appear here to be definitely included 
among the Gentiles. They are among the Gentiles to whom 
S. Paul has received grace and commission; and he feels it 
necessary to explain that he has hitherto been prevented from 
preaching among them, as he has preached among the rest of 
the Gentiles. c. xv. 14—21 is the second passage which de- 
finitely implies that as they were Gentiles he had a prescriptive 
right to address them; even though, as they were a Church not 
founded by himself, that right was limited by his self-imposed 
restriction which prevented him working on ground which others 
had made their own. A third passage which fixes the readers as 
at least predominantly Gentiles is c. xi. 25—32. We may add 
to these passages, though in a different degree of certainty, c. vi. 
12—23 : the suggestion there made as to the state of the readers 
previous to their conversion is more consistent with the 
language 8. Paul habitually uses about Gentiles than with his 
descriptions of Jews. It might, on the other hand, be felt that 
ce. vii. 1 f. and ¢. viii. 3 f. were in no less a degree peculiarly 
applicable to Christians who had been Jews. But in quali- 
fication of this impression, it is clear that S. Paul regarded 
the whole pre-Christian world as having been in a real sense 
under dispensation of law (cf. iii. 14 f.), the Gentiles under law 
communicated through the inner witness of conscience, the 
Jews having in addition to this the positive revelation of Gop’s 
will in the covenant law. Both these passages in reality 

apply to the previous experience of all Christians: they take 
their several colours from the dominant experience of each 
class. On iv. 1 see the notes ad loc. 

The conclusion to be drawn from these passages is that the 
Christians in Rome were a composite body, in which Gentiles 

formed the great majority; and it is to them that the letter is 
primarily addressed. 

(2) How far does the second class of evidence bear out this 
conclusion? We have already seen that the circumstances of the 
Epistle and its object were the primary influence in dictating 
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the topics. But those circumstances were independent, to a 
large extent, of the Church in Rome; it had its influence chiefly 
so far as S. Paul considered its members fit and suitable to 
receive this presentation of his Gospel. But that again was 
the result of their position at the centre of the Empire and 
the assistance they could afford him in his work in Spain. 
Consequently we cannot expect to learn much about that 
Church from the Epistle itself; the less so, because 8. Paul’s 
acquaintance with them as a body was entirely at second hand. 
Thus in ce. iimxi. the topics seem to be exclusively chosen with 
a view to making clear the principles of this Gospel and the 

methods of his preaching. In cc. xii.—xv., on the other hand, 
where he deals with the application of the Gospel to conduct, 
we might expect to find more of specific bearing upon the 
conditions in Rome. But here too the main themes are such 
as might have been addressed to any progressive body of 
Christians. Two sections, perhaps, offer some special light. 
(1) Inc. xiii. 1—9 S. Paul deals, at greater length than elsewhere, 
with the relation of Christians to the civil power; and this may 
have been due to special conditions which had arisen at Rome 
(see below) ; though there is little in the treatment, except its 
explicitness, to tell us what those conditions were. (2) Again, 
in cc. xiv.—xv. 13 we have a discussion of the duties of the 

strong and the weak, as regards certain external practices and 
observances. Both the tone and the topics of the discussion 
are inconsistent with the supposition that 8S. Paul was com- 
bating any definite Judaistic propaganda at Rome. They rather 
point to the common danger of laying too much stress on ex- 

ternal observances; and, in the particular instance of food, to 
some general form of asceticism which appears to have been 
a widespread characteristic of the higher religious feeling of the 
times, among Gentiles, perhaps, even more than among Jews. 
The contrast with the Epistle to the Galatians, where S. Paul 
uses so much of the principles, which he expounds in this 
Epistle, to combat a decided and powerful J udaistic propaganda, 

endorses this conclusion. __ 
It might, at first sight, appear that the large use of the Old 

Testament and the familiarity with those Scriptures, which he 
throughout assumes in his readers, afford strohg ground for 
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thinking that the majority at least were Jews. But this con- 
clusion is countered by the observation that all the evidence 
points to the fact that, at least in 8. Paul’s work, the nucleus of 
every Gentile Church was found in those Gentiles who had been 
in the habit of attending the synagogue: and that we find, as 
a consequence of this, that the Old Testament was familiar to, 
and indeed was the Bible of the early Churches, even when 
they were certainly composed in the main of Gentiles, as was 
the case at Corinth. It is a significant confirmation of this 
conclusion, that our New Testament Scriptures seem to have 
begun to acquire a canonical character from their association 
with the Old Testament Scriptures in the public readings in the 
congregation. 
We conclude then on this line of evidence, as on the former, 

that the Church in Rome was at this time predominantly, though 
by no means exclusively, Gentile. 

7. History oF THE RoMAN CHURCH. 

If we ask, further, what evidence we have as to the founding 
and development of the Church in Rome at this early period, 
we find little material for anything but reasonable conjecture. 
Perhaps the most important evidence is to be drawn from 
S. Paul’s own attitude to this Church as expressed, in par- 
ticular, in c. xv. 14—30. A careful reading of that passage 
shows that the writer has a sensitive delicacy in approaching 
the Roman Christians and as it were inviting himself to visit 
them and to preach among them. He lays emphatic stress on 
the help and advantage he hopes to gain from intercourse with 
them, his long cherished desire to visit them, his confidence in 
their progress and competence in all Christian feeling and 
practice; he feels indeed that he has something to contribute 
to them (v. 15); but he makes much more of the mutual ad- 
vantage to be gained by the visit (cf. i. 11, 12), and on the 
especial support he hopes to gain for his mission to Spain. 
This manner of approaching a Church is peculiar to this Epistle, 
though there is in some degree a parallel in the Epistle to the 
Colossians, to whom again he had not himself preached, in the 
care he takes to explain his deep interest in them (Col. i. 9, 
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ii. 1 f.). The key to this attitude is no doubt given by the 
principle which he refers to-in v, 20. The foundation of the 

Church in Rome has been laid by others; and he will by all 
means avoid the appearance of trenching upon the sphere of 
others. 
Who those others were, we have no direct evidence to show. 

The tradition of a visit of 8. Peter at this early period has 
small historic foundation. And although the argument from 

silence is precarious, it is in the highest degree improbable, con- 

sidering the whole tone of the passage we have just referred to, 
that S. Paul would have abstained from all allusion to S. Peter, 

if he had indeed been in any sense the founder of the Roman 
Church. 

The only passages in the Acts that throw any light upon the 
subject are ii. 10 and xviii. 2. In the first passage, among the 
foreign Jews staying at Jerusalem at Pentecost are mentioned 

of émidnpodvtes Pwpaio, ‘lovdaioi re kat mpooyAvto. The note is 
of course natural; it would be natural, that is to say, that Jews 

from Rome should be present on this occasion. But the special 

mention of Jews from that particular city and the definite 
description of them as temporarily residing in Jerusalem and 
including ‘ Jews and proselytes’ may be a hint, such as 8. Luke 
sometimes gives, of special importance attached by him to their 
presence and to the presence of both classes. It is a reasonable 
conjecture that some of these ‘Jews and proselytes’ would carry 
back to Rome news of the events of Pentecost and the account 
of what led up to them, and would at least prepare the way for 
the reception of the Gospel, both among Jews and among those 
Gentiles who had more or less attached themselves to the syna- 
gogues in Rome. 

In the second passage (Acts xviii. 2) we are told that S. Paul, 
on his arrival at Corinth, ‘found a certain Jew by name Aquila, 
a native of Pontus by race, lately come from Italy, and Priscilla 
his wife, because Claudius had ordered that all the Jews should 
depart from Rome,’ and that ‘he at once joined them, and be- 

cause he was of the same craft continued to live with them, and 
they plied their trade’ of tent-making. The connexion with 
Aquila and Priscilla which 8. Paul here formed is evidently of 
high importance in the writer’s view. This appears both from 
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the full description of these persons and the statement of their 
reason for being in Corinth. But with the reserve, which so 
often tantalises us in the Acts, he omits to tell us whether 
Aquila and Priscilla were already Christians. It seems how- 
ever to be implied that they were. 8. Paul lived with them 
throughout his stay in Corinth: for the change mentioned in © 
v. 7 refers only to his place of preaching: from which it would 
appear that they were either already Christians or were con- 
verted by S. Paul. But we should expect to have been told 
if the latter were the case (cf. v. 8). There is moreover 
another slight indication, pointing in the same direction, in 
the precise words ‘all the Jews’ (mdvras rovs “Iovdaiovs). The 
‘all’ is not required, if the object is merely to refer to Claudius’ 
decree of expulsion against the Jews. It is in point, if S. Luke 
wishes to indicate that the decree included both Christian and 
non-Christian Jews. It would explain why Aquila and Priscilla 
were expelled though they were Christians. 

This leads us to consider the one piece of relevant information, 
which we derive from Suetonius. Suetonius (Claud. c. 25) tells 
us, ‘Judaeos impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes Roma 
expulit.’? It is agreed that Suetonius and S. Luke are referring 
to the same incident, to be dated a.p. 49 or 50. Suetonius 
gives us the reason for the decree. There had been constant 
disturbances among the Jews at the instigation of one 
Chrestus. It is probable that Chrestus is a vulgar rendering of 
Christus: and that the cause of the disturbances was either 
some general excitement in-connexion with Messianic expecta- 
tion, or, as a consideration of all the circumstances makes more 
probable, dissensions which arose from the preaching of the 
Gospel, such as are recorded at Corinth (Acts xviii. 12f.). If 
we may suppose that events followed something of the same: 
course at Rome and Corinth; that in Rome also the Jews tried 
to suppress the growing movement by appeal to the civil 
authorities, and, on their refusal to interfere, took the law into 
their own hands, we get a natural explanation of the violent 
disturbances which prompted the decree. The civil authorities, 
‘caring for none of these things,’ would visit their wrath indis- 
criminately upon both parties to the quarrel. In this case we 
may conjecture that Aquila and Priscilla were among the 
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Christian Jews expelled from Rome. And we should further 
conclude that by the date of the decree the number of Christians 
was already considerable enough to make these disturbances 
serious; and, moreover, that the character of the Gospel 

preached was such as to arouse the bitter opposition of Jews 
who remained impervious to its call, that is to say, that 

it appealed to and made great way améng Gentiles. This 
does not imply that it was specifically Pauline in character, 
but is consistent with the conclusion we have already arrived 
at that the Church was predominantly Gentile. It is not 
unreasonable to conclude that the Church at Rome took its 
beginnings first from the reports brought from Jerusalem after 
Pentecost and afterwards from the preaching of the Gospel 

by returned pilgrims on later occasions. It is even possible 
that Aquila may himself have been one of these. It is tempting 

to search c. xvi. for other hints. The remarkable description of 

Mary (v. 6 Aris moAda exomiacey eis tuas) may point to a part 
taken by her in this early stage: and the still more remarkable 

description of Andronicus and Junias may possibly imply that 
they were among those who had brought the Gospel to Rome 

and so were distinguished among the Apostles (v. 7 émrionpot év 
rois dmoordAos). If that was so, we should have to find among 
the original evangelists not only returning pilgrims, but Jews 
from the East travelling for purposes of business, or even for the 
definite purpose of propagating the Gospel. 

Whatever was the origin of the Church, it had by the date 
of this Epistle clearly become numerous and important. Its 

development was of a sufficiently substantial character to make 
S. Paul feel that its support would be not only desirable but in 
a high degree advantageous to him in his contemplated work in 
Spain. Of its constitution we can learn little. It seems to 
have included a number of groups, probably distinguished by 
the different houses to which they gathered for worship, in- 
struction and mutual society (xvi. 5, 14, 15), or as forming sub- 

sections of social groups in which they were already classified 
(vv. 10, 11). By what organisation these various groups were 
held together there is no evidence, The common address of the 
Epistle implies that there was such an organisation; and the 
analogy of other churches and the natural requirements of 
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the situation point to the same conclusion. But in the absence 
of definite statement, we cannot be more precise. As to the classes 
of persons who were included, we gather from c¢, xvi. that there 
were both Jews and Greeks, freemen, and, apparently in large 
proportion, slaves. It would be indeed natural that the Gospel 
should spread most freely among the foreigners from Greece 
and the East, who ‘were resident in Rome in large numbers, 
whether for ordinary purposes of business or as attached to 
the household of wealthy residents. There is nothing to show 
that the upper class of Romans had yet come within its influence 
(contrast perhaps 2 Tim. iv. 21). 

8. CHARACTER AND CoNnTENTS. 

In character the Epistle to the Romans is a true letter. It has 
the definite personal and occasional elements which mark the 
letter. It may be almost described as a letter of introduction. 
The writer introduces himself to the Romans, with a full de- 
scription of his authority, office and employment. He takes 
pains to conciliate their sympathies for an object in which he 

desires to enlist their help. With a characteristic combination 
of refined delicacy and intense earnestness he claims their 
attention and interest. He emphasises his own interest in them, 
by the repeated account of his desire to visit them, and by his 
explanations of his delay; and he takes the opportunity of the 
presence in Rome of some first-hand acquaintances to convey 
a long list of personal greetings. He carefully explains the 
immediate occasion of his writing, as well as its ultimate 
purpose, and gives an account of his present circumstances and 
plans. 

This character of the Epistle has been to some. extent ob- 
scured owing to the fact that it contains the most systematic 
account, that S. Paul has left us, of some aspects of his preach- 
ing: and readers have been led to consider that it is primarily 

a treatise, for instance, on justification by faith, and that the 
epistolary character is secondary and even adventitious. The 
effect of this mis-reading of the work has been twofold. It has 
led some to regard it as a treatise intended to be circulated 
among several churches ; and to look upon the form in which 
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it has been preserved to us as merely that one in which it was 
adapted for the Romans. Others have concluded that the main 
part of the epistolary setting is secondary and not in fact origi- 
nal; that, for instance, the sixteenth chapteg has been wrongly 
added to the body of the treatise, being borrowed from a letter 
to the Church in Ephesus, not otherwise preserved. As regards 
the second of these views, it is perhaps enough to say that the 
epistolary character, as described above, is determined even 
more by the first and fifteenth chapters, than by the sixteenth ; 
and that these chapters, at least, cannot be detached from the 

main body of the Epistle except by a process of mutilation. And, 
as regards the first view, the direct evidence in support of it is of 
the slightest, and may at the most point to a circulation of the 
Epistle in an abbreviated form by the Church in Rome itself, 
some time after it had been received. (See pp. 235 ff) 

But we have still to account for the systematic character of 
the main body of the letter. For it is this character which 
differentiates it from all the other Pauline epistles, except the 
Epistle to the Ephesians. It must then be shown that this 
character is consistent with that which the letter itself declares 
to be its direct object. We have already seen that the primary 
and direct object of the letter was to interest the Romans and to 
gain their support for a contemplated mission to Spain. With 
this in view 8. Paul wishes to prepare the way for a visit; and 
Aquila and Priscilla have already preceded him to Rome, pro- 
bably with the same object. But something more was needed 
than the establishment of personal relations. A connexion 
between S. Paul and the Christians in Rome had not hitherto 
been established. What they knew of each other had hitherto 
been matter only of hearsay and report. He has probably now 

received full information from his friends, Aquila and Pfscilla, of 
the state of things in Rome: and he wishes the Roman Church, 
in its turn, to be as fully informed as possible of his own position 
and intentions. Consequently, in appealing for their support, 
he has to explain to them what it is he asks them to support. 
He wishes to expound to them his conception of the Gospel, as 
he preaches it to Gentiles, his missionary message. And he 
does so in a systematic exposition which covers the whole of the 
Epistle from i. 14—xv. 13. 
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It is important to lay stress on this missionary character of the 
aspect of his Gospel which he thus presents. It accounts both 
for what he includes and what he omits. In the first place, he 
is not primarily defending his personal action as an apostle of the 
Gentiles ; though that is vindicated by the way. He has done 
that in the second Epistle to the Corinthians, which may be 
described as the Apologia pro apostolatu suo. Nor is he ex- 
pounding his thought ofthe Church and the developed Christian 
life: of this subject again many elements are necessarily in- 
cluded, but in subordinate proportions and rather by hints and 
implications than by express statements. The full exposition 
of this aspect of his Gospel he gives in the Epistle to the 
Ephesians. The Epistle to the Romans contains, in contrast 
with them, the Apologia pro evangelio suo, an explanation of 
the Gospel committed to him and preached by him for the 
conversion of the Gentiles. And the explanation is given, not 
by way of controversy as against opponents, as it is in the Epistle 
to the Galatians, nor by way of justification of his action in the 
past as though he was submitting his case to judges, but simply. 
as a full explanation offered to men whose support he hopes to 
enlist for his future work. 
A brief summary of the argument of the systematic portion of 

the Epistle will illustrate this position. 
It is significant that S. Paul begins, as he does in no other 

epistle, with a quite definite statement of the theme he intends 
to put before his readers. ‘The Gospel is Gop’s active power for 
saving men; its one condition in all cases is faith in Gop: and 
this is so, becayse Gon’s righteousness, required to be assimilated 
by man if he is to be saved, is shown in the Gospel, as resulting 
from man’s faith and leading to faith’ (i. 16, 17, see notes). The 
theme th€n is that the Gospel is an act of Gop’s power, to 
enable all mankind to be righteous as Gop is righteous ; that 
the sole condition demanded of man is faith in Gop; that this 
condition, being a common human quality not limited by class 
or nation, marks the universality of the Gospel. 

This theme is then worked out in four main divisions. First, 
it is shown that the actual state of man, whether Jew or Gentile, 
is so remote from exhibiting Gon’s righteousness in human life, 
that the need for the exercise of Gop’s power is manifest: this is 
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supported by a broad view of contemporary conditions, as we may 
say historically, in cc. i—v.: and by a penetrating analysis of 
the experience of the single soul, or psychologically, in cc. vi., 
vii. Concurrently, it is declared that the need is met by the 
act of Gop in the person and work of Jesus Christ, to be 
accepted and made his own by man, through faith (iv. 21—26, 
vi, 11, vii. 25). Secondly, it is shown that Gop’s power acts, 
in response to faith, by the presence and working of the Holy 
Spirit, uniting men to each other and to Gop through union 
with Christ, and producing in them the development of that 
character which in men corresponds to the righteousness of 
Gop. The Holy Spirit is Gop’s power in man (ec. vilii.). 
Thirdly, we have, what is in reality a digression, but a digression 
naturally occasioned by the course of the argument. In ce. ix., 
x., x1. 8. Paul attempts to solve, what to him and to others was 
the most harrowing problem occasioned by the offer of the 

Gospel to the Gentiles, namely, the position of the great mass 
of Israel who rejected the very Gospel for which their own 

history had been the most direct preparation. Fourthly (cc. 
xiii—xv. 13), it is shown what character the power of the Gospel 
produces in its operation upon the daily life of men, in the 
transformation of personal character, in their relations to each 
other as members of the society of faith, and in their external 

relations to the societies of the world. 
S. Paul, therefore, in this exposition sets before the Romans 

his view of the Gospel as a moral and spiritual power for the 

regeneration of human life; he explains and defends the con- 
dition postulated for its operation, the range of its action, and 
its effects in life. The last subject suggests a fuller treatment 
of the Christian life in the Church: but this is not given here; 
it is reserved, as a fact, for the Epistle to the Ephesians. It is 
not given here, because S. Paul’s object, in writing the Epistle, 
limits his treatment to the purpose of explaining his missionary 
message. | 

It may be well here to point out, that the properly occasional 
character of the Epistle is seen not only in the introductory 
and concluding portions, where the need of Roman support 
gives the occasion: but in the treatment of the main subject, in 
which the occasion of the details is often given by the actual 
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circumstances of S. Paul’s experience and the time or stage 
at which he was writing. For instance, c. iv. on Abraham’s 
righteousness is inspired by his desire to show that the Gospel 
righteousness was essentially of the same nature as the Old 
Testament righteousness when properly conceived. Again, in 
cc. ix.—xi. the consideration of the case of Israel bears directly 
upon the assumption made throughout that the Christian 
Church is the true Israel, preserved indeed in a remnant but, 
all the more for that, prophetically designated as the heir of the 
promises. This sums up and clinches the long sustained con- 
troversy with the Judaisers. Again, in c. vi. the insistence 
upon the power of the Gospel to inspire and maintain the 
highest standard of morality is the final answer to the charge 
which S. Paul had been forced to meet, in his controversy with 
Jews and Judaisers, that in abolishing law he was destroying the 
one known influence in favour of a sound morality, and guilty 
of propagating moral indifference or dvouia. And, in the last 
section, in c. xiv., he deals fully, though in general terms, with 
a practical difficulty which had confronted him at Corinth and 
no doubt elsewhere, and which he may have been informed of as 
existing at Rome, the treatment of scrupulous brethren. All 
these questions were, in different degrees, of immediate interest 
and importance. Some of them appear to have ceased to be so, 
not long after the Epistle was written, and they mark, em- 
phatically, its intimate relation to the actual situation in 
which S. Paul found himself in those three winter months at 
Corinth. 

The following analysis of the contents does not profess to give 
more than one presentation of the argument of the Epistle. It 
is constructed on the general supposition involved in the above 
account of its character. 

A. Introduction, i. 1—17. 

i. 1—7. Address: (i) The writer’s name, office and com- 
mission: the commission is defined by the trust received, 
the Person from whom, and the Person about and through 

whom it was received ; 

(ii) the class and name of the persons addressed ; 

(iii) the greeting. 
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i. 8. Thanksgiving, for the widespread report of the faith of 
the Romans. 

i, 9—15. Assertion of the intimate interest the writer has 
in the readers, his desire to see them, his hope of mutual 
help, his debt to them in common with others. 

i. 16,17. Statement of his theme: 
The Gospel which he preaches is Gop’s power to effect 

salvation for everyone who believes ; 
for in it is revealed the nature of Gop’s righteousness, both 

as an attribute of Gop and as His demand from man, and 
the fact that it follows upon faith, and leads to faith, 
without distinction of race or privilege; as already in- 
dicated in the O. T. Scriptures. 

B. First vindication of the theme, drawn from the actual state 
of mankind: main antithesis mioris and vopos. 

i. 18—iv. 25. The need of righteousness is universal (i, 18— 
iii. 20) and it is adequately met (iii. 21—31) on lines 

already laid down in O.T. (iv.). 
(i) i. 18—ii. 16. It is needed by Gentiles: they are sunk 

in sin, due to the neglect of knowledge consequent upon 

want of faith in Gop: 
(ii) ii. 17—iii. 20. And by Jews; they have admittedly 

* failed in spite of their privileged position, because (iii. 1 
—20) they also have ignored the one condition of attain- 
ment. 

(iii) iii. 21—31. The general failure is met by the revela- 
tion of Gon’s righteousness in Christ, through His Death, 
a propitiative and redemptive act ; and by the condition 
demanded of man, namely, faith in Gop through Christ ; 
one condition for all men corresponding to the fact that 
there is but one Gop over all. 

(iv) iv. 1—25. This condition of righteousness is already 
laid down in the O.T. in the typical case of Abraham. 

C. Second vindication of the theme, drawn from a consideration 
of its ethical bearing and effect: main antithesis ydpis 
and védpos. 

v.—vii. 25. The Gospel revs a power which can do what it 
purports to do, 

2 
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(i) v. 1—11. The power is a new life, given by Gop in 
love, through the death of Christ, open to faith, dependent 
upon the life of Christ, and guaranteed by the love of 
Gop. 

(ii) v.12—21. This power depends upon a living relation 
of mankind to Christ, analogous to the natural relation of 
mankind to Adam, and as universal as that is. 

(iii) vi. 1—vii. 6. It involves the loftiest moral standard 
because it is 

(1) a new life in the risen Christ (vi. 1—14); 
(2) a service of Gop, not under law, but in Christ 

f — (15—28) ; 
(3) a union with Christ, which must we forth its 

proper fruits (vii. 1—6). 

(iv) vii. 7—25. Itis therefore effective to overcome sin and 
achieve righteousness in the individual life, as personal 
experience shows that law could never do. 

D. The nature and working of the power thus revealed. viii. 

viii. 1—11. The power is, in fact, the indwelling Spirit, 
derived from Gop through Christ, communicating to the 
believer the life of the risen Christ, and so overcoming in 
him the death wrought by sin, as Gop overcame in Clirist 
by raising Him from the dead. 

viii. 12—39. The consequent character and obligations of 
the Christian life: 

(a) It is the life of a son and heir of Gop, involving suffer- 
ing as the path to glory (as in the case of Jesus) (12 
—25). 

(6) It is inspired by the presence of the Holy Spirit and 
His active cooperation in working out all Gop’s purpose 
in us and for us (26—30), 

(c) It is due to Gon’s exceeding love, an active force mani- 
fested in the sacrifice of His Son, in the Son’s own love 
in His offering, triumph and intercession, as a power of 
victory from which no imaginable thing can separate 
those who. are His (31—39; note the refrain, v. 11, 21, 
vi. 23, viii. 11, 39). 

@ 
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E. Israel’s rejection of the Gospel (a typical case of man’s 
rejection of Gonp’s grace, and i in itself a harrowing problem). 
ix, 1—xi. 36. 

ix. 1—4. Israel’s rejection of the Gospel is a great grief and 
incessant pain to 8. Paul, and a hard problem in the 
economy of redemption. But 

(1) 6—13. Gop’s faithfulness is not impugned by it: 
for the condition of the promise was not carnal descent 

but spiritual, and not man’s work but Gon’s selec- 
tion. 

(2) ix. 14—x. 21. Gop’s righteousness is not impugned 

(a) because His selection must be righteous because 

(i) 14—18, it is sigan on His Will which is 
righteous ; 

(ii) 19—21, it is directed towards the execution of His 
righteous purposes ; 

(iii) 22—33, it acts in accordance with qualities ex- 
hibited. 

(6) because His selection is not inconsistent with moral 
responsibility for 
x, 1—4, Israel’s failure was due to neglect of attainable 
knowledge ; 

5—15, as is shown by the warnings of Scripture pro- 
perly interpreted ; 

16—21, which Israel can be shown to have received. 
Consequently Israel is himself to blame. 

(3) xi. 1—36. Israel is still not rejected by Gop for 

(i) xii 1—7. A remnant is saved, as in the time of 
Elijah, car’ éxAXoynyv yapiros. 

xi. 8—12. The rest are hardened, as Scripture warns, 
but not with a view to their own ruin, but with a view 
to the call of the Gentiles and the rousing of Israel. 

(ii) xi. 183—36. The present condition of Israel and 
Gentiles. 

xi. 13—16. The privilege the Gentiles have received 
is derived from and belongs to Israel. 

xi. 17—24. The Gentiles may fall away as Israel did, 
if they fail in the same way. 
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xi, 25—29. The true climax of the call of the Gentiles 
will be the restoration of Israel; because the gifts 
and calling of Gop are irrevocable. 

(iii) xi. 30—36. Gop and man. 

xi. 30—33. The fundamental fact of His mercy can 
alone be fully known. 

xi. 34—36. His wisdom, knowledge and judgments 
can never be fully fathomed; because they underlie 
the very origin, process and end of all creation. 

F. The power of the Gospel in transforming human life, the 
subject of exhortation and advice. xii—xv. 13. 

xii. 1,2. (a) The motive—Gop’s compassions are man’s ob- 
ligatiouws ; 

(6) the main point is personal service of Gop, involving 
disregard of the present ‘world, a new character depend- 
ing on a fresh tone and attitude of mind, a new test of 
practice, in the revealed Will of Gon ; 

(c) in particular 
(i) xii. 3—5 The right temper in the social relations of 

Christians to each other, as one body; 
(ii) xii. 6—21 the right use of gifts, under the obligation 

of mutual service in unreserved love; 
(iii) xiii, 1—10 the true attitude to the civil power—the 

wide interpretation of love as fulfilling all law; 
(iv) xiii. 11—14 all enforced by the urgency of the times, 

and the bearing of the new character of the Lord Jesus 
Christ. 

(v) xiv. A special case of the law of love—treatment of 
scrupulous brethren. 
(a) 1—13a. Judge not. 
(6) 136—23. Offend not. 
(c) xv. 1—13. Bear and forbear, after the example of 

Christ, who bore the burdens of others, and included 
both Jew and Gentile in the object of His work. 

G. Conclusion, xv. 14—xvi, 27. 

(1) Personal explanations. 
(i) xv. 14—19. The letter was not caused by the 

needs of the Romans, but by the demands of Paul’s 
missions to the Gentiles. 
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(ii) 20—22. He has delayed to visit them because 
(a) he will not build on another’s foundation, (0) he 

has been engrossed by his proper work. 
(iii) 283—29. This work now takes him to Spain, 

and he will visit them on the way, hoping for their 
support. 

(iv) 30—-33. He entreats their prayers on behalf of 
his visit to Jerusalem, for full success in that mission 
of brotherhood, and hopes to come to thenf in joy 
and to gain refreshment. 

(2) xvi. 1—16. Commendations and greetings. 
(3) xvi. 17—20. A final warning against possible dangers 

to their Christian peace. 
(4) xvi. 21—23. Greetings from his companions. 

(5) xvi. 25—27. <A final solemn ascription of glory to 

Gop for the revelation of the Gospel. 

9. JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH. 

The group of words d:xaiodv, dixaiwpa, dixaiwors is So prominent 
in this Epistle as to mark one of its most definite characters. 

Sixaiwors is found only here in N.T. (iv. 25, v. 18): dcxcaiopa 
occurs five times to an equal number in the rest of the N.T. 
(Lk., Heb., Rev.); duxcasody occurs fourteen times, and eight 

times in Galatians, to sixteen times in the rest of the N.T. Two 

of the latter occurrences are in Acts (xili. 39) in a speech 
attributed to S. Paul. The only document, outside the Gospels, 
Acts and Pauline Epistles, in which the word occurs is James 

(ii. 21, 24, 25). 

The meaning of 8c«aodv is to ‘pronounce righteous.’ This is 
the universal use, to which the only known exception in LXX. 
and N.T. is Isa. lii. 14 ff., where the context makes it necessary 
to interpret it to mean ‘to make righteous.’ The form of the 

verb (-ow) allows the latter meaning: but use, always a safer 
guide than etymology, is decisive as to its actual meaning. In 
this use, this verb is on the same level with other verbs formed 
from other adjectives implying moral qualities (déidée, doe): 
and the explanation usually given of the peculiar use in these 
cases is, that moral change cannot be effected from without ; 
only a declaration of the state can be made. This reasoning, 

ROMANS Cc 
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however, cannot be pressed, when the agency of Gop is in 
question, and the effect of His action on human character. 
Consequently, the meaning of the word in S. Paul must be got 
directly from evidence of his use of it. 

There is no question that in the Gospels the meaning ‘to 
declare righteous’ is alone found. The same meaning must be 
given to 1 Tim. iii. 16. In James ii. 21—25 the use is closely 
parallel to that of the Romans: and 1 Cor, iv. 4, vi. 11, Tit. 
iii. 7 are clearly connected with the use in the Romans, although 
the expression is not quite so explicit. In Acts xiii. 39 we have 
a distinct anticipation of the argument of this Epistle, if the 
words were actually spoken by S. Paul: if they are put into his 
mouth by S. Luke, then we have an echo. Consequently, to 
arrive at the meaning in 8. Paul we must examine the use 
in Romans and Galatians: remembering that the universal — 
use which he had before him gave the meaning ‘to declare 
righteous,’ ) 

1. The sense ‘to declare righteous’ is clearly contained in the 
following passages where the context involves the thought of 
judgment : ! ; 

ii, 13. of romrat vopov dSikawOnocovra following v. 12 dia 
vonov kpiOnoovra and leading to v. 16 kpiver (kpuvei) 6 
eds. 

ill. 4. SixarwO7s || vuxnoers ev T@ kpiverOai ce (qu.). 

iii. 20. ov dixawOnoerar waca oapé after tr ddiKxos yevnrat. 

Vili. 33. Oeds 6 dtxar@v: Tis 6 karaxpwev; this carries with 
it edixaiwcer, v. 30. 

2. Siuxaovv, Stxavodtoda are paraphrased by AoyiterOa «is 
dixacocvvny, and the like, in iv. 2, 3, 5, 8,9, 11. Cf. ii. 26, ix. 8. 

3. In other passages, where there is no such explicit inter- 
pretation. in the context, the sense is settled partly by the pre- 
cedent of the above-cited passages, partly by the elements in the 
several contexts; e.g. 

iii. 24. dcxacodpevor Sopeay must be interpreted in the same 
way as duxaiwOnoera in v. 20; as also Sixawodvra in v. 26 © 
and dixaodvoba al., vv. 27, 30. 

v. 1. duxawbévres obviously sums up the argument of the 
preceding chapter, and the word must have the same 
sense. 
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v.9. The stages duapradév...dicawbévtes viv...cwOnodueba 
are interpreted by the parallel éy@pol...carnd\Aaynpev... 
cwOnodpueOa: the aorists xcarnhAdynpev, Sixamdevres both 
point to the act of Gop which is the starting-point of the 
process described in c@@ncdpeOa. That act as expressed 
by dcaodv is His declaration of righteousness. 

vi. 7. 6 yap dmrodavav Sedtxaiwra: dro ths dpaprias. The 
same meaning is quite clearly necessary. 

viii. 30. éxddeoev...edicaiwoev...cdd£acev. Here the word 
cannot have a different sense from what it has in », 33: 
=He declared righteous: the actual: imparting of the 
character is expressed in éddéacev. See notes ad loc. 

It is clear that the only sense we can attribute to this word 

in the Romans is ‘to declare righteous.” It is significant that 
the word occurs only in the first six chapters, in which S. Paul 

is analysing the elements of the Christian state, and in viii. 30, 

33 where he sums up the results of his analysis. In ce. xii. ff, 
where he is dealing directly with the development of the 
Christian character, it does not occur. 

It is unnecessary to give a detailed examination of the use 
in Galatians, as it stands on all fours with that of the Romans. 
The difference between the Epistles is that the fundamental 
fact of justification by faith is rather asserted than elaborately 
argued in the Galatians. The full argument is reserved for the 

Romans. The use of the word in Galatians agrees with the 
use in Romans, _ 

It is further to be observed that when the verb is used in 
the passive, the preposition which marks the agency of Gop 
is rapa, not imé (Rom. ii. 13; Gal. iii. 11), indicating rather the 
judge than the effective agent; the only other form used is éve- 
mov avtov (Rom. iii. 20). Once we have rp avrod ydpuri (Rom. iii. 
24); itis an act of grace. Cf. xara ydpuy, iv. 4. 

4, We pass now to the description of the state of man which 
requires this declaration of righteousness, and the conditions on 
which it is made. The state is the universal state of sin, shown 
to characterise both Gentiles and Jews: it is shown that the 
knowledge of Gop’s will, whether elementary in Gentiles or 
even consummate in Jews, had not been sufficient to enable 
man to do the Will: that as a matter of fact man had failed 
in his efforts to do the Will, and by this road had not reached a 

en? 
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state on which he could claim a verdict of righteousness. It is 
assumed that this account of man’s efforts is exhaustive, and 
shows that this way of man’s ‘works’ is a blind alley. The 
emergency requires divine intervention. This way is found in 
Jesus Christ, the Son of Gop, who by His Death, as interpreted 
by His Resurrection, at once vindicated the righteousness of 
Gop (iii. 24 f.; see comm.) and offered Himself as man, an 
acceptable sacrifice to GoD. In Him as man once for all Gop 
declares man (human nature) righteous. The question then 
arises how are men, as several persons, to be brought under this 
verdict of righteousness. And the answer is, only by their being 
united with Christ, by being actually, not merely potentially, 
included in His humanity as offered to and accepted by Gop. 
This inclusion is the purport of baptism (vi. 1—11), involving 
an inner, living union with Christ, and thus a passing from 
the old life to the new life in Him. In this new life, the man 
is a new creature ; as such he is reconciled to Gop; he is under 
the influence of all the spiritual powers of Christ, who is his * 
life; he is undergoing the process of salvation ; he is the subject 
of the working of Gop’s glory. So far all is the act of Gop, 
proceeding from His grace, or free giving, the crucial instance of 
His love. 
What is the contribution which man has to make, on his part? - 

If the life is to be his life, it must in some degree from the first 
involve such a contribution. There must be personal action on 
his part, unless it is to be a mere matter of absorption into the 
divine life and action. Yet it was just by the emphasis on the 
personal action of the man, that Gentile and Jew alike had gone 
astray. They had hoped to make peace with Gop result from 
an active pursuit of righteousness, the attempt to do what was 
right in detail: and they had failed. 'The stress had been laid 
inevitably upon acts rather than character, upon external laws 
rather than upon inner principles ; upon the fulfilment of a task 
rather than upon a personal relation. The right point of view 
must be sought in some conception, which would at once preserve 
the personal activity of the man and yet leave the effective action 
to Gop. And this 8. Paul finds in the conception of faith. 

The meaning of wicris in the N.T. is always belief or faith, 
as a quality of man’s spiritual activity, until in the latest books 
(Jude 3f., 20, and perhaps, but very doubtfully, in the Pastoral 
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Epistles) it gets the meaning of the contents of faith or the 
Christian creed. But ‘belief or faith’ itself is used with different 
degrees of intensity. It may mean simply a belief of a fact: 
or belief of Gop’s promises : from this latter use, it passes easily 
to its fuller meaning of belief or trust in Gop as true to His 

promises; and thus to the full sense, which we find in 8. Paul 
and S. John, of trust in Gop as revealed in Jesus Christ, a trust 
invélving not merely the acceptance of the revelation as true, 
but the whole-hearted surrender of the person to Gop as so 
revealed and in all the consequences of the revelation. The kernel 
of the thought is the active surrender of the whole person, in 

all its activities, of intellectual assent, of the positive offering 
of will and action, of unreserved love. It is none of these things 

separately, but all of them together: it being in fact a concrete 

and complex act of the personality itself, throwing itself whole, 
as it were, upon Gop Himself, in the recognition of the worth- 
lessness of all human life apart from Gop and of the will and 
power of Gop to give human life its true worth. This act of 
faith involves, that is to say, the element of belief, the element 
of will and the element of love. And the object of the activity 
of each of these elements of the person is Gop, believed, loved, 
and willed. 

It follows from this complex character of faith, that it will be 
found in different degrees of development, and even in varying 
forms of manifestation. Sometimes the element of belief will 
be dominant: sometimes belief will be reduced to a minimum, 
and the deeper elements of will and love, either together or in 

different degrees of prominence, will form the staple of the act. 
In the case of Abraham, which S. Paul takes as typical of 
righteousness before the Gospel, the belief is mainly belief 
in the trustworthiness and power of Gop: the element of 

will, unquestioning obedience to and service of Gop, comes 
to the fore: the element of love, not explicitly mentioned 
in Romans, is represented in O.T. by the name ‘the friend of 
Gop.’ And such differences in the proportion in which the 
elements of faith are found in particular cases, are a matter 
of common experience. In ‘the woman that was a sinner’ it 
was for her great love that her sins were forgiven: yet by her 
acts it is clear that the other elements of faith were present at 
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the back of her action. In the Gospel cases, where faith is the 
condition and even the measure of the working of Christ’s 
power in miracle, the element of belief is again prominent, 
but it is a belief not only in the power but in the character 
of Jesus, which itself is an indication that the other elements 
were in a degree present, though in varying degrees, in those 
who threw themselves upon His mercy. Even where the faith 
seems to be reduced to the mere element of belief, the personal 
element in the ground for the belief itself implies in the believer 
the working of the other elements in their characteristically 
personal action. 
Now S. Paul, while he uses miors and morevo freely in 

their various senses, still when he is using it in correlation with 
xapis and in contrast to vduos and épya, uses the words in this 
full sense, of the personal act of surrender in all the elements 

of personality. It involves acceptance of the revelation of Gop 
in the Person of Jesus Christ: and consequently the object of 
the act is described both as faith in Gop (iv. 5, 24; cf. 1 Thes. 
i. 8; 2 Tim. i. 12; Tit. iii. 8) and faith in or of Jesus Christ (iii. 
22, 26; Gal. ii. 16, 20, iii. 22; Phil. iii. 9, i, 29a/.). It includes 
belief of the revelation but emphasises the movement of will 
and love. It consequently determines, as far as the man himself 
can determine it, the position of man in relation to Gop: and is, 
for that reason, the occasion or ground of Gop’s declaration of 
the man’s righteousness. That declaration implies that the 

man, in the act of faith, is in the right relation to Gop, and 
already qualified to be the subject of all those spiritual influences 
which are involved in his living union with Gop in Christ. 

If we ask why S. Paul so rigorously isolates this single 
moment in the man’s experience, and connects with it the bare 
statement of the declaration. of his righteousness, I think the 
answer is clear. He presses his analysis to this ultimate point, 
because he wishes to bring out the fundamental contrast of faith 
and law, as qualifying man for Gop’s approval, His declaration 
of righteousness. It is only when the conception is thus reduced 
to its simplest elements, that man’s true part in righteousness 
and his true method of attaining it can be made clear. The 
fact is that righteousness as a state is wholly Gop’s work in man ; 
man’s part begins, at any rate in analysis, before that work begins, 
when by his act of faith he accepts his true relation to Gop, and 
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puts himself into righteousness as a relation. Even in this act 
of faith, he is not acting im vacuo, he is moved by Gop: yet it is 
his own act, a complete act of his whole personality; and as 

such it is the beginning of a course of action, which, although it 
is Gop’s working in him, is yet his own personal action (Gal. ii. 
20). But it is only by isolating, in analysis, this original act 
that the whole consequent process can be seen to be Gop’s 

action in him, springing from his faith, not consequent upon his 

works. 
If it be said (as by Moberly, Mozley, a/.), that Gon’s declaration 

of righteousness cannot be ineffective, must involve an impart- 
ing of righteousness, that is undoubtedly true in fact. But 
that truth is not conveyed by the word dicaodv, and the word 

would seem to be intentionally chosen by S. Paul so as not to 
convey it; just because S. Paul desires to analyse the relation, 
which he is asserting, into its elements in order to make its 
nature clear. Just as the man is considered as expressing him- 
self in faith, before that faith expresses itself in life ; so Gop 
is considered as accepting the faith, as declarimg the man 

righteous, before that declaration takes effect by His Spirit in 
the man’s life. And yet it is misleading to speak as if it were 
a case of temporal succession, as if the moment of faith and 

justification were a stage in experience to be succeeded by 
another stage. It is only by a process of abstraction that that 
moment can be conceived at all: as it exists, it is already 
absorbed in the mutual interaction of the persons whose relation 

to each other is so analysed. Neither does man’s faith stop at all 
or exist at all in its bare expression; nor does Gon’s declaration 
exist as a bare declaration. Yet in order to characterise the state 
into which this relation brings the man, it is necessary to analyse 
it into its elements, excluding, in thought, the immediate and 
necessary results of the combination of those elements. 
What is that state? It is the living union of the man in 

Christ with Gop. There is no moment in the history of that 
union, in which the power of Gop does not act upon the spirit of 
the man, however far we go back. But in the ultimate analysis 
of the state we reach the two elements, man’s faith and 
Gon’s acceptance: these determine the method in which the 
union acts: and as long as we realise that this analysis, this 
separation of the elements, is only a separation in thought, 
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the result of a logical process, we avoid the danger of importing 
the sense of a ‘fictitious’ arrangement. We may perhaps say 
that there is a fiction present ; but it is a logical fiction, made 
for the purpose of clear thinking; not an unreal hypothesis made 
by Gop. 

It follows from this that throughout the long process of 
Gop’s dealing with man in Christ, man’s contribution to the 
result is solely his faith, in its full sense. The power which 
originates, supports and develops the new life is throughout 
the power of Gop, the Spirit working upon and in the man. 
Consequently not in the most advanced life of the saint, any 
more than in the first faltering steps of the novice, is there any 
thought of meritorious works. It is the apprehension, trust 
and love with which the man embraces what Gop gives in 
Christ, that is his contribution, his whole contribution to the 
divine working. But it is just this attitude and act of appre- 
hension, trust and love which calls forth and gives play to and 
indeed is the full realisation of his own personality ; because 
it is the realisation of the true and most complex and most satis- 
fying relation in which his personality can be developed, his 
relation to GoD. 

For the discussion of this question see S.H., pp. 28 ff. ; 
Moberly, Atonement and Personality, p. 335; J. K. Mozley, 
Expositor, Dec. 1910; Hort on 1 Peter, p. 81f. and James ii. 22. 
(p. 63); Hastings, DB. art. “Romans (Robertson); Du Bone, The 
Gospel according to S. Paul, pp. 69 ff. 

10. TEx. 

It is unnecessary to enumerate the MSS. and Versions in which 
this Epistle is found. The reader may be referred to the articles 
in the Encyclopaedia Biblica (F.C. Burkitt), Hastings’ Dictionary 
of the Bible (Nestle, Murray, a/.), Sanday and Headlam (Ltomans, 
§ 7) and Prof. Lake (The Text of the New Testament). The 
notation followed in the critical notes is the same as that adopted 
by Sanday and Headlam. 
A selection of passages in which noteworthy variations of text 

occur is subjoined. 
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11. Criticat Notss. 

i. 1. “Inoot Xporod WH. txt. Xp. I: WH. mg. Tisch. with B 
Vulg. codd. Arm. Aug. (once) Ambr. Ambrst. and Latin Fathers. 
The form Xp. ’I. is confined to the Pauline letters (excl. Hebr.), 
except Acts xxiv. 24, and, increases in relative frequency with 
time. It is more frequent than ‘I. Xp. in Eph., Phil., Col., and 

is the dominant form in 1 and 2 Tim. Taking all the epistles it 
occurs slightly more frequently than “I. Xp. (88—77), but this is 
due mainly to its frequency in 1 and 2 Tim. In the Epistles up 
to and including Rom. it is decidedly the rarer form (80—56) 
and probably therefore more likely to be changed by scribes into 
the other form, than the converse. The difference in significance 
is slight: in Xp. "I. the Xp. is perhaps rather more definitely a 
proper name than in I. Xp.; cf. 8.H. 

7. é ‘Pépy om. Gg schol. 47: for this omission cf. Add. Note, 
pp. 235 f. 

16. «mparov om. Bbhg Tert. mare. 5, 13 [WH.]. 
32. trowtow—cvvevdorotow. WH. Tisch. -otvres in each case 

B and perhaps Clem. Rom. 35. DE Vulg. Orig. lat. and other 
Latin Fathers had this Greek Text, but showed their doubts of 

it by adding non intellexerunt (ovx événoavy D). WH. mark the 
clause as corrupt, as involving an anti-climax. But see note. 

ii, 2. 8& WH. txt. yap WH. mg. Tisch. The evidence is 
fairly balanced. The sense is clear for d€: and the substitution 
of yap was probably due to the yap of the preceding clause, i.e. 
mechanical. 

16. é& q jpépo WH. txt. with B alone. &vnyépay# WH.mg. A. © 
73. 93. tol. al. 1. ére WH. mg. SNDEGKL al. d.e.g. Vg. al. | 

iil. 9. mpoexopcda: mpoxaréyouev mepicodvy D*G31: Antiochene 
Fathers, Orig. lat. Ambrst. The variant is a gloss and involves 
talking ri as the ebieet of mpox. So syr** ap. Tisch. also omits 

ov TavT @S. 

28. yap. NAD*EFG al. plur. Latt. Boh. Arm. Orig. lat. 
Ambrst. Aug. Tisch. WH. RV. mg. ody BCD°KLP al. plu. Syrr. 
Chrys. Theodot. RV. WH. mg. The combination for yap of RA 
Boh. with the Western evidence is strong: and internal evidence 
is in its favour. 

iv. 1. edpyxévar is found in most MSS. either before ’ABpadp 
or after nuav. B47* alone omit it, and perhaps Chrysostom, 
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The sense in the context almost demands the omission: and the 
variation in position of edp. suggests a gloss. ‘ 

19. ov ins. before xarevonoey DEFGKLP. om. Vulg. MSS. 
Syr. Lat. Orig. lat. Epiph. Ambrst.: a clearly Western reading ; 
the sense is not materially affected. 

v. 1. &@pev has an overwhelming support of MSS. It also 
makes the best sense (see note ad loc.). 

3. Kavxoneda: kavyopevor BC Orig. bis al. ‘a a group’ 8.H. 
The influence of the context is ambiguous, as (v. 2 xavyapeOa, 
v. 11 xavyopevor): the part. is slightly the more difficult, and 
perhaps the more characteristic reading. 

6. ed ye B only WH. txtt: other readings are ért yep (with 2 eTL 
below) Tisch. with most MSS. cis ri yap, ei yap, re are other 
variants. Text makes far the best sense. To account for the 
variants, H. suggests that cimep was the orig. reading ; cf. 2 Cor. 

v. 3, v.15; Rom. iii. 30; 2 Thes. i. 6. 
14. py om. 67 mg. and three other cursives. Latin Fathers: 

Orig. lat. freq. grk once, d. It is not easy to explain «ai if the 
negative is omitted. It looks like a hasty attempt to correct a 

difficult expression. 
Viii. 2. oe al. pe: om. Arm. perh. Orig. Neither pronoun is 

quite apt: and WH. app. argue for total omission. 
11. Sid rodévoux. gen. NACP? al., Boh. Sah. Harcl. Arm. Aeth. : 

Clem. Alex. Cyr. Hier. Chrys. ad 1 Cor. xv. 45, Cyr. Alex. : 
accus. BDEFGKLP et Vulg. Pesh. Iren. lat. Orig. Did. lat. - 
Chrys. ad loc. Tert. Hil. al. plur. The gen. is thus in the main 
Alexandrian; the accus. Western. S.H. place the preponderance 
of textual evidence slightly on the side of gen. The tran- 
scriptional evidence would appear to be on the side of. the 
accus. as decidedly the harder reading: especially in view of 
the Alexandrian tendency to revision. 

24, txt B 47 mg. only. RV. WH. tis, ri cal eArige. T. RB. 
Tisch. WH. mg. i cai dropévee N*A 47 mg. WH. mg. RV. mg. 

35. xpicrod. Oeov WH. mg. 
ix. 5. WH. mg. odpxa: 6 ov é€mi mavrav Oeds; see note 

ad loc. 
x.9. 7d pqpa B71 Clem. Alex. and Cyril (?) om. rel. dre Kupios 

*Incods B Boh. Clem. Alex. and Cyril (2%). K—ov “I—ovy rel. 
xii. 11. +6 kvpfo NABELP al. Vulg. Syrr. Boh. Gr. Fathers. 

xap@ DFG Latin Fathers. See comm. ad loc. 
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13. ats xpelais: pveiacs Western (Gr. Lat.). ‘Some copies 
known to Theod. Mops.’ WH. who suggest that it is a mere 
clerical error. The commemoration of martyrs arose as early 
as the middle of the second century. Cf. Mart. Polyc. xviii. 
8. H. 

Xili. 3. Te dya0d tpyw. Cj. dyaodpy@ P. Young, Hort (proba- 
ble). If this is read, then ré xax@ is Masc.=T@ kaxoépy@, the 
compound itself being avoided for euphony’s sake. Cf. for a 
parallel in compound verbs, Moulton, p. 115: This reading 
certainly gives the best sense. 

xiv. 13. om. mpdécxoppa and 7, B. Arm. Pesh. Cf. v. 20 and 
1 Cor. viii. 9. 

19. SoKopev CDE Latt. duaxoveyv NABFGLPO. 
xv. 8. yeyevnoOa. NAELPI. yeveoOas BCDFG. 

19. amvetparos B. add. deod NLP etc. Orig. lat. Chrys. ete, 
dyiou ACDFG Boh. Vulg. Arm. Aeth. etc. 

31. Swpodopta (for diaxovia). ev (for eis) BDFG. 
32. eMav—cvvavaratowpat, SAL Boh. Arm. Orig. lat. edo 

...kal ouv. Western and later MSS. B has ¢Aé and omits 
ovvavaT. 

Sid GeArjparos God: Kupiov Incov B, perh. clerical error for Xp. 
*Incov Western. “Ino. Xp. X* Ambst. txt ACLP Vulg. Syrr. Boh. 
Arm. Orig. lat. Chrys. Thdt. Lightfoot (Fresh Revn pp. 106 f.) 
suggests that the orginal had @eAjparos alone. But there is no 
parallel to this use of the anarthrous 6éAnya with a prep., and it 
seems difficult. 

xvi. 20. For the place of the benedictions see Add. Note. 

12. Books. 

The following list includes the principal books used and 

referred to in the Introduction and Commentary. 

1. Commentaries on the Epistle. 

Field, Notes on Translation of the New Testament. 

Camb. Univ. Press, 1899. 
Gifford, Speaker’s Commentary, reprinted, 1886. Giff. 
Hort, Prolegomena to Romans and Ephesians. Mac- 

millan & Co. 1895. 
Liddon, Explanatory Analysis, 1896. Lid. 
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Lietzmann, Handbuch zum N.T. ed. H. Lietzmann. 
Tiibingen, 1906. 

Lipsius, Hand-Commentar zum N.T. Leipzig, 1893. 
Rutherford, Romans translated. Macmillan & Co., 1900. 
Sanday and Headlam (International Critical Commentary, 

1895). S. H. 
Weiss, B., Meyer’s Kommentar: neu bearb. Géttingen, 

1891. 3 

Zahn, Commentar zum N.T. Leipzig, 1910. 

2. Commentaries on other Epistles are cited sufficiently in the 

3. 

~~ 

notes. 

Grammars and Dictionaries. 

Blass, Grammar of N.T. Greek, tr. by H. St J. Thackeray. 
Macmillan, 1898. 

Burton, N.T. Moods and Tenses. Chicago, 1897. 

Encyclopaedia Biblica, Cheyne and Black. London, 1899. 
Hastings, Dictionary of the Bible. Edinburgh, 1898. 
Herwerden, Lexicon Graecum suppletorium et dialec- 

ticum 1902-—-1904. 
Kuhring, de praepos. Graec. in Chartis Aegyptiis usu. 

Bonn, 1906. 
Mayser, Grammatik der Griechischen Papyri w.s.w. 

Teubner, 1906. 
Moulton, J. Bi. Grammar of N.T. Greek. Vol. 1. Prole- 

gomena. Edinburgh, 1906. 
Thayer, Greek-English Lexicon of the N.T. (Grimm). 

Edinburgh, 1890. 

Thackeray, Grammar of the O.T. in Greek. Vol. 1. 
Camb. Univ. Press, 1909. 

Winer-Moulton, Grammar of N.T. Greek. Edinburgh, 
1882. 

4. Linguistic. 

Dittenberger, Sylloge Inscriptionun Graecarum. Leipzig, 
1883. 

Milligan, Selections from the Greek Papyri. Camb. 
Univ. Press, 1910. 

Nageli, Der Wortschiitz des Apostels Paulus. Goettingen, 
1905. - 

Witkowski, Epistulae Privatae Graecae. ‘Teubner, 1907. 
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5. Other books of reference. 

Clemen, Religionsgeschichtliche Erklirung des N.T. 
(Giessen, 1909). 

Dalman, The Words of Jesus. E.T. Edinburgh, 1902. 
Davidson, Theology of O.T, Edinburgh, 1904. 
Deissmann, Bibel Studien and Neue B.S. Marburg, 

1895, 1897. 
v. Dobschiitz, Die Urchristlichen Gemeinden. Leipzig, 

1902; and Probleme des Ap. Zeitalters. Jb., 1907. 

Dubose, The Gospel according to S. Paul. Longmans, 
Green & Co., 1907. 

Ewald, De vocisZuvednoews...vi ac potestate. Leipzig, 1883. 
Hart, Ecclesiasticus. Camb. Univ. Press, 1909. 
Hort, The Christian Ecclesia. Macmillan & Co., 1897. 

Judaistic Christianity. Macmillan & Co., 1894. 
Prolegomena to Romans and Ephesians. J6., 1895. 

Journal of Theological Studies. Oxford University Press. 
Knowling, Witness of the Epistles. Longmans, Green 

& Co., 1892. 
Lake, The Earlier Epistles of S. Paul. Rivingtons, 1911. 
Lightfoot, On a fresh Revision of the English N.T. Mac- 

millan & Co., 1891. Biblical Essays. Macmillan & 
Co., 1893. Essays on Supernatural Religion. Mac- 
millan & Co., 1889. Apostolic Fathers. Macmillan & 
Co., 1885-1890. 

Mommsen, The Provinces of the Roman Empire. E. T. 

Bently, 1886. 
Ramsay, The Church and the Roman Empire. Hodder 

& Stoughton, 1894. 
Paul the Roman Citizen and Traveller. J0., 1898. 
Pauline and other Studies. J0., 1906. 
Historical Commentary on the Epistle to the 

Galatians. Jb., 1899. 

Stanton, The Jewish and Christian Messiah. T. & T. 

Clark, 1886. 
Texts and Studies. Camb. Univ. Press. 
Weiss, Joh. Theol. Studien D. B. Weiss dargeb. Gdt- 

tingen, 1897. ; , 
Zahn, Einleitung zum N.T. Qnded. Leipzig, 1900. 
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SOME ABBREVIATIONS 

| LXX.=the Septuagint Version of the Old Testament ; ad 

loc, =ad locum ; al.=alibi; of. =confer; cft.=confert ; ct. = contrast ; 

1b.=rbidem ; 1.c.=locus citatus ; mg.=margin ; op. cit. = opus 

-citatum; s.v.=sub voce; vb.=verb; ||= “parallel to; (= -opposed to. 

Abbreviated na of authors uk books will be plain if the fe 

j list of books (pp. x fi is see 

A. E = Sain! 2, Spolaliae f=. ey ; 



ey 
Me 

TPO POQMAIOYS 

1 ‘Iladros Sotdos "Incotd Xpictod, KAnTos ao- 
GTOXOS, ahwpicpévos cis evaryyédvov Oeod 76 trpoemny- 
yethato Sia tTav tpodyntav avTod év ypadais dylais 

rept Tov viod avTov, ToD yevouevou éx« orépparos 
4 A \ ‘ / al e 7 | iy “a 93 / 

avelO Kata odpKa, *Tod optcGévtos viod Oeod év duva- 
\ a a 

fer KaTa TrVEevpAa ayiwovvns EE avacTdcews veKpor, 
Incod Xpiorod rod Kupiou tar, °du ob EXdBopev yapuv 

mpos Ups. 1 éqremrode yap toety upas, iva Te peradé 

. \ \ / an. a 

Kai GTrooTOAnY eis UTaKonv TiaTews év TAaCLY TOFS 
‘ a] > | | >» a) 

€Ovediv vmEep TOV OvOMaTOS auTOD, °év ols éoTé Kal 
‘qracw Tos ovoLw év tmets KANnTol ‘Incod Xpioro, 

Roun dnyparnnats Geod, eMTTOlS @yiots: Xa pus Div 

kai elpnvn amo Oeod martpos ine kat Kupiov ‘Incod 

Xpicrod, 
8 TI pérov wer aixaplose TO B Neage ota “Inood 

Xpiorod mpl TAVT@V budiy, 6Tt 7 TiaTus bay mareary- € 
yéAreTas ev OXM TH KOTUM. YXpapTUs yap mov éoTLY O, 4 
Geos, é Aatpevo év T@ TvevpaTe pov év T@ evaryyerio 
TOU viov aurad, @S Sianeli pyctav UMOV TroLoU La it 
Wcaytote ert TOV TAOS RY pov, Oeomevos eb Tras Hon L- 
TOTE evodaOjoropat év TO Oedjpare ‘Tot Ocov éndeiv Pe 

Xdpiopa veiy mvevpatiKoy eis TO ornprxOqvac Upas, 
cv 1 an 

ROMANS | A r ee 



2 TIPOS- PQMALOYS. - (1 12 

LrovrTo 66 éoviv ovrmapaxrnOjnvar év duiv dia THs ev 
/ n nw 

GAAHAOLS TigTews Vuav Te Kal éuov. Bod Oéro dé 
¢ a val a Umas ayvoeiv, adeAdol, 6Te TOANAaKLS TrpoEOEunv ENOeiv 

\ € A aN > 50 + a é A vA \ Mpos vuas, Kal éx@rAvVOnvy ayxpe Tod Sedpo, wa Twa 
\ n Con o a KapTov oxX@ Kal év vuiv Kalos Kal év Tots Rovtrois 

lj éOvecuy. M’RAnolvy te Kal BapBdposs, 
codois TE Kab avonros oderdétns eiuts Mottw TO KaT 
FWA, S, 56 A) te 22 ithe a b] ‘Pp , b , €ue mpdobvpov Kal vpiv tots év “Poun evayyedicacba. 

\ oy yap ématcytvomat TO evayyédtov, SvVams yap 
Geod éoriv cis cwtnpiav ravtl TO TLaTevovTL, Llovdaiw 
re [rparov] cat “EXrnuu- “Scxavoctvn yap Oeod év 
QvT® aroxadimTeTar ex Tiotews eis TioTW, Kalas 
, 2 C \ ' > ' ' 
yéypamrat “O A€ Aikaioc Ek MICTEWC ZHCETAI. 

1g Amoxahumrer ae yap opyn Qcod arr echt cle éql 
Taicav dcéBeav Kab adiciay avOpiomey TOV iid ann- 
Oevav év adixia Kare ovr, 19S.0TL TO id Wd TOU" 

Geod havepov éotw €v avtois, o Geos yap avuTous épaivé- 

opacev. Ta yap aopara ‘abrod amd Krioews Ko pov 
Tots Trolpaciv voovpeva KaSopatat, } TE aldvos avToU 
Sivapis Kal Oevorns, eis TO elvas adTovs avaTrodoyntous, 
ASidre yvovtes tov Oeov ody ws Oedv édokacay 7 
noxapiotnoav, are EparawwOncap év Tots Stadoyio- 
pots avTaMr«cat écxoriay  adavveTos avTaV Kapoia* 
2 Beha KOTES elvab: cool epopavOnaar, 28 Kal HAAAZAN 
fin AdZAN TOD a faproy Oeod én Gmoldmati elKovos 
$Oaprod avOpwmov Kal MeTEeWWav Kal ib orgy 0? Kab 

*4 Ato Trapedaicev avtouvs 0 Oeos év EpmreT Ov. | 
Ov Rep otaiy avTav «ts lho fey, Tdis abe } 

rO¢ Ta oopata avtaov év avtots, *oitives 

‘ ody Typ stables tov Oeod ev TO perder, Kab 

Oncav Kal édatpevoay TH KTice Tapa TOV 



25] — TWPOZ PQMAIOYS 3 
2 

/ ties 3 Pie \ > \ 2A > + 
KticavTa, 85 éoTW eUAOYyNTOS ‘els TOUS aidvas* aunv. 
26 \ a £8 > \ € 6 \ > 0 > ? 

Ava todro Tapéd@kev avTovs 0 Geos ets Tan aTipias: 
ral : \ 

at te yap Onrevat avtav peTyANaEav. THY pvotKny 
a ' \ 4 € f \ BA 

yphow cis THv Tapa pvow, * ouotws Te Kab.ol dpoeves 
? f \ \ a a / b / 

adévres THY Huotkny yphow THs Onreias eEexavOncay 
> Soe EIDE 4 y > an 3 > / 4 > BA 

év TH opéter avTwy els adAnNXOUS apaeves EV ApceEotr, 
\ > 

Thy adoynuootyny KaTepyalomevor Kal THY avTipic iar 
3 A lal € A > , 

ny €deb THS TAGYNS avT@V év avTols aTroNapPRavorrTes. 
28 \ \ 2 ? / \ \ ” b ? / 
Kai xaos ove éoxiwacav tov Geov éxew év emiyve- 

¢€ > > , A wn 

cel, TapeoOwKev avTovs Oo Oeds eis adoKijOV VodY, TroLEty 
Ta pn KaOnKkovTa, ™mremAnpwpévous Tacy adiKia Trovn- 

/ / \ , 

pia wreovetia Kaxia, peotovs PO0ovov govov épidos 
Sorov Kakonbias, Wibuptoras, xaTaXarovs, Oeoortv- 

a ¢€ / ¢ U b] / ? \ wn 

yels, vB pioras, UTrepnpavous, aralovas, épevpetas Kaxan, 
a o > / 

yovevow arreiBeis, *tacvvétous, acuvOétous, datopyous, 
A \ n an 

averenpovas *oiTives TO SuKatwmpa Tov Oeod éruyvovTes, 

é7t of TH ToLavTa mpdocovtes AELot Oavarov eiciv, 
n > a a 

oU povovy avTa ToLOdaLY AANA Kat GuVEVvdoKOVOL TOS 
MTpacoovet. 

1 VE / s > ww a a € , 

2 ‘Avo avarronoyntos ci, & AvOpwrre Tas 6 Kpivwv: 
\ 

év @ yap Kpivess Tov EtEpov, GeavTOY KaTaxpivels, Ta 
e / yap avTa mpaccels 0 Kpivwv: *oldapev Sé Ste TO Kpipa 

tov QYeod éotiv Kata adynOevay él tovs ta ToLvadTa 
apt 8 nevi 52 a 5 avo c s MpaooovTas. oyifn 5& Todto, @ avOpwTe 6 Kpivev 

TOvS TA TOLAVTA TPacoovTas Kal TOLMY aUTa, OTL av 
5 ] 4, \ / n @ an 4X lal , n 

éexhevén TO Kpia Tov Oeod; *% Tov TOVTOU THs Ypyo- 
] a n a A 

TOTNTOS avTOV Kal THs avoyns Kal Ths parcpoOvuias 
A > A fal nn 

Katappovels, ayvowv Ott TO ypnoTov Tod Oeod eis peTa- 
5 ae \ / / \ 
KaTa@ O€ THV TKANPOTHTA Gov. Kat 

A 

yoravy oe aye; 
5 t Sf fa) he wy Wi the 5 
ameTavontoy Kapdiay Onoaupifers ceavTd dpyny €v 

> a} » es / a an 

nmEpa opyhs Kal atroxadvews Sixavoxpicias Tod Bend, 
A2- 



4 MPOZ PQMAIOYS [2 6 

S35 ATTOAMCE! EKACTG) KATA TA Epra ayToy* ‘Tols pev Kal? 
e \ 4 > a U \ \ » Wee / 
vTropovny Epyou ayabod Sofav Kat tinny Kal adBapciav 

al \ >7 a 8 ad de > > bi \ > Enrovaw Canv aiwviovs stots dé é& épiOias Kal arre- 
an a ? / f \ a > / > \ Godot TH arnOecia mevBopévors Sé TH adicia dpyn Kat 

Oupos, “Oris Kal orevoywpia, él tmacav >wuynv 
avOpeov Tod Katepyalouévov TO Kaxov, ‘lovdaiov te 
mpa@tov Kat “EXAnvos: dofa Sé Kab tiyn Kal eipnvy 
Tavtl To épyalouévm TO ayalor, lovdaim te mparTov 
kai" EXrnve: “od ydp éotw mpocwrodnurbia Tapa TO 
bea. 22”"Ocor yap avopws huapTtov, avopws Kab 
> a » an: > / dA \ / aronobvrat’ Kat door év vouw Huaptov, dia vomou Kpt- 
Ojncovtra: “ov yap ot dxpoatat vomou Sixato Tapa [7] 
Oem, GAN Of Trointai vopov SixatwOjoovra. “dtay yap 

‘ / 4 4 \ n , 

€Ovn Ta py vowov ExovTa dice TA TOD VOMOV TrOLHCLY, 
a / 

oUTOL Vopov pn EyovTes EavTois eioiv vopos' oituveEs 
a \ 

évdeikvuvtat TO Epyov Tov vouov ypamroy év Tais 
Kapdiats avT@v, svvpaptupovons avTav THs ouvErdy- 
gwews Kal nenage GXANA@V TOV Rage wiry karqryopovy- 
Tov i) Kal atroNoyoupevar, “ev 4 Hwépa Kpivet 0 Oeds 
Ta KpuTTa TOV aVOpeT@V KaTa TO EevayyédoV [Lov Ou 
Xpirrov ‘Eqeod, | 

a 4 

Ki 8¢ od “lovdaios érrovopaty Kat éravatraty vowe 
.Y a > @ “ 18 \ / x Gé 

kal kavyaca év Oem Bai ywooxes TO Oédnua Kai 
Soxiaters Ta Siahépovta KaTnYovpevos €k TOD vomou, 
oréqrotOds Te TEeaUTOV OdNyoY Elval TUPABV, HOS TOV 

f f / 
év oxoTtel, ™arawWevtHyvy adpovev, SiddoKarov vyTtior, 
4 \ / A / \ a 9 Me > 
EYOVTA THV MOpPHoW THS yYMTEWS Kal THS annGeias év 

a t ij 21 < 5 8 5 t 4 \. > 5 5 , 
TO v0 La 0 OUV OLOATKWY ETEPOV DEaUTOV OV OLOaG- 

KELS 3 O KNpoT TOV pay KNeTrTEW KET TELS; 0 Aéyou pm 

pouyevery pmoryevels ; 0 BdcAvTCOmEVOS TA cidwXa Lepoou- 
Neis; bs ev vouwm Kavyadcat, did THs TapaBacews 

| 
| 

. | 

en 
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Le] 4 \ \ > U 94 ‘ \ a” ce 

Tov vouwov tov Oeov atimaters; “106 yap ONOMA TOY 

Oeoy Ar yYmdc BAachHMeiTal EN TOIC EONECIN, Kabas 
/ 25 \ \ \ > cal 7\ ae! 

yéypamrrat. TepiToun pev yap were? €av vopov 
mpdoons’ éav dé TapaBarns vopov Hs, 1) TepiTopn Tov 
2 / / 26 2\ 3 e > / \ 5 axpoBvatia yéyover. *éav odv % axpoBvatia ta b- 

KALOMATA TOV Vopov HurAdooy, OvY H aKpoBvETia avTOD 

eis TepiTounv AoytoOnoeTar; * Kai Kpwet 7 ex hdoews 
axpoBvatia Tov vopov Tedodca oé TOV Sid ypaupaTos 

Kal tepitouns mapaBarny vopov. “od yap o &v TO 
n> at > PAL O'S “ a 3 \ 

gavep® lovdaies éotwv, odde 7) ev TO havep@ év capki 
os 29 > DSF )-9 nr fal *T 5 va) \ \ 

mepiToun? arr’ o év TH KpuTT@ Lovdaios, kat TeptTouy 
Kapdlas év mvevpate ov ypdupatt, ov o Eatvos ovK é& 
avOporav adr é« Tod Oeod. 3 1Ti otv To 

\ a? / x / eS / ‘A nm 

meptocov Tov lovdaiou, 4) Tis 7 @pEria THS TepLTopis ; 
270A KaTa WavTa TpoToV. mpaTov pev [yap] dre 
% / \ U n @ lal 8 7 V4 PD | / 

emictevOncay Ta Noyla Tov Geov. *ri yap; et HIioTN- 

ody Ties, py NH atiotia avTaV THY TiaTiW Tod Oeod 
4 \ / / @ de ¢ \ > / 

maraLpry aes 5 pn yévorTo* ywerOw dé o Geos arnOys, 

TSC Aé ANOPWTTOC eEYCTHC, Kabdmep yéypamrras 
"Orlwec an Alkai@éOtic EN TOIC AOroIc coy 
Kal NIKHcelc €N TH KPINECOal Ce. 

B.? Se ¢ 3) , eae f) A S , , , ei O€ ) adixia nuov Oeod Sixacocdvny cuvictnosy, Ti 
> a Ne ¢ NA 9 / \ > / \ 

Epodmev ; pn AdiKos O Oeds 0 emrihépwv THY Opynv; KaTa 
” / 6 \ / > \ a na ¢ \ 

GvOpwtrov rAéyw. 82) yévotTo* Emel Tas Kpivel Oo eos 
Tov Koopov; “et dé 4 arnGea Tod Gcod ev THe ene 
apevopate émepicoevoey eis THY Sokay avTod, Ti ert 
Kayo @S au“apTardos Kpivopat, Sxai wn) Kaas Bracdn- 

ee \ , / Coa f nS poovpc0a Lea] Kaos haciv tives nuads Néyeww OTe 
Tlomocopev ta Kaka iva éXOn Ta re ia OV TO Kpima 
€vo.ikov ear. 

IT; , 9 / / L ovv; mpoexoueOa; ov travTws, mpontracayuela 
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yap “lovSatous te cat “EAAnvas mavtas vd dpaptiav 
eivat, Kalas yéypamras ott 

Oyk €cTIN Aikaloc oyYAé eic, 

lloyK ECTIN CYNION, OYK ECTIN EKZHT@N TON OEON* 

L2TTANTEC EZEKAINAN, AMA HYPEWOHCAN’ | 
OYK ECTIN TTOIDN YPHCTOTHTA, OYK ECTIN E@c ENC. 

BTAdoc ANewrmenoc 6 AdpyrZ aYTON, 
Taic FAWCCAIC AYTON EAOAIOYCAN, 

idc ACTIIAMN YTIO TA YEIAH AYTON, 

14Qn TO cTémMa dp&c Kal TUKpIAc rémel’ 
1 6Zeic O1 TIGAEC AYTMN EKYEAI alma, 
I6CYNTPIMMA Kal TAAAITIOPIA EN TAIC OAOIC aYTON, 

17Kal GAON EIPHNHC OYK EfN@CAN. 
ovk €ctTIN @oBoc OE0Y AMENANTI TON 

OPOAAMON AYTON. 

9OSauev Se Stu boa O vowos Ayer TOIs ev TO VOM 
Narel, va wav cTopa dpayn Kal brodiKos yévntas Tas 
6 Koopos TO Ded: SudTe EE Epywv vomov oY AiKaiwoH- 
CeTAl TACA CADZ ENTION aYTOY, Sid yap vouov ériyvects 
dpaptias. *vuvi dé yapls vouov Sixavoovvn Ocod tre- 
dhavépwrat, papTupoupévn bro Tov vomov Kal THY Tpodn- 
Tov, = Sixarocvyn Sé Oeod dia TicTews ['Inood]| Xpicrod, 
els mavTas Tovs mMioTEevoVTas, OV yap éoTW StacToAn. 
Brravres yap Huaptov Kal votepovvTat ths Sd—ns Tod 
Geod, *Siuxatovpevor Swpeav TH avTod yapite Sua THs 
amokuTpocews THS ev Xprat@ ‘Inaovd: dv mpoé0ero 
o Geds tNaotnpiov dia Tictews ev TO AVTOD aipate eis 
évderEw ths Sixatoctyns avtod bia THY Tdpecw Tov 
mpoyeyovotav apaptnuatov ey TH avoyy Tov GQeod, 
mpos THY evdeEw THS Suxacootyns avTod év TO vor 
Kaip@, eis TO elvar avTov Sikavov Kal SixacodvTa Tov 
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> / TI A 27 TT a 9 ¢e , 

éx twiatews ‘Incod. ov ovv 9 Kavxnots; 
eexreioOn, dua toiov vopov; TaV épywy; ovxi, dAXa 
did vopov TricTews. “Aoyibouela yap Sxacodcbas 
TioTEL div 0 parray xopls Epyav Aleit 227 ‘lovdaiwy o 
Geos wovov; ovyxt Kal éOvev; val Kal a elarep els 

0 Oeos, bs Sixardoes TepiTounv ex Tictews Kal axKpo- 
Bvotiav Sia THs Twiotews. *vopov odv Karapyodpey 
dua THS wiareme en YyévolTo, ada vowoy ior dvopen. 

4 Ti ody épodpuev “ABpadp tov mpotratopa judy 
\ 4 “ 2 > \ "A \ > 4 28 00. a4 

Kata capKa; *e yap ABpadp é& épywv edixaiwn, exer 

Kavynua* adr ov pos Oedv, 3ri yap 7 ypady Aéyer; 
> t tic @ ‘ n a \ > ' - Bay > 

Emicteycen Aé “ABpadm Ta) O€@, Kal EAOPICOH AYT@ €Eic 
AIKAIOCYNHN. *7@ 66 épyalouév@ Oo putoOds ov Aoyilerat 

/ ? \ \ > / é 5 A \ \ > 

KaTa yap adda Kata odelAnuas °T@ Sé pn épya- 
a 3 fol 

Couév@, meatevovTe Sé émi tov Sixacodvta Tov acePh, 
/ ¢e , 3 a b 8 / 6 / 

Noyieras 4 Wiotis avTod els Stxatocvynv, °xabarrep 
t Aaveld A€yes TOY paxapiopov Tov avOpdrov © O wal évye Han apIe Hons) vopwirouv @ oO 

/ 4 

Peds Noyileras Sixacocvyynv xywpis Epyov 
7 U bo > t c > U ‘ e 2 

Makapiot @N AdEOHCAN aI ANOMIAI Kal @N éTTeKa- 
AYPOHCAN al AmapTia\, 

8 MAKAPIOC dwt OY OY MH AOricHTal Kypiac HORTON. 
99 paKapiopos odv oUTOS él THY TepLTOUNY 7) Kal él 
THY axpoBvoTiav; Néyowev yap *EdoricbH TH *ABpaam 
H TlicTic eic AlKAlOCYNHN. °ar@s ovv edAoyicOn; ev Tept- 

a x > > / > > A >] » eat | 

Toun ovTt 1) év axpoBvatia; ovK év meptToun arr év 
axpoBvaotia: “xal cHmeion €XaBev TepitomAc, oppayida 
Ths Sucatocuvns THS TiaTews THs év TH AKPOBYCTIA, Ets 
TO e€lvat avVTOV TaTépa TayT@Y TOY TiocTevoYTMV OU 

axpoBvarias, eis TO AoysoOAvas avTois [THv] Sixatocd- 
vnv, “Kal tTatépa epiTouns Tos ovK éK TeplLTOMAs 

Hovov GANA Kal TOis TTOLYOVEW TOls LyVvEoLY THS Ev 
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ie. / / le) \ ee EN, U 18 b) axpoBvotia TicTews ToD TaTpos yuoV ABpadp. Ou 

\ PS \ ‘9 vid / a > \ xX a / yap ova vouov n érayyeria TO “ABpaap 7 TO oTréppate 
On ee \ t 2 \ 5 t b) \ \ 
aUTOV, TO KANPOVOMOY avVTOV ElvVaL KOTMOV, AANA dua 

Scxavoovyns tiatews* Mei yap ot Ex vowov KANpoVopot, 
KEKEVOTAL 9 TiDTLS Kal KaTHPYNTAaL n érrayyeria. %o 

yap vomos opynv Katepyaletat, ov dé ovK Eat vopos, 
Oe / 16A \ la 3 / / ovdé TrapaBacis. ta TOUTO €x TicTeEws, iva 

\ 4 > \ > / \ > / \ 
KATA Kap, eis TO evar BeBatav THv evayyeNlay TavTt 

T@ OTEPMATL, OU TO EK TOD VOMOV MLOVOV GANG Kal TO ek 
/ "A / ¢ 3 \ U ¢ a 17 Q \ 

miorews ABpadpu,(6s éotw Tatynp TavTav Huo, Kalas 
yéypatrrat Ste Tatépa TOAAGN EONDN’ TEDEIKA CE,) KATE- 
vaytt ov érriatevoev Oeod Tod SwoTrotodvTos ToOvs VexpoUs 

\ A \ \ » e bd ss 188 3 2, id Kal KaXNOUYTOS TA wy OYTA @s bvTa* Os Tap éATrida 
> / > / > \ / Be ik t , 

ér édrridu émiotevoeyv eis TO yevéoOar avTov TATépa 
TIOAA@N €9N@N KATA TO elpyevoy Of¥twc éctai Td eTTEP AAA 

coy: «al p2) do Gevncas TH Tio TEL Kat evonoey ‘TO EavTOD 

ree: [75n] vevexpaopievor, EKATOVTAETNS TOV brdpxeov, 
Kal THY véxpwow THS untpas Yappas, eis dé THv émray- 
yeriav Tod Oeov ov SiexpiOn TH amictia adda évedv- 
vanobn TH tiote, Sovs SoEav tH Oem “kal mdrnpo- 
hopnbels Stu 6 éernyyeAtar Suvatds éotw Kal Tomjoa. 
22810 [kal] EAOricOH aYTG ElC AIKAIOCYNHN. 3 OvK 
éypadn é S: avtov povoy Ste édoricOH ayT@, “adda 

kal Se nas ols pédree AoylfecOat, Tois mMicTevovow 

él Tov éyelpavta Incody Tov ev ptoy NOV eK vEKpaD, 
*5O¢ TIAPEAGOH AIA TA TrapaTTT@MAaTA NUOY Kal jyépOn Sua 
THY SLKALMOLY NOV. 

1 bé 9 rd } 4 > »” 

5 1Arcatwbévtes ody éx tmictews cipnynv éyapev 
\ \ \ PS \ a] / ¢ ta) i | a“ xX a »9 bd 

mpos Tov Gedy dia Tov Kupiov nuaov ‘Incod Xpiotod, 76. 
A / 

ov Kal THY Tpocaywynv éoxnKapev [TH TiaTer] Els THY 
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4° 4 > 2 << Ui \ fi Q Sear. |S a) yapw TavTny év 7 Extn Kaper, Kal KavyopeOa em’ éXaride 

ths S0&ns Tod Geod* * ov povov é, GAA Kal KavyopcDa 
a / 

év tais Orinpeouv, etd0Tes OTL 7 Orixris UTropoviy KaTeEp- 
yaterat, *n dé vropovn Soxtunv, n dé Soxtun édzida, 
5.¢ Ser > \ > ae ef c > 7 a im 
n O€ EATIIC OY KaTaicyynel. OTe 9 ayamrn Tod Oeod 

éxxéyutas év Tals Kapdiats Hu@v Ova TvevpaTos aryiou 
an PS Oé C1 A " 6 By 4 xX \ ” ¢ a ? @ n 

Tov dobévtos nyiv: Sel ye Xptoros GvTwv nuav adoVevav 
” % \ e \ yo A > LQ : ‘3 \ éTs KaTa Kalpov vmrep aceBav améVaver. “porus yap 

b] n a fas 

vmép Suxatov tis amoGavettat> wirép yap Tod ayabod 
8 / \ \ 
cuviotnow dé THYV TaYa TIS Kal TOAMa aTroVaveiv: 

e ee Mee: 2-64 wa Pe ota Bg ¢ ie | a 
EavToU ayamny els as o Geos OTs ETL GuapT@rAOY 6VYTOY 
en \ ae ¢ on > LQ 9 a 5 nov Xpiotos vrep nudv ameGaver. *ToArAP odv 

A f n b] “ ~ > n 

ParXov StxatwOévtes viv év TO aipate avTod cwOn- 
, 0 5 ? b] Cape \ aA > A 10 > \ > GQ \ ww 

couc0a dt avtov atro THs opyjs. et yap éyOpoi dvTes 
KaTnrANaynwev TO Oe@ Sia Tov Oavarov Tod viod avToi, 

lal n f / > a n 

TOAAD paANOV KaTAaANayevTEs TWOHTOmEOa ev TH SoH 
> a sy Se / IY 2 \ \ , > “ 0 n 

QUTOU* “OU MOVOY O€, AAAG Kal Kavywpmevot ev TH Ce@ 
\ a / ¢ a > n n ? @ an \ 

Sua tod Kupiov nudv ‘Incod [Xpictod], dc od viv thy 
KaTtadraynv éraBoper. 

12 \ a v4 5 2, €."% b Q U4 SRY / ? Ava TovTo M@omep dt Evos avOpwrrov 7 apapTia eis 
\ / p ELS \ \ a th / ¢ / Tov Koopov eianrOev Kat Sia THs apaptias o Oavaros, 

Kal ovTas eis Tavtas avOpatrous 0 Oadvatos SifrOev éd’ 
@ , vd Ae 13 7 \ t ¢ AE pee © TavTes Nwaptov-. Paypr ydp vouov apaptia nv év 

> a \ ” 4 

Koopm, apaptia Sé ovK éAdoyaTat py GvTOS vopou, 
¢ ’ 

4Gvna éBacirevoey 0 Oavatos amo ‘Adaw péxpe 

Movoéws cal érl Tods mn aGuapTncayTas érlt TO opol- 
Gare. THs wapaBacewas “Addap, Os éotw TvTros TOD 
pérrovtos. arr ovy @s TO TapaTT@pa, OUTS [Kat] 

TO Kaplopa* ei yap TO TOV Eves TapaTT@paTe ol TONXOl 
amé0avov, TOAN@ LAGAXov 7 Yapts TOD Geod Kai 4 Swped 

év xdpiTe TH TOD évos GvOpaTov ‘Inco’ Xpiotod eis 
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\ / 

Tovs modXovs érepiccevoev. Fal ody ws Sv évds 
\ 

dpapTncavtTos TO SWpnua* TO wéev yap Kpiua é& Eévds eis 
\ \ a 

KaTaKpiua, TO O€ Xdpiopa EK TWOMAOY TapaTTOLaToV 
> A A 4 5 

eis Stxaiwpa. “ei yap T@ TOD évds TapaTT@patt Oo 
I \ / a A 

Oavaros éBacinevoey Sid Tod évds, TOAAD paAXov ot 
/ Lal \ Lal an n 

THY TWeptoceiav THS KapiTos Kat [THs Swpeds] THs Si- 
/ , > lal , \ a 

Kaloouvns AapPavovtes ev CoH Bacitevoovew 1a Tod 

évos “Inood Xpictov. S”Apa ovv @s Oe évos 
TapaTTw@paTos els TavtTas avOpwrrovs eis KaTaKpLLa, 

> / 

ovTws Kal dv évds Sixat@patos eis mdvtas avOperrous 
n / \ a n n 

eis Suxaiwow Cons: “domep yap Sua Ths mapaKons Tov 
Ph > / e \ / e / 

évos avOporrov apaptwrol Katertd@ynoay ot TodXoil, 
lal a a \ 

OUTS Kal Sta THS UTaKons TOD évos Sixatos KaTacTA- 
/ iA 

Oncovtat oi Todd. ~vopos dé TapeonAOer iva Teo- 
vadon TO TapaTT@pa: ov Sé émrcovacey 4 dpapTia, 
€ / : e / 91 ~ ¢/ > /- e 

imepetrepioaevoev 4 apts, “iva dowep éBacirevoev 7 
¢ / > A / A \ ¢ , 4 duaptia év T@ OavaT@, ovTws Kal 4 Yapis Bacireton 

\ 4 > \ >/¢ An 3 an ra! 

dia Stxatocvyns eis Cwnv aiwviov dua “Inood Xpiotod 
Tov KUpiov MOV. 

1 / 9 > la) > / A e / iy 6 ‘+Ti ody épodpev; éripévaper TH apaptia, va 
\ 7 n Napls TAEovacyn; 77 YyévouTo* oiTiVes aTreOdvopmer 

TH dpaptia, mas ett Cnoopev ev avTH; *%) ayvoetre OTe 
\ b] lal 

Scot Barrio Onper eis Xptotov ['Inooty] eis Tov Oava- - 
a ct ctr hah / fs) 4 t 5 2 A \ 

tov auto éBamricOnpev; *ovveradnmer ody avT@ dia 
n \ 7 / tov Barticparos eis Tov Oavatov, iva waoTrep HyépOn 

a n / a 

Xpioros éx vexpaev d1a THs d0Ens Tod watpos, obTws Kab 
n n / \ 

nuts ev KaWOTHTL Cwohs TepiTatTnowpev. el yap ovp- 

hutoe yeyovapev TH opmotdpate Tod Oavatov avrod, ard 
Kal THS avactdcews eoopcOa: STodTO ywwoKovTES OTL 

a / 

6 TadaLos nuov avOpwros svvectavpoOn, iva KaTtap- 
a a n aA -f VA See 

ynOn To cOpa THs apaptias, TOD pnKéeTs SovAEvEeL Huds 
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a e , v4 e \ > @ \ } 5 / 9 \ ol TH dpaptia, 70 yap amo0avwy Sdedikaiwtat amo Ths 
: \ A 

Guaptias. Sei dé amreOavopev ody Xpiot@, mucTevouev 
A / / \ 

67e Kal auvoncopev avT@: *eidoTes OTL Xpioros éyepOels 
n / A 

éx vexpa@v ovKéTe atroOvnoKet, Oavatos avTov ovKért 
4 a 104 \ > t@ lal e 4 > ta) > 

Kuptevet* *'0 yap amreVavev, TH apapTia aTeVaver éd- 

amaté: 0 5é fn, &} TO Ged. Mottas cal dpets NoyiferOe 
Ali v€ a a A éavtovs eivat vexpovs perv TH apaptia Cavtas bé TO Oe@ 

év Xpict® ‘Inood. 2M ovv Bacirevétp 1 
A lal / dpaptia év To OvnT@ tpov copate eis TO UTaKoveLV 

a la A 

Tais émOupiats avtov, “nde mapiotavete TA pédy 
Uuov OTAa adiKias TH apapTia, a\AA TapacTHoate pov % kias Th dpaptia, pact 
e€ \ A n € » Pe cal A \ a / 

éauvTovs TO Oem woel ex vexpov CavTas Kal Ta Médy 
¢ a / Pb) UA A fal fal 14 ¢ , \ e a 

Vuov oTAa Sixavocvvns TO Ged: “dwaptia yap buov 
> 4 > 4 > e \ / > e \ ov Kuplevoel, ov ydp éoTe Td vomov GAAA TO 
, IT; 93 “ e / vA > > \ 

yap. i otv; GpapTHowper OTL OVK EopeV 
ld > € \ 

UTO VOMOY GAAA VITO yap; pn yévorto: Mov« oldate 
e ? 4, e \ 4 > ¢e / a / OTL @ TapLaTaveTE EAVTOVS SovAOUS Es UTTaKONV, SoUNOL 

€oTE @ UTTAaKOvETE, TOL AwapTias eis OavaTtov 7 VraKxons 
> 4 N 17 / \ a a cd =. a a 

els Suxatocvvnv; ! yapis bé Te Oe@ OTe HTe SodAOL THs 
‘ ¢ 4 

apaptias uTnkovoate O€ €x Kapdias eis Ov TrapeddOnTe 
tuTov dvdayns, ®édevOepwOévtes 5é amo THs dpaptias 
eSovrAWOnTE TH Sixatoodyvyn: “avOpaivov Aéywo Sia THY 

n ¢e n 

acQéveray THS TapKos VuaV* Bowep yap TapectHocate 
\ LA a a A nF / \ Ce / 3 Ta LEAN VUoY SodrAa TH axalapcia Kai TH avopmia [eis 

/ le) a 

Thv avomiayv], oUTwM viv TapacTnoaTe TA pédAyn UVMOV 
SodAa TH Suxaocvyyn eis aytacpov: dre yap Sodrox 
2 i] e / > 50 4 a 8 4 a1 / NTE THS aGpmaptias, EdXevGepor Ate TH Sixaroovvyn. ™Tiva 

\ ta) \ ovv KapTrov éiyete TOTE Ef ols viv ératoytverOe; TO 
\ yap Tédos éxeivov Odvatos: *vuvi Sé, érevOepwbévtes 

b) \ na ¢ JS V4 \ na A 4 \ 

amo THs apaptias Soukmbévres Sé TO Oe@, EXEeTE TOV 
\ ¢ n > e ‘ \ \ 4 \ >, 7 

KapTOV VuLaV Els aytacpmov, TO dé TéXos Conv aiwvior. 
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93 \ \ > , a e 7 al Ud \ \ , Ta yap oweua THS duaptias Oavatos, TO dé ydpiopa 
a ae \ 2° ? a ? a a V4 

tov Geod Con alwvios ev Xpict@ Incod TO xvpio 
e a 

OV. 
1H > a 1 / 4 \ / 7 ayvoeire, adedXhol, ywwoKoval yap vomov 

AAAG, OTL O VOMos KUpLEver TOD avOpwmov éd bcov 
! a. Qe So hep § \ A Yr > 8 \ 5é8 

xpovov CH; 77 yap Uravdpos yuvn TO CaovTe avdpt déde- 

Tat vom: éayv Sé atroOdvyn 0 avnp, KaTHpYyNTaL amo TOD 
ul oy 2 5 / 8 ” 9) la hE: 5 \ ‘ 

vougou Tov avdpos. *dpa obv CavTos TOU avdpos mouyanis 
/ 3 \ / > \ ce Af 3 \ \ b] /‘ 

xpnuatiog: €av yévntar avdpt éTépw* éav dé amroBavy 
e > / / > » > \ n / a \ 9 o avnp, édevOépa éotiv amo Tod vomov, TOU pn elvat 
> Serer,’ is / 3 5 \ ue ee 4 tN) QUTHV MOLYaNLOa YyEevou“EeVnY avopl ETEPW. “WOTE, AOEA- 

got pov, Kal vucis eOavatwOnte TO vopm Sia Tod 
TWLATOS TOD YpLoTOD, cis TO yevécOar Vpas ETEPH, TO 

a 7 a a / 
éx vexpav éyepOévTe va Kkaptropopncwpev TO Oe@. °OTE 

yap huey év TH capKi, Ta TaOnpaTa TaY dpapTiOV TA 

dua Tod vouou évnpyeito év Tois pérecow nyov eis TO 
“a ~ ft) , 6 \ Se ‘9 ao N Kaptrohophoar TO Savate~ Svuvi dé catnpyiOnwev' aro 

rn 7 ToD vopov, amofavovtes ev @ KaTEevyopmela, WoTE Sov- 
al / 

Aeveuv [judas] év KaLvdOTNTL TVEVMATOS Kal Ov TadaLoTHTL 
a ¢€ 

ypappatos. "Ti odv épodmev; 0 vouos dpaptia; 
\ / > \ \ € / > a4 > \ ‘ pn yévorto* GANA THY dpapTtiay ovK éyvor ce pn Sia 

vowov, THY Te yap émlOvpiay ovK HOE et 1) O VOMOS 

Exeyey O¥K emidymHceics Sadopuay dé AaBodca 7 apap- 
tia Oia THS EvTOARS KaTELpydoaTo éy éwol Tacav éT- 

/ 
Oupiav, xwpls yap vopsov duaptia vexpad. %éyw oe élov 

\ / / > 4 \ a b] an Se f 
x@pis vowov TroTé* eMOovans dé THs evTOAHS N awapTia 

avétncev, Méya S€ améGavov, Kal evpéOn pot 4 évtody 
Cia \ ef es Ce ea TE eS. \ n eis Conv ain cis Oavatovs “n ydp apuaptia adopyny 
NaBodoa Sia THs evtorAHs eEnmrarncév pe kal dv avris 

12 4 ae f cf TBE os | \ 
WOTE O MEV VOMOS AyLOS, Kal N EYTOAH 

ayia Kat Sikaia Kal aya. TO obv dyalov 

QT EKTELVED. 
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b] Sef 4 \ , > Vs. A @ , ¢ 
éwol éyévero Odvatos; pn yevotto* adda n apapTia, iva 

havn apaptia S:a tov ayalod poe Katepyafopévn 
4 vf , > e \ ¢ \ e Odvatov: iva yévntar Kal’ brrepBodnv apaptwros 4 

€ / 8 \ an b] A 14 LO a ¢ ¢ / 

dpaptia dia THs évToAns. “oldapev yap OTL o vopos 
/ 

MVEUMATLKOS eoTIW eyo Oe odpKLVOS Ecipt, TreTpapévos 
bro THv apaptiav. 1d yap Katepyafouat od ywacKw* 

> \ & , a) / > 7 A a a a 

ov yap 0 GéXw ToUTO TPdgow, AAX O pLG@ TOTO TOLe. 
A a) 4. 

We, S€ 6 ov OéXw TOTO ToL, GiVdnuL TH VOPw OTE 
wkaros. “Nuvi dé ovKxéts eyo xatepydlouar avTo ada 
e¢ 9 an ] b] \ ¢€ / 18 i \ ¢ b ] > a 

n évotkovoa év éuot apaptia. oida yap Ste ovK oixet 
la) lal / 

év éuol, TOUT éotw év TH capKi pov, ayafov: TO yap 
/ “d , \ \ / \ \ 

Oérew tapdKertat pot, TO dé KatepydlecOar TO KaXov 
ov' Mov yap 5 OérAw Tow ayabov, adda 6 ov Oéro 

\ a , 20? Se 4 ? bg a a 
Kakov TOUTO Tpdcow. ei Sé 5 ad OéXw TODTO TALa, 

b] ¢ » ee, / 2A.% > e > nr 7 3 

OUKETL ey@ KaTepydlopat avTO GANA 7 oikodoa év enol 
e / 21 Ay / # \ / A 0é > \ 

apap ia. tpioxw apa Tov vouov To OérovTs épol 
a ; \ 

qoeiy TO KANOY OTL €Mol TO KaKOY TrapdKeTaL: “@ouvn- 
a a n \ 

Somar yap TO vop@ Tod Ocod Kata Tov éow advOpwrror, 
/ an 

23 Brémrw dé Erepov vowov év Tots wéNeciv pov avTioTpa- 
> a / a / 

TEVOMEVOY TH VOM TOV VvOOS fou Kal aixuarwrTilovTa 
, n ¢€ , A n 

pe [ev] TS vow THs apaptias TO dvte év Tois méreolv 
/ \ pov. *radalmwpos éy@ avOpwios: Tis pe pioetar ex 

An fa) / a A 

TOD c@paTtos TOV GOavarouv TovTOV; ™ydpis [Se] TH Oew 
dia “Inood Xpictod tod Kvpiov nav. dpa odv avros 
Me nA A i. 5S x s / Aios BS 4, ee 
éy@ T@ pev vol Sovrcvw vou@ Oeod, TH Sé capKl vouw 
¢ / 8 10 VO A A , a 

apaptias. vdéyv apa vioV KaTaKpLLa Tots 
2 a? a e \ / a a a , 
év Xptot@ ‘Incov: 70 yap vowos Tov mvevmaTos THs Sons 
3 a.3 n 3 / / b \ a U A 

év Xpiot@ ‘Inaod ynrcvGépwoéy oe ard Tod vomov THs 
¢ / ta) apaptias Kat tod Oavadtov. *7rd yap adivatov ToD 
, > ae / \ A / c \ \ e n 

vomov, év & Habéver Sia THS capKos, o Oeds TOV EavTOD 
e\ / > ¢ , \ ¢ , \ 

viov Téuapas €v Omolwpmate wapKos apapTias Kal Tept 
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¢ / / ¢ a apaptias KaTéKpive THY apwapTiay év TH capt, tiva TO 
/ n n an a 

Sixai@ua tov vouov wAnpobyn év nyiv Tois pr KaTa 
cadpka TepiTAaTOvEW AANA KaTa TVEdMA* 50i yap KaTa 

\ a “ 

cdpka ovTes TA THS capKos hpovoda.y, ot Sé Kata 
TVEDMA TA TOD TvEevpaTos. ®TO yap dhpdvnwa THs 
capkos Odvatos, To Sé hpdovnpa tod wvevpatos wn Kal 

> / . 78 / \ / aA \ »” @ > al / eipynvn* ‘dvoTe TO Hpovnua THs aapKos &xOpa eis Oeov, 
TO yap vouw tod Oeod ovy btoTdoceTaL, ovdE yap 
} 4 8 < oe > 2. @ Lal > / > PS 4 

vvatat* ®ot dé év capki dvTes Oe@ apéoar ov duvvavTat. 
¢ al 

"Tyets 5é otk éoré év capkl adra év TvevpuaTi, eltep 
mvevua Ocod oixet ev tpiv. eb Sé Tis Tvedua Xpiotod 

> »” = > » b] ‘ol 10 > de D4 \ > ovK Exel, OUTOS OVK Eat avTov. Met dé Xpiords ev 
Upiv, TO wev THma vexpov dia apapriav, TO dé Tvedpa 
fw7 dia Sixatocvvnv. “ei dé ro wvedpa Tod éyetpayTos 

n a] Ca) a € la) 
tov ‘Incody é« vexpav oixel év dpiv, o éyeipas éx vexpav 

rn \ Xpiotov “Incoty Cworoinoes [kal] ra Ovnta compara 
lal fal la) nm 4 ta) 

tuav Sta Tov évoiKODYTOS aVTOD TvEvpMaTOS EV vpiv. 
2”Apa ovv, addeAdoi, oherdérat Eopmev, OV TH TapKt 

b ? t 

an a a / 

Tov Kata odpka nv, *ei yap Kata odpKa Cite méeddeTE 
n / 

aToOvnckew, ef S& mvevpats tas mpdkes TOD TMpaTos 
a) UA a 

Gavatotte Enoecbe. “bao: yap mvebpare Oeod ayovran, 

ovTot viol Geod ciaiv. Mod ydp éAdBere rvedpa Sovdeias 
a e / 

mdadw, eis PoBov, adra end Bere mvedpa viobecias, ev @ 
16 AS \ le) 

Kpalopev "A BB4 0 mari QUTO TO TVEDWA TUYpap- 
> \ 

nye TO idaasisie Hav OTL eopev Téxva Ocod. Nei Sé 
Téxva, Kal KAnpovopoL* KANpoVvopoL pév Oeod, cUvKAH- 

Qn ivf 

povopot 6€ Xpictod, elrep cvvTdcxyopev wa Kal ovp- 
a 4 

d0€ac Paper. 1 Aoyifouat yap Ort ovn abia Ta 
n a a / 

Tabnuata Tov viv Katpod pos THY péAXNOVaaV SoEav 
> ey > ¢e n 19 e \ > P) , an 

atrokaruvbOfvas eis hpyds. 1 yap aroxapadokia Ths 
la) n an lal J 

KTLOEWS THY ATOKANUYLY TOV VieVv TOD Peod amreKxdéxeTaL 
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aaa, 0 
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a e / ¢ A 

ry yap paTawTyTL 1 KTioLs UIEeTayn, ovy Eéxodoa 
¢e >] / 

ara bia Tov vrota~avta, ef Edmids OTe Kal adr 
n KTiats éXevOepwOnoeTat aro THs Sovreias TH; bOopas 

> \ bl / n / la) / A a 

eis THY édevOcpiavy THs SoEns TY Téxv@V Tod OGeod. 
14 ca) 4 

22 o/dapev yap OTL Taca 7 KTLOLS GUVoTEVAateL Kal CUVO- 
PyA 7 a Ai i. oF / dé bi \ \ > \ \ 

iveL AY pt TOV VUY* “ov povoV O€, AMAA Kal aUTOL THY 
a 4 yA ¢ a 

avapyny ‘Tov mvevpatos éxovTes [nets] Kab ado év 
val / > / 

éautois otevdCopuev, violectay amexdeyomevot THY atro- 
a , ¢ n al 

AUTPwWOLY TOD TwpaTos NuoV. “TH yap édATids éoo- 
4 

Onuev? édmis dé Breropuévyn ovK éotw é€dtis, d yap 
A > 

Bnréret tis érmrifer; *ei dé 5 ov Brérropev éArrifoper, 
a > ‘ / ¢ 

du vropovans amrekdexopucba. 26" Ocavras dé Kal 
TO Tvevpa cvVaVTIAamBadveTar TH acOevela nua: TO 
yap ti mpocevEdpcba Kao Set ovK oldapev, GANA avTo 

la) ¢ na 3 / 

TO Tvevpa UTEpevTUYYavEL TTEVAYMOtS ANaAHToOLS, 76 dé 
n J / \ / a) 

épavvav Tas Kapoias oldev TL TO Hpovnua Tov TvEevpaTos, 
vd \ @ \ b] f e ‘ ¢€ , 28 18 de ¢ 

ort Kata Oeov évTvyxaver vTép ayiwv. *oidapev dé tt 
n ca) a € 

Tois ayata@ot tov Ocdov mdvta avvepyet [o Oeds] eis 
> / A \ 0 al J 29 ayabov, trois Kata wpobecw KANTOLS ovo. 

, f a / na 

Tpoéeyvo, Kal Tpowpicey cuppophous THs eixovos Tod 
“ La! \ Sj > \ / na 

Viov aUTOV, Eis TO elvat AVTOV TPwTOTOKOY év TrOANOLS 
aderdois: ods 5é mpowpicev, TOUTOUS Kal Exddecev* 

¢ A 
OTL OVS 

4 

Kal ods exddEcEV, TOUVTOUS Kal ediKaiwoev* ods be édu- 
\ 3A7 / a) 

Kalwoev, TOUTOUS Kal edoEacer. Tt obv épovpev 
\ fa) ps t} \ ¢ \ ¢ a) / 2 ¢ A 32 / 

mpos TavTa; € O Oeds vmép nuov, Tis KAD nuav; *%ds 
An As en > > > Ny if \ ¢ tal / 

ye TOU Ldiou Viod OvVK ehELcaTo, AANA UTEP HuUOVY TAaYTOV 
nan J \ al 

TAPEOWKEV AVTOV, TAS OVXL Kal OY aUT@® Ta TayTA 
n / \ a a 

nuiv yapioetar; ris éykadéoes KaTa éxrNexT@v Oeod; 
0 \ c n x 34 ' c al : 24 \ A | fal e 

€0s 6 AIKAION* * tic 6 KATAKPIN@N; Xptoros [Incovs] o 
n n / 

amoBavdy, warrov dé éyepOeis [é€x vexpav], os éotuv 
page n n nx ra pace. / ¢ \ ¢ lal 85 / 
°EN AEZIA TOY OEOY, OS KAL EVTUYYaVEL UTEP NMAV* “TIS 
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pas Koploe aro THs ayaTns Tod yYpLoTOv; Oris 7} 
otevoxwpia 7 Sumypos 7) ALwos 7) yupverns 
paxaip2; xaos yéyparrat OTe — 

"ENEKEN CO¥ OANATOYMEOA GAHN THN HMEPAN, 
€\OPICOHMEN GC TIPOBATA coarAc. 

S7aXN év TovToLs waow VTrepviKOpmev Sia TOV ayaTH- 
cavtTos Huds. arérevopat yap ott ovTe Oavatos ovTE 
Sw ovTe Gyyedou ovTE apyal ovTE “éveoTaTa ovUTE 
péAXOVTA OUTE Suvapets *ovTE trpapa ovTE BaOos ovTE 
Tis KTiols éTrépa SuvnoceTar Huis xXwpicar amo Ths 
ayatrns Tod Geod THs év Xpiot@ Inood to Kupio nov. 

9 VArjOerav rAéyo ev Xpioro@, ov Wevdouat, ovv- 
paptupovons por THs cuvedjoews pov év mTvevpaTt 

/ 

dyin, ore Adin pol éotw peyadn Kal adidrevTrTos 
al / 

odvvn TH Kapdia pou: ®*nvydunv ydp davdbeua eivas 
AUTOS éy@ ard TOD YpLoTOD UTrép TOV adEeAPaY pov TOV 
ouyyevav pou Kata odpxKa, *oitivés eiow ‘lopannreiran, 

¢€ e / Are / \ e a See 
av 7 viobecta kat 7) Sd&a Kai ai ScaOHKar Kat 4 vopo- 

Oecia Kai  NaTpela Kal ai érayyeriat, “ov ot TaTépes, 
cal é&€ Gv 6 XpioTOS TO KaTA cdpKa, O ov éml TaVTMD, 
Oeds evNOYNTOS els TOds aidvas: aunv. COuUX oboy Sé 
7 > / c fa! lal > \ / e°.9 OTe exmrémTw@Kev 0 AGyos TOD Oeod. ov yap aves ot €F 
"Ioparnr, oboe Iopanr* “0v8 ott eioly oréppa ABpaay, 
mavres Téxva, GAN *EN “Icadk KAHOHCeTAI COI CTTEpMa. 

SropT got, OU Ta TéKVa THS Capkos TAaDTA TéKVAa TOD 
Ocod, GAXa Ta Téxva THs émayyerias Noyiferar eis 

/ 92 / \ ¢€ / & K \ \ \ 
omrépwa* YeTrayyedias yap 0 NOYos OVTOS KATA TON KAIPON 

TOYTON €AEYCOMAal Kal EcTal TH Zappa yidc. ov pdvoy dé, 
ddra kai ‘PeBéxxa é& évds Koirnv éyovoa, loadk Tod 

a U 

maTtpos nav “pnirw yap yevvnbévtov nde mpagavtay 
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Tt aya0ov 4} hadrov, va Hn Kat’ éxXoynv mpobects TOD 
Oeod pévn, ov é& Epywv AX €K TOD KaNodVTOS, “éppéOn 

avtn 6te “O meizwn AoyYAeycel TH EAaccont* xabdrep 
/ i) > ‘ >i hy \ 1 > Pe acs ase 

yéeyparrat TON ‘lak@B HrattHca, TON A€ “Hcaf émicuca. 
14 , 9 a A . \ > / oy “ A Z \ Té ody époduev; py adixia mapa Te Oe@; 1) 

A n / , » al 

yévorto’ &re Mavoet yap Néyes *EAcHco on An Ede, 
Kal OIKTEIPHC® ON AN OIKTEIPW. apa odv od TOD OéNovTOS 
ovdé TOD TPEXOVTOS, AAAA TOU EXe@VTOS Beod. Mréyer 

\ ¢ A ES NE > Soe 5 n My Le hs 

yap » ypady T@ Dapaw ote Eic ayto TofTo EZHreEIpa Cy 
Otrac éNnAciZ@Mal EN CO! THN AYNAMIN MOY, KAdl Orc Alar- 

reAH TO GNOMA MOY EN TIACH TH FH. "apa ody dv Oérev 
érec?, Ov Sé OéXee CKAHPYNEL. 19°Kpets pot ovr 
Té ére wéudetar; TO yap BovAnpate avTov tis avOéarTn- 
kev; 3 avOpwre, pevodvye od Tis ef 0 avTaTroKpLVO- 

pevos TO Oe; MH Epel TO TAACMA TH TrAdCANTI Te pe 
érroinaas oUTws; 7) odKk Eyer EEovciay 6 Kepameyc TOY 
THAOY €x TOD avTOD hupdpaTos Tothoat O pev Ets TLV 

oKedos, 0 dé eis aTiptav; ei 5é OéX@r Oo Oeds EvdeiEacOar 
Thy opynv Kal yvwpicar TO Suvarov avTov HNerKeN év 

“ f ’ > ra / > ? ’ 

TONAH pakpoOvmia cKeYH OprAc KaTnpTicMEVva cic aTw- 
a 93 7. , a! xr a Oo . 56 > i | D } 

Aelan, Biva yvopion tov wrovTov. Ths So—ns avTod ém 
/ / ec 4 > 60 24 aA Ss / 

oKevn édéous, & mpontoipacer eis SoEav, * ods Kai éxare- 
cev Has ov povov €& “lovdaiwy adda Kai €& éOvav—; 

as Kal ev TO Qoné Neyer 
Kadéco> TON OY AXON MOY AdON MOY 

Kal THN OYK HPATTHMENHN HPATTHMENHN * 
26 \ Pl] > las U © > ’ > “” O > ’ 

Kal €cTal EN TH TOT@ oY éppédH [aytoic] Oy Aadc 
MOY YMEIC, 

> nw , CRA n an 

€Ke~L KAHOHCONTAI YIOl BE0Y Z@NTOC. 
27’ Haoaias dé kpatver trrép tod ‘lopanr Ean Hi 6 Aplomdc 
TON YION IcpaHA ac H AMMOC THE BaddccHC, TO. YTIOAIMMA 

ROMANS 
B 
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c@@Hcetaiy *AGrOoN fap CYNTEADN KAI CYNTEMN@N TIOIHCE! 
Ky >) ay n ~ 29 \ Aa 7 -H , Ypioc émi tAc rac. ™“xai xaQas mpocipncev “Hoaias 

Ei mH Kypioc ZaBawe érKaTeAiTIeN HMIN CTTEpMa, 
c , n > ' ie mae n 

@c 2ZddAoMaA AN €EfENHOHMEN Kal wc Tdmoppa AN 
GMOIGDOHMEN. 

TY ody épodmev; Stu EOvyn Ta pr) Si@KovTa SiKavoovvnv 
/ J, / \ \ > / 

katéraBev Sixarocvvny, Sixavocvvny 6¢ THy éx TiaTews: 
Vig anr de 8 / / } ¥. > / > panr dé Si@ka@v vosov Sixatocbyns eis vopsov OvK 
épOacev.' Sia ti; Ott ovK ex TicTews GAN as é& 
épyav: Tpocéxoway TH A0w TOY Tpockdmmatoc, * Kalas 
yéypatrras 

"|Aoy TIOHMI EN ZIDN AIBON TIPOCKOMMATOC Kal TIETPAN 
CKANAAAOY, 

Kal 6 TICTEYWN ET AYT@ OY KATAICYYNOHCETAI. 
10 VAderdoi, 1) ev evdoxia THs Euns Kapdias Kat 

% Sénaus mpos Tov Oedv bTrép avTaV Els GwWTNpiaY. *wap- 
na \ > a ¢ a a wy > b ] b] b] 

TUp@ yap avTots ott CHAOV Geod €yovow* adr ov KaT 

érriyvac.y, *ayvoodvTes yap THv TOD Beod Stxarocdvyy, Kab 
tiv diay Enrodvtes oTHoat, TH Suxatocvvy Tod Geod ovy 
imeraynoav: *réXos yap vosuou Xpioros ets Suxavoobvnv x , igi i 
mavti T@ TuotevovTt. *Mavons yap ypape Ore THY 
Suxavocuvny THY eK vomov 6 TIOIHCAC ANOPOTIOC ZHCETAI EN 
auth. 9 dé é« mictews Sixatocvvn otTws Neyer MH 
elttHc €y TH Kapdia cov Tic AnaBHceTal e€ic TON OYPANON; 

TovT éotw Xpiotov catayayelv: 7% Tic KaTaBHceTat eic 
THN AByccon; TovT éotuv Xpiorov éx vexpov avayayelv. 
Sanna TL ever; *Erryc coy TO pAmd écTIN, EN TH CTOMATI 

coy Kal én TH KapAia coy’ TOOT ori TO pHua THS TidgTEws 
o KNpvocopev. STL Edy Opmoroynons TO PAMA EN TH 
ctémati coy 67 KY PIOS IHSOTS, cai mrictevons én 

TH Kapadia coy OTe 0 Oeds avTov Hyepev ex veKpOr, 
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6 , 2 10 5 / 4 / > PS y 

owOnon Kapdia yap muotevetar ets Stxacocdynp, 
/ de ¢€ x a bd 4 $ 11) ¢ \ € oTOMATL OF OMONOYEITAL Ets THTNPLAV éyes yap 7 

ypady Ilas 6 tmicteYwon €T ayTG OY KaTaIcyyNOHceTal. 
26% yap éotiv StactoA? ‘lovdaiov te Kal ”EXAHVos, 6 
yap avTos KUptos TavTMY, TAOUTOY Eis TavTAas TOUS 
err uKaNoupe irov* TT&c yap Oc An étiKaAé MLEVOUS AUTOV Bc yap OC AN ETIKAAECHTAl TO 

GNoma Kypioy cwOHcetat. II ads odv émixadécwvTas eis 

OV OUK éTricTEVoaV; TAS O€ TLIGTEVTWOLY OU OUK HKOU- 
cav; Twas 6€ axovcwow yopis KnpbooorvtTos; Maras 5é 
Knpvéwow édv pn) atootarwaow; KaOdmep yéeypaTTat 
‘Qc pation ol TOAEC TAN EYAPPEAIZOMENODN 470d. 16°AXN 

5 / ¢ / a > £ "Hi / \ / 

ov TavTes UTHKOVTAY TO evayyeriw* "Hoaias yap Néyeu 

Kypie, tic érticteycen TH AkoH HMON; “apa » miotis é& 
aKons, 7 Sé axon dia pnwatos Xpsorod. “adda rAéyo, 
fA) OUK HKovoaY ; pevovvye 

> a ‘ na Ino A c 4 > n Eic m&can THN PAN €ZAAGEN 6 Odrroc AYTON, 
Kal €iC TA TepaTa THC OIKOYMENHC TA PHMATA AYTON. 

WarANA eyo, pa) “lopanr ovK &yvm; patos Mavons 
Neyer 

"Eros TlapazHA@cod buds Er oYK EONEl, 
él? €ONEl ACYNETO TAPOprIW vyas. 

“0 Haalas 6€ arroToApad Kal réyer 
Eypé0Hn Toic €mé MH ZHTOYCIN, 

EMANHC EfENOMHN TOIC EME MH etTepwTACIN. 
> ¢ ‘ c , 

*larpos 5é tov “Iopanr réyer “OAHN THN fimépan éZerré- 
Tacd TAC YElpPAc MOY TIPOC AAON ATTEIDOYNTA Kal ANTI- 

AérONTa. 11 ‘Aéyo@ odv, un dmadcato 6 be0c 
TON AdON AYTOY; (47) yévoUTO* Kal yap éyw “Iopandeirns 

/ n eiul, €x oméppatos “ABpaap, durjs Beviapeiv. 2oy« 
ATIOCATO 6 BEOC TON AdON AaYTOY dv mpoéyvm@. H ovK 

Yi > 9 / / / ¢ : an 

oldate ev Hyela ti réyer 1 ypady, ws éevtuvyyaver TO 

; B2 
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Ged kata Tod ‘lopanr; *Kypie, Toye MpodHtac coy ateé- 
KTEINAN, TA OYCIACTHPIA COY KATECKAPAN, KAT@ YTTEAEIPOHN 

MONOC, KAI ZHTOYCIN THN YyYHN Moy. *aAAG Ti Néyes AUTO 

OxXpnuaTticuos; KatTéAITION €“avT@ EnrTakicylAioyc ANAPAC, 
OITINEC OYK Exampan FONY TH Baar. Sodtas obv Kal év 

a a a / > b] \ U / 

T® VUY KaLP@ Aippa KAT EKOYNY YapLTOS yEyoveEV* 
6 > \ / > 4 > » > \ ¢ / > / 

et dé ydpuTs, oKéts €& Epywv, érrer n apis ovKéTt 
/ 4 v1 ER A «ee aN ee a + / a 5) yiveras yapus. “rt odv; 6 émifntet Iopanr, TovTO ovK 

eget ¢ \ 9 GS Ue ELS: € \ \ 32 , 
éqrétuyev, ) Sé ExXory? éwétuyev* ot Sé NowTrol érrwpa- 
Oncav, ®xabarep yéypattat “Ed@ken aytoic 6 6edc 
TINEYMA KATANYZE@C, GPOadAMOYC TOY MH BAETTEIN Kal @TA 

TOY MH AKOYEIN, Ewe TAC cHMepon Hmepac. %xab Aaveid 
Dever 

TenHOHT@ H TPATTEZA AYT@N EC TAriAA Kal EIC OHPAN 

KAl €IC CKANAAAON KAI EIC ANTATIOAOMA AYTOIC, 

1 cKOTICOHT@CAN O01 OAAAMO! AYT@N TOY mA BAETTEIN, 

KAl TON N@TON AYT@N Ald TIANTOC CYNKAMWON. 

UAéyw odv, wn értatcay iva Técwow; pn) yévolTo: 
an an ¢ an 

GANA TO aVTOY TapaTT@pate n cwTHpla Tots EOverw, 
Eis TO TAPAZHAWCAl avTOUs. EL dé TO TapdTTwOpa avTo@V 

a : / “A nn n 

TAOVTOS KOTMOU Kal TO HTTHUA AVT@V TAODTOS eOvar, 

Too@ padrov TO TANP@LA aVTOr. 

BT wiv dé Néyw Tois EOveow. eh Soon pev ody cin) 
an 7 

éy@ €Ovav amdatonXos, THY SvaKxoviay pov Sokdlo, ez 

Tos Tapatn\oow pov THY capKa Kal cw@ow TLVas é& 
avtav. «i yap amoBodn avT@v KaTadXdayn Kdcpov, 

\ \ A 

Tis ) Mpoodnprres et pr) Con ex vexp@v ; et dé 7 amrapyn 
AP \ \ “pie \ , ra evs a wey, nf as 

ayia, Kal TO Pvpayas kai a n pila ayia, Kal oi 

KANGOL. Ki O€ tTwes TOV-KAdboV éEeKAdaOnoar, 
\ ule r x P) , > ie ‘ 

ob 8¢ aypiératos ov évexevtpiaOns év avtois Kab cvv- 
na , a / fol t 

Kowwvos THs pléns Ths miotHTos THs édraias éyévov, 
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18.,,\ blag eg eiSaspe BE Be A > pe) KaTaKavy® TOV KAddwV* e& Sé KaTaKavyYaoaL, Ov 
¢e / a ov thy pilav Baordlers adda 7 pita oé. Mépeis odv 

3 ; A A KéexrdoOncav Krd80r iva eyo éveevtpic9@. “Karas: 
n 3 , 2 , \ \ a , o 

Th amvotia é&exrdoOnoay, od dé TH TloTer EoTHKas. 
\ a \ e > a 

Bn onra dpdver, aAXra hoBod: “ei yap o Beds TaV 
b a / Kata dio Krddav ovK épeicato, ovdé cod deicerar. 

22:78 5 f Vs , a) Ce PE Ee \ \ de oY YpnoTOTHTA Kal arroTomiav Deod: él wer TOS 
/ fa) \ 

WecovtTas atroTomia, él dé oé ypnoToTns Oeod, édv émi- 

23 Ka KELVOL Pévns TH XpnoToTHTL, érel Kal ov éxxoTHSN. 
dé, dav pn éeripévwot TH amiotia, évKevtpicOnoovTac- 
Suvatos yap éotiv 0 Oeds wddw évKevtpicar avrovs. 
ve aug. \ > n \ Y > l > / el yap ov éx THs Kata hvow éFexorns aypiedaiov 

\ . \ / b] / > / / Kat Tapa dvow évexevtpicOns eis KaddLéXaLov, TOT@ 
aN @ . \ s > / aA 30/ 

HGXXov ovToL ot KaTA dio évKevTpLcOncovTaL TH dia 

éXaia. Ov yap Gérw tyas aryvoeiv, addeAdoit, 
TO puaTHpLoy TOUT, tva pn ATE év EavTols Hpovipot, Ste 
Topwols ato pépovs TO lopanr yéyovev aXpt ov Td 
TAHpopa TOV EOVAY eicérXOn, Kal otTas Tas. “Iopanr 
owbyncetat? Kabes yéyparrat 

HZer €k Zin 6 pydmenoc, 
> , > t a ' 

atroctpeyel. AceBelac Ato ‘lak. 
TKal AYTH AYTOIC H Tap emo AIAOHKH, 

OTAN APEAWMAI TAC AMAPTIAC AYTOON. 

Beata pev TO evayyértov éyOpol Sv buds, Kata dé THv 
éxroyny ayatnrot Sta Tovs Tatépas* ™ayerapérnta yap 
Ta Yapicpata Kal 7 KAHows TOD Beod. “damep yap 
¢ an tee. / a n a \ > / a vpets tote HrevOnoate TO Oe@, viv 5é nrenOnTe TH 
tovtay atrebia, *ottas Kab obrot viv HreiOncav TO 

32 yp 
‘ e / 

éxNeroev yap 0 Oeos Tos Tavtas eis arreOiay tva Tovs 

yf. ; L ae a Duerep@m édéee tva Kal avtToi viv érenOdcw: 

mavras édhenoyn. *°O, Babos wrovTov Kal codias Kal 
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yvooews Ocov* ws aveEepatyvnta Ta Kpiwata avTod Kal 
aveEvyviacTot at odol avTod. 

34Tic yap €rno NoYN Kypioy; H Tic cYmBoyAoc ayToy 

EPENETO ; 
85> ’ ’ 2 me ‘ > ’ 22. oe 

H TIC TIPOEADKEN AYTW, KAl ANTATIOAODHCETAI AYTH.; 

Te €€ avTod Kal Ov avTod Kat eis avTov Ta TayTa’ 
> Lal e , > \ 7A > 4 avuT@ H Sofa Els TOUS aid@vas* apHv. 

36 6 

12 ‘Ilapakaro ody ips, aderdol, dia TOV otKTEp- 
av tod Ocod Tapactioa Ta cepuaTta buov Cuciav 

Cicav ayiav To Ged evdpeotov, THY NoyLKIVY NaTpElaV 
bpov? *xal wn cvvoynpativerOe TH aidvt TOUT, AAA 
petapopdhodabe TH avakaivedcet Tov voods, eis TO Soke- 
patew tas ti TO OéXnwa Tod Oeod, TO ayabov Kal 
evdpeoTov Kat TédELov. 

5 Aéyo yap Sia THs Ya pitos THS SoPetons poe TavtTt 
TO ovte ev dpiv wn UTephpoveiv map 0 Set hpovetv, ara 
dpoveivy eis TO awhpoveiv, Exdaot@ ws 0 Oeds emépicev 
bétpov wiotews. *xaOdrep yap év évi o@paTt TOAAA 
péerAn Sxouev, Ta S€ péAn TdvTa ov THY avTHY ExEL 
mpakwv, Sodtws of ToNXoOl ev cOud Eopev ev XpioT@, TO 
Sé kal eis GAAjrN@V péAn. ©”Eyovtes 5€ yapiopara 

Kata Thy xdpw THv Sobeicay jyiv Suddopa, cite mpody- 
Telav KaTa THY avaroylay Ths TiaTews, ‘elite SvaKoviay 

év TH Staxovia, cite 0 SiddoKxav év TH SidacKaria, Seite 
€ an > n , ¢€ \ b] ¢ , 0 TAapakanrov ev TH TapaKAnHoel, 0 eTAdLOoUS ev amdo- 
TTL, 6 MpoiaTadpevos ev orrovdH, 6 dey év iAapornTt. 
°% aydrn avuToKpITOS. amoaTuyodVTEs TO TovNpor, 
KOAAwpEvot TO Ayala: rH hiraderdia ets adAdjdoUS 
didoctopyot, TH Tin aGAAHACYS Mponyovpevor, “7H 
omovon pi) okvnpol, TS wvevpate CéovTEs, TO Kupip 
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Sovrevovtes, rH éArmide yaipovtes, TH Orirper dro- 

PévovTes, TH Mpocevyyn MpocKapTepovrTes, Brats ypetass 
a a \ 

TOV ayiwy Kowwvoovtes, THY dirokeviay Si@xKovTes. 
14.2 a \ 8 , b a \ \ a @ evAoyelTe TOUS OiWKOVTAS, eVNOYELTE Kal wn KaTapac He, 
Bvaipew pmeTa YAlpOvTwV, KNaleLY META KAAaLOVTOD. 

a \ \ 16rO avTO eis GAAHAOUS Ppovowvtes, yn TA UNAA dhpo- 
a a a / ' 

VOUVTES GANGA TOS TATrELVOIS TUVATTAYOMEVOL. MH PINECbE 

pdnimoi Tap Eaytoic. Mundevt caxov avtt Kaxod arro- 
ScSovTES* TIPONOOYMENO! KAAA ENDTTION TAVT@OV ANOPWTTWN: 
18 > / X a9 ¢€ n \ , > @ / > 

et Ouvatov, TO €€ buav peTa TavTwy avOpaTav eipn- 
i 3 19 \ e \ 3 é a > / > \ 

VEVOVTES MN EAUTOUS EKOLKOUVYTES, ayaTTnTOL, AANA 

doTe Tomov TH opyn, yéypamTas yap “Emoi ékAikucic, 

éy@ ANTATIOAMCW, Aéyes Kupsos. *adAAd EdN TEINS 6 
EyOpdc Coy, YaoMIZe aYTON’ EAN Ald, TIOTIZE AYTON’ TOYTO 

fap TOWN ANOpakac TrYpOc cwpeyceic ET] THN KEAAHN 
ayToy. "un vweKw@ UT TOD KaKOd, GANA vika ev TO 

a a \ 

aya0e TO KaKov. 13 'Ildca uyn éEovciats 
tmepeyovoas wrotaccécbw, ov yap éotw éfovola et 
Va \ nm e \ 5 ¢ \ a) / - Oe pn urd Ocov, at dé otcas Ud Oeod TeTaypévas eciciv: 

*@oTE O avTiTaccoOmevos TH eEovcia TH TOD Oeod Sua- 
tayn avléotnKev, ot Sé avOeotnKOTEs EavTois Kpipa 

/ 3 e \ + > : eh | / an Anprovtat. *ol yap apxovTes ovK eiolv hoBos Te 
n » A an an 

aya0@ épyw adda TO xaxw. Oérews Sé wn hoBeicOar 
\ > / e \ > A6 / » es »” > Thy é&ovciav; TO ayalov troie, Kal Ears Errawov é& 
> fo] s 40 a \ } 4 / 3 \ > \ > 06 

auTHs €00 yap dtdKovos éoTw aol eis TO ayabor. 
3\ \ \ \ A a > \ Ite ay. \ / édp O€ TO KaKkov TroLns, PoBod* ov yap EeiKH THY pwayat- 
pav opet> Oeod yap SidKovos éotiv, ExduKos eis opynv 

T® TO KaKov TpdccovTt. S16 avayKn vrotacced Gas, 
/ 

ov povoyv Sia THY Opynv adda Kal dia THY cvvEeldnow,, 
65 \ a \ \ / na \ \ @ a La TOUTO yap Kal hopous TeNEiTE, AeLtTOUpyo! yap Oeod 
eloly €ig AUTO TODTO TpoacKapTEpobyTES. Ta7TOd0TE Tact 
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Tas opethds, TO TOV Popov Tov hdpov, Te 7d Tédos TO 
/ \ / a 

TéXos, TO TOV HoBov Tov PoBov, TO THY TYANY THY TULA. 
SMndevi pndev odeirere, ef ur) TO GAAHAOUS ayaTav: 
6 yap adyarray Tov Erepov vomov TeTAHPaKEY. %TO yap 
Oy motyeyceic, Oy oneyceic, Oy KAéyeic, Oy €midymH- 

\ y¥ e é > x / > a x , 4 > 

celc, Kal el Tis Erépa EevToAH, ev TO AOYHO TOUT@ ava- 
Kkeharaiodrat, [év tad] “Aratticeic TON TIAHCION Coy adc 
ceayTon. 199) aryarn TO mAnCLOY KaKodVv ovdK épyateraL: 

/ 9S / ¢e > / 1K \ fal 

TAHPO"Aa ov Vvo“OU % ayarrn. at TovTo 
O07 \ /, 4 a a) e n > ce > OF eldores TOV Katpor, STL Spa H5n bas €E Harvov éyepOjvar, 

vov yap éyyvTEpov pay 1 cornpla H Ste émicrevoapen. 
By ah vve TpoeKowver, » O€ Huépa yyiuev.. aro0dbpuc0a 
ovv Ta Epya Tov oKOTOUS, évdvcwpeOa [dé] Ta Ora TOD 

/ 

hates. Pas év hepa evoynwovas TepuTaTnowper, [2 
Koos Kal péOas, pn KoiTats Kal adoedyelais, fn) 

épide Kat se 4agrnra évdtcacbe Tov wedpov "Inoodp 
Xpicrov, Kal Tis capKos mpdvoray Me moeiaOe eis 
érrvOuplas. 

14 1Tov 8 acOevoivra tH triote: mpocdkapBa- 
a Pa / 5S 5 2a \ , veoOe, un) eis Staxpicers Suaroyiopov. *d5 perv mio Tever 

rn , Lg be > 0 " , > Gi 3 £ <> / 

hayeiy wavta, 0 Sé acPevav Adxava éobie. *6 écOiwv 
tov 7 eoOiovta pn éEovOevelra, o 8é pn eobiwv tov 
> / \ / ¢ A \ Ee. / 

éoOiovta pn KpiwwéT@, 0 Yeos yap avTov mpocedaBero. 

4od ris ef 0 Kpivwv addoTpLov olKéTHV; TH tdi Kupi 
oTnKey 7) Timte.s oTabnoeras Sé, SuvaTel yap o KUpLOS 
oTnoatavtrov. ds péev [yap| xpiver huépav Tap mépar, 
ds S€ xpiver Tacay nuépavs ExaoTos év TO idi@ vot 

a / a 

mAnpodopeicOm: °o hpovav tiv npépav Kupio hpovel. 
Kat 0 éo0iwy Kupim éabier, evyapiotet yap TO Dep: 
Kat 0 pn éc0iwv Kupio ovK éoOier, Kai evyaplioTEel TO 
tb a 7Ov6bdels" \ ¢ a id fal on \ JOEL e an 

eg. ‘Ovdels yap nuav éavt@ Ch, Kai ovoeis éavT@ 
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8 Be \ a al / pie 2s éav Te yap Capmev, TO KUpio Caper, éav 
A / ’ / 

Te aTroOvncKwpev, TO KUpi@ aTroOvnoKopmev. éav TE OvV 

atroOvnoKe* 

faev éav te atroOvyncKkapev, ToD Kupiov éopéev. Y%eis 
TodTo yap Xpioros avréOavev Kai efnoev iva Kai vexpav 
kat Covrov Kupreton. Xd Sée-Tt Kpivers Tov adeAdov 

x \ \ , 3 ta \ .) t U 

cov; 4 Kal ov Ti é£ov0evets Tov adeAdoy cov; martes 
al Ul n a 

yap mapactnoopela TH Anwate Tod Ocod> Myéyparrtas 
U yap 

” 2. , , a > ‘ U a , 

Z@ éra, Aérei Kypioc, Gti émoi KAmyer TAN TONY, 
Kal ACA FAM@CcA EZOMOAOFHCETAI TH OE. 

12» 5 o ec. «A ye a ’ 5 / 
2apa [ovwv] Exactos nuov epi eavTovd Royov ddcer 

A a 13 , 5 : , , i 
[Ta Oca]. Myxéte ody addnAOUS Kpivamer 
2 \ an f n \ \ bé f 
GNAG TOUTO KpivaTe PadAOV, TO yn TLEVAL TTPOTKOMpLa 

a a bs ! 

TO GOEAP@ 7 ocKavdarov. “oida Kal wérecopar év 
kupio “Inood Ste ovdév Kowdv 8’ éavtod: ei py Te 

f \ r 2 4 , 16 .? \ \ AoysLowév@ Te Kowvov elvas, éxeivm Kowwdv. ei yap Sua 

Bpopa 6 addedAdos cov AvTeEitat, ovKETL KATA ayaTrnY 

mepimareis. pn TO Bp@pati cov éxeivoy amodrdve Urrép 

.o0 Xptotos adréOaver. %un Bracdnpcicba odv tudv 
to ayabov. “ov yap éotw n Bacircia Tod Oeod Bpaors 

\ / 3 \ 4 \ > / \ \ b] 

Kal Tools, adrAa SiKavocbvn Kal eipnvn Kal yapa épv 
ee € 4 a a 

mvevpate ayio’ 0 yap év TovT@ SovrAcvav TO YpLoTO 
evapeotos TO Oe@ Kai SoKiuos Tois avOperos. Mapa 

nw , na rn na 

ov Ta THS eipnvyns Stoxwpev Kal TA THs oiKodopAs THs 
eis ANANAOUS* un evexev BpwuaTos KaTadvE TO Epryov 

ca) n f \ U > \ \ a 3 

Tov Oeov. wavtTa pev Ka0apa, adra KaKdyv TO avOporw 
A PY \ / > bi a1 X0 \ \ a 

T@ OLA TPOTKOMMATOS EoUiovTL. “KaNOV TO pH hayetv 
/ de la) 7 de > ee ¢e 7) 8 

Kpéa pode teiy oivoy undé év @ 0 adeAdhos cov Tpoc- 

xomres* @od wloruv hy éxeus KaTa ceavTov exe évodmtov 
Tov Ocod. pakdptos o pa) Kpivwv éavTov év @ SoxKi- 
pater: 0 dé Siakpivopevos dav hayyn catakéxpeTat, OTe 
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? > / n > ek, ? > / e s 

ovK ék Tiatews mTav Oé 6 ovK éx TicTews apapTia 
éoTiv. 15 VOdetrAomev 5é Hyets of Svvarol Ta 
> , el > / / \ \ e “ acOevypara Tov advvdtav Baotale, Kal pH éavTots 
Gpéokew. *ExacTos HuoY TO TWANTLOV apEecKETM Eis TO 
> \ \ > / 5 3 \ \ ¢ \ > e a 
aya0ov mpos oixodounv: Fxat yap 0 XpLoTOS OVX EaUT@ 
7 b \ \ 4 c > \ a 

npecev' ANA KaOws yéypamTtat Qi ONEIAICMOI TON 
ONEIAIZONT@N Cé érrétrecan €rT Emé. daa yap mpoeypadn, 
[wdvra] cis THY tetépav SidacKkanriav éypadn, wa dia 
THS UTopovans Kal Sia THS TapaKkrAnocews THY ypapov 

\ a iS 4 5s de fa \ a ¢e a \ a Thy éerxmrida Exwpev. °0 5é Beds THs bropmovis Kal THs 

Tapakrynoews Sen vpiv TO avTO ppovety ev aAANAoLS 
\ \ *T a 6, € @ 80 b] . aS / kata Xpiorov Inoodr, Siva opoOvpador év evi oropatt 

Sofdfnre Tov Ocdv Kal tatépa Tod Kupiov nwav ‘Incod 
Xpicrov. 

7Aw mpoordapBavecbe addAndAovs, Kabws Kal o 
ypioTos mpoceddBeTo Huds, eis SoEav Tod Oeod. *réyo 
yap Xpiotov SidKovov yeyevjoOas wepttopys UTEp ady- 
Ocias Oeod, eis TO BeBaid@oat Tas émayyedias Tov 
matépwv, °ra S& &Ovn brép édéous SoEdcas Toy Oeov:. 
Kalas yéypanta. Ala toto €ZomoAorHcomal col €éN 
»” \ ~ DiS ‘ ” 10 \ 4 : iA 
EONECI, KAl TH ONOMATI COY Yad. . ““KAL Tadw Reyer 

EYdpanéute, €ONH, META TOY Aaoy ayTOY. Ukal wadw 

Aineite, TANTA TA €ONH, TON KYPION, 

Kal EITAINECATWCAN AYTON TIANTEC Of Adi. 

al wad Hoaias réyer 
“Ectai H piza tof leccai, 
Kal O ANICTAMENOC APYEIN EONODN 

ém” ayT@ €ONH EATIIOYCIN. | 
186 $8 Beds THs Emidos TANpdoca dyads mdons Kapas 

kal eiphuns ev TO MuaTEvEL, eis TO TEpLaaevELY Lpas ey 

TH édmide év Suvdper mvevpatos aytlou, 
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14TTérewopar 5é, aderghot pov, Kal avTos eyo repi 

UMOV, OTL Kal avTOL peaToL €oTe aya0wovrNs, TeTAN- 
poévoe mraons THs yvooews, Suvdpevor Kat addjdovS 
voveretv. rorpnpotépas dé éypanba tpiv aro pépovs, 
@s éravapivncKkov vas, Sia THY yYdpww THY Sobcioay 

pot aro Tov Ocod eis Td civat we NevToupyov Xpiotov 
‘Inood cis Ta EOvn, tepoupyodvtTa TO evayyédtoy TOD Oeod, 
iva yévntat » wpocdopa tav eOvav evmpocdexTos, 

nyvacpévn ev tvevpate ayio. Véeyw ody [THY] Kadyn- 
ow év Xpict@ ‘Inood ta mpos Tov Ocovs od yap 
TOAMNTW TL AaAELY wY Ov KaTELpydcato Xpiotos Ov 
éuov els Umrakony eOvav, ANOy@ Kal Epyo, %év duvame 
onpelwv Kat Tepatav, év Suvaue, mvevdpatos [ayiov]- 
@ote pe amo lepovoandhp Kal KvKAw méxpt TOD "IddupL- 
Kov TeTANPwWKEVaL TO EvayyédLov TOD yYpLoTOD, oUTwS 
&€ hirotipmovpevoy evayyerifeo Oar ovy Strov wmvopacdn 
Xpictos, va py ém addOTpLov Oepédov oiKodoua, 
GrrAa Kalas yéyparTat 

"Oyonta oic OYK ANHPPéAH Trepl ayTOY, 

Kal O| OYK AKHKOACIN CYNHCOYCIN. 

Avo Kal evexomTounv Ta TOA TOD éAOEiY pds 

opass Byvuvi bé nets tomov éyxwv év tots KAimact 
TovToss, émimoVerav Sé Exwv Tod édOciv pds buds amo 

ixavav étav, “as av tropev@pat eis THY Srraviar, 
érrritm yap Svamropevopevos Oedcacbar tas Kat id’ 
buav mpotrewpOfjvar éxet €av tuaY TPwTOVY amo Mépous 
éumrnoa,—vuvi dé mopevopar eis “lepovoarrp S10- 
Kovav Tois aylo. nidoxnoay yap Maxedovia xal 
‘Ayala kowoviay tia Troimoacba eis Tovs TTwYOUS 
‘Tov ayiov Tov év ‘lepovoadnp. *nddoKnnoav yap, Kai 
OderrA€Tar eloly aVT@V* eb yap Tots TVEVpATLKOIS aUTAaYV 
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> t \ 20 Bx ta ae ' \> a a éxowvavnoav Ta €Ovn, opethovaw Kal év Tots capKLKols , 
NetToupyjoast avTois. “rodro ovv émitenéoas, Kal ofpa- 

ry. A al yioapevos avtots Tov KapTrov TodTOV, amedevoouat Su 
bpoav eis Yrraviav: oida dé ore épyopmevos pos Duds €v 
TANP@pmaTt EvAoyias Xpicrod éXevoopar. 3° [lapa- 
KAn® Sé buds [, derdhoi,| Sua ToD Kupiov Huov ‘Incod 

Xpictod kal dia THs ayarns Tod mvedpatos cuva- 
a a a a 

yovicacbat wor év tails mpocevyais vrrép mov mpos 
\ / 817 € 06 > \ na > , > n ‘tov Oeov, “iva pvcOd amo tev ameOovvtav ev TH 

| 5 / A Be 8 / ¢ ye \ > Fa ovdata kal 7) Svaxovia pou % ets lepovearnp evTp0o> 
Sextos Tots drylows yévntar, “iva év yapa éMav pds 
c n 8 \ 0 Fee 0 fa! CoA 83 c be vas Sia eNsjparos €00 cwvavaravowpmat vuiv. *80 dé 
Oeds THS eipnvns meTa TaYTMD UMOD. Sp. 

16 'Suvicrnpe 88 vuiv BoiByv rhv adenspn 7 NILOV, 
ovoav [Kat] Suaxovoy Ths éxxrnoias ths év Kevxpeais, RE: a 
2%ya mpocdéenabe avtyy év Kkupim afiws Tov ayior, 
Kal mapacrire avTn év @ av buav xpntn mpary war 
Kat yap avTn mpooTadtis ToNA@v hihity Kab €pob 

avTOD. 
8 Agmdcacbe IIpioxav kat Awash ToVs suvepyous 

pov €v Xpiot@ "Inood, toiriwes vrép Ths Wuyis pov 
Tov éavT@v Tpaxnrov vréOnKkayv, ols ovK ye -povos 

> a Zr \ \ a! < /9 , An €@ an 

evyaploT® GAA Kal TacaL ai éExKAnolas TOY €OVOY, 
5xal thy Kat olKov avTdv éxkdynolav.. aoracacbe 

: ‘ ; >: ~~ 

"Exaiverov Tov ayarntov pov, bs éoTwW atapyn THs 
’"Acias eis Xpicrov. Saoracacbe Mapiar, jrts ToAKa 
éxoriacey eis tpas.. Tdomacacbe *Avédpo 7 pas. ‘domacacbe “Avdpovixov Kat 

nn ~ *: 

"lovviay Tovs cuyyevels ou Kal TVVALXpPadwToUS poU, 
oltwés elow érionuo év Tois admooToXoLs, ol Kat mpo 

> ral / b) xX tal 8. A ra) PA ; x a. 

€uod yéyovav év Xpict@. %dowacacGe “Apmdartov 
\ 3 / > / 9 2° / Q O > \ 

Tov ayarntov pou év Kupie.. °aamdcacGe OvpBavov 
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\ N id A > A \ / \ > , 

Tov cuvepyov huav év Xpiote kal Ytrayuv Tov ayarntov 
a ld A 

pov. Mdaomdcacbe 'AmeddHv Tov SoKimov év XpioTe. 
ll > 

aomacacGe tovs éx Tov ApstotoBovAov. “aorracacbe 
¢ / \ A > / rs) \ > a Hpwdiova tov cvyyev pov. aomacacbe tovs ex TOV 
Raiel vs > / 12.2 r Oe Bo’ apKiccov Tovs:dvtas év Kupio. Vaoracacbe Tpv- 
daiwav kal Tpupdcav tds koTi@aas év Kupim. aomra- 

/ \ b / a Ne / aacbe Mepcida thy ayarntHny, HTis TOoAAa éxoTiacev 
¢e n 

Bacracacbe Povdov tov éxrexTOv év Kupio 
14 

/ év KUpLO. 
‘ \ , > an \ a 3 / 5 , 

Kal THY pNnTépa avTod Kat éuov. Macmacacbe ‘Aciv- 
. ¢ nm , ¢ yee 

xpitov, Préyovta, ‘Epyuhv, LarpoBav, ‘Epuay, cal rovs 
Saomacacbe Piddroyov kai 

a > 4 

guy avtois adeddods. 
\ an a 

"TovAiav, Nnpéa kai thv aderdnv avrod, cai ‘Odvpmrtrap, 
\ \ \ Peake f eee, 16? ' 

Kal Tovs ody avTois TavTas aryious. Aotraaaacbe 
3 / > / € / > Ul ¢ an ¢ 

GXANAovs ev hirnpats ayiw. Aomalovtar vas ai 
éxkAnoia Tacat Tov ypLoToDv. 

a e cal / a 

Tlapaxar@ Se vuds, adeAXdoi, cKotrely Tovs Tas 
/ \ \ / \ \ \ \ Siyootacias Kal Ta cKavdaha Tapa Thy didayny Hp 

vmels euabere trovovvtas, Kal éxKxdlveTe at avTav: 
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NOTES 

CHAPTER IL. 

A. i. 1—17. Intrropuction. Appress 1—7. Occaston 8—15. 

Supsect 16—17. 

i—7. Address. The writer’s (a) name and state, (bd) office, (c) com- 
mission defined by a statement of (i) the Person from whom it was 
received, (ii) the Person of whom it dealt and through whom it came, 
(iii) the persons to whom it was directed, and is now in particular 

addressed, (d) greeting. 

1. ITatAos. Here, Gal., Eph., 1 and 2 Tim., Tit., no colleague is 

mentioned. 
SodAos in the address here and Phil. i.1, Tit. i.1, only; ef. Jamesi.1; 

2 Pet. i. 1; Jud.1; Rev. i.1; cf. also Gal. i. 10; Col. iv. 12; 2 Tim. 

ii. 24. The most absolute term for service, sourtuiieneed by our 

Lord Himself, cf. Mt. xx. 27 and n. Joh. xv. 15; cf. Isa. xlix. 3 f.; 

Jer. vii. 25, al. Regular O. T. term for prophets. Here adopted by 

8. Paul for himself, and the name, ’I. Xp., substituted for Jehovah; 
cf. 8. H. 

*Invot Xpiorov. The personal relation is the foundation of the 
Christian state whether of the apostle or of his readers (v. 6). "Iyce., 

the personal name, emphasises, as always, the human mission of the 

Lord, its character and object. Xp., the official name, emphasises 

the position in the history of Gop’s dealings with men, and the 

divine commission. N. the fourfold repetition vv. 1, 4, 6, 7 and ef. 

1 Cor. i. 1—9. 

kAynTés drdorohos. v. 7, KAnTors dylos: cf. 1 Cor. i. 1, 2 only. 
This group xadeiv, xAfjows, KAnrés is characteristic of Pauline 

writings; Rev. xvii. 14 only in John. Evv. only Mt. ix. 13 ||. They 

describe the call to service, whether accepted or rejected. The 

emphasis is on the invitation given, Gal. i. 1; cf. Mt. xxii. 3 f. |j. 

See further n. on viii. 28. The added word describes the nature of 

the service required. 
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dréeroos in its widest sense—a commissioned agent—then further 
defined in the following phrases. The nexus throughout the passage 
is by development of the implicit meaning into explicit statements, 

words forming the base of expanding thoughts. The name in its 

Christian use is derived from the Lord Himself, Mk iii. 14=Lk. 
vi. 13. See Add. Note H. 

adwpirpévos. Cf. Gal. i. 15: repeats and enlarges the idea of 
k\y7és= separation from all other human relations for this single 

purpose of absolute service to the commission when the call came. 
It is a characteristic O. T. expression for the relation of Israel to Gop 

(as the xAnrés); cf. the word Pharisee, of which it appears to be an 

assonant rendering. 

els evayyéAvov Geod. As the call and separation are of Gop, so is 
the object, Gon’s Gospel. 

For the spread of the Gospel as the aim of Christian service ef. 
1 Thes. iii. 2; Phil. i. 5, ii. 22, iv. 3; Gal.ii, 7; 1 Cor. ix. 12; 2 Cor. 
ii, 12, viii. 18, x. 14; 2 Tim. i. 8; below, xv. 16, 19al. The O.T. 

connexion is with the use of evayyedliferPar in Isa. xl. f., esp. ]xi. ; 

cf. Lk. iv. 18, It is the Lord’s own word for His message, Mk i. 15, 
viii. 35 and Lk. iv. 43 al. 

The phrase is anarthrous only here (cf. Rev. xiv. 6), and so 
emphasises the character of the object—for propagating good nee 
of and from Gop. 

On the word see Thayer and 8. H. and Dalman, p. 102. 
2. 8x«.7.A. This message is continuous with Gop’s earlier revela- 

tion and fulfils it, cf. Heb. i. 1, 2. ; 

mpoernyycAaro. 2 Cor. ix. 5 only; cf. xv. 4; Gal. iii. 8; 1 Pet. i. 10; 

for the converse ef. Eph, i. 12. 
Sud tov mp. a. év ypa. ad. The fulness of the expression suggests 

that Gentiles are specially addressed: not simply ‘the prophets,’ 

but the prophets whom He inspired, whose utterances are preserved 

in writings which reproduce in their degree the divine character 
of the inspiration (dyia.s). It is the same Gop who used the prophets 
and now uses Paul, and for the same object. 

yeapais dylais, the permanent record of revelation; cf. xvi. 26; 
2 Tim. iii. 16; 2 Pet. i, 20. Anarthrous, expressing the nature of 

the means by which the utterances of Gop are revealed, stating that 

there are scriptures, not appealing to the scriptures as known, 

Perhaps the earliest extant instance of the use of the phrase. The 

argument from prophecy was from the first addressed to Gentiles: 

ef. Acts viii. 28, x. 43, xxiv. 14. So with the Apologists great stress 

is laid on prophecy. 
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3. mepl rod viod atrod «.r.A. ‘His Son’ is the subject of Gon’s 
Gospel promised beforehand—the words go with the whole preceding 
clause taken as one idea; their meaning is developed in the par- 
ticipial clauses following, which are strictly parallel and explain the 

twofold character or-nature in which ‘His Son’ was revealed to men, 

on the human side (kara cdpxa) as the son of David, on the divine side 
(xara mv. ay.) as Son of Gop. Both characters are a fulfilment of 
prophecy, and together form the fundamental content of the Gospel. 
The article marks the uniqueness of the relation, ct. Heb. i. 2. The 

aorists of the participles point to two definite historic acts, the interpre- 
tation of which is the key to the mystery which makes ‘His Son’ the 
subject of Gop’s Gospel. The consequence of the implied argument 

is then summed up in the full title ’I. X. 7. x. 7. 

Tov yevopévov...kata odpka. For yev. cf. Phil. ii. 7; Gal. iv. 4; 
Joh. i. 14. The entry into a new kind of existence is implied in all 
these passages: the special kind is marked here and Joh. l.c. as xara 
odpxa, that is, existence as a man, év duowpare dvOpwrov (Phil.), éx 
yuvaikés (Gal.). odpé here stands for human nature as such, including 
all that belongs to it (cf. 1 Tim. iii. 16), and not ‘flesh’ as con- 
trasted with ‘spirit’; cf. Westcott on Joh. i. 14, Thayer, s.v. 3. 

é& oméppatos Aaveld. The Davidic descent is referred to as mark- 
ing the fulfilment of prophecy: a commonplace in the primitive 
argument; cf. Acts ii. 29 f., xiii. 34 f.; 2 Tim. ii. 8; Rev. iii. 7 
(v. Swete); Mk xii. 35. 

4. Tov opicbévros, “‘ who was distinguished, from His brethren 
kara odpka, aS Gon’s Son by an act of power,” closely || Acts xvii. 31, 
év dvipl @ wpiev x.T.d., “by a man whom He marked out or dis- 

tinguished for that office, by the warrant of raising Him from death.” 
The fundamental notion of épifew is to distinguish or mark off one 
object from others by drawing a line between them: so of local 
boundaries, of definitions, of appointments to specific work or office, 
of discriminations. Here, as in Acts l.c., the line is drawn by the 

act of Gop in raising Jesus from the dead; that marked Him off 

from other men and indicated consequently His true character as, 
not David’s son only, but Son of Gop. N. then that the word does 
not imply that He then became Son of Gop, as yevduevos implies that 
He became man, but that His unique Sonship then became clear to 

men. Cf. also Acts xi. 29 with Field’s note. Chrys, dex dévros, 
dmopav0évros comes near to the meaning but does not express so 
fully the action of Gop. | 

Contrast 20yxe, Heb. i. 2; yevdpmevos, v. 3, Heb. vi. 20; Col. i. 18; 

érolnoev, Acts ii. 36; éxaploaro, Phil. ii. 9. These verbs can be used 

ROMANS Ch 
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when it is a question of office and relation to man, but not of nature 

and relation to Gop. 

viov %cov, anarthrous, as marking the character, not the individual 

merely. 

év Suvdpe, ‘by an act of power’; cf. Acts ii. 33, 77 de&ia@=by His 

mighty Hand; 1 Cor. vi. 14; 2 Cor. xiii. 4; Eph. i. 19, 20; Heb. 
vii. 16. The resurrection of Jesus was an exercise of Gop’s power, 
unique but inevitable, Jesus being who He was, unique but the 
warrant of consequent exercise of the same power on men in Christ; 

ef. also Phil. iii. 10. The phrase goes closely with dpic0évros; for 

év ef. 1 Pet, i. 5 (v. Hort); Rom, xv. 13, 19; 1 Cor. ii. 5; 2 Cor. 

vi. 7. 
Kata Tv. dywovvys. Kata indicates the correspondence of this act 

of Gop with the nature of Him on whom it was exercised. It was 

natural that, Jesus being what He was, Gop should raise Him from the 

dead; cf. Actsii. 24. It follows that mv. dy. refers to the divine nature 
of Jesus, in contrast with cdp~ which indicates His true human nature. 

This divine nature is properly indicated by the genitive of quality, 
dywos is the specific word in the Greek Bible for that which is 
essentially divine. It is used secondarily of persons and things as 
related to or belonging to Gop, cf. Hort, 1 Pet. p. 70; Davidson, 

O.T. Theology, pp. 256 ff.; Heb. ix. 14 (with Westcott’s note). The 

al sen :e of the article shows that we are dealing with the nature of 
the Son Himself. 

& avactrdcews vexpav. The raising of Christ is the testimony of 
Gop to His nature; cf. Acts i. 22, ii. 24 et passim; 1 Cor. xv. 14 al. 

With 6pic6évros—the distimction was the immediate result of resur- 
rection; cf. closely Acts xxvi. 23. The phrase dv. v. (without articles, 
limited to Acts (4), Rom. (here), 1 Cor. xv. (3), Heb. vi. 2) describes 
most generally the fact and its nature=resurrection from death. 
vekpov is gen. of definition, distinguishing this dvdoracis from other 
kinds (cf. Le. ii. 34; Heb. vii. 11, 15; Acts vii. 37 al.). 

"I. Xp. r. «x. 7. The full title sums up the argument implicit in 
the preceding clauses: the Son of Gop is the Man Jesus, the promised 

Christ, our Sovereign Lord, the one subject of the Gospel; cf. esp. 
Acts ii. 36, Phil. ii. 11. It occurs about 68 times in 8. Paul, about 
19 in the rest of N. T. 

5. 8 ov. He who is the subject of the Gospel is also the agent 
through whom Gop dispenses those powers which enable men to 
minister the Gospel; cf. Joh. i, 17; Gal. i. 1. 

&dBopev. The stibject of v. 1 is recovered—the apostolic com- 
mission exercised under the Lord, The aorist refers to the act by 
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which the commission was given; cf. 1 Cor. ii. 12, xv. 8, 9; 1 Tim. 

ii. 7; 2 Tim. i. 11. The plural=we Christian apostles (ct. rédv 

mpopynrav a.) as 1 Cor. i. 23, ii, 12. But S. Paul certainly uses the 
plural with direct, though perhaps not exclusive, reference to himself, 

e.g. 2 Cor. x. passim; Moulton, p. 86. 
xdpw Kal drrocroAny. The close connexion of the words, and the 

immediate context, prove that xdpis is here used in the specially 

Pauline sense of the favour of Gop as extended.to all mankind, with 

especial reference to 8. Paul’s commission to the Gentiles, cf. Gal. 
i. 15 f., a decisive parallel; Gal. ii. 7f. Cf. Robinson, Eph. pp. 224 ff., 

‘the freeness and universality of the Gospel.” S. Paul felt that his 
commission was a@ signal instance of Gon’s free favour. Cf. also xv. 15; 
Phil. i. 7; 1 Cor. xv. 10. d&mooroArj=commission. 

els rraxory wloerews, to promote obedience (to Gop) springing from 
or belonging to faith in Him (not from keeping of law). The phrase 
corresponds to els evayyéAcov Ocod in v. 1 and indicates the attitude of 
recipients of the Gospel; their faith accepts and brings them to obey 
Him who reveals Himself in the Gospel as their Gop. The genitive 
is then a genitive of ‘ derivation or foundation’ as in iv. 13; cf. Hort, 
1 Pet. p. 89 (see the whole note). With traxoj the genitive seems 

never to be objective in N. T. (not even 2 Cor. x. 5). Obedience will 

be the sign of the coming in of the Gentiles as disobedience was the 
cause of the rejection of Israel; cf. x. 21; Isa. lxv. 12, Ixvi. 4. 

It is the proper outcome of faith, the acceptance of Gop’s offer; — 

of. 1 Pet. i. 2. 
éy waco Tots Overy. Cf. xv. 12, xvi. 26=Gentiles: the racw added 

to emphasise the universality of the commission, cf. 13. 
trtp Tov 6voparos avTov, i.e. of the Lord JesusChrist. The name, 

both in O.T. and N.T., stands for the Person as revealed for man’s 

acknowledgment; cf. Acts ix. 15. 3 Joh. 7 (where see Westcott’s 

add. note) is an exact parallel; Acts v. 41, ix. 16, xxi. 13, of suffering 

on behalf of the Name they proclaimed. The full force comes out Phil. 

ii. 9—11. The idea, not the word, is present 2 Cor. v. 20; Eph. vi. 20. 

trtp then=to gain acknowledgment of Him as revealed. 
6. év ois x.t.A. A hint of the reason of his writing to them. 

Cf. v. 13. 

Kal tpets. Throughout the Epistle 8. Paul primarily considers 

Gentile Christians. 

KAntol “I, Xp. Called to belong to Jesus Christ, || «Anrds dwé- 
arodos, v. 1, and xKdyrois aylous, v. 7. The genitive stands for an 

adjective, e.g. Xpicriavor. 

7. waocw «.t.A. The local designation comes first, then the 

C2 
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foundation of their state in Gop’s love, then the demand thus made 

on them for response. 

All Christians in Rome are addressed, whatever their previous 

history. 

a&yatnrots Geov, ‘Gon’s beloved’: a unique phrase, but cf. 1 Thes. i. 
4, 2 Thes. ii, 18, and with dy:o. Col. iii. 12. Gop’s love for them is the 

beginning, the call follows, and it is a call to respond to that love by 
a life consecrated to Gop; ef. Eph. v. 1. 

kAnTots dylots, called to be holy, as Gop is holy; ef. 1 Pet. i. 15, 
16 (see Hort). Constructed as xAnrds drécrodhos above. See note 
on aywovrns, v. 4. 

xapis 0. «7.4. The words, while reminding of the common forms 
of salutation, have their full Christian sense. Gop’s favour and the 

peace which it brings between man and Gop, and between man and 

man, is the prayer of 8. Paul for his readers. The stress is thrown 
on xdpis by the interposition of dyiv. 

Grd 8. wr. 4.«.K. I. Xp. 8. Paul’s regular form except Col. i. 2, 
1 Thes. i. 1 (2 Thes.i. 2, judy is absent), till the Pastoral Epistles. Note 
that here the Lord Jesus Christ is coordinated with Gop our Father 
as the source of blessing (in v. 5 He is the Agent of the Father’s 
blessing): this coordination is highly significant; it appears in its 

clearest form already in Epp. Thes. (n. esp. 1 Thes. iii.11, 2 Thes.i. 12, 
ii. 16): it combines the Christian experience and conviction as to the 
Person of the Lord with the Lord’s own teaching as to the Father- 

hood of Gop into the theological conception which (cf. 2 Cor. xiii, 13) 

was ultimately expressed in the Catholic dogma of the Trinity. See 
S.H. ad loc. For a Jew the position is already implied in the first 

phrase doddos I. Xp. 
These introductory verses thus lay the foundations of the Gospel 

in the nature and act of Gop as revealed through His Son—a fitting 

introduction to an Epistle which is in fact a reasoned exposition of 

the Gospel as preached to Gentiles by 8. Paul. The main theological 

conceptions are here stated or implied in a fully developed form, but 
as attained through religious experience, not deduced or even inter- 

preted by any philosophical method. Im full accordance with all 
other evidence as to the primitive development of Christian thought, 
these conceptions are seen to be reached by the reflection upon the 

fact of the Resurrection and the light thrown back from that fact 
on the teaching, acts, and character of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

8—17. Thanksgiving 8—10a introduces the Occasion 10 b—15 

and the Subject 16—17 of the Epistle. 
He gives thanks to Gop for the wide report of their faith as 
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heartily as (9) his prayers for them have been unceasing and (10) 
have embodied his eagerness to see them, (11) to help them and be 

helped by them, by the faith which each finds in the other ; his prayers 
resulted in definite plans, hindered so far, to go to Rome and win 

fruit there also, by way of paying his debt, due to them as to others, 
of preaching the Gospel. He has been always ready to do this, for 

he has ‘no shame’ for the Gospel: it is an effective act of Gop’s 

power promoting salvation for all men, on the one condition of 
faith ; because it reveals the true nature of Gop’s righteousness in 

men as starting from faith and leading to faith, in accordance with 

a fundamental declaration of the old dispensation. 

8. evxapioro. 8S. Paul follows his greeting always with thanks- 
giving or blessing (evAoynrés), except in Gal. (@avudfw) and 1 Tim., 

Tit. Peculiar to this place are mov (exc. Phil. i. 3) and dca ’I. 
Xp. This fulness of phrase corresponds to the fulness of state- 
ment in 1—7. : 

wept mavrev v. Cf. racw in vv. 5, 7. 
i mwloris b. katrayy. Cf. 1 Thes. i. 8, iii. 6; Philem. 5. karayy., 

a weighty word, otherwise used only of the Gospel itself or some 
element in it (only Acts and Paul, 1 Cor., Phil., Col.). @ dA ro 
Koopo, 2 not unnatural exaggeration: he is writing from Corinth, the 

great commercial junction of the Empire. 
9. yop introduces the personal reasons for his writing. He 

establishes personal relations with his readers before communicating 

his message, as he bases his commission on personal relations with 
the Lord. Cf. Col. i. 3 ff. (the other unvisited church to which he 
wrote); 2 Tim. i. 3. Note also the force of xv. 14—30. 

poprus...6 Beds k.r.A. This form of emphatic assertion is specially 
used by 8. Paul (only), when asserting the state of his own mind, 
2 Cor. i. 23; Phil. i. 8; 1 Thes. ii. 5, 10; cf. Wisdom i. 6; and is no 

doubt occasioned by the misrepresentations of his motives made by 
opponents. 

®@ AaTpedw K.T.A. adds emphasis by express assertion of his whole- 
hearted devotion to Gonp’s service. 

Aatpedw. Cf. Westcott on Hebr. p. 232, ‘marks the service of 
perfect subjection to a sovereign power”; uniformly expresses reli- 

gious service, voluntarily offered. 
év r@ mvevpart pov. The service rendered is spiritual, not ritual 

(cf. Phil. iii. 3), and offered by means of the central function of 
man’s personality. The connexion seems to be, the Gospel absorbs 

my activity in the service of Gop, and it is therefore easy to under- 
stand my interest in you. 
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éy r. ev. t. v. a. The sphere of activity: Gop’s Gospel (v. 1) is also 
the Gospel of His Son, whose name is its epitome (v. 5) and who 
Himself is the author and commissioner (v. 5). 

as, how. pvelav %. mot., make mention of; cf. 1 Thes. i. 2, Eph. 
i. 16 al.; always of prayer. 

10. él, at. Sedpevos ef mas. Cf. Acts viii. 22; cf. Blass, p. 216. 

75 tote, at long last. 
evodwOrjcopat, ‘in passive always tropical; to prosper, be success- 

ful,” Thayer; 1 Cor. xvi. 2; 3 Joh. 2; but cf. Sept., Judg. xviii. 5; 

Tob. v. 21, xi. 5; so S.H. adopt early English vy., ‘‘I have a 
spedi way.” 

11. va te perad@ «.t.A. The complex order and the indefinite 
Tt...xdpicua give a half apologetic tone to this expression of his 
object, leading at once to the correction roiro dé éorw—if he benefits 

them they will also help him. ydpucpa, a concrete instance. of 
Gon’s xdpis, @ gift of Gop. Cf. perhaps 1 Thes. ii. 8; 2 Cor. i, 11, 

suggesting that the particular gift is a fuller realisation of the 

Gospel, in thought and life, at once appealing to and stimulating 
their spirit, and particularly in its universal character; cf. below 
xv. 15 and 29. 

eis to or. This gift will be to their strengthening, or rather to 
the common encouragement of writer and readers. 

12. ovvrap., only here. év (cf. él, 2 Cor. vii. 7), no ||, =in my 

feelings about you. 
Sud trys év dAAyAots K.7.A. iors has its regular meaning, faith 

in Gop through Christ, év &AX., which we each find in the other: 
he ae up phrases to emiphasiae the reciprocity of benefit (ow., év 

adX., o, K. é.). 
13.  stdabihi He had got beyond prayers; he had made definite 

plans, but had been hindered by the exigencies of his work. 
Tia Kaptov, again the apologetic 71s. oxo, ‘get,’ as always. 
14. The thought of the service he wished to render and the fruit 

he hoped to gain leads on to the statement of the motive and the 

theme of the Epistle. He has already got ‘fruit,’ and so is in debt 

to men of all classes and culture, and would wish to preach in Rome 

that he may be debtor to them too. This connexion is indicated by 

the asyndeton. 

“EdAnoly te kal BapBdpous. Cf. Gal. iii. 28; Col. iii. 11 (Lightfoot’s 
note); this is the division of mankind current among the inhabitants 
of the Empire, primarily depending upon language. It excludes, in 

Paul’s mind, the Jew. In speaking of his debt, he thinks only of — 

Gentiles: presently in speaking of the range of the Gospel, he includes 
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Jews. The Romans would now be included among "E))nves: cf. 
Lightfoot, l.c. p. 217 b. 

codots Te kal dvorjrots, a classification byculture; cf. 1 Cor. i. 18f. : 

n. he was writing from Corinth. 

Gperhérns. Cf. 1 Cor. ix. 16f. (Giff.); a debtor, he wishes to pay the 
debt in Rome too. But in what sense a debtor? Ramsay (Pauline 
Studies, p. 55) suggests that this is a reference to what he had gained 

from his intercourse with Greeks and his position as a Roman 

citizen. This he felt should be repaid by bringing to them the Gospel. 

But this seems farfetched. Nor does Giff.’s reference to 1 Cor. ix. 16 
seem quite satisfactory. It is best taken in close connexion with 
kaprov ox; cf. Phil. iv. 17. He has already ‘ got fruit’ from these 

classes: he pays the debt by sowing the seed more widely among 

such. 
15. td Kart eye, subject to mpd@upov, sc. éorw. So far as I have to 

do with the matter—ref. to éxwdtOnr, v.13; ef. ra Kar’ éué, Phil. i. 12. 
16. ématrxdvopar. Cf. Mk viii.38; 2 Tim.i. 8. There is no lack of 

readiness, because there is no need of reserve; the Gospel is its own 
vindication. The tremendous opposition he had lately experienced, 
especially at Corinth, seems to be in his mind. 

Sivapus ydp GeotK.r.A. Cf. 1 Cor. i. 18 f. The Gospel is not a mere 
message whose ineffectiveness might shame the preacher: it is Gop’s 
power for producing salvation. It is in fact Gop’s word sent out into 
the world with mighty effect; cf. Acts x. 36: it reveals and provides 

a power for man to enable him to live the life which Gop means for 
him. It was a critical matter for S. Paul to show that in sweeping 
away law, as the condition of salvation, he was not destroying the 

one source of moral growth, that he was not antinomian, but setting 

free a new and mightier form of spiritual and moral health than any 
legal system did or could provide. The whole of this Epistle is 

directed to show that the Gospel alone provides and is such a power. 
This thought is developed in 1 Cor. i. 18—81 ; ef. also 1 Cor. ii. 5, 

iv. 20; 1 Thes. i. 5; (Heb. vii. 16). 

Tr. ‘Gop’s power for salvation’ closely together=Gon’s effective 
means for savingmen. The insertion of the article in A.V. and R.V. 

only weakens the force of the expression. There are other mani- 
festations of Gop’s power; cf. v. 20, 

cowrnptav includes deliverance from the slavery of sin and full 
spiritual and moral health. See §. H. for the development of 
meaning. ‘It covers the whole range of the Messianic deliverance, 

both in its negative aspect as a rescuing from the Wrath...and in 
its positive aspect as the imparting of eternal life” (Mk x. 30 ||; 
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Joh. iii. 15, 16, etc.); cf. 1 Thes. v. 9, 10, 11; ib. p. 24. Cf. Ps. 

xeviii, 2, It is a pity that the two adequate English translations 

health and wealth are both spoiled by custom, and we have to fall 

back upon the Latin ‘salvation.’ 
mwavtl ro morevoyTt. For theconnexioncf. Joh. i. 12. The range 

of the power is universal, both as proceeding from Gop who is one 

and also as offered on the single condition of faith, a common human 

faculty. The condition is stated here in its most absolute form, but the 

context shows that it means trustin Gop who gives the power through 

His Son. Acts ii. 44, iv. 32 et passim show that from the first this 
trust was the recognised distinction of Christians; from belief of the 
message its meaning rapidly developed into trust in the Person, who 

was Himself the message, and in Gop as revéaled in the Person. So 

the aorist of the verb=to become a Christian; cf. Acts xix. 2: of 

micrevovres and memirevxdres name Christians. It is in fact the 

response of the heart to the love of Gop, the source of the power. 

The basis of the Gospel as active in life is thus the personal relation 
between Gop and man in Christ. See Introd. p. xxxviii f. 

*Tov8alo re mparov Kal” EAAnv. The rpHrov marks the historical 
sequence of revelation, consistently recognised by 8. Paul. Cf. iii. 1, 

ix. 1f., xi. 16 f., xv. 8,9; Acts xiii. 46; Joh. iv. 22; Mt. xv. 24; 8. H. 

add Acts xxviii. 24f. The summing up of all mankind under the 

two religious divisions is the natural expression for a Jewish writer. 
17. ydp. The Gospel is Gon’s power, with this wide range and 

single condition, because in it Gop’s righteousness (which man 
needs if he is to answer to his true destiny) is revealed for man’s 

acceptance as beginning, as far as the human condition is concerned, 

from faith and promoting faith. 

Sixatocbvn Ge08, not ‘a righteousness of Gop,’ but ‘Gon’s righteous- 

ness,’ i.e. righteousness as belonging to the character of Gop and 

consequently required by Him in the character of men: so dis- 

tinguished from any righteousness which man sets up for himself 

and thinks to acquire by himself; cf. x. 3; Phil. iii, 9; 2 Cor. v.21; 

Eph. iv. 24; 1 Joh. ii. 29; Mt. vi. 33; and below, vi. 13f. Cf. S.H. 

‘It is righteousness active and energizing; the righteousness of the 

Divine Will as it were projected and enclosing and gathering into itself 

human wills.” Cf. Ps. xviii. 2 ib. 
This ‘ righteousness’ is in fact man’s owrnpia, true state of health; 

and the Gospel, revealing it as following upon faith, puts it in the 

power of every faithful man to reach. Hence the Gospel is Gop’s 

power, etc. 

As the owrnpia is that state of man in which he has made his own 
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the righteousness of Gop and so worked out in himself that image of 
Gop (cf. Joh. i. 12) in which he was created, so we shall presently see 
the converse is true—the damnation, destruction, of man lies in his 

forsaking that task and reproducing in himself the image of the 
beasts. | 

é& wlorews eis mlorw, resulting, as far as the individual is con- 
cerned, from faith and promoting faith. It is of the nature of 
personal trust in one who is worthy of trust to deepen and widen 
itself. Ps. lxxxiii. 7 (Ixxxiv. 8) (8S. H.) is a good ||: but 2 Cor. ii. 16 

(ib.) is different. It is important to observe that man’s faith is the 
source of man’s righteousness only in a secondary degree. The 
primary source is Gop’s grace. 

Groxadkvmrera.. The Gospel is not a new principle in Gop’s 
dealings with man, but a fresh revelation of what has always 

been there. This is emphasised by the quotation from Habakkuk, 
and the argument about Abraham in ec. iv. 

Kalas yéyparrat, Habakkuk ii.4. N. that in Hab. the reference 
is to dangers from external foes and loyalty to Israel’s king. This 
is a good instance of the way in which 8S. Paul applies what is 
occasional and local to the spiritual experience of man. 

6 8 Slkatos &k mlorews {yoerar. The stress is on éx« micrews— 
the life which the man seeks to live, modelling himself, in his degree, 
on the righteousness of Gop, requires and results from trust in Gop. 

N. §S. Paul seldom reaches such a degree of abstraction in his 
statements as he does in these verses. It is due to his desire to 
state in the most summary form the character of the Gospel as he 
conceived it. But recalling vv. 2—7, we see that we are not even 

here dealing with merely abstract principles: the Gospel itself is 

essentially concrete in the Person of the Son: the power of Gop is no 

impersonal force, but Christ Himself quickening men (cf. Phil. 
iii. 12); salvation and faith are no mere technical terms, but 
personal activities and conditions; Gop’s righteousness is not a 
system of laws or ethics, but the character revealed in Jesus 
Christ ; our righteousness is that same character realised in our- 
selves, 

B. i. 18—iv. 25. Tue rrest VinprcatTion or THE THEME. THE 

UNIVERSALITY AND NEED OF THE GOSPEL JUSTIFIED HISTORICALLY. 

i. 18—ii.16. The Gospel is needed by Gentiles, because they are 

under sin (i, 18—32), and have incurred the just judgment of Gop 
(ii. 1—16). | 3 

i. 18—32. (18) This power and condition revealed in the Gospel 
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.meets the need of man; for in the actual state of man we can see 

that his life lies under Gop’s wrath. Man has by unrighteous action 

overlaid the truth imparted to him: (20) the knowledge of Gop, 

communicated through the visible creation as a means of conceiving 

the invisible character of Gop, His power in life and His divine 

character, has been rejected; (21) men have failed to respond with 
appreciation and thanksgiving ; losing the sense of their own destiny 

and submitting their intelligence to the influence of blind reasonings 

and passions, (22) with a false assumption of cleverness, they have 

substituted for the image of Gop, in which they were created, the 

likeness of the mere animal nature. (24) As a consequence, left by 
Gop to their own devices, under the unclean rule of their own desires, 

they have taken the false instead of the true view of their due 
allegiance, substituted in their worship the creature for the Creator, 

and as a consequence perverted even the natural uses of the body to 

vile and unnatural indulgence; (28) their will refusing to act upon 
the knowledge of Gop, Gop has allowed them to surrender them- 

selves to all spiritual and moral ills, personal and social; (32) for 

they knowingly and willingly faced the verdict of death, and both 

practise and promote the practice of such things as incur that 

verdict. 

The revelation of the Gospel is the revelation of the righteous- 

ness of Gop in the Person of Jesus Christ, and of that righteousness as 

a power for reproducing itself in man, if man will trust it, or rather 

Him. This is paralleled by a statement of the consequences of 

man’s refusing to trust his knowledge of Gop, as seen in the lives 

and characters of men as they actually are, a revelation of Gop’s 

wrath; the state of man shows both the need of power for re- 

covery, and the condition in man for its action, namely recovered 
faith. ; 

As Gop’s righteousness is revealed in life, the Life of Jesus 
Christ, so Gon’s wrath is revealed in life, the life of men putting 

themselves into antagonism with Gop, choosing to be under His 
wrath. 

In this section 8. Paul summarises his observations of contem- 

porary conditions and generalises from it and from his judgment on 

history, in order to estimate the actual needs of man and the cause 
of his condition, as vindicating the character of the Gospel and its 

universal necessity, if man is to be delivered. 

18. ydp gives the reason for the revelation just described and for 
the condition of its effectiveness. 

Grok. épyx 90. The revelation here spoken of is the revelation 
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through the actual facts of human life, just as the Gospel revelation 
is revelation through the actual facts of the divine life seen in the Man 

Christ Jesus, the Incarnate Son. 

aroxadkirrerat, as above, of a general fact or principle governing 
the relations between Gop and man. 
spy God, fundamentally=the relation between Gop as righteous 

and man as sinner. It is seen under present conditions in the 

progress of sin and growing alienation. The final issue will be seen 
in the final judgment. As with cwrnpla, so With dpyi}, we have the 
double sense of present alterable condition, and future final deter- 
mination. The eschatological reference is, therefore, always implied, 

but not exclusive; cf. 1 Thes. i. 10, ii. 16, Lightfoot; Joh. iii. 36, 

Westcott, n.; Eph. v. 6; infra, iii. 5, ix. 22. It is opposed to cwrnpla . 

(1 Thes. v. 9), gw (Joh, iii. 36), gws (Eph. v. 9). The verb is never 
used with deds in N.T., though frequently in O.T. (but cf. Mt. 
xviii. 34; Lk. xiv. 21). 

am’ ovpavod, used originally literally and now metaphorically of the 
seat of Gop’s Presence, and so the place of origin of His judgments 
and commissions now and hereafter, the home indeed of all spiritual 

matters; so here the judgment on man’s defections is represented as 

revealed from thence, in contrast with all earthly opinions and judg- 

ments ; cf. Mt. xvi. 19, xxi. 25; Lk. xv.18. Cf. Dalman, p. 219f., 

K.T. 
doéBevu, the violation of reverence; a&uxla, the violation of 

righteousness: sin is regarded as a contempt of Gop’s claims on 
man, or as a breach of His will however revealed. 

Tav...KaTexovrav. The participial clause describes the action of 
man which constitutes him doeB7 and déckor. 

THv GAnPaav. The next clause shows this to be quite general=the 
truth or true condition of man in his relation to Gop; both the truth 

of man’s nature and destiny, cf. Joh. vili. 32; James i. 18, v.19, and 

of Gop, in His revealed character and dealings; cf. 2 Thes. ii. 10—13. . 

Cf. Hort on 1 Peter, p. 87. 

év d5uxlq marks the condition created by man himself under which 
he holds the truth ; it is the combination of the possession of the truth 
and this selfmade condition which constitutes the act and state 
of sin. All sin is due to will acting against knowledge. 

KaTexévtTov. Karéxew means either (1) to possess, 1 Cor. vii. 30, 

xi. 2, or (2), less frequently, to restrain or keep under restraint, Lk. 
iv. 42; 2 Thes, ii. 6, 7. Here the sequence of thought is decisive in 

favour of the first meaning: it is essential to the argument that the 
primary condition which makes an act or state sinful, should be set 
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down here; namely, that the sinner knows what he is doing. Cf. 

Origen, Philocal. 73 (ed. Robinson), The compound has the force of 
real or full possession; cf. Moulton, p. 111f. Contrast Lk. viii. 15. 

19. 8dr. gives the reason for the wrath. For (Blass, p. 274) they 

knew Gop (19—21 a, expanding ri dX. xar.), but did not act on this 

knowledge (21 b—23, expanding évy déxig). There should be a 
full stop or colon after xarexévrwy: as v. 18 introduces the whole 
section. 

75 yvworov t. §.=¢hat element in or aspect of Gop which cah be 
known. Gop can be known by man only in part: but that partial 
knowledge is true and adequate to man’s capacity and sufficient and 

indispensable for his life. He.is revealed partially in nature, in- 

cluding human nature, with relative completeness in the Son. For the 

construction cf. Blass, p. 155, Winer-M., p. 295. . This is not a case 

of the neuter adjective standing for an abstract substantive; the 
genitive is partitive. 

davepdy é. év avrots=‘is clear in them.’ They have a clear know- 
ledge of Gop so far as He can be known toman. Cf. Wisdom xiii. 1 

which S, Paul certainly has in mind; but he defines the situation with 
a much closer grip. 

& Oeds yap x.7.A. explains the fact of the clearness of this know- 
ledge: it was due to a self-revelation of Gop through creation. 

20. td ydp ddpara...dedrns are best treated as parenthetic— 
explanatory of é¢avépwoev—the revelation of Gop through nature and 
human nature is true as far as it goes, but it is confined to His 

power both in nature and in morals, and His character as Divine 

Ruler and Lawgiver. Cf. generally Lk. xviii. 18 f. 

Ta ddpata avrod || 7d 7. 7. 0.; of. Acts xiv. 15 f., xvii. 22f. The 
argument from the natural order was the first argument addressed 
to Gentiles, as the argument from the O.T. order was the first 

argument addressed to Jews. The invisible things of Gop, His 

spiritual and moral attributes, are brought within the range of man’s 

mental vision through a conception gained by reflection upon the 

things He has made. There is a play on the double meaning of dpav | 

as applied to sensual and mental vision, the transition to the second 

being marked by voodjmeva ; cf. Col. i. 15f.; Heb. xi. 27. 
amd xricews Kdcpov, temporal: ever since there was a world to be 

the object of sense and thought, and minds to feel and think. Not, 

as Giff.,=dd rod éxricpévov Kéopov; this would require articles and 

be tautologous ; cf. Mk x. 6, xiii. 19; 2 Pet. iii. 4. 

rois Toujpacty, dat. of means. Kalopdra:=are brought within the 
range of vision. : 
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voovpeva, being conceived or framed into conceptions, made objects 
of thought; cf. Isa. xliv. 18; qu. Joh. xii. 40: and n. Heb. xi. 3, 

esp. the connexion of micre and voodpuer. 

¥ re aldros a. Sivapis Kal Georns explain ra dépara. The primary 
conceptions of the Maker, formed by reflection upon things, are 
power and divinity. The fundamental assumption implied is that 

there must be a Maker—things could not make themselves, and man 

obviously did not make them. This assumption might well be taken 
by 8. Paul as universally agreed. From that he sees man’s reflection 
passing to the conception of power, and lasting or spiritual power ; 

the conception of divinity is a further step, logically if not chrono- 

logically, first involving hardly more than antithesis to man and 
nature, but growing more complex with continued reflection; it 

involves qualitative conceptions of the Maker, not merely quanti- 

tative conceptions of His Power. The very abstract term Oecérns 
(only here in N.T.; cf. Acts xvii. 29 and Wisdom xviii. 9) is used 
because the conceptions of Gop’s nature vary so widely with time and 

place. The term covers every conception of a Being, antecedent and 

superior to creation, which man has formed or can form. 
a&lSios. Only here and Jude 6in N.T.; Sept. only Wisdom vii. 26; 

frequent in class. Gk for lasting, eternal; e.g. Plato, Timacus, 408, 

{Ga Oeia ovra kal aida. 

Sivapuis. Esp. used of Gop’s power in creation, old and new. Cf. 
above, v. 4. 

els 76 may either express ‘ purpose’ (vili. 29) or simple result (xii. 3) : 
here generally taken of ‘ purpose,’ in which case it must be connected 

with édavépwoev above. But there is force in Burton’s argument 
for ‘result’ (M.T.§ 411). Cf. Moulton, p. 219. N. A.V. and R.V. 
invert text and margin. 

dvatrodoyrjtous, ii. 1 only. They have no defence as against 
Gop. } 

21. Sidrt picks up and expands the theme of v. 19, 

yvovres, aor.= having received or gained knowledge of Gop. || rhv 

GX. KkaréxovrTes. 

é&dfacav = did not ascribe the due honour to Gop for what they 
knew to be His acts; cf. Acts xi. 18; Mt. xv. 31, al. 

nixaplerncav. They lacked the temper which should have led 
them doédgew. 

épatrawinocav. Vb only here; cf. 1 Cor. i. 20f., iii. 20, and egp. 

Eph.iv.17. The adjective implies absence of purpose or object, futility : 

so = they became pdraio, turning from the true object of all thought 

they invented vain and meaningless objects for themselves, 
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Stadoytopof in §. Paul always in a bad sense; cf. 1 Cor. iii. 20, 
which perhaps gives the source of the use. It seems to imply the 
working of the intellect without correction by facts; cf. xiv.1. éy 

perhaps instrumental—they lost the true thread by their speculations. 
Kat éoxoticOy x.t.A. Cf. Eph. iv. 17f., missing the true aim, they 

lost the true light. 

kapdS{a more nearly corresponds to ‘mind’ than to ‘heart.’ So 
here dcvveros, unintelligent ; cf. x. 6, 8. Associated with thought and 

will (v. 24; 1 Cor. iv. 5) more usually than with feeling (Rom. ix. 2), 
see S.H. There is the same tragic irony here as in 1 Cor. i. 20f.; ef. 
Wisdom xi. 15. | 

22. ddckovtes. The asyndeton shows that this is an explanation 
of the preceding sentence. @. of false allegations, Acts xxiv. 9, xxv. 19 

and here only. 

23. wAAagtav. Cf. Ps. evi. (cv.) 20; cf. infra25. Theconsequence 

of their false conception is a false religion, substituting inferior objects 

of worship for the one true object. The construction is a survival of 
poetic usage. Cf. Soph. Antigone 495 (Lietzmann), 

tv Sétav. Here apparently = the manifestation of Gop as an object 
of worship; cf.v.21. ||7d yywordv 7. 0. the manifestation of Gop as 

an object of knowledge. 

24. The consequences seen in the moral condition, to which Gop 

handed man over. Man by ignoring the truth is led to neglect the 

worship of Gop for the worship of creatures, and thence (24) to 
failure in due respect to his own body and (26) consequent misuse of 
the body for unnatural ends, and (28) misapplication of the mind to 

devising conduct which ignores his own true end and all social 
claims. 

Tapésokev 6 9. “Cf. vv. 26, 28; cf. iv. 25, and for the converse 
Phil. ii. 12, This surrender of man to the consequences of his own 

choice is also the act of man himself, cf. Eph. iv. 19. But it is still 

an act of judgment on the part of Gop. See S. H., Giff., Moberly, 
Atonement and Personality, p. 15 f. 

év tats érvOuplais r. x. a. The desires, uncontrolled by the choice 

of man’s true end, are the occasions of sin. 

Tod atwdterOar. The gen. expressing result, as generally in 

S. Paul, cf. Moulton, p. 217, =the use of the body for purposes not 
intended; cf. rd0y driuias below, and n. esp. Col. ii, 23 (note in 

C.G.T.). év avrots requires us to take dridfecOa as pass. 

25. olties. Quippe qui, ‘seeing that they,” repeats v. 23 with 

amplification. 
tHv dAnGeaav rod Geos. Quite comprehensive =the truth about 
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Gop and themselves and their relation to Him; so tr Wetde the 
false theory or statement of man and Gop which they adopted ; cf. 

2 Thes, ii. 11, 1 Joh. ii. 27. 
éorcBaicOnocay. Here only inN.T.,and O.T. only Hos.x. 5Aq. = they 

made their objects of worship. 
é\dtpevoav. Of full religious service. See Westcott, Hebr. ref, 

above, v. 9. 

mapa Tov Kt., to the neglect of. Winer-M., p. 504; n. the tragic 
irony of the antithesis. 

és éotw edd. «7.A. Of. ix. 5, 2 Cor. xi. 31, in each case a mark of 
deep emotion. 

, 26. 8d rovro. Wilful rejection of Gon’s self-revelation under- 
mines self-respect, purity, and the whole sphere of duty. 
win dtustas. The gen. is descriptive—shameful-passion. The 

thought of misuse is included in driuia; cf. ix. 21; as dvoiy and 
kata diow mark a right use. 

27. dtrokapPdvovres, ‘receiving as due.’ 
28. @Goxlpacav, ‘they thought not fit’ (cf. Field, ad loc.). The 

verb implies approval after testing: the infinitive is epexegetic. rév 

@cov closely with the verb; cf. in passive construction 1 Thes. ii. 4. 
They tested or proved Gop and decided not to keep Him, ete. 

gxew, pres.=to keep, maintain what they had received. év 
émuyvooe=rather ‘intimate’ than ‘ full’ knowledge, close application 
of mind rather than mastery, though the latter follows in due degree. 

Cf. Robinson, ‘Eph. 248 f.; Moulton, p. 113; cf. iii. 20, x. 2; 

Phil. i. 9; cf. 2 Cor. xiii. 5 f. 
dSdxuysov vovy—yvovs the mind as originating purposed action, good 

or bad. aSdxmos, unable to stand the test which is properly applied 
to it; cf. 2 Cor. l.c.; Heb. vi. 8. 

29. This catalogue of sins emphasises the false relations of man 

to man as following upon the false relation of men to Gop and the 

false conception of the proper use of man’s own nature. The classi- 

fication is only partially systematic, 29a the mental dispositions, 

29b—31 the dispositions seen in various kinds of action. 

32. oltuves «.T.A. define once more the root of the evil—rejection 

of known truth—here as to the fixed judgment of Gop on such acts : 

and persons. 

To Sixkatwpna=the just decision or claim, cf. ii. 26, viii. 4; Lk. i. 6, 

not so much of the judge as of the legislator. The word and its 

cognates used of a judge seem always to imply acquittal. 

mpaccovtes. Practise—methodically and deliberately. sovod- 

ow=commit the acts, without necessarily implying deliberation. 

; 
P 
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cvvevdoxovew, join with deliberate and hearty purpose. There is a 

true climax. A conspiracy of evil is worse than isolated actions, 

because it indicates the set tendency of the heart. Cf. 8.H.; ef. Lk. 

xi. 48; Acts viii. 1, xxii. 20. N. the Test. of the Twelve Patriarchs, 

Ash, vi. 2, kal mpdocovot To Kaxdv Kal ouvevdokotcr Tols mpdocovcw. 
Charles regards this passage as the original of our verse here. 



CHAPTER II. 

1—16. Gop’s wrath, thus revealed in human life through the 
consequences of man’s rejection of Gop, is also seen in the judgment 

_ of Gop upon man’s conduct—the only just judgment (1) because all 

men being implicated no man has the right to judge, and (4) a just 
judgment because Gop has offered man the opportunity of repent- 

ance and (5) judges wilful wrongdoing (6) by the main tendencies of a 
man’s life, (9) without favour to any privileged race, (12) in accord- 

ance with opportunities given even to Gentiles and (14) the use made 

of knowledge admittedly possessed even by Gentiles. This section is 

closely connected with the preceding by the 61d and by the verbal and 

sense echoes (dvamoddyyTos, mpdocets). 

1. dvatoddyynros «.t.A. The consequence of this state of man, 
being universal, is that there is no excuse for men judging their 

neighbours. The statement is quite general; but vv. 9—11 show 

that the Apostle is thinking in particular of the Jew’s wholesale con- 

demnation of Gentiles and justification of himself. 

Kptves...Karakplyes, the mere attitude of judgment is a con- 
demnation of thyself; cf. Mt. vii. 1f.; Lk. vi. 37. 

rov érepov, thy neighbour or thy fellow- man ; cf, xiii. 8; 1 Cor. 
vi. 1, x. 24, al. 

Ta yap avta mpdooes, whether you realise it or not—developed, 
for the Jew, in vv. 21 f. 

2. To Kpiva rov Geot. The dpy7 is now conceived as an act of 
judgment. 

kata aAynGaav, in accordance with truth—i.e. the true facts of 
Gop’s nature and man’s condition. Moral judgment ought to express 

the actual mind of the judge in relation to the case submitted to him, 

This is the case with Gop’s judgment, not with man’s as here 

considered. Man can judge only so far as he is making his own the 

‘mind of Gop; ef. 1 Cor. v. 3. Gop’s judgment is just because it 

corresponds to facts. 

3. The nexus seems to be this: do you calculate that this correct 

attitude towards sin in others will exempt your case from being 

considered by Gop, or are you merely indifferent to His merciful 

dealing with you? The case is put in the most general way and 

ROMANS D 
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applies to all theoretic judgment of others; but the crucial instance 
in mind is the Jew; cf. vv. 17 ff. | 

éxgevéy, shalt clean escape ; cf. Lk. xxi. 36; Heb. ii. 3. 
4  xpyorotnros. The word has special reference to Gop’s 

generous gifts to men; cf. xi. 22; Eph, .ii. 7; Tit. iii. 4. Here=the 

generosity which has conferred graces and benefits which the man, 

who presumes to judge, mistakes for special excellences of his own, 

and so makes light of the Giver; e.g. cf. vv. 17f. 

THs dvoxis, ‘forbearance,’ iii, 26; cf. Acts xvii. 30. paxpo- 
Gupta =the long continuance of xpyorérys and dvox7y in spite of men’s 

ways : a favourite word with S. Paul, Cf. Ps. vii. 11, the adjective 
freq. of Gop in O. T.; ef. 1 Pet. iii. 20. 

dyvo@v. Once more man misses the aim which Gop proposes. 
TO 'xpyorov. The neut. adj. for the abstract subst.=7% xpyordrys. 

For the thought, 2 Pet. iii. 15. 
ayet, ‘is (always) leading thee,’ a good instance of the linear 

action of the present, describing tendency not fulfilled. 

5. 8 «.7.A. =however you are deceiving yourself all the while, in 

fact you are storing up wrath. 

Kata tHv okA. Deut. ix. 27; cf. Mt. xix. 8; Acts vii. 51. Kard, 

the hardness and unrepentant heart is the measure of the wrath 

stored up. 

dperavonroy. Only here. 
Onocavplfes. Cf. James v.3. Contrast Mt. vi. 23. It is the man’s 

own act. | 

év 1.6. Rey. vi. 17 only in N.T.; cf. Zeph. i. 15, 18, ii. 3. 
Kal dtokadvews. When there will be no evading the true facts. 
Suxkarokpioias. Hos. vi. 5 (Quinta Orig. Hex. ad loc.) only in 

Greek Bible;=righteousness in judging, excluding favouritism. 
6. Ss amodsecen. Cf. Ps. lxii. 3; Prov. xxiv. 12. 

ta %pya. The judgment will correspond to the man’s real character 
as shown by the works he produces, not as merits that earn but as 

evidence of character: the works are then described in vv, 8 f. as the 

main effort and tendency of a man’s life, the temper which governs 

him, and the aims he affects. 

7. tots pév. Explanatory, therefore the asyndeton. The rhyth- 
mical movement and the balanced antitheses of these clauses decide 

two ambiguities: (1) {nrodow governs the preceding accusatives ; 

(2) there should be a colon at Ouués; OX. x. or. begin the second pair 

of antitheses. The whole structure is noticeable. Cf. Joh. Weiss 

Theol. Stud. D. B. Weiss dargeb., Gottingen, 1897. 

Kad’ vropoviyy & da, The temper by which the life is directed. 
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‘i. = perseverance against opposition. ‘The gen.=in good work; cf. 
1 Thes. i. 3. 

Sdfav Kal tr. K. d. with fnyrodow, describing the aims of the life; 

ef, i, 23, 24. The reflection of the known character of Gop in his 
own life is a man’s proper aim: and the gift of Gop by which that 

aim is ultimately secured is {w7 aidvios, which again is represented 

in the third clause as 6. x. 7. kat elpyvn. The three words here, then, 

describe the perfected life of man, his true aim. For 6ééa in this 

sense cf. ix. 23; 2 Cor. iii. 185 for riuy cf. 1 Pet. i. 7 (see Hort, ref. 

Ps. viii. 6; Rom. ix. 21; 2 Tim. ii. 20); for d@Oapota cf. 1 Cor. ix, 25, 

xv. 42; 1 Pet. i.4; Eph. vi. 24 (see Robinson) = immortality. 
Lorvaidvov. Cf. vi.23; Gal. vi.8; cf. Dan. xii.2; 2 Mace. vii. 9 ; 

4 Mace. xv. 3 only ap. LXX. In Synoptics, of the life of the coming 
age, cf, Mk x. 17, 30. Eternal life, the peculiar condition of Gop, is 

His consummate gift to man, operative in present conditions but 

consummated only in the future, the sum and crown of all His other 

gifts; cf. also vi.22; 1 Tim.i. 16, vi.12; Tit.i. 2, iii.7; ef. Westcott 

on Joh. iv. 14. 

8. é& épOias. From the literal sense of ‘ work for hire,’ through 
the political sense of ‘ self-seeking or partisan factiousness’ (cf. Gal. 

v. 20), the word gets the general ethical sense of ‘ self-seeking ’ (ef. 

Phil. ii. 3 ;. James iii. 16) to the disregard of service, whether of Gop 

or man. So=picbapvia, ambitus, Wetst. ad foc. Here in sharp 

contrast to xa’ iw. @. d. (See Hort on James iii. 14.) 
G&revBovot K.T.A. sum up the description given i. 21—32. Dis- 

obedience to known truth is again the condition of judgment; cf. 
xi. 30—33. 

Ty GAnQelqa includes as above, i. 18, truth of act and life as is 
emphasised by the parallelism with 6. x. ri. Kk. ap0. &yrodow, and go - 
)( 77 ddcxég. 

épyy) kal Gupds. N. the change of construction : “ doy the settled 
feeling, Qvuéds the outward manifestation,” 8. H. 

9. OAtfis kal orevoxwpia. These words must be separated from 
6. x. 0.: they begin the second pair of antitheses ; the adoption of the 
false and wrong aim worries and narrows the whole life ; cf. viii. 35; 
2 Cor. iv. 8, vi. 12. But the direct reference here again is to the 
final state, consequent on judgment.. 

émt mw. . «.1.A. pick up and enforce rots é& ép. x.7.d. and 
emphasise the universality of the judgment and the single condition 

ra épya; the underlying thought then comes to the surface in ’Iovdalov 

x.7.,3 for this pair of antitheses the dominant thought is the univer- 
sality of the judgment, as in the first pair its certainty and quality. 

D2 
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10. elprjvyn replaces d¢@apcla, wider and more ethical : peace with 
Gop and man, characterising the true life; in contrast also with é 
ép.belas. 

1l. od ydp éoriv tpocwroAnpyla. The fundamental quality of the 
righteous judge. Cf. Deut.x.17; Mt. xxii. 16 || Lk. xx. 21; Gal. ii. 6; 
Eph. vi. 9, al. 

mapa to Geo, ‘ with Gop,’ that is, in Him and His acts, as juidge's ; 
for this use of rapa (for év) due to reverence, cf. Hort on James i. 17 
(p. 30), cff Mk x. 27. 

12—16. These verses bring out, further, the principle of judgment 
in accordance with the opportunities a man has had and the use he 

has made of them. Privilege does not exempt from judgment but 
heightens responsibility ; nor does the absence of privilege exempt, 
provided there is some knowledge which demands corresponding 
action, The special object of these verses is to justify the in- 

clusion of Gentiles under the judgment of Gop. Inv. 17 we pass to 
the case of the Jew. 

12. Sco. All without distinction. 
dvépws. The antithesis év vdum and 6a vduov and the pedatlal 7 sh 

uh vdpov exovra, prove that dv.=without law (not ‘ against law,’ as 
1 Tim. i. 9 (?)); ef. 1 Cor. ix. 21. In fact it is arguable that dyvomos 
should always be taken in this sense in N.T. See on 14. 

jpaprov, in accordance with the whole preceding argument, implies 

acting against knowledge, even though that knowledge has not been 

given in explicit law; v. 4 f. explain how it was given. See Add. 
Note D, on dpapria, p. 213. . ; 

Aor. most simply taken as ‘timeless’; cf. Moulton, p. 134; Burton, 
§ 54, who calls it ‘collective.’ The aorist expresses fundamentally 
‘action at a point’ or action simply in itself without time reference. 

A special difficulty arises in the indicative because the augment gives 
a reference to past time : but as the present is properly durative, it is 

natural that the necessity for expressing simple action should lead to 

the use of the aorist in this sense, in spite of the effect of the 

augment: so I take it here and iii. 23 and tr. ‘all that sin.’ Other- 
wise, it should be translated by the future perfect, under the influence 

of the future in the apodosis. 
13. ov ydp justifies the latter clause of 12. If law is a ground 

of sinning, law must be done, if a verdict of acquittal is to be 
gained. 

SikarwOycovra. A clear case of the forensic use of Sockiobvti shall 
be acquitted. See Introduction, p. xxxvi. 

14. Otay ydp. The principle of v. 13 applies to Gentiles, only we 
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have to think not of explicit law, but of knowledge of right and 
wrong evidenced in their conscience and utterances, | 

- Suspicion has been cast on these verses (14, 15) on the ground that 

they interrupt, both the rhythmical antitheses, and the argumentative 

structure of the passage (v. 16 returning to v.13). Some take them 

as a later comment, though in strict accordance with the principles 
of the passage ; some as a marginal note by S. Paul himself. But 

their genuineness is indicated by the fact that they are not only in 
accordance with but strictly necessary to the argument; for it is 

essential to make it clear here in what sense Gentiles are in relation to 

law: only if in such relation could they be amenable to judgment. 
Cf. J. Weiss, op. cit. p. 218 n. . 
vy. Gentiles as such. 
Ta p17] vVopov gxovra. The admitted condition of 27. 
dice with rodow=without the help of an external revelation in 

law; ef. Eph. ii. 3 (n. Robinvon}; Gal. ii. 15, iv. 8. vars, morally 
neutral, depends on man’s use; cf. i. 26, ii. 27. 
0 TOV vopov=the acts piesenibed by such a revealed law. 
éavtots eloly vopnos. Here 8. Paul boldly applies the term véyos to 

the condition which has just been described as dvouos. They have no 
law outside themselves; but the knowledge of Gop, which they have, 

takes the place of revealed law and may even be called law for them. 

It is a good instance of the way in which 8. Paul goes behind the 
ordinary use of language and cuts down to the vital nerve of thought. 

See further in ch. vii., viii. 1—4. 

15. otrwves explains the preceding phrase. 

( &vSelxvuvrar, ‘give proof of’; cf. ix. 17; cf. 2 Cor. viii. 24; 
Eph. ii. 7; i.e. by their actions. The fact that moral goodness is found 

in Gentiles is assumed throughout this argument as much as the fact 

that all sin. 
TO Epyov Tod vopou, Not the law itself, but that effect which 

is produced by the law in those who have it. Not=‘‘ the course of 
conduct prescribed by the law” (S. H.); that could hardly be 
described as ‘written in the heart’; but ‘the knowledge of Gon’s 

will, of right and wrong,” which is found in all human consciousness, 

and in a heightened degree in those who have an external law; cf. 

vii. 7 f.3 || therefore to i. 19, 21, and different from iii, 20, 28; cf. 

Gal. v.19; perhaps Jamesi. 4; 1 Thes. i. 3; 1 Cor. ix.1; Mt. xi. 19, 
(Ewald, de voce cvvedjoews p. 17, after Grotius, qu. 8. H.) 

yparrov év 7. xk. a. Cf. for the metaphor 2 Cor. iii. 2. On kapSla 
the seat of knowledge and will, Bee na i, 24, Cf. Weiss, Theol. 

p. 250. 
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cuvvpaprupovens K.T.A., explain the nature of the gvdeéks ; cf. i, 21. 
The cpd vb only here and viii. 16, ix. 1. In the two latter places 
the force of the cur- is clear from the context. Here apparently the 

other witness is ‘their actions’; cf. 2 Cor. i. 12. It is possible, ) 

however, that the cur- is merely ‘ perfective.’ Cf. Moulton, p. 113. 

THs ovveSycews. The primary idea of the word is (1) ‘con-: 
sciousness’ as due to reflection, on the model of the use of the verb 

cuvetdévae éavt@ Ti, ‘to be conscious of an experience good or bad’;. 

on this follows the meaning (2) ‘ experience’ as the sum of reflective 

consciousness or self-knowledge, subjective always; and (3) so the 

‘feeling’ which admits or rejects as alien a new candidate for ad- 

mission into a man’s sum of experience; then (4), as a special 
development of the last meaning, ‘ conscience’ as suggesting moral 

judgments. See Add. Note, p. 208. Here=(2) ‘their conscious experi- 
ence’; the effect of the law is recognisably part of their mental 

equipment or consciousness, their stock of ideas; the next clause 
then explains how their consciousness bears this witness. 

peratd dAAjAwv=as between each other, in mutual intercourse : 
it is the mutual intercourse of men which arouses the moral 

judgment, even when that moral judgment is exercised upon the 

man’s own experience, as here; cf.8.H. This is an instance of the 

development of personality by social relations. Cf. Ward, The Realm. 
of Ends (1911), p. 366. 

Tav Aoywopov. Their thoughts exhibit moral judgments, pre- 

supposing that knowledge which is the effect of the law. For 
Aoyopol cf. 2 Cor. x. 5 only, freq. in LXX. Here = reflexion 
passing moral judgment on the contents of consciousness. (In 

4 Macc.=reason as master of the passions and champion of piety.) 

This interpretation seems to be necessitated not only by the regular 

use of Aoyouds but also by the context; n. esp. ra xpumra Tov. 

avOpamrwv, 16. 

7] Kal dtrodkoyoupévay. The approval of conscience rarer than the 
condemnation, but not unknown. ? . 

16. év qj pépa x.7.A.=at the assize (by the judgment) of Gop who 
judges not by privilege or appearance but by the secret contents of a 

man’s heart: to be taken with the whole of the preceding sentence, 

as supporting the analysis of the Gentile state by appeal to the 

method by which Gop judges. Gentiles clearly have this knowledge, 

etc., if judged as Gop judges by the unseen state of their hearts. 

For 7pépq in this sense cf. 1 Cor. iv. 3, perh. also above, v. 5, 
If to avoid the obvious difficulties of this interpretation we look for 

some other connexion for év 7 4., we must go back to v. 12 and regard 
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the two clauses introduced by yap as parenthetic. The objections to 
such a conception of the passage may be modified, if we remember 

that it was in all probability dictated, and we can imagine that in the 

speaker’s pause, while these two clauses were being written down, his 

mind recurred to the main subject of the paragraph, and he concludes 

with the thought of the final assize. 

kptve. If we read the present, the stress is laid on the general 
principles of Gop’s judgment; if the future (xpiveZ, cf. ili. 6) on the 

certain judgment itself, 

KaTa TO evayyéALdv pov. The judgment wasa primary element of the 
Gospel as presented to Gentiles (Acts xvii. 31, xxiv. 25), and as a 
judgment of character, rather than of acts: and this quality of the 

judgment was involved in its being administered through the agency 

of Christ Jesus, who is Himself the judge, as being Himself the 

standard, of human goodness. 

17—iii. 20. The Gospel is needed yy Jews, who have also failed 

through ignoring the one condition of righteousness. 

17. Under the same principle comes the Jew, who has full and 
privileged opportunities (21) and yet makes ill use of them by 
open unrighteousness (25) from the consequences of which no 

privilege can deliver him in face of a judgment which considers 

character and not privilege. (iii. 1) His advantage was an ex- 
ceptional trust given by Gop, which his failure does not impair, as on 

Gop’s part, though it justifies his punishment, but not himself. 

(9) He is, therefore, as sinning against knowledge, a state foreseen in 

O. T., under the same condemnation as the Gentile, law having given 
to him the knowledge which makes wrongdoing into sin. 

This section shows explicitly that the Jew belongs to the class rév 

Thy adnevay év ddtkla karexdvrwv. They possess the truth, vv. 17—20, 

év dduxlg, 21 ff. Here, as there is no dispute as to fact, the Jew 
obviously possessing the truth, the main argument is directed to his 

supposed plea, that his specially privileged position exempts him 
from condemnation (iii. 1—20). 

It is important to realise that the whole stress is laid on acting 

upon knowledge, whether embodied in human consciousness or in an 

external law ; it is this duty of obedience which is the characteristic 
demand of the pre-Christian dispensation ; and its exposition leads to 
the conclusion that all have sinned and are amenable to judgment, as all 

have failed to obey law, in one form or another. Cf. §.H., p. 58, 
Lft, Gal. iv. 11, Hort, R. @ HE. p. 25. | 

“17. et 8 Apodosis v. 21; on the construction ef. Winer-M., 
p. 711 (who keeps «i 6), Blass, p. 284 (who prefers ide; so Field ad 
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loc.). If we read et 8€ it is a case of anacoluthon, ofa quite intelligible 
kind. The nexus supports el $8. He is passing from the case of the 

Gentile to the case of the Jew with his special conditions; and the 
particle of contrast is required. 

*IovSatos )( “EA\nv marks nationality, but suggests too all that 

the distinctive nationality meant to the Jew; ef. Gal. ii. 4, 
érovopaty. Only here in N.T, The éwi gives the force of a 

specific name, differentiating a part ina wider class. So here=not 

dv@pwros only, but "Iovdaios, Cf. Plato, Protag. 349 a, cogiorhy 

érovoudges ceavrév. 

éravatavy K.r.A. These clauses enumerate the details of the true 
prerogatives of the Jew, as called by Gop; so 

Kavxaoat, in a good sense; all your boasting is in Gop and His 

dealings with you; cf. v. 11, 2 Cor. xi. 7. 
18. ro O&Anpa. Cf. Lft, Revision, p. 106, ed. 1; p. 118, ed. 2 

(8. H.). | 
Soxtpdfes. As above, i. 28, ‘approvest, after testing.’ | 
7a Siadépovra=the things that are better, the better courses 

of conduct; cf. Phil. i. 10, and for the verb 1 Cor. xy. 41; Gal. 

iv. 1. 

ty Re: taught—all teaching at this time being oral ; 
ef. Lk. i. 4; Gal. vi. 6. 

19. oleh re passes to the Jew’s conviction of his true relation 

to other men. 

68yyov. Perh. an echo of Mt. xv. 14; cf. s. H. 
20. &%xovra=as one who has. 
Tv pophwo.v =the true shaping. The Law was a true expression | 

of the knowledge and truth of Gop; cf. vii. 12. On popoy as the 
proper expression of the inner reality cf. Lit, Phil. 127 f. 

THs y. K. mys Gd. Cf. 7d 0é\nua—all in the most general form, 
év to vopo. With eyorra. 
21—29. The nexus is’marked by the particles—oty (21) sums up. 

the privileges and sntrodnces, in the form of questions, the contrast 

in the actual facts; yap (24) implies the answer yes to the preceding 
questions and justifies it ; yap (25) explains how the event has come: 
about, in spite of the privileges ; of (26) draws the conclusion, as to 

the relative position of Jew and Gentile; yap (28) explains this 
conclusion as resting on the essential superiority of the moral and: 
spiritual to the external and ritual. 

21. ovv. Well then, does practice correspond to prerogative ?: 
If not, prerogative does not exempt from judgment.’ The charge is 

put in the form of questions, by way. of convicting the Jew in his own. 
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conscience. He cannot plead not guilty. Much more forcible than 
bare statements, 

22. tepoovAcis. Cf. Acts xix. 37. 8. H. refers to Jos. Antigq. iv. 8, 
10; Lit, Supern. Rel. p. 299 f.; Ramsay, Ch. € R. E. p. 144n. ; 

Deut. vii. 26. The antithesis is less clear than in the former cases, 

The charge seems to be that, though they regard idols as 

‘abominable’ things, they do not hesitate to make pecuniary ad- 

vantage out of robbing temples. 
23. driudftes; S. H. and Giff. support drimudfes. and treat it 

as a direct statement summing up the points of the preceding 
questions. Yet the interrogative form is more forcible here too. 
The claim explicitly brings the Jews shee iets the same imputation as 
the Gentiles i, 21. 

24. TO yap Syopa «.7.A. Isa. lil. 5; the words are adopted 
(practically in LXX. form), but in a newsense.. Here of the contempt 

brought upon the Name of Gop by the lives of His professed 

worshippers ; cf. xiv. 16; 1 Tim. vi. 1; Tit. ii. 5; 2 Pet. ii. 2. 
25. tepiropy piv ydp «.7.A. The explanation of the awful con- 

trast between the formal condition of the Jew and his actual 
condition. mepvropr is the symbol of the whole covenant relation of 
the Jew with Gop. The symbol has no effect unless the condition 
imposed by the covenant is kept. It did not either excuse from or 
enable to obedience. Disobedience evacuates the formal position of © 

all meaning. The ‘weakness’ of the covenant as a spiritual force 
is not however developed till ch. vii. 

vépov modoorys, ‘if you practise law,’ in the tenour of your life: 
- the absence of the article and the vb rpdccew throw stress on the 

general character of the life, as distinct from particular acts; cf. 

vv. 1—3. 

mapaBaTyns vopov. So ‘a law breaker ’—in general. 
26f. It follows that the formal positions of Jew and Gentile may 

be reversed. 

% akpoBverla. Abstract for concrete=the Gentiles ; to emphasise 
the absence of the formal condition, 

7a Sikavouara—the ordinances in detail as rules of life. 
27. yékdicewsdkp. This introduces the distinction between the 

external symbol and the spiritual condition. 

TOV vopov rehodoa, ‘if it keep...’ or ‘by keeping... >: perhaps 
better = ‘ which keeps...,’ redodoa, adjectival, owing its position to 

the fact that there is a second adj., éx dicews. 

Sid ypdpparos Kal meptropys=under a condition of written law 
and circumcision : an advantageous condition as far as it goes. yp. 
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is the external form of revelation, as wep. is the external form of the 
covenant. The emphasis is on the character of these forms; there- 

fore anarthrous ; and ‘ letter’ is a better translation than ‘ scripture.’ 
For this abstraction of the external form of scripture ef. vii. 6; 

2 Cor. iii. 3. For 8d w. gen., expressing a condition or state, cf. 

iv. 11, viii. 25, xiv. 20; cf. Blass, p. 132 f. 

28. The grammar is ambiguous, but the sense is clear. The 

outward state and sign, if they are to have spiritual value, demand 

a corresponding inward state; which itself has value, even if the 

outward is absent. 
29. évr@KpuTre. Cf. v. 16; 1 Pet. iii. 4. ite 
mepiroprn Kapdias. Here the symbol becomes the reality; cf. 

Deut. x. 16; Jer. iv. 4, ix. 26; Ezek. xliv. 7; Acts vii. 51, 8. H. 
6 érawos. An allusion to “Iovdaios, J udah= praise; cf. Gen. 

xxix. 35, xlix. 8, Giff. 



CHAPTER III. 

1—20. A brief statement of the true nature of the Jew’s position, 
to be fully dealt with in chh. ix., x. (See p. 55.) The argument is 
thrown into the form of a dialogue. | 

1. TO weptooov=excess, good or bad. Mt. v. 37; cf. 1 Cor. viii. 8; 

2 Cor. iii. 9. Here=advantage or relative gain. ' 

2. mparov piv ydp.... The enumeration is not carried out, but 

cf. ix. 4, 5. ‘yap simply introduces an explanation of the preceding 

statement. ‘yap saepe ponitur ubi propositionem excipit tractatio,”’ 

Bengel on Lk. xii. 58, ap. Winer-M. p. 568 (b). 

The drift of this very condensed argument is—the Jews received 
in charge the revelation of Gop’s will and purpose in the scriptures ; 
the failure of some to believe, when Christ offered them the con- 

summation of that revelation, does not affect the validity of the 
revelation or diminish the privilege of the Jew as offered to him by 

Gop. The scriptures are still there ready to be used and a charge 
upon believers; the advantage of the Jew is still for him to take. 

The failure of some only emphasises by contrast the faithfulness of 

Gop. 

éruorevOnoav. This pass. only in 8S. Paul; cf. 1 Cor. ix. 17; 
1 Thes. i. 4, al. 

Ta Ady TOU Geov. Heb. v. 12; 1 Pet. iv. 11; Acts vii. 38 only, 
The last passage is a close parallel in argument. 

On the meaning cf. Westcott, Hebr. l.c.; Lift, Supern. Rel. p.172 fff. ; 

Sanday, Gospels, ete. p.155. Orig.=brief sayings, oracles; but by 

use the word came to mean the scriptures. Cf. Clem. R. 1 Cor. liii. 

1; and probably here it means the whole written record, but speci- 
fically as the utterance of Gop’s Mind and Will. 

3. wi ydp; Phil. i. 18 omly. Introduces an objection which must 

be met. The passage is closely condensed. 

el ymlorncav. dmoreivy always=to disbelieve (from dmoros= 

unbelieving), even prob. 2 Tim. ii. 13. The aor. refers to the definite 

act of the rejection of the Gospel, the climax of ra Adyia Tod Oeod ; 

ef. xi. 20, and for the limitation in rwes cf. x. 16 and ix. 6, xi. 25. 

wiv miorw tov Qcod, the faithfulness of Gop—apparently the 
only place in N.T. where the gen, in this or cognate phrases is 
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subjective ; but the sense is determined by ddOns infra; and the 

thought || 1 Cor. i. 9; Heb. x. 23; 1 Thes. v. 24, al. 8. H. qu. 

Lam. ili. 23; Ps. Sol. viii. 85 (only in LXX.). For iors in this 
sense cf. Mt. xxiii. 23; Gal. v. 22; 1 Tim. v. 12 (?); Tit. ii. 10. See 

Lft, Gal. p. 157; Hort, 1 Pet. p. 81. 

katapyyjoe. This seems to be a ‘volitive’ future, near akin to 
the ‘ deliberative’ subjunctive: ‘ shall it really annul’=‘are we to 

allow it or suppose it to annul.’ Of. Moulton, pp. 150, 239; ef. 

ix. 20, appy the only ||. For: the thought ef. ix. 6, xi. 29. For 

karapyel cf. iv. 14; Gal. iii. 17, al. Paul only exe. Lk. (1), Heb. (1); 
from the literal sense ‘to make sterile or barren,’ Lk. xiii. 7, the 

metaph. follows—‘ to-deprive of effect, abrogate, annul.’ . 

4. pry yévouro. Cf. 8. H.; characteristic of 8. Paul, and esp. of 
this group of epistles; expresses the vehement rejection of a possible’ 

but false inference. 

yivérOw St «.7.A. Let Gop prove or be proved... anti, only 
here and Joh, iii. 33, viii. 26, of Gop =true to His word) 

mwas avOp. y. Ps. cxv. 2 (exvi. 10). 
Stews dv «.7.A. Ps, 1. 6 (li.) (here vixjoes for vixjons). N. that 

LXX. mistranslate the Hebrew=‘when thou judgest.’ 8. Paul 
adopts the mistranslation, which puts it as though Gop Himself were 

on trial. Cf. 8. H. Sixaw0ys=be acquitted. For coord. of aor. 
subj. and fut. indic. see Blass, p. 212. Burton, §§ 198, 199. 

5. et 8 introduces, in order to remove, a difficulty suggested by 

this argument: if the confession of man’s sin has for its result the 

vindication of Gop’s righteousness, is not that a justification of the 

sin? It is met by an appeal (1) to a fundamental postulate of Gopn’s 
judgment, (2) to a fundamental axiom of man’s conduct (v. 8). Itis 

not examined in its own elements till ch. xi, 
hpev, of us men. 
8. Sux., righteousness in Gop; here of the character of Gop as a 

righteous judge. 
cuvlernow establishes by way of proof (cf. v. 8, Gal. ii. 18) from 

the literal sense ‘ construct a whole of various parts.’ 

vt épodpev. Characteristic of this Ep.; cf. uh yévorro, above. 

pi, can it really be that...? Puts a question with the im- 
plication of a decided negative. Is it a wrong thing to punish 
that conduct which brings into greater clearness the righteousness 

of Gop? | . 
viv épytiv. The wrath which has been already described (i. 18 fy 

in judgment, 
kata av@pwrov. In §. Paul only ef, esp. 1 Cor. ix. 8; Gal. iii. 15; 
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ef. the vocative in ix. 20:=after a merely human manner, so here 

‘after an ordinary way of men’s speaking, in their bold blaming 

of Gop.’ Common in classical Greek (cf. Wetstein), but with a 

different reference: in class. Gk=the normal, truly human, what 
is right and proper for man; in §. Paul=the merely human, 
what men do and say when uninfiuenced by the divine grace and 

not responding to their true omc So it strikes a note of 
apology. 

6 émel, ‘or else,’ ‘ otherwise’ ; of. Field on xi. 22; cf. xi. 6; 

-1 Gor. xiv. 16, xv. 29; Heb. ix.17.. A good classical use; cf. Wetstein. 

Only i in §. Paul and Heb. 
| mas xpwel «.7.A. It is a fundamental postulate that Gop is the 

_ Judge. 

7. ei 8 The difficulty is restated more fully and is shown to 
imply the principle that ‘the end justifies the means’; and that is a 
reductio ad absurdum of the argument. 

év t@ é. .=in the fact of, or by, my lie. 
Wevopa. Only here=acted lie, falseness to trust, ete. - 
érep(ooevoev. The aor. used for a single typical case. 

_ &, afier that result. «dye, just I, whose conduct has led to 
that result. 

8. Kal paj. In loose construction after ri; strictly ri un rovjowmer 
x.7.X. is required; but the insertion of the statement that this was 

actually charged against 8, Paul breaks the construction. 

Ka0as BrAacdypotpea. S. Paul’s polemic against the obligation 
of the law brought upon him the charge of antinomianism ; 
of, vi. 1f. . 

ay to Kpipa., The clear statement of the position furnishes its 
own condemnation, and the subject is for the time dismissed. 

9. vt otv; well then, this being so, what follows? Of. Joh. 
i. 21; infra, vi. 15, xi. 7 only. Cf. above on yuh: yévoiro, ri ovr 

epotmev 5 | 
mpoexopela ; ‘are we surpassed? are we at a disadvantage?’ So 

R.V. (not mg., not A.V.) ; see Field, ad loc. He shows (1) that 

there is no example of the mid.=the active ‘are we better than these?’ 

(2) that mpoéxec#ac=to excuse oneself, always requires an accus. ; 
(3) that rpoéxer@a.=pass. of mpoéxew, to surpass, is supported by a ||, 
and natural; qu. Plut. 7. 1. p. 1038 ¢ after Wetstein. 

' With the meaning settled, it remains to ask,.who are we? and 

what is the connexion? The question must be taken, dramatically, 

as put into the mouth of Jews. It has been just shown that while 
they had an exceptional privilege, their use of this privilege brought 
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them under judgment. The privilege itself might then appear to be 

a penalty, the greater call only an occasion of greater condemnation 

(cf. closely vi. 15). The answer given does not go to the root of the 
matter—that again is reserved for chh. ix. 30—x. 183—but deals with 

it only for the purpose of the immediate argument; all have sinned, 

and as sinners all are equally condemned ; yet in a certain sense (n. od 

mdvTws) Jews are in a worse state, because they have sinned against 

clearer light; yet, again, not to such an extent as to put them at 

a disadvantage in regard to the new dispensation of the Gospel. 

The universality of grace covers the universality of sin, and is for 

all adequate and complete (vv. 21f.). 
This horror-struck question of the Jews, then, rises immediately 

out of the preceding verses, and the answer completes the statement 

of their case in comparison with Gentiles. The vigorous dramatic 

form of expression is due to the depth of feeling with which S. Paul 

sympathises with his brethren after the flesh. 
ov tmavtws. 1 Cor. v. 10 only; not altogether that, either. See 

above. 

mpontiacdpeOa only here in Greek appy. So mpocvdpxoua, 2 Cor. ° 

Viii. 6; rpoeAmifw, Eph. i. 12 (first); rpoxvpody, Gal. iii. 17. The ref. 

is esp. to i. 18, ii. 1, 9. 
id’ dpaprlay. Cf. Moulton, p. 63, for the disuse of the dative 

after iwé. Cf. vii. 14; Mt. viii. 9. =in subjection to sin and there- 
fore needing deliverance. The whole object of these chapters is to 

show the universal need of the Gospel. 
mavtTas includes on this side the ravi of i. 16. 
10—18. This string of quotations is adduced to justify from 

Scripture the assertion of v. 9. On the Rabbinic practice of stringing 
quotations cf. S. H., who instance also ix. 25f.,2 Cor. vii. 16, al. 

The references are (W. H.) Ps. xiv. (xiii.) 1ff., v. 9, exl. (cxxxix.) 
8, x. 7 (ix. 28); Isa. lix. 7f.; Ps. xxxvi. (xxxv.) 1. The quotation is 
free in 10, 14, 15—17. On the reaction of this passage on text of 

Psalms ef. 8. H. 

11. ovviev, for form, as from ouvviw, cf. Moulton, pp. 38, 55, 

Hort, Introduction to App. i. 167, Thackeray, Gr. of O.T. Gk, pp. 244, 

250. 
12. jxpesOqoov. Of. Lk. xvii. 10 (dxpeos). Lost their use, 

became good for nothing. 

13. Sodwteay. Hebr. ‘make smooth their tongue,’ R.V. mg., 
Ps. v. 9 only, in Gk- Bible. Prop.=deceived; form=imperf. with 

aor. term. Cf. Thackeray, op. cit. p. 214. 

19. otSajyev St. What is the connexion? The disadvaptage of 
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_the Jew has been shown not to be complete—Scripture being adduced 

to support the statement that all are under sin. So far Jew and 

Gentile are equal. But the Jew is brought more signally and 

definitely under Gop’s judgment, just because of his possession of 

the law: the utterance of the law is in a special degree addressed to 

him; and he is less able, consequently, even than the Gentile to 

maintain any plea against Gop. These verses, then, explain the 

qualification contained in od wavrws. In a certain sense he is at a 
disadvantage as compared with the Gentile. Greater privilege in- 
volves greater responsibility. (So with Gifford, practically, though 
not in detail.) We may say then, also, that we have here the final 

answer to ri ro mepicooy rod ’I. (iii. 1). It was a true advantage to 
have fuller light, even though it brought greater condemnation (cf. év 

dé daec kal ddecoor). 
olSapev 8%. Sé carries us back to v. 9, od mdvrws. 
olsapev. Almost=of course. 
6 vopos. Not=7d déya, v. 2, but in its common sense ‘the Mosaic 

law.’ 8. Paul presses the point that the injunctions of the law are 
meant for those who receive them, and by them the Jew is con- 

demned, as against the plea of the Jew that his privileged position 

exempts. him from judgment. Cf. Gifford, ad loc. and on ii. 3. 

gpayy- 2 Cor. xi. 10, Hebr. xi. 33 only. éupparrew more common 
w. oréua; cf. Wetst. 

troducos. Only here in N.T.; =liable to an action. The dative 
seems always to be used of the person injured, not of the judge. 

The metaphor, then, suggests a trial as between Gop and His 

people. 
20. Sidr. explains how law produces this effect. This sentence, 

while having particular reference to the Jew, is thrown into the most 

general form, so as to bring the Jew into line with the Gentile, and 
then to sum up in one conclusion i. 18—iii. 19, 

é& épywv v., put in the most general form: if works done in 
, obedience to law are taken as the basis of judgment. 

o¥ SixarwOyoerat, forensic. Cf. Gal. ii. 16, as taédixos; will not 
be acquitted when judged. Qu. Ps. cxliii. (cxlii.) 2. 

érlyvwows. See n.oni.28, Realisation of sin as sin is the specific 
effect of law. Law is therefore educational, cf. Gal. iii. 24, but not in 

itself a moral or spiritual force, cf. i. 32. The sentence here is not 

strictly wanted for the argument, but crops up as an element in 

S. Paul’s view of law. It anticipates and is developed inc. vii. It is 

important to observe that in i. 19—iii. 20 8. Paul bases his assertion of 
the universality of sin and the consequent universal need of man, not 
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upon theory but on observation—his experience of human life, both 

in Jewish and Gentile circles, generalised by the help of history. It 
is a historical justification of the need of the Gospel, confirmed by 

the testimony of scripture and by general experience. In e. vii. he 

reaches the same conclusion by the searching analysis of his own 

inner experience, treated as typical—what may be called the psycho- 
logical justification. Cf. Giff. on iii, 18 ad fin. 

21—31. The failure of Jew and Gentile alike is met by the new 

dispensation of the Gospel, with the condition it demands of man, 

faith. The argument having explained ‘the revelation of wrath,’ 

returns to the statement of i. 16, 17, and amplifies it in a series of 

summary propositions, which are developed and explained in ce. v. ff. 

(21) Under the present dispensation, in the absence of law, there 

has been an open declaration of Gon’s righteousness, not in itself 

new because it is the same righteousness as the law and the prophets 
declare, but new in the clearness of the declared condition by which 
it is to be attained by man, i.e. faith in Jesus Christ, and in its 

extension to all who have that faith, without distinction of race or 

person; (23) for as sin is found in all and all fall short of that 
divine likeness which Gop propounds to man, (24) so all are now 

declared righteous, without merit on their part, by Gop’s free act 

of grace, by means of that redemption and deliverance which is in 
Christ Jesus. (25) He is indeed Gon’s appointed agent of pro- 

pitiation, on condition of faith, by the instrumentality of His Blood, 
shed to exhibit Gon’s righteousness which His patient endurance of 

men’s sins through ‘so long a time had obscured, as the characteristic 

message of the present season, that in the knowledge of all He may 
be righteous and declare righteous all who begin with faith in Jesus. 

(27) So there is no resting on privilege, where faith is the one 

condition of acceptance with Gop, (28) a condition open to all 

mankind (29) corresponding to the fact that there is but one Gop 
for all men, who from covenanted and uncovenanted alike demands 

nothing but faith. (31) This view of Gon’s revelation, so far from 

annulling law, alone establishes it. 

21. vuvi=év 7@ viv kap@, v. 26, as things now are, under the 

“Gospel iiepensation. 
xwpls vopov, apart from law. The idea is that man no longer 

has to look to law as Gop’s revelation of Himself, but to the Person 

and character of Jesus Christ, not against or inconsistent with law 

but fulfilling it; ef, Hort, Jud. Chr. p. 19; 2 Cor. iii. 12—18. 

Sixatocvvn %eov. Gon’s righteousness as characteristic of Him, 
and therefore the norm for human character; cf. Mt. v. 48. 
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tebavépwrat, has been made manifest, and stands there for all to 

see; cf. xvi. 26; 2 Tim. i. 10; Ti. i. 3; esp. 1 Pet. i. 20; ef. Joh. i, 
11, 14; 1 Joh.i. 2. 

paptupovpévy K.T.A., SO xvi. 26 marks the continuity of Gon’s self- 
revelation: pres. part., because the law and the prophets still speak 

in the scriptures. The phrase sums up the O.T. revelation, the 

positive law and the commenis of the prophets; cf. Mt. v. 17, xi. 13; 

Joh. i. 45; Acts xxviii. 23. 
22. Sixaocvvy 5é, the phrase repeated with a qualification (not 

of law but by faith), introducing the distinctive condition, and so 

bringing into emphasis the fact that Gop’s righteousness is the true 

aim which man must set before himself wor realisation in his own life, 

so far as he may. 

Sid. wlorews “I. Xp. Phil. iii. 9; Gal. ii. 16. Gen. obj. =faith 
in Jesus Christ as the manifestation of Gop’s righteousness; see 
n. on i, 17. Both this and the next phrase (e/s m. 7. w.) qualify 

dixacocvvn Oeod. 

eis 7. t. 7., i. 16, shows that faith is not one condition but the only 
condition imposed on man. 

od ydp éoriy Siacrodi. x. 12. 
23. mdvres yop...r. 0. resumes i. 19—iii. 20. fpaprov is the 

‘ constructive’ or summary aorist, ‘‘ which regards the whole action 

simply as having occurred, without distinguishing any steps in its 
progress’ (Moulton, p. 109; cf. Burton, M. T. § 54), and so should 
be translated by the perfect ‘have sinned,’ and is naturally co- 

ordinate with the durative present, describing the actual state; 

see on ii. 12. 

torepovvtar. The middle of this verb seems to imply, not merely 
to fall short of a goal (act.), but to be lacking in something of which 
the need is felt or at least obvious. Cf. Mt. xix. 20 with 1 Cor. 
viii. 8 and 2 Cor. xi. 5 with Phil. iv. 12; Heb. xii. 15: ‘comes short 

of’ A.V., ‘fall short of’ R.V. both therefore seem inadequate 
translations. Perhaps ‘lack’ will do. Their lives and characters 
obviously show the lack of ‘the glory of Gop.’ 

THs Sofys Tov Gcod consequently = that exhibition of Gop in their 
own character, which is man’s proper work: implying the idea of 

Gen. i. 26, 27; cf. 1 Cor. xi. 7; 2 Cor. iii. 18, and Irenaeus, ‘‘ vivens 

homo gloria Dei,” and probably infra, v. 2 and n. 1 Cor. vi. 20. See 

S. H. ad loc. Gop is not seen in them as He ought to be seen. The 
same thought is expressed by the verb in i. 21. See n. on ii. 7. 

24. Sixarovpevor Swpcdy x.t.A., ‘being declared righteous (so far 

as they are so declared) by a free act of Gop.’ The participle adds 

ROMANS — tt, im KD 
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a third element to the description of the universal state, and 

returns to the thought of v. 22, els mdvras r. w., introducing the 

further specification of the means of ‘justification.’ Swpedv is the 
emphatic word and is therefore expanded by ry a. xdpire, || xwpls 
vopou, vw. 21. 

Ty av.x- The free grace of Gop is the source of justification ; 
migris, the human condition ; 4 dod. the means: adrod is emphatic 
—by His gift, not by their desert, 

Sid THs droAutpdcews. Cf. Heb. ix. 15; Westcott, ib. p. 295. 
The scriptural idea of dwoditpwors is redemption from an alien 
yoke: orig. of Egypt, then of any yoke other than that of Gop; 

here the yoke of sin. The word implies the cost of redemption to 
him that brings it about; and does not involve (as used) a price 
paid to the alien master. The whole class of words is specially 
characteristic of 8. Paul, in accordance with the essentially historical 
and experimental character of his religious position, The point 

here is, then, that man is delivered from that general state of sin 

by the free act of Gop working through Jesus Christ, and requiring 

only trust on the part of man for its realisation. 

tis év Xp. I. & Xp. I. and & Xp. always relate to the glorified 
Christ, not to the historic Jesus, 8S. H. 

25. 8v mpoédero x.t.X., explains in a very condensed way how Gop 
redeems man by Christ Jesus. 

apotbero, of. repavépwrat, v. 21; of. Heb. ix. 26. Vb occurs only i. 13, 

Eph. i. 9; means (1) to purpose, (2) to publish: here, only, the latter, 

‘set forth on His part’; cf. Polyb. m. 19.1; 11. 62. 1 (=proponere, 

ob oculos ponere, Schweigh.). The whole passage dwells on the new 
revelation given by Gop, for the purpose of doing what could not be 

done by the emphasised elements of the former revelation; so it is 
not so much yet the purpose of Gop as the revelation of that purpose 

which is in question, The ‘publication’ was given (aor.) in the 
Resurrection and Ascension as the act of Gop (cf. i. 4). 

thacrijptov. The thought of the redemption of man from his 
subjection to sin raises the question of Gon’s dealing with sin: the 
fact of permitted sin affects both man’s conception of the righteous- 

ness of Gop, and his actual relation towards Gop. Here, then, 

S. Paul cuts deeper; but still all is summary and here unexplained 
(see viii. 1). tAacr. consequently expresses the character of the 

ascended Lord, as making acceptable to Gop those who were not in 

and by themselves acceptable. He in His Person and Work is the 
agent of propitiation. And the way in which He has achieved 

propitiation vindicates the righteousness of Gop (é rq av. ai.) and 
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offers righteousness to men (dia wiorews). The context, then, leads 

us to take tX. as an adjective (accus. masc.), and this is justified 
by use current at the time, and by the true interpretation of LXX. 

(cf. Deismann, B. S. 1. p. 128; 8. H., ad loc.; cf. Westcott, Epp. 
Joh. pp. 39, 83f.; Heb. ii. 17). 

Sid. wiorews, the means by which man makes the propitiation 
his own. 

év to av. atyart, the means by which He effects propitiation. 
Eph. ii. 13 (cf. Col. i. 20), Eph. i. 7 (cf. 1 Joh. i. 7; 1 Pet. i. 19), 
explain the idea: the Blood shed on the Cross and offered from the 

Throne is that which makes man acceptable to Gop, puts away his 

sin (dpeors, not rdpeots), brings him home from the far country, makes 
him at peace where he was at enmity. So that the Blood indicates 

not only the Death, but always also the Life offered to Gop and 
communicated to man; this is indicated here by év Xp. ’Ino., v. 24, 
see above; cf. Westcott, Epp. Joh. pp. 34f. é» ro Oavdrw could not 
be substituted here; cf. Acts xx. 28. éy, instrumental= da w. gen. 
The two phrases da wicrews, év Tw a. al. are |I. 

eis dvSerEv «.7.A. This phrase depends on mpoé@, td.: while Sia 
Try wapertiv...katp@ all go together, and explain the need of é- 
devéuv. 

vis SuKavordvys avrov. The character of Gop as righteous might 
seem to be impugned by His allowance of sin, and required to be 

vindicated. It was vindicated, because the Cross showed Gon’s eternal 
hostility to sin; cf. 8. H. 

Sid tiv mdperwv K.T.A. modpecis only here=letting go, passing 
by; cf. Acts xiv. 16, xvii. 30; cf. ii. 4; Mk ix. 19; Lk. xviii. 7; 

2 Pet. iii. 15. 
évy TH Gvoxy explains rhy mdpeow. 
26. mpos tiv evSeéw, the exhibition already referred to, i. 17. 
THs Sukacorvvys avtov. Here in the wider sense of i. 17, etc., His 

righteousness in itself and as offered to man. 
eis TO elvar K.T.A. sums up both strains. kal Svkaodvra= even 

when He justifies. 

Tov &k mlorews. See v. 30. 
alorews *Inood. Cf. Rev. xiv. 12, the only other place where the 

exact phrase occurs. The simple name ’I. is relatively rare (after 
Evy. and Acts). In §S. Paul, its use always emphasises ‘the 
Humanity ’—generally in reference to the Resurrection (e.g. viii. 11), 

but also in reference to the whole Life and Character exhibited on earth. 
So the Christian confession is Kvpios Incois and the denial of it 
dvddeua Inoods (1 Cor, xii. 3; 2 Cor. xi. 4; Phil. ii. 10); the manner 

EK 2 
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of the Life on earth is a precedent for and vindication of the manner 

of the Apostles’ lives (2 Cor. iv. 5—11; cf. Gal. iv. 17); truth is there 
seen as man can see it (Eph. iv. 21); parallel in thought, though not 

in expression, are 1 Joh. iv. 3, 15; Rev. i. 9; Joh. xiv. 1. So here= 

faith in Jesus as, in His human Life and Character, revealing as man 

can see it the righteousness of Gop. 

27. mod odv i Kavxyots; Cf. ii. 17, 22. This whole practice and 
temper of mind is here set aside, as inconsistent with the truth of- 

man’s common relation to Gop. The class of words is almost con- 
fined to 8. Paul. 

Sid. wrolov vépov; under what kind of law? So better than by...; 
ef.-iv. 3; n. on iii. 27. The law which required for its satisfaction 

works might leave room for assertion of personal superiority; but 
a law of which the only requirement is faith or trust can leave no 

room for such; all that is done in that case is done by Gop. . With 
rav épywv Tod véuov must be supplied, and the reference is to the claim 

of the Jew. But in vépov a. a wider sense of véyos is introduced. 
Sid vopov miorews. A unique phrase. 8. Paul cuts to the nerve 

of véuos here, as=Gon’s revealed will. That will is now revealed in 
Christ Jesus ; He is now Gop’s law. Man does law only as Christ 
is it and does it in him, and this requires faith in Christ; so it is a 

law requiring not works but faith. The essence of faith as a basis of 
morals is the acceptance of Another’s works and a recognition that 

all personal achievement is due to that Other. For a similar appeal, 
as it were, to the deepest meaning of the word, ef. viii. 1, as startling 
after the argument of ¢. vii., as it is here. Cf. for a similar paradox 

James i. 25; Joh. vi. 29; 1 Joh. iii. 23. 

28. yap. Context is decisive in favour of this reading: the clause 
refers to the argument of i. 17, iii. 20, as supporting the statement 

that boasting is excluded, and is not a fresh conclusion from v. 27. 
29. 1% “lovSatwv x.r.A. presses the argument deeper; not only is 

righteousness a matter of faith which all men can exercise, but Gop 
is one—one and the same for all mankind; all men are in the same 

relation to Him, and He will justify all on the same condition. 

80. elmep, if as is the fact; cf. vili. 9, 17; 2 Thes. i. 6; 

2 Cor. v. 8 (v.l.); diff. 1 Cor. xv. 15=if as they maintain (with dpa). 

els 6 Oeds. Of. 1 Cor. viii. 4; Gal. iii. 20; Eph. iv. 6; 1 Tim. ii. 5; 
James ii. 19: always in 8. Paul as giving the ground for the unity of 

mankind and the universality of the Gospel. 

éx, Sid. No essential difference: ék=as the result of, in implied 

contrast with é gpywv véuou; cf.ix.31: Sud =by means of the exercise 

of faith, which is now open to them. 
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31. yopov ovv x... An anticipatory caution, worked out in ch. vi. 

The Gospel does not abolish law by insisting on faith as man’s sole 
contribution ; it represents law as fulfilled in Christ, and in man if 

he has faith in Christ; see above on véyou glcrews. Practically a 
summary of the treatment of law in Mt. v. véyos here is not limited 
to, though it includes, the Mosaic law. 

tordvopev. A later form of icrnuw; cf. Thackeray, p. 247; Moul- 
ton, p. 55. Only here simpl.; cf. Acts xvii. 15 (xa@.); 1 Cor. xiii. 2 
(ue0.). ouvierdvw, 2 Cor. iii. 1, iv. 2, v. 12, vi. 4, x. 12; Gal. ii. 18. 

The difficulty of this passage lies in its condensation; the clue 
is found when we see in it a return to i. 17, and amplification 
of that passage, with a view to fuller exposition in chh. v. ff.; in 
fact it restates the subject of the Epistle. In interpreting, we must 
bear in mind, as we saw on i. 17, that Christ Jesus is throughout the 

concrete righteousness of Gop. 



CHAPTER IV. 

civ. This condition of faith is already seen in Abraham, typical 
of righteousness under the covenant of promise. 

(1) Abraham was admittedly a righteous man: but how did he 
become so? (3) The scripture connects his righteousness with his 
faith. (6) So David makes forgiveness an act of Gop’s grace. 

(9) Nor is this grace confined to the Covenant people; for in 
Abraham’s case the covenant was not the precedent but the con- 

firmation of his righteousness, (11d) so that he is father (according 

to the promise) of all that believe though uncovenanted and of the 
covenanted only so far as they share his faith. (13) For the promise 

was given not under law but under a state of righteousness due to 
faith. (14) If the law is a condition of inheritance of Abraham, 
then Abraham’s faith has no effect, and the promise made to him 
is annulled—for the effect of the law is wrath; where law is not, 

neither is there transgression. (16) And the reason for this de- 

pendence upon faith is clear: it is that righteousness may be 

absolutely Gon’s gift, and therefore free, in fulfilment of the promise, 
to all the true seed of Abraham, that is to those who derive from 

him not by the link of the law but by that of faith, by virtue of 

which he, as the promise said, is father of all of us who believe, 

both Jews and Gentiles, (17b) all standing before the same Gop in 

whom Abraham believed, the Gop who quickens the dead and 
ascribes being to that which is not: (18) the particular act of faith 
required absolute trust in Him who gave the promise in spite of 

supreme difficulties, trust both in the truth and in the power of Gop. 
(22) This trust was reckoned for righteousness. (23) The incident 

has reference to us: righteousness will be reckoned to us too for our 
trust in Gop: for us too He has shown His truth and power by 

raising Jesus our Lord from death, delivered up for our transgressions 
and raised for our justification. 

The case of Abraham is taken to illustrate the preceding argument: 

the Jews would quote it as a clear case of justification under the old 
covenant, and therefore presumably under law; it would follow that 
the promise made to Abraham was limited to his descendants who 
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were under the covenant of law. 8. Paul points out, to the con- 

trary, that here all depended on faith, and on an act of faith parallel 
to that which the Gospel demands. It follows that the principle of 

dixatocvyn éx mlorews held under the old dispensation as under the 
new; and that in this respect as in others the Gospel is not a breach 
with the old, but a revival of its fundamental principles in a form 

in which they reach their perfect exemplification; cf. iii. 21. The 
case of Abraham was a current thesis of the Rabbinic schools; cf. 

Lightfoot, Gal., p. 158 ff, 
1. tl ovv épovpev = what shall we say of Abraham?..., ie. in 

relation to the question of boasting and the source of righteousness. 

Zahn (Hinl. p. 95, 4g) punctuates époduev; and takes [edp.] “ABpady 
...Jedv as stating an opposed view: but this is too complicated. 

Tov Tpomdtopa ypov. Addressed to Gentiles (as well as Jews); 
ef. 11,12 and 1 Cor. x.1. The spiritual lineage is an essential strain 
in 8. Paul’s conception of religious history. 

Kata cdpka. If this goes with mpordropa then the whole clause 
must be taken as a difficulty raised by a supposed Jew disputant. 
But it is better taken with époduev in relation to é& épywy of v. 2 and 

meptroun, v. 9ff.=as regards his human condition—his works and 

the covenant of circumcision ; ef. Hort, R. and E., p. 23. 
2. e& ydp “A. The question bears on our argument, for if 

Abrabam was justified from works, he has the right to boast, and 
is an exception to our principle which would be a precedent for other 

exceptions. 

GAN’ od mpds Oedv, sc. Exe xatynua. Scripture shows that his 
condition was due to a free act of Gop; not therefore of works, not 

therefore a subject for personal boasting. 
3. tl ydp i yp. A. Gen. xv. 6; Gal. iii. 6; James ii. 23. 
érlorevoev. Here primarily of belief in Gon’s word: but this 

belief implied trust in the faithfulness and power of Gop, and was 
therefore essentially faith in the full sense. 

é\oyloOn, was reckoned for something more than it actually was 
because it contained the seed, was the necessary precedent, of that 
more. For the word in LXX. cf. Lev. vii. 8, xvii. 4, with the legal 
sense of imputation familiar to the Jews; cf. 8. H. ref., Weber, Altsyn. 
Theol., p. 233; cf. above ii. 26, ix. 8; 2 Cor. v. 19. 

4 tq St «.7.X. §S. Paul argues from the precise words of scrip- 

ture: it was an act of faith that was met by the act of Gop. No 
works are mentioned, therefore no works were included in the 

consideration; if there had been works, the language would have 

expressed the act of Gop as conferring a due reward; but there is no 
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such suggestion in the words; they clearly imply a free favour on the 
part of Gop. 

épyafopévw has frequently the idea of working for hire, for a living, 
etc.; cf. 1 Thes. ii. 9, al. 

5. éml rov Sux. tov doeBn. This goes beyond the strict relevance 
of the qu. in v. 3 and prepares the way for the enlargement of the 
idea by the qu., vv. 7, 8. mor. émt brings into explicit statement 

the notion of trust, not expressed in v. 3. Cf. Moulton, p. 68, who 

suggests that the substitution of els or émi w. acc. for the simple 
dative after a. is peculiarly Christian, and coincides with the 
deepening of the sense of w. from belief to trust or faith. The 
change here is very significant, going, as it does, with the advance 

from the idea of Gop as simply faithful to His word (v. 3) to the idea 
of Gop as acting upon man. 

Tov Sixatovvra here, as above, =who declares righteous, not who 
. makes righteous; iii. 24, 26, 30. See Introd. p. xxxvi. 

Tov aoeBy. Not of Abrabam, but with the wider reference of the 
whole clause: of the sinner as ignoring or neglecting Gop; ef. i, 21. 

It here expresses the thought of the man about himself in the very 
act of trusting. 

6. AavelS. Ps. xxxii. 1,2. The qu. emphasises the act of Gop in 
putting away man’s sin, without naming conditions; and is used by 
S. Paul to bring out the wider reference of faith in Gop, not only 
as fulfilling promise but as removing and not imputing sin. 

Tov poxapiopov=the blessing (art.)—the act of uaxaplter. V. 9 
shows that here the blessing is not the congratulation of other men, 
but comes from Gop. 

x@pls pywv. Conclusion drawn from the absence of any mention 
of works in qu. 

9. 6 pax. ovv, The blessing mentioned in the ps. is essentially 
the same as ‘the reckoning’ of v. 8; and the question is raised 

whether it extends to the circumcision only or to all. This is 
answered by insisting on Abraham’s circumstances at the time. 

10. év weptropy. The true place of weptrouy in the history of 
Gop’s dealings with man: it was a sign (v. 4) of a state already 
existing and due to Gon’s free gift. 

11. eptropns. The gen. of description—not practically different 
from mepiToujy. 

odpayita. App. a common Jewish term for circumcision; ef. 

S. H., Wetst. ad loc.; ‘‘signum foederis, sigillum Abrahami.” For 

the Jew circumcision marked the inclusion of the individual in the 

Covenant: here §. Paul treats it as a mark of the righteousness 
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reckoned by Gop to Abraham as a result of his faith (a different 
interpretation), consequently not as excluding others, but as an 

outward sign and acknowledgment of Abraham’s actual position ; 

ef. Eph. i. 18. 
eis to elvat av. w. The essential characteristic of A. was 

righteousness imputed to faith. Circumcision confirmed this, and 
consequently itself points to the lineage of A. being a lineage 
dependent on sharing his faith, not on sharing his circumcision. 

8’ axpoBvoerfas=while in a state of uncircumcision. =éy, v. 10; 
ef. ii. 27 n. 

THv Sixavocvvynv=the same righteousness that was imputed to 
Abraham. 

12. Kal warépa «mepirouys. mep. probably abstr. for concrete, 
=THY TepiTEepvouevon. 

mois ovK ék «.t.A. Among the circumcised only those are sons of 
Abraham who follow in the steps of the faith which he had before he 
was circumcised. This is obviously the meaning, but requires the 
assumption of a primitive error in text. Hort suggests cat adrots for 
kat trois; W. H., appendix, ad loc.; cf. 8. H. and Giff. The alter- 
natives are to accept Hort’s emendation or to omit rois before 
oToLXovcL. 

18—16. The relation of law to promise is very briefly treated, 
just to meet the possible objection that the law is a condition of 

inheriting the promise, even though it was not an original condition 
of the promise itself, 

18. ov ydp Sid vopov, yao =this is a full statement of the case, oe 
law does not come in to qualify it. 

Std vowov, under conditions of law. Abraham was not under law 
when the promise was made; nor could the fact that his seed came 
under law affect the range or condition of the original promise ; 

because promise and law have two quite different offices in Gop’s 

hands: to make inheritance, really based on promise, depend on law 
is to evacuate the faith, which accepted the promise, of all meaning, 

and in fact to annul the promise ; because while the promise is given 

to faith, the law has for its function to emphasise the nature of sin, 

and transgression can occur only when there is law. 

| T® oméppare avrov, ‘the seed’ (Gen. xxii. 18) is introduced here 
as recipient of the promise, so as to enforce the above argument as 
applying to more than Abraham. 

To KX. a. €. «. Ae free summary of the promises. 
dud Sux. w., under conditions of a righteousness given in response 

to faith, 
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14. ‘ot é vopov, those who base a claim on law, and those only. 

kekévorat 1 mw. K. K. % é The two principles are mutually ex- 
clusive. 1 m.=the act of faith seen in Abraham. 

kexkévwrat=is made, by such a qualification, pointless; cf. 1 Cor. 

xy. 14, i. 17. 
KaTypyytar=is robbed of all meaning; cf. Gal. iii. 17. 
15. 6 ydp vopos...catepydterar. This verse indicates the true 

function of law, to show that it can have no effect upon the promise; 

it neither makes nor unmakes the kinship with Abraham, which is 

a kinship of character (faith) not of works. What the law does is to 
develop the moral sense of Gop’s will; in doing so it inevitably 
creates the sense of guilt; it cannot in itself evoke faith. 

ov x.t.A. This clause seems to be added almost automatically ; 
at least its bearing on the context is very difficult to see. Is it possible 
that it is a primitive gloss? Otherwise=where law is not in question 

(as in the case of faith and promise), neither can transgression be 

in question (we have not to consider the acts and doings of Abraham 

and his true seed, as qualifying them for the promise, but only their 

attitude towards Gop, their faith). The subject is worked out in 
ch. vii.; cf. for similar anticipations iii. 20, 24. 

16. 8 rovro «.t.A. Here follows the positive side of the 
argument, of which the negative has been given—not éx vduou but 

kara xdpw. Observe that véuos as laying conditions upon men is 

contrasted with wicrs, as implying the action of Gop with xapis. 

See. below. 
Sia rotro. Antecedent to wa; for this cause, with this object ; 

ef. Blass, p. 182, §42, 1. Cf. 2 Cor. xiii. 10; 2 Thes. ii. 11; 1 Tim. 

i. 16; Phm. 15; Heb. ix. 15 (w. dws). 
& wiorews, sc. 7) dixawocivyn éoTiv. 

iva kara xdpuy, se. yévnrat, that it might depend on and be measured 

by Gov’s favour in contrast to man’s earning; cf. ili. 24 and below, 
chh. Vey vi. 

eis TO elvar BeBalay. Only if righteousness is the free gift of Gop 
could the promise be guaranteed to all the seed: other conditions 

would have imported an element of insecurity. 
waytl To oréppart determines the meaning of 7g oméppari in v. 13; 

contrast Gal. iii. 16. 
7® & Tov vopov. The promise is secure to these too, if besides 

starting from law they have Abraham’s faith. 

tT? é aw. It is implied that these have not rdr véuor; cf. iii. 30. 
és éorw «.7.A. expands and emphasises marti rq So pam 

qpav, in the widest possible sense. 
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17. Karévavte od «.t.A. Of. 2 Cor. ii. 17, xii. 19; and esp. 

Acts viii. 21: =xarévayre rod Oeod @ émior. A. 
The clause is to be taken with the main sentence, not with the 

relative clause: the promise to Abraham is secure for the faith of 
Abraham, wherever it is found, because the promise comes from and — 

the faith rests on the one and the same Gop who, then as now, now 
as then, quickens, etc. (Giff., 8. H. take it with the relative clause: 
W. H. and Lift, ad loc., as above.) 

rou {. tr. vs As v. 19, the type is the birth of Isaac: the 
antitype is the quickening of man under the action of Gop’s grace; 

ef. 1 Tim. vi. 13; cf. Joh. v. 21, 25 (nv connexion between Kade and 

§wo.). 
KaXouvvTos TA pi} OvTa ws OvTa. Cf. Hosea ii. 25; qu. ix. 25; 

not=calling into being things that are not (=els 7d elvac), but either 
‘naming things that are not as though they were’ with reference 
to the imputed righteousness, or ‘ summoning to His service things 

that are not as though they were,’ of the call of the descendants 

of Abraham in the lineage of faith. Then the making the unborn 
child the vehicle of the promise is typical of this. The context 

({wor.) points to the latter and fuller meaning, as also does 8. Paul’s 
use of xadew; cf. S. H. 

It was on. the creative power of Gop that Abraham rested, as is 

further emphasised in v. 18. 

18. map éAmlda ém’ éAwldt, when hope was passed, he took his 
stand on hope and trusted, so that he became, etc. 

19. Kal pry dodevioas. mw in N.T. and all later Greek is normally 
used with part.; cf. Moulton, pp. 170, 232. 

Katevonoev. Really a wey clause—though he fully saw...yet 
(eis dé...). 

20. eis=in regard to. 

Sicxp(Oy. Cf. Mt. xxi. 21; Mk xi. 23; James i.6; =did not hesi- 
tate; cf. S. H. ; ef. Field, ad loc. +t am., under the disbelief which 
was natural, 

éveduvapoty try tlore. With 8. H.=was empowered, by his 
faith, to beget a son; cf. Heb. xi, 11, 12, and Talmud qu. 8S. H. 

évSuvapodv. Cf. 2 Tim. ii. 1; Eph. vi. 10. Formed from 
évdivayos; the preposition therefore does not govern a case following; 

cf. évepyeiv. 

Sods Sédfav—because he acknowledged Gon’s power to fulfil His 
promise; ct. i. 21. 

21. amAnypodopynfels. Cf. Heb. x. 22; see Lightfoot, Col. iv. 
12; Kennedy, Sources, p. 119. =persuaded, convinced. ‘‘ Almost 
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exclusively Biblical and Ecclesiastical,” Lft, lc. Eccles. viii. 11 only 
in Sept. “A word esp. common among the Stoics,” 8. H.—on 
what authority? One instance is quoted by Nageli (p. 63) from the 
Papyri (2nd cent. a.p.). 

& érryyeArat, mid. 

22. So kal sums up and restates the argument, and so leads 
to the statement of the parallel between Christians and Abraham, 

justifying the conclusions of ch. iii. 

23. ovK éypddy St w.r.A. Cf. xv. 43; 1 Cor. ix. 10, x. 11; 
2 Tim. iii. 16. 

24. toils morevovciv=olrwes 7. 

él roy éy. "I. (1) The trust is personal in a Personal Power, whose 
Power and Character are revealed in the crucial act. (2) The 
raising of Jesus is a kind of antitype of the birth of Isaac. Note 

that the name Jesus is used alone to emphasise the historic fact— 
Tov kK. %.=Wwhom we acknowledge as Lord. ; 

25. 8s wapedd0n Sid rdw. As iii. 25; cf. Isa. liii. 12 LXX. Joh. 
Weiss (op. cit.), p. 172, points out that the two clauses are an 
instance of the Hebrew tendency to parallelism, and that conse- 
quently they must not be regarded as independent statements of 
distinct elements in the process of redemption; the verbs might be 
interchanged without affecting the sense; cf, viii. 82; Gal. ii. 20; 

Eph. v. 2, 25. Cf. below, v. 9, dix. év 7@ aluari a. 

Hy: Sud tTHv Sixalwory 1. Another summary statement developed 
later. Sia=with a view to. 

Sikalwoiv. v. 18 only; justification as an action=éia 76 
dixaovy 7. 

From one point of view, the resurrection of Christ as the act of 

Gop is the testimony of Gop to the perfection of the Humanity of 
Christ as well as to His Divinity, the declaration of the complete 

_ righteousness of Jesus. As it is through that perfect Humanity, and 

by union with It, that the Christian is made one with the Christ, the 

object of the Resurrection is the declaring righteous of those who, by 

faith, accept the offered condition of righteousness. This leads to 

the actual making righteous: but that further thought is not included 

in this statement; dicalwois is limited, as is dixaody, to the descrip- 

tion of Gon’s attitude to the sinner. See Introd. p. xxxvi. 

On the Resurrection, see 8. H. add. note, pp. 116 ff., and on the 

connexion of justification with the Resurrection cf. Gifford. 
This concludes the first part of the Epistle, in which is set forth 

what may be called an historical account of the relation of man, both 

Jew and Gentile, to the revelation of Gon’s Will and to the performance 
\ 
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of the same. It has been shown that the revelation of that Will 
in the Death and Resurrection of Christ answers to the necessities 

shown to exist both among Jews and Gentiles; the attitude of both 

to the Will of Gop and the character and issues of His dealings 
with them all point to the Gospel as the one adequate message of 

righteousness for man. The treatment then has been historical: the 

great ethical and spiritual principles involved have been used and 
stated, but not explained; there follows now the description of these | 

principles as seen by an analysis of the case of the individual 
sinner (y.-—viii.) and of the sinning people (ix.—xi.); and then 

(xii. f.) the main characters of the Christian life are explained. 
The argument that follows, in fact, deals with the Gospel as a power 
of salvation, : 



C. cc. v.—vii. Srconp VunprcatTion oF THE THEME. Tae Eruioan 

NgED AND BEARING OF THE GosPEL, AS A PowER WHICH EFFECTS 

Ricutgousness. The Power of the Gospel is explained, in 

contrast with véyuos, as a gift (xdpis) of new life in Christ. 

CHAPTER V. 

v. i—11. Introduction, describing the nature of the state in which 

we are, under the power of the Gospel: (1) Since, then, we are 

justified by Gop on the single condition of faith, let us maintain the 

state of peace with Gop, by the help of Him, (2) by whom we have 
been brought under this free favour of Gop, and ground our boasting 
on hope of attaining the perfection of this state in the future full 

manifestation of Gop in us; (3) and no less in the present straitened 
condition of our lives, (4) as an opportunity for endurance, proof of 

character and hope, that hope which cannot disappoint us because 

it is itself the effect of Gon’s love in us; (6) and that love, measured 
by what was done for us in Christ’s death for us while we were 

enemies and sinners, will certainly complete our salvation by the 

working of Christ’s life in us. (11) So, finally, let us boast in 
Gop by the help of our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom, as I have 

said, we received that reconciliation which is now our state. 

These verses describe the state of the Christian. It has been © 
shown to be due to Gon’s free act of justification, requiring only 

man’s faith in Him; it is, summarily, a state of peace with Gop; 
it was won by the Death of Christ, and is maintained by His Life; 

under present conditions it is a state of OAljis, for the man must 
be tested; but the hope of maintaining and perfecting this state is 
warranted by the fact that the love which gave it to us will surely 
maintain us in it and perfect us for its complete realisation. The 
thought comes out at once that the power of the Gospel is Christ 
living in us: the section begins and ends with 64 rod Kupiov 4%. I. 

Xp.; cf. n. on i.17; the subject is resumed and fully treated in c. viii. 
1. SixawSévres otv ex micrews sums up the position gained. 

Notice that in these chapters (v.—vii.) the word mloris occurs only 

in these first two verses: mucredw occurs once only (vi. 8), and then 

in the simple sense of believe. The fact is that the first fundamental 
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act of trust, when it has once brought man under the justifying love 

of Gop and the power of Christ’s life, becomes a permanent though 

progressive act of submission to and reliance upon that power, a 

continued act of will realising that power in itself, which is, on 

man’s side, the determining characteristic of the Christian life and 

is not by S. Paul described exclusively by any one name, but is 
involved in all the exhortations, and summed up in the phrases 70 
mvedua THS fwis év Xp. "I. (viii. 1) and mvedua viobeclas (viii. 15). 

elpyjvyv. Cf. Acts x. 36; Joh. xvi. 33. With xapis, it is the unfail- 
ing element in 8. Paul’s salutations, and gives him his characteristic 
phrase 6 eds ris eiphyns (xv. 33, xvi. 20; 2 Cor. xiii. 11; Phil. iv. 9 

(cf. 7); 1 Thes. v. 23; 2 Thes, iii. 16 (6 kdpios 7. €.); ef. Col. iii. 15; 
Heb. xiii. 20). The cardinal passage is Eph. ii. 14—17. Like ydpus, 
it has special reference to the call of the Gentiles, but as involved 
in the wider conception of the establishment of man as man in a state 
of peace with Gop by the removal of sin. The first step is the 
justification of man upon faith: then that state has to be main- 
tained. 

expev, al. Zxouer. A.V. ‘we have,’ R.V. ‘let us have.’ The mood 

of exhortation is clearly required by the context (against Field, ad 

loc.); S. Paul is passing from the description of the fundamental 
initial act of Gop in bringing man into this state, to the character 

and duties of the state so given. The verb éyev is durative=to 

maintain hold on, and here it has its strict sense—let us maintain 

(better than the ambiguous ‘have’) peace; this requires further 

activities in man, and the continual help of the Lord; cf. Moulton, 
p. 110. 

Sua +. «. 4 I. Xp. The fuller name is given because each 
element in it is an assurance that the help will be given and will be 

effective, and ought to be claimed. 

2. 8 od kal, the Person, who has brought us into this state 

by His Death and Resurrection, will help us to maintain it by His 
Life, | ) 

tiv mpocaywynv. Eph. ii, 18, iii, 12 only. Vb 1 Pet. iii. 18; 

ef, Joh. xiv. 6; Heb. iv. 14f. The vb in LXX. freq. of bringing 

persons and sacrifices before Gop for acceptance. Here of the initial 

approach; in Eph. iii. 12 of continual right of access. 

érxykapev, ‘we obtained’—the ‘constative’ of gw; Moulton, p. 
145. | 
7 wlore. Perh.=for our faith—the way has been opened for ° 

faith to approach God. 

els tHv xdpw tavtTyv. The demonstrative clearly shows that the 
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reference is to Gon’s free favour shown to man in justifying him. 
The dominant meaning of xaprs in the Bible is Gon’s favour shown 
to man, the effect of His love. The word is a favourite with 8. Paul, 
and has special but not exclusive reference to the light thrown upon 
Gop’s favour, by the inclusion of the Gentiles. This thought is 

implied here. They have been brought within the range of Gop’s 
favour, as described; cf. Hort, 1 Pet. p. 25f., 49, 66f.; Robinson, 

Eph. p. 221 f.; cf. Gal. v. 4; 1 Pet. v. 12. 

éoryjkapev, ‘we stand’; cf. Moulton, p. 147; Burton, § 75, ete.; 
1 Pet. v. 12; ef. 1 Cor. xv. 1. 

KavxopeOa. Indic., to be taken with 6’ 06. Here is the Christian 
opportunity for boasting; cf. iii. 27. 

ér’ &rlSi tis S6Ens tr. 8. The ground of Christian boasting is 
not a privileged or exclusive state, but a hope that by the work of 
the Lord Jesus Christ the glory of Gop will be revealed in man; 

it rests, then, on Gop’s fayour and embraces mankind; ef, on iii. 23, 
Col. i. 27. 

3. ov pévoy Sé, dAAd. v. 11, viii. 23, ix. 10; 2 Cor. viii. 19; of. 1 Tim. 

v.13. With the ellipse only in 8. Paul; not only is the hope of the 

future revelation a ground of boasting, but also the process of @Alyis, 
by which, under conditions of the present life, it is being worked 
out; cf. Joh. xvi. 33; Acts xiv. 22. The idea is sh worked out in 
2 Cor. iv. 8—12. 

 OAtdus. xii. 12; 2 Thes. i. 4. 
4. Soxipy. (1) The process of testing, 2 Cor. viii. 2; (2) the result 

—the temper given to the steel, Phil. ii. 22; 2 Cor. ii. 9, ix. 18, 
xiii. 3: here the latter; cf. 1 Pet. i.6 ff. ; Jamesi.2,12. @diyus produces 
in the Christian endurance or resistance, and this Christian en- 
durance tempers character; the tempered character, as evidence of 

Gop’s working so far, itself produces hope; and this hope, so 

grounded: and won, cannot disappoint him who has it. 

5. Karaoxive, in this connexion=brings the shame of dis- 
appointment; cf. Ps. xxi. 6; infra ix. 33; Phil. i. 20. 

Srt 4 ayarn «.7.A. vv. 5—10 enlarge upon the strength of the 
reasons for hope, an a fortiori argument from the love of Gop, as 

already shown in our call and justification in Christ, to the willing- 
ness and ability of that love for the completion of His work. Cf. 

viii. 35, 39. 
1] aydrn Tob Geov=the love which is characteristic of Gop in His 

eternal nature, and therefore in His relation to man, constituting 
His true relation to man and making the Incarnation divinely 
natural; further, this Jove is, as it were, by the agency of the Holy 
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Spirit, resident in man, and becomes to him the power of moral 

and spiritual action by which the new character is originated and 

gradually developed in the processes of life. It is not the mere 
sentiment of affection, but an influence of the divine activity which 

creates its own image in its object and vitalises it into a life like 
its own. A faint reflection of this divine operation is seen in the 

way in which a father’s or a friend’s love influences character. The 
fundamental passage is Joh. xvii. 26; cf. 1 Joh. iv. 12 et passim. In 
S. Paul note particularly 2 Thes. iii. 5 (Lft’s note) and 2 Cor. v. 14; 
Eph. iii. 19; infra viii, 35, 36. 

éxxéxurav. Cf. Acts ii. 17, 18, 33. 
év tats «., the love of Gop has flooded our hearts. 

Sid mv. ay. tT. 5. H. Cf. viii. 9, 11, 15. The gift of the Spirit 
is almost always referred to as a definite act in the past (Zdwxer, 
édaBere); cf. 1 Cor. ii. 12; 2 Cor. i. 22; Gal. iii. 2; Eph. i. 13, al. 
but n, pres. 1 Thes. iv. 8 ref. Ezek. xxxvii. 14. Pentecost was the 

date of the giving of the Spirit to the Church; baptism with the 
_ laying on of hands is the date for each individual. 

mv. ay. The first mention of the Holy Spirit in this epistle: the 
truth here indicated is developed in ch. viii. 

6. eye. ‘*Si quidem, 2 Cor. v. 3 (v. 1.); Eph. iii. 2, iv. 21; Col. 

i, 23 (classical),” Blass, p. 261. =if, as you will not dispute. 

The connexion seems to be this: Christ’s death for us when we 
were still outside the operation of the Spirit is such an overwhelming 
proof of Gon’s love, that it must surely justify all the confidence we 

can put in it, now that by the indwelling of the Spirit it is a vital 

power within us. The connexion of these sentences is obscure: it 
is perhaps best to take ef ye...dmé@avev as protasis, uddis dp... 
dmé0avev (8) as parenthesis; moA\@ ody (9) picks up the apodosis: 
then v. 10 in a very characteristic way repeats the main thought in a 
parallel pair of antithetic clauses. The whole 6—10 incl. is an ex- 
pansion of v, 50. 

aoSevav, having ‘no power of ourselves to help ourselves.’ The 

word is specially chosen to mark the contrast with the new power 
which is in the Christian: not used quite in this way elsewhere. 

ért, with dvrwy, cf. v. 8, A.V., R.V. But ér almost invariably 

precedes the word it qualifies, except with negatives (e.g. Rev. viii. 
16) or rarely when it has special emphasis. So better here with 

Kata kaipov, ‘while there was yet opportunity,’ before the case was 

hopeless. The rhythm of the sentence points the same way. 

do«Bav marks not the weakness, but the relation to Gop. 
7, 8 emphasise the uniqueness of this act of love. This parenthesis 

ROMANS F 
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makes an anacoluthon, a constant mark in §. Paul of deep 
feeling. 

7. Suxalov—dyafov. Both masc. The idea is that the appeal 
of a righteous character hardly stirs the emotion; the good man with 
more that touches the heart may inspire such an act. Those for 

whom Christ died were neither. 
Tro\pg = ‘has the spirit to die’; ef. Field, ad loc., qu. Eur. Ale. 

644. 
8 cuvicrnow. Cf. iii, 5. 
9. moAA@ odv paddAov. A fortiori. The hope of progress and 

perfection (v. 2) which depends on the love of Gop is justified a 
fortiori by our experience of that love in the act of justification. 

cwinrdpeda 8° av. awd tHs épyqs. The description, on the 
negative side, of the cwrnpla which is the result of the power of the 
Gospel (i. 16), The dpyijs (cf. i. 18 f.) consists now in a state of sin 
and hereafter in the consequences} of that state being persevered in. 

Note that justification does not remove the conflict with evil; it 

reveals Gop’s attitude of love to us and in us, and consequently 

enables us to engage in that conflict with hope. 

10 repeats the a fortiori argument with amplification (cf. Eph. ii, 
11f.). The two clauses are exactly || vv. 6 and 9, 

KkatynAdynpev ref. to dixawévres; cf. the aorists below. Vb and 
subst. pec. to Rom. and 2 Cor. (al. 1 Cor. vii. 11). daroxaradn. 
Eph., Col. only. éaAX\, and cvvadX., implying mutual reconciliation 

(cf. Mt. v. 24), are never used in this connexion. Always there- 
fore of Gop reconciling (not, as being reconciled). It marks the 

same stage as d:caody ; the means employed is the Death of Christ; 

man’s state, which necessitates it, is that of éx@poi, dandoTpiwpévot. 
The fullest passage is 2 Cor. v. 18f. 

Sid rot Gavdrov tr. v. a. Cf. Col. i. 20; see vi. 2 ff. 

cwlyodpeba includes both the maintenance of the state of peace 
and the final result; as does cwrnpla. 

év tH tog atrod. This again is worked out in vi. 2f. =the 
resurrection life of the Lord as the sustaining environment and 

inspiration of the new life of the Christian; cf. 2 Cor. iv. 10, 11; 
Eph. iy. 18 ff. 
11. od pévov 8é, ddAa returns to v. 3. This return, after so long 
a break, is made easier by the parallelisms pointed out above. kKav- 

Xopevor, part. for indic.; cf. Moulton, p, 224. 

év t@ Ge@. The essentially personal character of the whole re- 

lation is emphasised: our boast is not in a transaction or a state, 

but in Gop Himself and by the help of our Lord Jesus Christ—so 
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summing up the whole argument. Gop loved, justified through 
Christ, gave the Spirit, will finish what He has begun. 

N. ‘This passage then marks the transition from the antithesis 
between zicris and véyuos, as ground of justification, to the antithesis 

of xdpis arid vépuos, as ground of the saving of man’s life; the faith 

in Gop, which accepts His justification, must lead us on to trust His 

good will and power to perfect the new life, which is the life of Christ 
inus. This is.the supreme instance of His xdpis, His free favour to 
man. The range and manner in which this xdps works are developed 
in the following sections. 

12—21. This state depends upon a living relation of mankind to 
Christ, analogous to the natural relation to Adam, and as universal 
as that is. So it comes to pass that there is a parallel between 
the natural state of man and his new condition: by one who was 
man the sin which has been shown to be universal entered into man’s 
world, and this sin was the cause of man’s death, extending to all 
men because all actually sinned; (13) for that sin was in the world 
just in the degree that law was (sin not being reckoned without 
law) (14) is proved by the fact that death held supreme sway from 
Adam to Moses, even though the men of that time sinned not, as 
Adam did, against a positive external command (but only by falling 
away from the inner standard of well-doing which they had from 

Gop). [So far Adam is connected with men merely as the first 
sinner; their state was due to their own sins, and those not quite 

like Adam’s sin.] Now Adam is a type of Him that was to come. 
(15) There is a parallel between the transgression of Adam, and the 
gift of Gop in Christ; but only a qualified parallel: (a) it was the 
fall of the single man that led to the death of all, a human 
origin; the gift is the free favour of Gop in giving what He does 
.give to all in the single man, and that man Jesus Christ, the 

Ascended Son. (16) Again (8) the effect of Gon’s gift is out of all 
proportion to the result which followed upon one man’s having 
sinned; for while the judgment of Gop followed upon one sin and 

involved condemnation, the gift of Gop follows upon many sins and 
involves’acquittal of all. (17) For it is obvious that the sway of 

death established by one man’s sin, and through his action, is far 

more than overthrown by the kingship realised in life by the help 

of the one (man) Jesus Christ, which they will gain who accept 

- the superabundance of the favour of Gop and His generous 

gift of righteousness (there is far more than a restoration of what 
was lost). (18) With these qualifications then the parallel may be 
stated: As one man’s transgression so affected all men as to bring 

F2 
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them under Gop’s condemnation, so also one man’s enacted 
righteousness affects all men so as to bring them into a state of 

justification which involves life; for just as the disobedience of the 
one man was the means whereby all were put into the condition of 
sinners, so also the obedience of one man will bring all into the 
condition of righteous men (if, as has been shown, they exercise 

faith). (20) Now law, whether pre-Mosaic or Mosaic, was imported 
into man’s experience to multiply the fall; but where the acts and 

state of sin were thus multiplied, the favour of Gop was shown in 

still greater abundance in order that, in antithesis to the reign 

gained by sin in the state of death, the favour of Gop might gain 
sovereignty in a state of righteousness leading to life eternal by the 
aid and working of Jesus Christ our Lord. 

This is perhaps the most condensed passage in all §. Paul’s 
writings. It is consequently almost impossible to give an inter- 

pretation with confidence. The fundamental thought appears to be 

to establish the universal range of the power of the Gospel, as 

answering to the universal range of sin and man’s need. The 
universality is then based in each case on the relation of the whole 
race to one man. As regards sin, its universality is related, in 

a way which must be called obscure, to the connexion of the race 
with Adam; their humanity is derived from him; and his fall has 
its results in them; this seems rather to be concluded from the 

observed fact that all came under the sentence of death pronounced 
on him for his fall, than upon any theory that in some sense 

they sinned in him; they died (15, 17) because of his sin, but also 

they sinned themselves; it was the death rather than the sin 
that they inherited, and individually they justified, so to speak, 

the verdict of death by their own sin. What they inherited was a 

nature liable to death; they made it, each for himself, a sinful 

nature. Note that it is not said that men sinned in Adam or because 
Adam sinned; but that man died because Adam sinned; death 

established the mastery thus initiated because men also sinned. At 
last the vicious series was broken: one Man broke the universal 
practice of sin, enacted righteousness and by so doing brought within 
the reach of all men justification, as Gonp’s free gift, and a power to 

realise that justification in their own lives, a power which brings life 
because it is His own life imparted to them, - Thus is the sovereignty 
of the favour of Gop established instead of the sovereignty of sin 

and death. The relation to the one Man, in this case, is a relation 

of imparted life, as in the former case it is a relation of entailed 
death. In each case the entail is realised for each person by his 
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own act: in the first case, by an act of sin; in the second case, by 
an act of faith. The Second Adam broke the entail by the fact 

that He did not sin (v. 18); and that condition He imparts by com- 
i1unication of His own life. See Additional Note, p. 210. 

The analysis of the structure is this: the anacoluthon in v. 12 is 
due to the interruption of the intended statement of the universality 

of x¢ps and ¢{wH, by the expansion of the thought of the sway of 
death. The completion of the original idea is then undertaken in 

vv. 15, 16, 17, but only by noting certain qualifications of the 

parallel which is to be drawn; then, v. 18f., the parallel is finally 

stated. 

Sid rovro. The Christian state being as described in vv. 1—11, it 
follows that Gon’s act in the Gospel has a universal range. 

Sv évos dvOpdzrov 4) dpaptla «.r.A. Adam’s sin, by the mere fact, 
brought sin into the world of created humanity; sin was no longer 

a possibility but a fact. 
kal Sud ras ap. 6 Odvaros, the death we know: death as we know 

it came into man’s experience by the act of Adam. ‘The question 

is not raised, still less answered, whether without sin man’s nature 

would have been liable to death; S. Paul is dealing with our ex- 
perience of death and its natural associations, alike for Jew and 
Gentile, as the destruction of life and separation from Gop. It was 
sin which gave death this character, and this character, reinforced by 

the sins of men, led to the tyranny of death over the human spirit. 

It appears therefore that 8. Paul is not distinguishing between 
physical and moral death, but regarding death as a fact in its full 

significance in relation to the whole nature of man. See p. 218. 
Kal ovtws. «al is the simple conj. and the clause is part of the 

womep sentence, not the apodosis; that would require otrws xal. 
© Odvaros SujAOev. The primary stress is on the universality of 

death, initiated by one sin, reinforced by sin in every man. The 
universality of sin has already been argued. The order throws stress 

on els mw. d. The aorists are ‘constative,’ they ‘‘ represent a whole 
action simply as having occurred without distinguishing any steps 
in its progress”; Moulton, p. 109. 
éh @ tavtes Hpaptov. These words must be taken strictly; the 

range of death included all men because all sinned. The death, 
which received its character from Adam’s sin, retained its character . 

because each and every man in turn sinned. All principles of in- 
terpretation require us to take sin here in the same sense as in 

ch.i.18f. There if is clear that sin involves conscious neglect of 
‘knowledge of Gop and His Will, in however elementary a degree. 
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It is an individual act against light. To suppose that év "Addu is to 

be supplied, is to suppose that the most critical point of the argu- 

ment is unexpressed. é&p @=‘on the ground that’; cf. 2 Cor. v. 4; 
Blass, p. 137. 

13. dxpt ydp véuzov=just so far as there was law there was sin. 
It has been shown (ii, 14, 15) that there was law, in a certain and 
true sense, before the law given to Moses; action against this law 

was sin, and the fact that it was so is here confirmed by the con- 
sideration that the penalty of sin, death, was obviously present in 
the world before the law of Moses was given. ydp then introduces 
a fresh piece of evidence of the universality of sin—for death, as 
understood by sinners, was there, therefore sin, sin in proportion to 

knowledge. So I take dxpt v.=up to the degree of law, just to the 
extent to which law was present. So dpaprfa, anarthrous—men’s 
acts had the character of sin. See Additional Note, p. 210. 

dpaptia 8%, sc. but that law was present, and’ therefore men’s 
acts were sins, is shown by the reign of death; the law in question 

is shown to be the law described in ii, 14f., because the reign of 

death, the punishment of sin, extended over men who did not sin 

as Adam did against a positive external command. The two verses 

13, 14 together justify the statement wdvres juaprov. See Add. 
Note, p. 213. 

14. éBacidevoev, the ‘constative aorist’?; Moulton, p. 109. 
amd “ASdp péxpt Mavoéws, in the interval between Adam, who 

sinned against positive law, and Moses who delivered positive law. 
In the case of Adam and of those who lived under the Mosaic law 
there could be no doubt that rdvres quapror. 

érl rovs pr dp. It is noticeable that as sinners men are here 
distinguished from Adam: their sin was of a different kind; but 

still it was sin, action against light, though the light came in a 

different way, that is, through the inner experience of the knowledge 
of Gop; i. 18f. 

érl to Sp. t. ow. °A. The dominant fact in the sin of Adam was 
that he acted in spite of a positive command: other men acted in 
spite of the inner light. 

3s éoriv Tiros Tov wéAXovTos. Tod péANovros=‘of Him who was 
to come.’ Adam is typical of Christ in his natural relation to men. 

- The words introduce the parallel now to be stated: tr. ‘and he is a 
type,’ etc.; and so there is a parallel in the relations, but a parallel 
with qualifications. So dAAd, not ydp, follows. / 

15. +d xdpicpa here is the gift of justification offered in Christ; 
in range this has as large an effect as the fall; but in quality 
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it is far greater, as it leads to life, the other to death. This con- 

clusion is not fully stated till v. 17. 

el ydp T@ Tod évds x.T.A,, the fall of one man led to the death of 
all (note, not to the sin), ot wool denominate mdyres in contrast 

to 6 efs; cf. Lft, ad loc. There are two steps omitted here; Adam’s 
fall lead to his death, death thus introduced spread because all 

sinned. So, ultimately, it was owing to one man’s sin that the 

many died. Similarly, in the parallel clause, the individual con- 
dition of faith and the actual result (fw?) are omitted. 

4) xdpis rod Qeot, the favour of God. 1 Swped, His generous 
giving, emphasises ydpis; and then this ydpts is further described 
as the favour of the Ascended Lord, the one Man (ef. 2 Cor. xiii. 14 
and viii. 9), tobring out the parallel. The words express the attitude 

of Gop to sinning man—His love in all its fulness; not the effect of 
that love. 

érepiooevoev, ‘superabounded’—in its very nature as an act of 
infinite love, and, as will be shown presently, in its effects. But 
here the nature of the act alone is in question. If its effects were 

_ in question, the aorist would scarcely stand.. 

eis Tovs troAXovs, with érepiccevoev, abounded in fact, as shown 
in its effects; what those effects were is then expressed, generally in 

Sdpyua, Sixalwua, specifically (17f.) by év {wy Bac., and both expres- 
sions united in (18) dixcalwow fwijs. 

16. Kal ovx—rto Sapypa. Still more condensed. Sapypa is the 
concrete effect or result of xdpis and dwped. 

SU évos dpapticavros, through one man and his sin (death came 
into the world) ; the gift came after many sins. 

The v.l. duapriwaros is a true gloss: the absence of the article 

makes the phrase= through one man’s sin: the participial form of the 
phrase emphasises the responsibility of the act. 

7d pev yop «.7.A. This is explained and must be interpreted by 
the second yap clause, v. 17. 

xp(pa. Gon’s decision upon the act of sin led to the imposition of 
a penalty: | é& évos. Neuter. 

katakpysa. See Deissmann, B. S. 1. p. 92, A very rare word. 
Papyri seem to show that it=a burden imposed upon an estate in 
Conmmnenre of a legal judgment: so a judicial penalty of any kind : 

“poena condemnationem sequens.’ 
xdpiopa. The gift which Gop gives, after many sins, leads to 

acquittal. | 

Sixalopa. Here=acquittal, )( cardxpyua: justification is a es 

of acquittal, though on condition of faith. 

ad 
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17. TO Taparrépatt. maparr. is used throughout of the actual 
fall, whether of Adam, or as repeated in his descendants, v. 20. 
éBacevoev, ‘ ingressive,’ gained its sovereignty: t@—apatr., 

the instrument; Sta tov, the agent. The one was the agent, his 

fall the instrument by which death entered and established its 

sovereignty : repeats 12a. 

ToAA@ paddov. The idea seems to be that the state of those who | 
receive Gop’s gift is far more than a mere deliverance from death; it 

is a new life and actual sovereignty. 
ot...AapBdvoyres. Here is expressed the condition for realising 

Gon’s gift, its reception by faith, parallel to the (unexpressed) 
condition of the extended sovereignty of death, the sin of each man. 

Tis Swpeds tis Sikatordvns=righteousness as offered in Christ. 
Here again the excess of Gon’s love finds expression : it is. not merely 
justification (dicaiody, Sixalwors), acquittal, which is given; but positive 

righteousness under the operation of the new life of Christ in men. 
év {wq. The antithesis of 1 Cor. xv. 22. 
Bacircicovery. An exact antithesis would be 4% {wh Bacthedoer; 

but this abstract expression would not represent the vivid thought 

of the condition of those who receive, etc., as sharing not only the 

life but the sovereignty of the Lord; ef. Eph. ii. 5,6. The future 
is used because of the hypothesis implied in of dauBdvovres; it 
includes not only the future glorified state of the redeemed but their 
present share in the Lord’s already established sovereignty. 

Sid rov évds “I. Xp. It is not necessary again to emphasise the 
Human Nature by repeating dv@pérov; it is understood. N. that 

"I. Xp. means Jesus as Ascended Christ. He is the Agent through 

whom Gop’s gift comes to men. 

18. dpa ody. The parallel is now summed up without the quali- 
fications, in the simplest form. 

as &” évds x.t.A. The best way of translating seems to be to 
turn eis wdyras dv@p. into a statement—all men were affected. The 
prepositional form seems almost to be chosen in order to avoid a 
definite statement as to the nature of the nexus between the one man 
and all men. 

els Katdkpipa, sc. Oavdrov'|| els dix. Swijs. 

80 dvds Stxatdparos. Possibly as above, ‘through one man’s 
acquittal,’ as an accomplished fact; but the antithesis to raparrwya, 
and the parallel with 7s draxofs (v. 19), suggest the rendering 
‘righteous act’ or ‘enacted righteousness.’ We have to choose 
between an inexact antithesis here, or a difference in the meaning 

of dixalwua here and in v.16, 
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eis Stxatwowv {wns, for an acquittal, carrying with it not the mere 
negative setting aside of sin, but the positive gift of life. 

tons. The gen. of definition—an acquittal involving life. 
19. aomep ydp «.t.A. The antithesis is repeated in another form, 

for clearness of thought. 

twapakoy. This word is substituted for maparrwua as definitely 
involving the personal action. 

Katertadnoav. Cf, James iv. 4. =were brought into the con- 
dition of sinners—i.e. under the doom of death; the condition then 

realised by their own sins. 
S{kato. kataor., shall be brought into the condition of righteous or 

justified men—again the condition to be realised by their own faith; 
marked by the future tense. 

20. vopos St «.7.A. The effect of law, whether the inner law or 
the law of Moses, was to multiply the fall, i.e. to occasion in each 

the fall which had taken place in Adam (ef. ch. vii.), so that each 
became a sinner by his own act in rejecting knowledge; cf. ‘every 

man is the Adam of his own soul.’ 
mapeon dev. The force of the compound is that law came in as 

an additional element in man’s experience, not as it were on the 
direct line of natural development but as an extra imported 

element, both the inner light and the outer law being especial gifts 
of Gop. 

fva mwAcovdoy. Cf. iii. 19, vii. 7 ff., esp. 18, 14. We cannot avoid 
taking iva as final. The knowledge of Gop’s will was necessary for 
man’s moral development; it was necessary to make what was sin to 

be realised as sin (iii. 20). 
od 8 x.t.A. The resources of Gop’s favour were abundantly equal 

to this multiplied demand upon it. 
Smeperepicoevorev, ‘became still more abundant.’ 
21. tva domep «.t.A. Here the reign of death is shown to be as 

a matter of fact the reign of sin in the atmosphere of death; a 
summary again of i. 18 f. 

év to Oavdtm. The || e/s gw shows that év here is not in- 
strumental, but describes the sphere or atmosphere in which sin 
reigned. 

% xapis K.T.A., the grace or favour of Gop might gain its 
sovereignty under the condition of righteousness leading to eternal 

life by the action and agency of the Ascended Man Jesus Christ, now ° 

our Lord. yxdpts, as throughout, describes not the state of man 
but the attitude of Gop towards man. | 

Sid Sixavoodvyns=in or under a condition or state of righteousness: 
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cf. 17b and for da ii. 27n. The elaborate phrasing is due to the 
difficulty of getting an exact antithesis. The exact verbal anti- 

thesis would be 4 dixaoodvn ()( ) duapria) B. & Swe ()( & Te 
Gay.); but the true power of sovereignty is not man’s righteousness 

but Gop’s grace; so ) xdpis is put as the subject; then dixacoodvy 
expresses the state of man under the sovereignty of xdpis, and is 
therefore introduced by 6:4; and for év fw (cf. 17 b) the description 

of the new atmosphere in which man is or the new power by which 
man lives (already implied in 4 xdpis) is substituted els ¢. al. as the 

end to which all tends; and the whole argument is summed up in 

the phrase dia *I. Xp. 7. K. 7., which comes almost as a refrain 
(cf. vii. 17, viii. 23). 

It is essential throughout the passage to bear in mind the argu- 

ment of i. 18—iii. 31, and in particular the position there made 

plain that the sinful state is made actual in each man by his own 
act, just as the state of righteousness to be male actual in each man 
requires the personal act of faith. 

Then in ch. vi. 8. Paul passes from this description of Gop’ s 

favour or grace in its range, effectiveness and purpose to consider 
man’s duty as the object of this grace. 



vi—vii. 6. The ethical bearing and standard of the new life in 
Christ, . 

CHAPTER VL 

(1) Are we to conclude that the state of sin is to continue, as a 

provocative, so to speak, of the graciousness of Gop; the more sin 

the greater grace? (2) It is a monstrous thought; the fundamental 

characteristic of our Christian position is that when we became 
Christians we died to sin and our sinful life, (3) it is elementary 
that in baptism into Christ we shared His death, (4) His burial, and 
His resurrection by the manifest act of the Father; now we are in 
a new life and our conduct must be correspondingly new. (5) For 
baptism involved union of our nature to Christ’s both in His 

death and His resurrection; (6) His death implies the destruc- 
tion of the old nature, the abolition of the rule of sin; His resur- 

rection, shared by us—a freeing from death and sin, a living to Gop 
—implies that we are dead to sin and in Him living to Gop (so 
that sin is in the highest degree unnatural to this new creature). 

(12) Therefore both the use and the obedience of even your mortal 
body must be rendered no longer to sin for unrighteous work, but to 
Gop for righteousness; the authority of sin being broken because you 
are not under law but under grace. (15) Not under law, but not 
therefore free to sin, for that were a return to the old slavery; but 

under grace, you are under a new slavery (to use human language), 

willingly adopted ; (19) your very members must be turned from the 

old slavery to the new. (20) For that was a state of slavery and 
freedom—freedom as against the claims of righteousness, slavery to 
the claims of sin and its result in death: (21) from that slavery you 
are freed and brought into a new slavery to Gop; with its proper 

result, sanctification, leading to its end, eternal life. (23) For all 
that is earned from sin is death: but Gop gives, of His free grace, 

eternal life by communion with Christ Jesus our Lord. 

The section deals with the response natural in those who are 
‘under Gop’s grace. It is, incidentally, a repudiation of the charge 
made against S. Paul that, by denying the obligation of law, he was 
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destroying the support and the obligation of a holy life. It gives con- 
sequently the true basis for a Christian ethics: and the fundamental 

point is the new life in union with and dependence on Christ. 

1. tl oty épotpev; as always, introduces a question putting a case 
which might occur to the reader. 

érusévopev. So far the emphasis has been chiefly upon the free 
grace of Gop as justifying; this might suggest that human effort is 
not required: and 8S. Paul meets this by pointing out that as Gop 
justifies in Christ alone, communion with Christ is necessary for the 

individual actualisation of justification, and this involves a charac- 
teristic life. 

7 xapts, that the generosity and marvel of Gon’s free favour may 
be multiplied by increasing the demand upon it. 

2. olrives, the Appeal i is to the character of the Christian— seeing 

we are men who... 
areOdvopney definitely refers to baptism as explained vv. 3f. tq 

dpaptig=our sin, the state of sin in which we were; cf. Gal. ii. 19. 
8. 7 ayvoetre, vii. 1 only; cf, ob Oé\w vb. dyvoew i. 18, xi. 25; 

1 Cor. x. 1, xii. 1 al.; as always, appealing to an admitted principle of 
Christian instruction. 

It has been suggested that here and in 1 Cor, xv. 4 we have a refer- 

ence to a primitive Baptismal Confession of the Death, Burial and 

Resurrection. See Clemen Erklérung, p. 172. 

éBamricOnpev, only Evy., Acts and Paul. With ets Xp. only here 
and Gal. iii. 27:=were brought by baptism into union with Christ: 
this community of life is the fundamental thought of the passage, as 
determining the natural and necessary character of the Christian life. 

els Xp. Ino. The union is with the full life of the Son as seen 
both in His Humanity and in His ascended state. 

els Tov Odvarov av.: the first stage of the Christian life is death, a 
death, in its kind, of the same quality as the death of Jesus (cf. 2 Cor. 

iv. 10), i.e. a death to sin, cf. v. 10. 
4. ovverddnpev. Col. ii. 12 only; ef, 1 Cor. xv. 4; Acts xiii. 29. 

It is remarkable that S. Paul, alone in N.T. outside the Gospels, lays 

stress on the Burial: he alone was not an eyewitness of the circum- 

stances of the Death, and therefore for him the burial was of high 

significance, in its evidential value. 
eis tr. 8. Closely with rof 8.—through that baptism into His. 

Death. 

tva. The purpose of this sharing the death and burial is Ea EM 
as regards the old life of sin, but positive also, that we might enter 

into the atmosphere of the new life and walk in it, 
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Sud THs 86EnS TOU marpds, here S6£a is used of the manifest action 
of the Father in the raising of Christ; 8a, instrum.; cf. Joh. xi. 

40, Col. i. 11. The resurrection of Christ is a revelation of the 

Father. 

- vod twarpés. Cf. Joh. v. 21; Acts i. 4, 7, ii. 33 (only in A); Eph. 

ii. 18, iii. 14; Col. i. 12 (2); 1 Pet. i. 17; 1 Joh. i. 2, 8, ii. 1, 15 al. 
(7); 2 Joh. (3); Rev. (4). 

The use of 6 marjp absolutely is. dominantly characteristic of 

S. John (but cf. also Mt. xi. 25 f. || Lk.; xxiv. 36 |]; xxviii. 19). It 

occurs in §. Paul and Acts only as above (but n. Gal. iv. 6). This 
is the only place where it is used alone in connexion with the resur- 

rection; and consequently it calls marked attention to the character 
of the resurrection as an act not of power only but of the love of the 

Father to His Son, and through the Son to those that are His. This 

thought emphasises the obligations of the new life which has its 
ultimate source in that love. 

ovtws therefore covers the whole thought of the Womep clause: as 
in rising Christ left all that was dead behind, as that rising was due 

to the Father’s love and power, as we share that rising, so we must 

leave our dead selves behind and walk etc. 

{ex is the principle of life, not the manner of life (cf. Gifford and 

see Lft, Igna. Rom. 7); the fresh vigour of a new principle of life 

_ (ef. viii. 2) is the motive power of Christian conduct (repirarjowper). 

This is the answer to v. 1. 

5. ‘ydp expresses what was implied in kal jueis, we are risen as 
Christ rose: this argument is continued to v. 11. 

cvpputot, here only N.T. Cf. éuguros, James i. 21. =if we have 

been born (yeyévauev) with a (new) nature characterised by or wearing 
the likeness of His death. The new nature is stamped with the like- 

ness to Christ’s death, as a death to sin; the idea is expanded in 
v. 6. oupd.=‘of one growth or nature with.’ ‘yeyévapev, cf. xvi. 7, 
i. 3; James iii. 9. spolwpa, cf. viii. 3, Phil. ii. 7, implies true 

assimilation, but of things different. There is that in the Death of 

Christ which transcends the capacity of men, yet the life of the 

redeemed man is truly assimilated, in its degree, to that Death. 

R.V. supplies ai7rg and takes 7@ 6u. as instrumental; possible but not 

quite natural. 

GAG Kal K.7.A.=GAAG Kal cUppuTo TH bu. THs dv. écducOa: explained 

by curgjoopev, v. 8 and fGvras, v. 11. The stamp of the risen Life of 

the Lord will also be shown in this new life—as a ‘life to Gon,’ and 

therefore not under sin. éodpc0a is a logical future: it follows that 
our lives will show ete. 
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6. tT. yw. Sri, almost=schooling ourselves to remember—the idea 

is one which grows with experience of the new life—contrast eidéres 

v. 9, ef. Moulton, p. 113. The point of the sentence lies in the iva 
clause—the object of our crucifixion with Christ was to deliver us etc. 

6 wah. t. dvOpwiros: dv@p. as often=human character, humanity: 
two uses are to be distinguished, (a) 6 gw and 6 éow dvOp. marking _ 

the twofold character of human nature—mind and body; vii. 22; 
2 Cor. iv. 16; Eph. iii. 16; cf. 1 Pet. iii. 4. This use goes back to 
Plato. (b) 6 wadads and 6 xawds dyOp. marking human nature as un- 
regenerate or regenerate; so here; Eph. iv. 22 f.; Col. iii, 9. This use 

seems to be peculiar to 8. Paul, and is a notable link between Rom., 

Eph. and Col.; cf. 8. H. For the idea cf. 2 Cor. v.17; Gal. vi. 15. 

It involves the thought of a new act of creation; and is perhaps 
connected with the idea of 1 Cor. xv. 45 and so with c. v. above. A 
further development of the thought is found in Eph. ii. 15. 

cvverravpady, a more concrete expression of the idea of v. 5; cf. 

Gal. ii. 20 (only, in this sense); also Gal. v. 24, vi. 14. 

To capa THS apaptias=the body as the instrument of sin; the 
body which sin had made its own—explained by the next clause and 
v. 12. §.H. cf. vii. 24; Phil. iii. 21; Col. ii. 11. The body is the 

organism of the human spirit; the spirit is the source of all moral 
action, both positive and negative; but the use of the body in sinful 
ways has a cumulative effect upon the bodily activities, and by in- , 

fluencing impulses and habits makes it a ready instrument of the 
sinning spirit, and of sin regarded metaphorically as an external 
tyrannical force: all these acquired habits and impulses need to be 
annihilated. Without metaphor=the body in which and by which 

we sin. The result of this ‘crucifixion’ is to make the a, an 
instrument of righteousness, cf. xii. 1. 

Tod pykére 5. out with infin. is normally telic in N.T. =‘ so as to.. 
‘so that we are...’; cf. Phil. iii. 10; Moulton, p, 216f.° The tyes 

is expressed by iva, the result by rod x.7.A. So SovAevew pres.: so 

that we are no longer in slavery to sin. 

7. 6 ydp &rofaveyv then enforces the completeness of this result : 
=he that dies (cf. Moulton, p. 114) is acquitted of his sin for which 

he is put to death—he has paid the penalty and is free from further 
effects. This is not a merely general statement. As v. 8 shows, the 
death here is a sharing of Christ’s death: it is the voluntary sel€- 
surrender of man to the penalty of his sin, and involves penitential 
faith. Consequently it receives from Gop forgiveness, or acquittal from 

his sin; and sin has no more dominion over him. Cf. Moberly, 

Atonement and Personality, pp. 39 f. 
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8. e St amcOdvopev. The death spoken of is not an absolute 
death, but relative only. The force of these verses is to bring out 
the positive effects of this death: it is not only death to the old life 
but entry upon the new. S. Paul thinks of death not as an end but 

as a transition from one life to another. 

muorevonev OTL is Of the nature of a parenthesis=as we believe; 

it is even possible that there is a reference to a Christian common- 

place such as 2 Tim. ii. 12. 

Kal cvvincopey. This is the real apodosis. The future does not 
necessitate a reference to the future life, and in the context such 

a reference is very unnatural; it is rather the logical future marking 

the new life as fulfilling a promise or natural consequence. So 

probably 2 Cor. xiii. 4; cf. v. 2. Cf. écdueda, v. 5, , 

9. ddres Str, ‘appeal to an elementary Christian belief,’ Hort, 
1 Pet. i. 18; cf. v. 3; 2 Cor. iv. 14, v. 6. A stronger form is ovx 

oldare Sri, vs 16, 1 Cor. iii. 16 al. 

Xpurros k.t.d. The antithetic and rhythmical balance of these 
clauses suggests a well-known and well-used formula. Cf. above v. 8. 

It is possible that we have here, too, a fragment of a hymn or con- 

fession; cf. 2 Tim. ii. 8. N. the rhythmical character stops at deg. 

ovKért &rrobvijoKe = never again dies: iterative, cf. Moulton, p. 114. 
Oavaros a. «.t.A. His resurrection was a triumph over the sove- 

reignty of death (cf. v. 14; 1 Cor. xv. 57) and has changed the 
meaning of death. 

10. & ydp dmé0avev, ‘a kind of cognate accus. after the second 

aréGavev, S. H. His death that He died was a death once for all 

to sin. , 

Ty apaptia. Cf. v. 21, the sin that reigned by death: for the 

dative cf. v. 2. 

6 St fy, ‘the life that He lives is a life to Gop.’ It is clear that. 

‘the Death’ is not limited to the Death on the Cross. The whole 
life of Jesus was a death to sin, culminating in the final act of 
the Cross. So ‘the life’ here is not limited to the post-resurrection 

life: it is the life which He lived on earth, and still lives. Cf. the 

very remarkable phrase, 2 Cor. iv. 10, tiv véxpwow tod Inood followed 

by 7 fwh rod "Incod. This meaning is well indicated by the strong 

‘perfectivised’ &méBavev ; cf. Moulton, p.°112. 
11. ovUTws x.t.X. sums up the argument in answer to the question 

in v. 1. 

év Xp. “Inood, first time in this Ep. (iii. 24 is. different). The 
relation hitherto has been described by 6ia (v. 1, 11, 17, 21). The 

idea then becomes explicit that the new life is life in Christ Jesus, as 
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the ascended Lord, agent and source of the Christian life. As so 

‘often, it is the anticipatory mention of an idea which is developed 
later. See 23, vii. 4, viii. 2. 

12ff. The suggestion of v. 1 is reversed: the slave is free, the 

tyrant deposed, the service changed, the instruments of service 
refurbished, the power of service quickened. 

py Bactkevérw, pres. of the continued reign, under these weber 
conditions. 

4 dpaptia, the sin which hitherto reigned. 
év TO OvnT@ d. co. Cf. 2 Cor. iv. 11=even in your mortal body; the 

body, which yet must die, must not be allowed to minister to the 
deeper death. 

“rats érvOuplas a. Cf. i. 24. émiuula (sing.) is used in a good 
sense only thrice in N.T. (Lk. xxii. 15; Phil. i. 23; 1 Thes, ii. 17); 
otherwise always in a bad sense, of the natural desire when not under 

the direction of vods or rvedua; cf. Gal. v.16; Eph. iv. 22; 1 Pet. i. 

14; 1 Joh. ii. 16. 

13. pndt wapiordvere, do not continue to lend. tapacrricate 
make a surrender once for all; cf. Moulton, p. 125. Cf. xii, 1. 

T@ Oe, for Gon’s use. 

é« vexpov £., as men that are alive after being dead. 
td, pé\y, the component parts of the body. 6a, instruments, 

tools (not merely for war); cf. xiii. 12; 2 Cor. vi. 7. 
14. ov kupiedoe, a promise, not a command. 

ov yap «.7.A. Cf. 1 Cor. xv. 56: a verse which shows that this 
line of argument had been already developed by S. Paul in his oral 

teaching. 

urd vépov...xaptv. The contrast is the keynote of this section: 
from the point of view of ethics, the Christian state is a state of 

grace, that is, a state in which man is the object of Gon’s free favour 

and recipient of a new power of moral action, not a state of law, that 

is, a state in which man receives a revelation of Gon’s will, but not 
the power to fulfil it. The statement of the contrast leads to the 
question of what freedom from law means, and that to a fuller account 
of what subjection to law means (¢. vii.). 

15—23. These verses, starting from the contrast just stated, 
describe the same conditions as in vv. 1—14 but from a slightly 
different point of view; there the two states of man have been 
described; here the two activities of the human will. What demand 

is made upon us as self-determining agents by this new condition 

of things? The answer is—a twofold demand; first to apprehend 

our true position, secondly to act upon it with the full purpose of 
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will. The release from law is not a licence to sin but an obligation 
to free service. 

vl ovv; as Ti oty épodmer; v. 1. 
dpapTrycwpev, are we to commit sin, i.e. by definite acts? As sin 

may not be used to multiply grace, so it cannot be even used because 

grace has taken the place of positive law. The question is really 
raised whether the Christian has any law to which his life must 

conform, and, if he has, what kind of law? 
16—23. These verses answer the question put inv.15. The com- 

plexity of the passage is due to the fact that S. Paul wishes to explain 
that the Christian life is subject to law, but that the subjection differs 

from that of the Jew both in the character of the law and the nature 

of the subjection, (1) This new law is not a code of- precepts but 
Gon’s righteousness revealed in the life of Christ: the life of Christ 
is the model to which the Christian life must conform. And that, 
not merely because it is an external standard, but because the living 
Christ is the source, and naturally therefore determines the character, 

of the Christian life. This thought gets full and fearless expression 

in viii. 2, 6 véuos Tod mvedparos Tis fwhs év Xp.’I.: but by that time 

the true place and character of precepiual law have been expounded, 
and there is no longer danger of confusion. (2) The nature of the 

subjection corresponds to the nature of the law: it is a whole-hearted 

self-surrender to Gop and to the life which embodies and reproduces, 

in those who so offer themselves, His righteousness. wsaxoy here is 

very closely allied to mioris, and might almost be described as § faith 
in action’; cf. wioris &:’ dyadrns évepyouuévn, Gal. v. 6. 

It is this complexity of the subject which occasions the inaccurate 

antithesis in v. 16; the parenthetic explanation of vv. 19—21, 

and the multiplication of phrase (iraxojjs, dixacoodvns...rUmov...0ep 
(22)). 

16. ovK oldate Sti, appeal to recognised principle. 
@, neut.: the case is stated as generally as possible. 
els traxorjyv=with a view to obeying, for obedience—the proper 

attitude of the doi)os. 

q Urakorns els Suxatocvvyny, the antithesis fails: we expect 7 dicao- 
avvns els Swqv. The reason for the change appears to be that the 

latter phrase could not yet be used without risk of misunderstanding: 

Sobor Sexacoovrys eis Swiy could be fully accepted by a Jew as describing 
his state under law: consequently it is necessary to bring out the 

meaning both of braxoj and of dixatoodvn; and this is done first 

by substituting these words, in spite of the inexact antithesis; and 

then by explaining their meaning in 17—18. 

ROMANS ; G 
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imakons. Consequently the gen. here is not objective after dof\o 
but descriptive= slaves who obey. 

els Suxatocivyy, with a view to righteousness—to secure and main- 
tain righteousness. Righteousness here as generally = Gon’s righteous- 
ness as revealed in Christ and made known in the gospel. Hence — 
it can be used alternatively with 7@ dew, vv. 18, 22. 

17. xdpis St r@ Oem. The outburst of feeling is occasioned by the 
thought of the magnitude of the change which has been worked in 

them and in himself by Gop. 

ate SodAor, really a wey clause, and to be translated ‘while you 

were’ or ‘though you were.’ 

imynkotcare St é Kapdlas, the expansion of draxo7y, v. 16, as the 

effect of a deep heartwhole effort of self-surrender in response to the 
revelation of Gop: cf. exactly x. 9, 10, whence is seen the closeness 

of éraxoy as here used to wicris. The aor. refers to the definite act 

of self-surrender made when they became Christians (contrast 7re). 
els Sv mwapeddOnre timov Sidaxys=7q TITy Ths didaxijs els dv 

mapedd0nre. 

toToyv S8ax7s, (1) not ‘a type of doctrine’ as some comm., e.g. the 
Pauline form of the Gospel as contrasted with the Judaistic: this is 

quite alien from S. Paul’s manner of thought and expression (2 Tim. 

i. 13 has quite a different meaning from that usually given), and also 

to the whole drift of the context: but (2) the model of conduct which 

they have been taught in the Gospel: cf. Eph. iv. 20, odx ot'rws éud- 

Gere Tov xpiorév.... The gen, didaxAs= dv ed:ddxOnre. The ‘model’ 

in question is 6 xpucrés: the new righteousness being Gon’s righteous- 

ness revealed in the character of the Christ: as Jesus ascended, He 

is here regarded not so much as the Master who claims, but as the 

personal Pattern: who guides, the obedience of the surrendered life. 

This description of the object of obedience is therefore in line with 

the others (d:xacoodvy, 18, 19, Oe, 22). For réos as a personal model 
for imitation cf. Phil. iii. 17; 1 Thes. i. 7; 2 Thes. iii. 9; 1 Tim. 

iv. 12; Tit. ii. 7; 1 Pet. v. 3. 
mapeddOnte. The correct interpretation of réros makes the use of 

this verb natural—they had been handed over, in their Baptism 

(aor.), to a new kind of life; ||in thought to éBamrloOnuer eis Xpiordv, 

v. 8. Cf. 2 Cor. iv. 11. 

18. &ovddOnte TH Stxatoctvy. The correct antithesis which was 
avoided in v. 16 is now given, because the sense in which 7 dix. is to 
be taken has been made clear in the preceding sentence; Art.=the 

ota re of Gop revealed in Christ. 
, dvOpdmivov Aéyw. An apology for the harsh word adounssOre : t 
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he calls it slavery, because the weakness of the flesh needs just such 
a masterful control as that word implies, and as it had lent itself to 
under its former master. The mastery of Christ is even more exact- 
ing and exclusive than the mastery of sin: Cf. Mt. v. 20, He 
developes this thought in vv. 19—21. 

Sid tiv do@. gives the reason why he thinks the word dovdea 

appropriate even to their new life. 
domep yap «.t.A. A summary of the state described ini. 18f. Cf. 

ii, 14f. 
eis dyiacpdov=for hallowing, to be hallowed; the translation into 

character of the call expressed in the name dyio: submitting their 
lives to the influence of the revealed dixacocdvn: here, as generally, 

marks the process; cf. 1 Pet. i. 2; 2 Thes. ii. 13; 1 Thes. iv. 7. The 

hallowing is the work of the Spirit (cf. viii. 2) upon their surrendered 
lives. 

20. ydp. Make this effort, for your former freedom or slavery 
brought you such gain as now shames you. 

21. elyere, used you to enjoy. ép’ ois=éxelywy é¢’ ofs, from those 
things at which.... 

Kaptov here=the results of their slavery—so éyavia—ydproua: in 

the one case earned and paid, in the other not earned but given. 

22. Sovdrdwlévres 8 to Gew. The fullest expression of the service 
into which they have been brought. 

éxere. You bear your proper fruit; or perhaps imper.; cf. v, 19. 
N. the present of continued action. 

23. ro xdpiopa. The concrete instance of Gon’s xdpus. 
év Xp. With ¢ ai. as v. 11: for the full name cf. n. on v. 21. 

N, refrain again. 

G2 
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(1) Your experience of human laws helps here: you are aware that 
law rules a man so long only as he lives—for instance marriage binds 

the wife during the life of her husband; but after his death she is 

free to marry another. (4) So you were under the law, but you died 
with the Christ, by the death of His Body, and that was a death 

to the law, so that you became united to Another, to Him who was 
raised from death just in order that (in Him) we might bear fruit 

to Gop. (5) For when the flesh was the condition in which we lived, 
the sinful states which we experienced under the influence of the law 

were so operative in our members that we bore fruit only for death, 

(6) but in our present condition we have been freed from all influence 
of the law, we are dead in respect of that character in which we were 

held under its influence, so that we are now rendering our due service 

under the influence of a fresh action of spirit and not by an antiquated 
action of literal precept. 

A new illustration enforces the argument of the preceding section 

that freedom from law does not imply freedom to sin. There is a 

change of allegiance which has its analogue in human laws. The 
change chosen as an illustration is that of the law of marriage. 
This suggests not only allegiance but a union which is productive 

of offspring. The old union is of the self with the flesh or the ‘ old 
man’; under the influence of law that produced sin: the new union 

is of the self with Christ; it has been brought about by the self sharing 
the death of Christ, and consequently becoming united to His risen 

Life: this union involves as its product service to Gop under the 

inspiration of a fresh spirit. The progress in the main argument 
is in this émphasis on the new life as in Christ, developing vi. 11, 23. 

If the illustration is to be pressed, the conception must be that 

there is a persistent self, first wedded to a nature of flesh and, under 

law, begetting sins; then that nature dies, the self is freed from it 

and its law, and is wedded to Christ. In this union it brings forth 
the new fruit. So in vi.6 it is not the self, but the old character that 

was crucified with Christ, ‘we,’ ‘ourselves,’ were set free. There is a 

— ee 
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distinction between the self axid the’sharacter whicn® tEe se? assumes 
whether év capxi or év mvetuart.” Cf. Gifford and 8. H., aliter Lft. 

1. vépov. Quite general—not Roman or Jewish, but a general 
axiom of law. 

6 véy.os=the law under which he lives, whatever it be. 
2. Katipyyrat dwd. Cf, Gal. v. 4: has been made, so to speak, 

non-existent a8 regards that law and so freed from it. 
3. xprparioe, Acts xi. 26 only=will be called; cf. Wetst. 
yévyntrar avopt. Cf. Lev. xxii, 12; Ruthi. 12f. 
Tod py elvar. Cf. vi. 6 note. 
4, @avarw@nre, you were put to death, i.e. your former nature 

was slain but you yourselves survived to enter upon a new life, free 

from that law which bound the old nature, but with its own character- 
istic obligation. é@ay. corresponds to xarjpynra of v. 2. See vi. 8 n. 

Sid tod cHpatos Tod xpiorod. Cf. Heb. x. 10; Col. i. 22; 1 Pet. 
ii. 24, and perhaps1 Cor. x. 16, apparently the only passages outside 

Evv. where the pre-resurrection Body is spoken of thus. Both Col. 

and 1 Pet. are parallel: and 1 Pet. so close that it must depend on 
this passage. Infra xii. 5=1 Cor. xii. 27, we have the sense of the 

Body as the form of the Church, developed in Eph. i. 23 et passim, 
In Col. the words ris capkés are expressly added to mark the dis- 
tinction. . 

Siat.o. Cf. vi. 3,8, The thought is that as they were baptised 

into Christ, they shared the effects of His Death in the Body as well 
as those of His risen life, N. rod xpiorod: the article marks the 

-reference to the historic action, 
els to yev. So that you came to be wedded to another, i.e. than 

that old nature which was slain. 
tva. Closely with éyepévru. 
Kaptropoprjcwpev. Sc. under the influence of the new life imparted 

by the Risen Lord, constituting in each individual a ‘new man’ or 
character. 

5. tpev év ry capKi=6 wddawos dvOpwros of vi. 6. 
Ta TaOipara Tav ap.: malsjpara only Paul, Heb. and 1 Pet. 

=(1) sufferings, cf. viii. 18, and commonly; (2)=experiences, here 

and Gal. v. 24=concrete instances of wdos, the state in which the 

subject is regarded as not active but receptive of experiences. So 

here=the effects which our sins produced upon our nature. See 
vi. 6 n. 

Ta Sid Tod vépov. Developed and explained in vv. 7 ff. These ex- 
periences came through the influence of law upon the old nature. 

évypyetro= were constantly being made operative, i.e. by the action 
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of 6 rddutos drOpwres in reaction against law (ra did 7. v.); of. Robin- 
son, Eph. 247. évepyetc@a in S. Paul is always passive, implying an 
agent, here the context shows that the agent is 6 rak. dv@pwros. 

6. KaTnpyOnpev dard vopou=ebavardOnuey TH vouy || v. 2. 
dro8avevres €v @ karetxdpe0a=being dead in or to that character 

in which we were held in a state of subjection; dro@avévres rq (or 
é& TQ) wadaly dvOpHry év @ xat.; cf. Joh. v. 4 T. B., the only 
other instance of the passive in N.T. Cf. Polyb. rv. 51. 1, Qewpoivres 
Tov warépa...xaTexduevov év "Ade~avdpela. The old nature was the 

prison in which we, our true selves, were detained. 

ore SovAcve.v=so that we are still servants (pres.) but in newness 
of spirit ete. Cf. Burton, §§ 369 f. : 

év kquvéTyTe Tvedvparos. év circumstantial. Our service is rendered 
in a new atmosphere marked by the presence in us of Spirit, i.e. the 

Spirit of the life in Christ Jesus; cf. viii. 1. 
woakarytt ypauparos=the worn-out system which was. marked by 

the dominance of written precepts. Of. ii. 29; 2 Cor. iii. 6; S. H. 
ii. 27. The antithesis occurs only in these passages; and contrasts 

the external law with the internal quickening spirit. 

vii. 7—25. The new life is effective to achieve righteousness in 
each man, as the law could not do. 

(7) Not that the law is itself sin, but it awakes the consciousness 
of sin, as, for instance, covetousness is not felt as sin till it 

is known to be a breach of law; sin gets its opportunity through 
law. (9) In the personal experience, there is first a (non-moral) 

existence unconscious of law; when a definite precept is brought 
into this experience, sin springs to life, the man dies: for sin, like 
some alien power, gets its opportunity by this precept, deceives the 

man and slays him. (12) While therefore the law represents and 
is even in detail the standard of holiness, righteousness and good, 
(13) yet by this good, sin works death and proves itself so to be 
downright sin, (14) because of the inevitable antithesis between the 
spiritual character of the law, and the fleshly nature of the awakened 
consciousness which makes it sin’s slave. (15) It is in fact the 
experienced antagonism of the conscious will and the fleshly practice; 
the former witnesses to the goodness of the law; the latter to an 

indwelling power, not the personal will, but sin; (18) in this fleshly 
nature by itself there is nothing good; it even prevents the good will 

actualising itself in practice; (20) but in that case, the practice 

belongs not to the man but to the sin which possesses him. (21) So 

we are driven by analysis of our experience to recognise, if not a 
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double personality, at least a person and a power, within conscious. 

ness; it is a principle of this twofold consciousness that the will sides 

with the law of Gop while in the body there appears another, an- 

tagonistic, law which enslaves a man: from this slavery I find in 

myself no power to escape. (25) But thank Gop there is such a 
power, not of me but within me, the help of Jesus Christ our Lord. 
So that, to sum up all, in one and the same self there is a double 

servitude: with my mind and heart I am a slave to Gop’s law, with 
my fiesh I am a slave to sin’s law. 

This section then brings out the true character of the effect of law, 

as the revelation in positive precepts of Gon’s will for man. Its effect 

is to give the knowledge of right and wrong, to awaken, that is, the 

moral consciousness; this at once brings out the antagonism between 
the nature of man as living in the flesh, and his will and intelligence, 

which approve the law; the antagonism arises with the attempt to 
act; the good will finds itself thwarted by something in the nature, 

which, as not properly essential to the nature and yet finding its ready 

instrument therein, is realised as a power lodged there and is called 

sin. So definite and actual is this power felt to be in our experience 
that 8. Paul, interpreting that experience, describes it as a power 

imposing, on all but equal terms with Gop, a law upon his nature, 
a law which says ‘thou shalt’ in direct contradiction of Gop’s law 

‘thou shalt not.’ In this conflict he has found no help except in 

the reinforcement of his will by the new spirit which has become 

his, by the aid of Jesus Christ our Lord. This is developed in e. viii. 
The law with all its goodness does not impart such a power. The 
difficulty of the passage is due to the depth of the psychological 
analysis to which 8. Paul here subjects his own experience; he 

analyses so thoroughly as to reach the common human element in 

the individual experience. See Additional Note, p. 216. 

7. tlovv épotpev; Yet another suggestion stated, to be put aside. 
If under law we are slaves to sin, under grace to righteousness, it 

might be supposed that the law itself is sin: but as the law is a 
revelation of Gonp’s will, such a supposition would be monstrous, 

G&AAd introduces the true statement of the case, which covers the 

next few verses, 

éyvwv. Inceptive: I did not become conscious of sin but by the > 
law, making its claim on me for right action. 

tiv Te yap érvOuplav. Cf. 2 Cor. x. 8 (édv re yap). This isolated re 
introduces a particular example of the effect of law from the 10th 
Commandment: almost=even, or in particular; cf. Shilleto, Dem. 
F. L. § 176, crit. ann. 
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ovk nSev. [had remained without knowledge of the real meaning of 
covetousness, if the law had not kept saying.... Cf. Moulton, p. 200 f. 

8. adoppry...AaBotoa, ‘having gota handle.’ ddoppr=a starting 
point, base of operations, opportunity. 

71 dpaprla throughout the passage is treated as a concrete force 
or power. It is remarkable that S. Paul comes as near as possible to 
personifying the conception of sin, but does not actually use the idea 
of a personal author of evil: he here limits his account strictly to the 

analysis of actual experience; cf. S. H. p. 145. See Additional Note, 
p. 218. 

Sid tHs évrodis. Closely with dd. X.: the positive command (é.=a 
particular law) was the opportunity; cf. iii. 20, v. 20. The order of 
the phrases is due to the necessity of emphasising the manner of 

sin’s entry into experience; 4:4 7. é. is here unemphatic. 
év éyol. §. Paul analyses his own experience as typical, 
Kareipyacato...m. é The idea seems to be that the impulses of 

man’s nature are not recognised as being right or wrong, till the 

sense of right and wrong is awakened by a positive command: 

when this occurs, what were neutral impulses become ‘lusts,’ ice. 
desires of what is forbidden; it is this perverse desire which is 

described as the work of ‘sin,’ impulses persisting when there is 
present the knowledge that they are wrong, and the will or true 

self is not yet strong enough to control them. 

xopls yap «.t.A. For apart from a knowledge of right and wrong 
sin has no power of action; there is no moral sense or moral judg- 
ment, Cf. 1 Cor. xv. 56, a passage which shows that the main idea 

had been represented already in 8. Paul’s teaching. For véyos as 
imparting the sense of right and wrong cf. ii. 14f. 

9. éyd St wv «.7.A. ‘I was living unaffected by law once.’ He 
goes back to a pre-moral state—not necessarily in actual memory 
of a completely non-moral experience, but comparatively: his life as 

a child was untouched by numberless demands of law, which accumu- 

lated with his moral development; at that period whole regions of 
his life were purely impulsive; one after another they came under 
the touch of law, and with each new pressure of law upon his con- 

sciousness the sphere, in which it was possible to sin, was enlarged. 
It was easy to carry this retrospect one step beyond memory and to 

see himself living a life of pure impulse before the very first voice of 

law reached him: and to regard such a stage as a typical stage in 

the general development of the moral sense in man, 
avétnoev, ‘sprang to life’: only here and Lk. xy. 24 (=revived), 

not classical. We should perhaps recognise here an instance of the 

. eee ClCU 
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‘perfectivising’ function of the preposition; ef. Moulton, p. 112. 

Both A. and R.Y. ‘revived’: but the whole point is that at that 
moment sin for the first time came to life. For this use of dva 

ci. dvaBody, dvabumiicOa, dvaxinrew, dvaré\r\ew. 

10. éys didméavov. Here of the death to the pre-moral life, a death 
by and in sin: aor. =became dead. 

edpé0n = proved in my experience; more than éyévero. 
11. énwarnoev «.t.A. Here we get nearest to personification of 

% dp., With the echo of Gen. ii, 13; cf. 2 Cor. xi. 3; 1 Tim. ii. 14. 

The deceit lies in the representation of the satisfaction of the for- — 

bidden impulse as more desirable than obedience to the command. 
12. épiv«.t.rA. The antithesis is not expressed; an interruption 

is caused by the occurrence of one more false conclusion which has to 
be removed. ‘Then the line of thought is resumed in »v, 14, 

Suxala =right, . 

13. 1d dyaGov x.t.A. Did that good thing, law, itself prove death 
to me? 

Hdpaptla. Sc. éyévero éuol Odvaros. 
tva m. The effect of sin found to be death proves sin to be what 

it is. 
Sid rod dyaSou=did-Tod vduov. Karepyatopévn, by producing. 
14. olSapev yap drt. Appeal to acknowledged principle. 
mvevpariKkds introduces the final description of the internal conflict: 

it is a struggle of wvedua against duapria to win the mastery of cdpé. 

In this struggle law is on the side of rveiua, but only as a standard 

and revelation of right, not as a spiritual power strengthening man’s 

will; that can only come from Gop, by an internal influence on man’s 
WVED UA. 

capkivos. Fleshy, made of flesh, marks the substance or com- 

ponent part of substance; capxixéds marks character. A mveiua may 

be capxixdy but cannot be cdpxworv. Cf. Né@wos, Joh. ii. 6; 2 Cor. 

iii. 3; évAwos, 2 Tim. ii. 20; see Westcott on Heb. vii. 16. Here 

the word is precise; his nature has in it a fleshy element; if this 

dominates the mveiua, then the man is capxixés; if the mvetua con- 
trols it, the man is mvevyarixds. odpt describes the man in his 
natural state, including not merely his material body, but his mental 

and volitional operations so far as they are limited to or dominated 
by his earthly and temporal concerns. The evil belongs to odpé not 

in itself but in its wrong relation to spirit; so far as it is brought 

completely under the control of spirit, it too becomes mvevyarucy; 
hence explain 1 Cor. xy. 44 f. So aveiua becomes capkixéy if it sub- 
ordinates itself to odpé. Cf. 1 Cor. iii, 1 and 3 ff. 
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mempayévos, ‘one that has sold himself under sin’=‘ made a slave 
under sin,’ not explanatory of cdpxivos but a further determination of - 

the condition. Before law came, man was cdpxwos, but not eT p. 
d. au.; now he is both. Metaph. only here in N.T. 

15. ydp amplifies the idea of wempapévos ; he is no longer his own 

master but under a tyranny he hates. 

8 katepydfopar. The effects I produce are not the outcome of my 
own knowledge and purpose. 

ov ywaoKw=I form no true conception of, I do not thoroughly 
realise—the durative present. Cf. é&nadrycev, v. 11. 

mpacow, put into practice. mow, commit in act. 

17. vvvi 8& But, in this case, this being so. 

ovKére éyd. It is, when this point is reached, no longer my true 
self that is producing these effects, but the indwelling and alien 
tyrant. 

18. ol§a=I am fully conscious that.... 
totr érrw «.t.A. A correction of the too wide éy éyol; in his true 

self there is dya0év, the knowledge of and appreciation of law. 

év tf? capkt. The evil is not the flesh, but alien from, though lodged 
in, the flesh. 

mapaxetat. Only here and 21. 
19= 15. 
20=17. 

21. dpa sums up the reiterated positions of vv. 15—20. 

Tov vénov=this law of my condition: a new sense of the word 
involving some confusion of language. The law of his condition is 

that there are two laws at once in his complex nature, one a law 

of his mind, i.e. the law of Gop accepted by his mind, one a law 

intruded upon his ‘members’ by sin, embodying the law of sin. 

It is just possible however that Tov véu0ov=the law of Gop (cf. 4 dpyi) ; 
and tr. ‘I find as regards the Law, that when I will to do the good’ 

(i.e. the bidding of this law) etc. This is strained, but diminishes 
the confusion. Cf. 8. H. ~ 3 

To kadoy. The ideally true and right, as referred to a standard: 
d-yo0év=that which is good, as judged by effects. 

22. Td vopw tod Oeov. The law of Gop, however revealed, but 
always in the form of positive command. 

tov tow GvOpwrrov describes the inner core of personality, including 
mind and will. Cf. vi. 6 n. 

23. éy rots pédeotw describes the flesh as organised and active in 
various directions=the céua in detail. Observe that 8. Paul does 

not say ‘of my members’ but ‘in my members.’ He carefully avoids 
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using language which implies that this law is proper to the flesh 

in its essential nature; it has its lodgment there, but the flesh is 

destined, and must be claimed, for other and higher allegiance. 

T® vow Tov vods pou=the law accepted by my mind, Gop’s law 
made my own in apprehension and acceptance. 

alxpoder{Lovra. || rempapuévos, v. 14. 
TD vou Tis ap. The law imposed by sin. 
24,25. <A parenthetic exclamation, a cry for help, and the answer. 
24. é& rovc. t. 0. 7. The man has become all but wholly involved 

in his body which sin has made captive to death. r+. 0. r. this moral 
death. 

Just as in v. 9 S. Paul’s keen self-analysis carries him beyond 
actual memory into the imagination of a pre-moral state, so here 

he carries the analysis of the internal strife, perhaps beyond his 
actual experience, into the sympathetic realisation of the common 

human state and need, when man’s spirit realises its extremity and 
does not yet see hope: though the very realisation is the first gleam 
of hope. Cf. 8. H. See Additional Note, p. 218. 

25. xdpis 87 Gem. An exclamation—not in construction. For 
the phrase cf. 1 Cor. xv. 57. 

Sid “LT. «tA. Se. pucOjcowae or épptcOnv. Law being the bare 
declaration of right had no power to move the living springs of 
action: that power comes from and through the Risen Lord impart- 
ing His own new life to man. This thought is developed in ec. viii. 

dpa otv sums up the whole statement of the condition of man in 
the face of law on the one hand, and of sin on the other. 

- atros éya=I by myself and apart from any new or other power 

which may be available to change the balance of contending powers. 
It is important to remember that the whole section is an analysis 

of man’s state under law, definitely excluding, for the moment, from 

consideration all action of Gop upon man’s spirit except through the 
channel of communicated law. It has already been shown or as- 

sumed that there is such action, both in the case of Gentiles (ii. 14) 
and in Abraham’s case (c. iv.) as typical of the pious Jew; here we 

are reminded that that action reaches its full and effective operation 
in the risen Lord. But it was necessary, by this analysis, to isolate, 

as it were, from these considerations, the case of man under law, 

in order to bring out the exact place of law in the moral and religious 
experience of man, and to show that more than law was needed by 

him and has been and is operative in him. See Additional Note on 
vouos, p. 211. 

*@ pév vot. The voids is here used for the mind as capable of the 
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knowledge of Gop and His Will. mveiua seems to be avoided, because 
it definitely suggests the direct connexion with and dependence upon 

Gop as acting upon man’s spirit ; and that thought is for the moment 

excluded. The use of the word is almost confined to 8S. Paul. Cf. 
23, xii. 2; Eph. iv. 23; Col. ii. 18. Here it includes apprehension 

and inclination. 
There is much to be said for Joh. Weiss’ suggestion (op. cit. 

p. 231 f.) that there has been here a primitive transposition of text, 
so that originally dpa oty atrés...duaprias preceded radalawpos...7udav. 
The radalrwpos clause would come most properly after the summary 

of the all but desperate situation in dpa ody x.7.X. The last clause 
(xdpts x.7.X.) would come naturally at the end of the whole dis- 
cussion ; it contains the name which has so often already been used, 
as a concluding refrain: and it marks the transition to viii. 1, 



CHAPTER VIII. 

D. VIII. THE NATURE OF THE POWER AND OF THE WORKING OF THE 

New Lire EXPLAINED. 

i—i1. The power is the indwelling spirit. 
(1) It follows from this examination of man’s state under law, 

that in our present state, as effected by Gop, those who are made 

one with Christ Jesus are not under penalties. (2) For the new 
condition brought by the Spirit, which animates the new life we 
received on being united with Christ Jesus, liberated us once for all 

from the former tyranny. (3) Gon’s law, barely declaring His will, 
could not do this because it was undermined by means of the flesh. 

But Gop Himself did the work of liberation, first, through His Son 

incarnate triumphing over sin even in the flesh, (4) and secondly and 
consequently through His Son in us, fulfilling the claim of law by 
conduct on the lines of spirit not of flesh. (5) It was in fact just this 
reinforcement of man’s spirit which was needed, in the antagonism 
of spirit and flesh, to overcome the limitations of the latter and to 
bring it under the power of the spirit. (9) That work has now been 
done in Christians: Gop’s Spirit dwells in them, because if they are 
Christ’s they possess Christ’s Spirit, which implies that their bodies 
are dead for all purposes of sin, their spirits a living power in the 
body for all purposes of righteousness, (11) for all purposes, because 

they are thus strengthened by the same Power which raised Christ 
Jesus from death, and will put life into their bodies, in themselves 
doomed to death, because it is Gop’s Spirit dwelling in them. 

This section then brings out the nature of the power of the Gospel 
in contrast with the description of the powerlessness of law. That 
power in fact is the power of the life of the Risen Lord in the 
Christian, bringing to bear upon the human spirit the whole moral 
and spiritual force of the Spirit of Gop Himself. 

1. dpa. So, after this exposition, it becomes clear, 
voy. As things now are, under the new dispensation, 

a) 
er 

a, 
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Katrdkpipa. In Christ there is no penal state following upon a 
verdict of condemnation, because in Christ men are acquitted (justi- 

fied); cf. v. 16 n. 
rois éy Xp.°I. Those whose rathtion to Gop is determined by their 

union with Christ. Xp. ‘I. always in this order after év and eis (unless 
Gal. iii. 14). 

2. 6 ydp vopos t. wv. K.t.A. The life in Christ Jesus is the new 
life of and in men, Christ’s life in them, their life in Christ. This 

life has its instrument or vehicle, as it were, in the new spirit that is 

in men, new, because the result of their spirit being in union with 

and invigorated by Christ’s Spirit (v. 9). This new or renewed spirit 

has its own law regulating its true condition, just as the old spirit 

had (vii. 21): and this law is embodied in the life and character of 
Christ; its first utterance is justification by faith which at once 
liberates a man from the tyranny of sin and death and dictates a 

corresponding manner of life; cf. n. on vi. 16—23. It is very re- 
markable that 8. Paul should use this word véuos to express any 
condition of the new life: it at least shows how far he is from having 
worked out a complete technical vocabulary. ‘“ He is using v. here in 
the sense of Torah which is very much wider than ». as ordinarily 
interpreted.” J.H. A. Hart. In 7. rv. 7. §. there is a reference to 
Gen. ii. 7: this is a new creation; ef. 2 Cor. v. 17. 

éy Xp. *I. Closely with fwijs; the whole phrase describes the 

‘new man.’ 
yAcviépwoev. Sc. as soon as it came into action, Cf. vi. 4, 8, 11. 
Grd Tov vopov tT. d. K. tT. 0. Either (1) the law imposed by sin, 

ef. vii. 23, 25, or (2) the law which gave sin its opportunity, cf. 
' vii. 11. The first is more in accordance with usage in c. vii.; yet 

it obliges us to take véuos in a different sense from », 3. 
3. ydp explains the method of liberation. 
To adbtvarov. For abstract déuvacia: of. 7rd yrjovov, 2 Cor. viii. 8; 

7d Soxlusov, James i. 3; 1 Pet. i. 7(?)3 7d xpyorov, supra ii. 4; cf. 
Blass, p. 155=the incapacity, ineffectiveness, lack of power. The 

construction is endent; cf. Blass, p. 283. 
Tov vopov. Here clearly of the law of Gop as apprehended by man. 

év & yo0éver=the quality by which it was in a state of weakness, 
brought to that weakness (by sin) by means of the flesh; cf, vii. 14n. 

ajo0éver = constantly proved weak. 
6 Qeds. The whole action described is the action of Gop. 
wov é. vidv. ‘*The emphatic éavrof brings out the community of 

-nature between the Father and the Son, cf. v. 32, Col. i..13,” S. H. 

Add to ‘ nature’ mind and purpose. 

bad ar 
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méubas. In this connexion only here and in Ey. Joh. 
év op. o. dp. Cf, Phil. ii. 7; Heb. ii. 17. 6p. does not mark 

unreality but suggests a difference; cf. v.14, vi.5n. The difference 
here is indicated by the addition of du. The cdp§ which He assumed 
never admitted the tyranny of sin, though it included the capacity 
for temptation and sin. In these words S. Paul touches the very 
nerve of the Passion, and indicates the supreme act of the divine 

Love. See Moberly, Atonement and Personality, c. vi. 

o. dpaptias=human nature as it is under the dominion of sin. 
This phrase comes most near to describing flesh as in itself sinful; 
but that misunderstanding has already been fully guarded against. 

wept dpaptias. mepi=in the matter of, to deal with. tmrép=on 
behalf of. But the distinction between these prepositions is obscured 
in the Greek of this time. wtmép is never used with the sing. (sin 
as sin) but only with the plural (men’s sins): epi with both. It 
is probable that in epi duaprias there is a direct allusion to the 
sin-offering ; cf. Lev. iv. et passim; Heb. x. 6 al. (cf. Heb, x. 26); 
but the reference is also wider. 

katéxptve THY Gp. Condemned it, gave a verdict against it in its 
claim upon man: it was just this effective condemnation which law 
had been unable to compass. 

év tr] capKt. With caréxpwe=in His flesh; cf. vi. 1—10, esp. 6, 7, 
10. This parallel shows the reference to be primarily to the Cruci- 
fixion (cf. vii. 4); but the whole Incarnate Life showed the victorious 

power over sin which culminated in the Death and Resurrection, and 
constituted a verdict against sin’s claim to man’s nature. The whole 

was one act of redemption of the flesh, i.e. of human nature: it is 
that act in all its bearings which is in question here, in contrast with 
TO ddvvaTov ToD vomou. 

4. tva. The object of the sending and the condemnation of sin. 
, To Sikalopa, the righteous claim of the law. The law as Gon’s 
revealed will has a claim over man: the same act which repudiated 

the claim of sin provided for the fulfilment of the claim of the law. 

Law and sin are here conceived as litigants for the ownership of man. 

év Hpiv. Not i¢ judy: in us as renewed in Christ. 
rots py K.7.A. Not=if we walk, but in us in the character of men 

whose principle of conduct is regulated not by flesh but by spirit. A 
summary description of the true life of man, seen and meee possible 
in Christ. 

Kato odpka.,..Kard mrvedp.o. This antithesis at last becomes ex- 
plicit, and is developed in vv. 5—8, In vii. 25 the antithesis was 
vods and odpé; here, when it is more a question of the roots of action, 

it is mvedua and cdpé. 
on, 
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5. yap. Explains how walking after spirit leads to the fulfilment 
of the claim of law, by a series of contrasted clauses. 

oi yap kata odpxa dvres. Those who take flesh for their standard 
of reference and line of action. 

Td. THS TapKds dpovotow. ¢poveiy rd Twos=to adopt a man’s 
interests as your own, to side with him, be of his party: so here, 

not=have fleshly thoughts (capxixa gpovobvres), but side with the 

flesh, make its aims, characteristics and interests their own; ef. 

Mt. xvi. 23 || Mk viii. 33 only. It is just this giving flesh its 

wrong place in the mutual relation of the elements of man’s nature 
which makes it the instrument of sin. 

6. tO dpovypa. Almost=the policy, the leading idea, of the flesh 

when isolated and uncontrolled, i.e. of man as merely earthly. Only 
in this chapter. 

7. TO dp. TIS wTapKds ExOpa eis Ocdv. As before, it is the flesh 
as usurping and absorbing man’s whole interest which is in question, 
not the flesh in general. 

8. ot év capil dvres, those whose being is wholly involved in 
flesh, not=those who are living in this passing life. 

9. tpets 6&. Spirit, not flesh, is even now the atmosphere and 
inspiration of the Christian life. 

év mvevpatt. The human spirit (as shown by the contrast with 
odpé), which, in Christians, has become the channel or vehicle on and 
in which the divine Spirit works. ay. is that element in human 

nature by which man is capable of communion with Gop; and that 

communion reaches its culminating point when it is mediated by 

the life in and of Christ: then the Spirit of Gop not only speaks to 

or influences occasionally but dwells in the human spirit; and this is 

re-created, becomes new, as the spirit of the life in Christ Jesus; cf. 
Joh. iii. 34. Cf. S. H. 

avedpa Qed || rveiua Xpicrod || Xpucréds. Cf. Acts ii, 33; supra, 
i.4; v. 5; infra, 14. The Spirit is the Spirit of Gop because He is 

sent from Gop: He is the Spirit of Christ, because He comes as 

representative of Christ, and brings the living power, the life of the 

ascended Lord, into human lives: so as the result of His action Christ 
Himself dwells in man. See Moberly, op. cit. pp. 197 ff. 

elrep, if, as is admitted: an appeal to the acknowledged character 

of Baptism; cf. vi. 1ff. It is important to note that in all these 

sentences, no new teaching is being given, but appeal made to 

established truth. 
el 8 tus k.7.A. To be a Christian is to have Christ’s Spirit; not 

merely to have a spirit like Christ’s. Cf. 1 Cor. ii. 14—16, 

ovx. Cf. Moulton, p. 171; Blass, p. 254. 1) 

o af 2 
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10. el 8& Xpiords év dpiy. The converse of év Xpicrw; the conse- 

quence of having Christ’s Spirit. 
Sid dpaptiav=for the sake of, for the purposes of sin. Cf. 

Mk ii. 27; 1 Cor. xi. 9; Blass, p. 132. 
7O...mveupa fon. The spirit is not merely alive, but a principle 

of life in the man; under its power the body too is alive. 

Sid Suxacocivyy. For the purposes of righteousness; cf. 4. 
11. e 8 «.7.A. Develops the thought implied in 10 that the 

body, too, even now is quickened by the new life; it has become 

& dmdov dSixacocvyys, Vi. 13. 
TO wv. tT. éy. The resurrection of Jesus is a measure and warrant 

both of the will and of the power of the Spirit of Gop, to bring life 
into what is dead. Cf. iv. 24 and v. 6, 10, 11. 

{woroujoe. Cf. vi. 8. The reference is not to the final resurrec- — 
tion, but to the present spiritual quickening of the whole man, the 

foretaste of that. The future is used, because a condition has to be 

fulfilled by man, mwioris; cf. vi. 11 (with 8). 

vd. Ovyntd oapara. Your bodies, dead though they be; cf. vii. 24 
and vii. 4. 

The whole context seems to be decisive in favour of this line of 
interpretation. The section (viii. 1—11) balances the preceding 
section (vii. 7—-25). There the inability of the law by itself to 
produce the higher spiritual life was shown; and the argument dealt 

primarily and mainly with human life as it is now. Here the whole 

object is to show that the Gospel provides just such a power as law 
lacks, a power, that is, to revive and renew the human spirit so as to 

enable it to mould and master the whole life. The life and death 
spoken of are the spiritual life and death already described; the 

raising is the present liberation of the spirit which affects the body 
also, making it too serve its true ends and live its true life. The 
raising of Jesus is a proof both of the will and character and power 
of that Spirit, which operated then and operates now through the 

risen Life communicated now to man; cf. vi. 2—11. The future 

resurrection is not referred to; but it is of course implied as a conse- 
quence of the whole relation thus described between Gop and man. 

Cf. closely 2 Cor. iv. 10, 11, iii. 18, v. 14—16. The thought of the 

future resurrection life becomes explicit in v.17. As.v. 1—11 argued 
that if Gop so loved us as to give His Son to die for us, He must love 
us enough to complete His saving work in us through His Son; so 

viii. 1—11 argues that if Gop had power and will to raise Jesus from 
the dead, He must have power and will to raise us in and through 

His Son from the death of sin. 

ROMANS _ H 
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12—39. The interpretation of the character and obligations of 
human life, under the power of the indwelling Spirit, in relation to 

creation and to Gop. 

(12) If then all this is true, that our spirit in its warfare with the 

flesh is reinforced by Gon’s Spirit, our life intimately dependent upon 

Christ living in us through that Spirit, then the duty of the Christian 

is clear ;- itis a duty not to the flesh but to the spirit, not to live as 

the flesh dictates, but to live as the spirit dictates, bringing through 

a fieshly death to a spiritual life all the doings and farings of the 

body ; (14) only so, as always answering to the leading of the Spirit, 

do we act up to our character as sons of Gop—a character which has 

replaced that of slaves, which enjoins a free appeal to the Father’s 

love and answers to the inner testimony of His Spirit acting upon 

ours—(17) only so, do we claim as children our share of the life of 

Gop in Christ, a share of present suffering as the means to a share in 

the future glory. (18) For we cannot disregard this character of 
fleshly death, of present sufferings: nor should we try to do so: they 

are the stamp placed upon creation to mark its vanity, its transitory 

character, its merely preliminary and preparatory quality : corruption 

in nature and in man is the evidence of a redemption now working 

through the breaking up of present conditions and one day to be 

manifested in the establishment of a glorious freedom: (23) our 

adoption to sonship is inchoate but incomplete, and a strain and 

trial now of mortal nature: hope is its inspiration: patience and 

endurance its condition: the joy and glory it points to are incom- 

parably greater than the trials and troubles of the present. 

(26) Corresponding to this present condition of our nature is the 
activity of the Spirit helping our infirmity, by supplementing our 
ignorant and feeble prayers with His indescribable intercessions known 
in their fullest meaning only to Gop, (28) to us known only as the 
incontestable labours of Gop Himself in carrying out His purpose for 

the creatures of His love, through the whole wonderful progress from 

the first idea He formed of them as to be sharers in the character of 

His Son, through His determination, call, justification, to that final 

consummation, in which He brings them to the full concrete realisa- 

tion of His glory. 

(31) And as our ultimate comfort and joy we reflect that all this 

unspeakable procedure rests upon the firm foundation of Gon’s love 
—instanced by His not sparing His own Son: that act shows that 

He can grudge nothing to us in the fulfilment of His purpose—no 

voice can be raised against us, no judgment delivered, when His 

voice and judgment have been declared in Christ, dead or rather 

— oe 
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risen from death, throned at Gon’s right hand, interceding for us, 
(35) Christ in His love has passed through all the possibilities of 
human experience in bodily and spiritual pain: they cannot separate 
us from Him. He has faced and subjugated all the most tremendous 
facts and forces and conditions. and influences under which man is 

placed : they cannot separate us from Him. And to say that is to 

say, that nothing can separate us from the love of Gop which is in 
Christ Jesus our Lord. 

Note the refrain y. 11, 21, vi. 23, vii. 25, viii. 11 (al.), 39. This 

section sums up the bearing of the whole preceding argument. upon 
the character and relations of human life: and ends in the sublime 
assertion of the Love of Gop as the spring and root of all Gop’s deal- 

ings with man, as revealed in the Gospel. Then out of the very heart 
of this overwhelming joy springs the tremendous problem of Israel's 
rejection of the Love of Gop (cc, ix.—xi.). 

12. dpa ody covers the whole argument from vy. 12 and proceeds to 

conclusions as to Christian conduct; but this purpose is interrupted 

by the thought of the Spirit and the wide bearings of the relation of 

sonship to Gop. The subject of Christian conduct is resumed in 
_¢. xii. Here the main character of the Christian life is expounded. 

éerhérar. Still debtors, but under a new allegiance. Cf. Gal. 
v. 3; Mt. xviii. 21; Le. vii. 41. 

13. péAdXere dtroOvycKkev. The periphrastic future of the durative 

present—you will continue in or be ina state of death; dro0aveicbe = 
you will die, of the single event; cf. Moulton, p. 114; Burton, § 72. 

Consequently the reference is the same as in vii. 10, 11. 

Oavaratre. Sc. did dpwapriay, v. 10; the durative present. Cf. 

véxpwots, 2 Cor. iv. 10; vexpoty, Col. ili. 5, ct. aor. vii. 4. tds mpdées 
Tov auparos, in a bad sense, because of the || xara odpxa, and in 
antithesis to mvedua: the body’s practices independent of spirit are 
bad. 

14. Sco. yap. You must do this, for only if so led by Gon’s 
Spirit, are you true sons. 

15,16. Parenthetic, enforcing the description of Christians as sons. 
15. éAdPere. Again an appeal to baptism. 
madd. Though still dof\0 in a true sense (cf. vi, 18, 19, 22) the 

spirit in which they serve is not a spirit of slavery but of sonship. 

ay. vioberias. Cf. 7rd rvetua Tod viod av’., Gal. iv. 6. It is a spirit 

of sonship because it is the effect of the Spirit of His Son; cf. 9. 
vioberlas=the status of sons by adoption, sonship by adoption ; 

cf, 23, ix. 4; Gal. iv.5; Eph.i. 5 only. It is the right of son and 

H 2 
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heir, given out of the natural order, as in the case of Jacob. Cf. 
Deissmann, Bibelstudien u. pp. 66, 67; the stress here is of course 
on the sonship, not on the way it came; cf. Heb. xii. 7. 

év@«.t.A. Corresponds to els ¢éBov of the preceding clause—not 
slaves to a master but sons to a Father: the reference seems to be 
direct to the ‘ Lord’s Prayer,’ as the norm of Christian prayer, the 
new basis of appeal to Gop. 
“ABBd 6 warp. Cf. Mk xiv. 36; Gal. iv. 6. The repetition is 

not merely for interpretation, but for emphasis; cf. 8. H., Lft ad 
Gal. l.c., Chase, Texts and Studies, 1. 3, p. 24. 

6 watijp. Nom. for voc. (not merely a Hebraism; cf. Moulton, 
pp. 70, 235). 

16. avrd ro mvetpa K.t.A, The absence of a conjunction suggests 
that this is, in some sort, an explanation of the preceding phrases 

(rather than an analysis of the consciousness, as 8. H.). If this be 
so, then the idea is that the Spirit, which makes man’s spirit a spirit 

of sonship, by inspiring this cry of man’s spirit joins in testifying to 
the true relation to Gop. 

rékva Qeod. Cf. Phil. ii. 15; otherwise only in Joh.; cf. esp, 
1 Joh. iii. 2, On the other hand Joh. never uses viol @e08 of men (ef. 
Mt. v. 9, 45; Lk. vi. 35, xx. 36; Apoc. xxi. 7; Heb. ii. 10, xii. 5f.; . 

here 14, 19, ix. 26 (qu.) ; Gal. iii. 26, iv.6, 7 only). vids rather describes 

the dignity and privilege of the son, réxvov the sharing in the life of 

the father; cf. Westcott, Epp. Joh., pp. 120, 121. So here réxva 

is substituted, as the ground of «dypovoula, because the main thought 

here is of the life possessed by Christians, not of the privilege, 

17. Continues the thought of 15 and so the explanation of {jcecde : 
if children we share the life. 

KAnpovépot. The son has a part in the possessions of the father; 
ef, Gal. iv. 1f. 

KAnpovdpor Oeov. Only here (n. Gal. iv. 7 did Oe00): the idea of 
hereditary succession is not applicable: the O.T. usage of xAnpovoula 

for ‘sanctioned and settled possession’ (cf. Hort, 1 Peter, p, 35) 
suggests that the meaning here is ‘ possessors,’ possessors of Gop 
=possessors of the divine life (cf. 2 Pet. i. 4); and this agrees with 
the use of réxva. Then 

ocuvkr. 8& Xpirrod marks the condition of our possession; we are 
so possessors only as sharing with Christ, by His life in us. 

elmep x.t.A. §. H. suggest that there is a reference to a scores: 

Christian saying; cf. 2 Tim. ii. 11. See above, vi. 9. 

cuvTrdcxopev...cuvSofacbapev. These are the two essential charac- 
ters of the divine life as revealed in Christ and, by union with Him, 
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in man; suffering under the present conditions, ‘glory,’ or un- 
hampered revealing of the life, when present conditions are done 
away in the future state. This truth is most fully worked out in 

2 Cor. iii. 7—10, 18, iv. 7—v. 10. In that Ep. the sufferings them- 

selves are declared to be the natural expression now of the life of 

Christ in us, as they were in the case of Jesus, and in them the ‘ glory’ 
is even now present and seen; so that the present life of suffering 
presents a gradual growth in ‘glory’ (ib. iii. 18). The full and free 

manifestation is reserved for the future state, but it is the object of 

the present state, and already discernible in it; cf. also 1 Pet. iv. 13. 

The ovy. in each case marks the result of sharing the life of Christ. © 

gvvdoé. the aorist, and the next verse, show that the reference is to 
the future revelation. N,. that the fundamental idea of 5éga is mani- 

festation in act or character, esp. of Gop manifested in Christ and 

in the lives and character of Christians; cf. Phil. iii. 21; 2 Cor. 

Vili, 23. 
18—26. In the preceding verses the thoughts worked out in 

2 Cor. l.c. have been summarised. In these verses the Apostle in- 
cludes a wider range of thought, characteristic of Eph. and Col. 

Man’s present state is shown to have its analogy in the whole 

material creation, which is all undergoing a vital change, from the 

transitory and perishable to the eternal and spiritual. The connexion 
between man and creation lies in his physical nature; the full redemp- 

tion of this nature, when it is brought under the complete control of 
the spirit by the life of Gop communicated through Christ, will also be 
the liberation of all the physical creation from the limitations under 
which it now lies. The whole conception is difficult but sublime in 

the extreme. It is based upon the idea that the living Gop must 

in the end bring His whole creation to be, in its parts and degrees, a 

perfect manifestation of His own character and life. Cf. Eph. iii. 9, 

10; Col. i. 16 ff. 
18. Aoyl{opar yop. The reference to dééa in v. 17 leads to the 

consideration of all that is involved in that final and full mani- 

festation of Gop. 
ovx Géia K.7.A. Cf. 2 Cor.iv.17f. dgwa...mpds, no exact parallel 

to this use:=are of no weight in comparison with: =ovdevds dita; cf. 

Plato, Gorg. p. 471z, qu. 8. H. For the use of rpos=compared with, 

judged by the standard of, cf. Gal. ii. 14; 2 Cor. v. 10; Eph. iii. 4; 

Kuhring, De praep. Gr. p. 22. 
péddovoray darokakvpOnvar. A periphrasis for fut. part. but em- 

phasising the certainty of the event. dzox. aor. refers to the final 
revelation; cf. Gal, iii. 23, 1 Pet. v. 1. 
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els ypas. Of. eri, i. 18; év Gal. i. 16: eds implies the shedding of 
the glory upon us from an external source: for the thought cf. 2 Cor. 

v. 2. 

19. ‘ydp introduces the expression of the wide range of the future 
revelation, 

dmoxapadoxla. Phil. i. 20 only, Lft. The subst. seems not to be 
found elsewhere = concentrated expectation (cf. daoB)érew). 

THs Ktloews. Of the physical creation, cf. Giff. The renovation 

of nature was part of the Jewish Messianic hope. It is essentially 

the hope of the restoration of the state of nature before the Fall, when 

the earth was cursed for man’s transgression. Cf. 8. H. p. 210, ref. 

Isa. lxv. 17—25, Enoch xlv. 4, Schiirer E.T. mt. 2, p. 172 f. The 

remarkable, and perhaps unique, feature here is the suggestion of 

an almost conscious participation of nature in the ‘larger hope’; 

and the interpretation in this sense. of its movements and strife and 

waste. If we are right in understanding the passage so, it is an 

anticipation of a very modern kind of sympathy. Cf. Edersheim, ii. 

p. 441; Stanton, J. and Chr. Mess., 310f., 350 f. 

THY arokdAupiy +. v. 7. 0. Cf. Lk, ii, 32, 35; 2 Thes. ii. 3f. only, 

of persons other than divine. It is the climax of the davépwois 

described in 2 Cor. iv. 11, iii. 18, when the veil shall be removed, 

all the disturbing influences of earthly conditions and judgments, 

and the true sons of Gop stand out in their true light. That mani- 
festation will bring the ‘new heavens and the new earth,’ to which 
all the strife and movements of nature tend. 

20. TH yap paraérnti.=the purposelessness, futility which the 
world of nature exhibits, until the conception of nature is itself. 

brought under the larger conception of Gop’s eternal providence. 

drerayn. Prob. ref. Gen. iii, 17, 18. | 
Sid Tov Urotatavra=for the purposes ‘of Him who so subjected it; 

ef. on v. 10, Heb. ii. 10. §. Paul here connects the actual condition 

of nature with the Fall, as he does the actual condition of human 

nature in c. v., no doubt in dependence on Gen. iii. 17. 

ép’ Alb. with irerdyn. The subjection to vanity is a common- 
place: the novelty here lies in the vision of hope. 

21. Gr kal airy 7 KT. Not man only but the natural creation 
with him will be set free. , 

ays 8. THs G0.=77s waradrnros. N. the echo, but in a different 

sense, in 2 Pet. ii. 19. Sopa, in St Paul chiefly or always physical, 
in 2 Pet. generally moral, occurs only in Ro., 1 Co., Gal., Col. and 

2 Peter. 

éXevSepfa. Cf. Gal. iv. 23 f. 
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ays Sdtys tr. tr. 7. 0. dé almost=daroxdduys, but describes the 
character revealed rather than the process of revealing :=the true 

character manifested fully, )( p@opd 1 Cor. xv. 42. 

rékvov, ‘children,’ as one in character with Gop in Christ, of. 
above 17. 

22. olSapev. The appeal to common experience. 
cuver. Kal cvvwd. ovy. not with man, but throughout all its parts, 

members and organisms. The cpds only here; for ddiv. cf Mt. xxiv. 

8; the thought is of the pangs of birth=é¢’ é\mid k.7.X. 

23. Kalatrol. We Christians, though we have the earnest of the 
Spirit and of freedom, ourselves still find our body in bondage, not 

yet fully emancipated. 

THY arapxyyv tT. wv. dm. only here in this connexion; ef. dppaBwr, 
Eph. i. 14; 2 Cor. v. 5: and ef. 2 Cor. vy. 1—5 for a fuller expression 
of this thought. 

viobcofay. Cf. 15; Eph. i, 5. vids marking privilege rather 

than nature, viodecia=putting into that position of privilege; to 

privilege character must be brought to correspond ; consequently the 
word suggests @ process, and may be used either of the beginning of 

the process (v. 15) or of the end as here, or of the whole (Eph. lL. ¢.) ; 
cf. Westcott on Eph. 1. ¢. 

Tiv arokttpwctv. Cf. on ili.24, This word too indicates a process, 
not a finished act; cf. Eph. i. 7; Col. i. 14. Here and Eph. i. 14, iv. 
30 it is used to name the object for which the Spirit is given. So 
1 Cor. i. 80 Christ is our dyiacuds Kal drodUTpwors. The simple verb 
is used of the beginning of the process, 1 Pet. i. 183; cf. Heb. ix. 12. 

The fundamental texts are Mt. *xx. 28; || Mk. x. 45. N. Eph.i. 10 

connects man’s redemption and the destiny of creation, as here. 

Tov cwpatos 7. The body: because (1) the body had become the 
seat of sin and death (vii. 24, viii. 11): (2) it is through the body 
that man is connected with the physical creation. The redemption of 

the physical organism of man’s life has a far-reaching effect upon all 

related physical creation ; cf. 1 Cor. xv. 51—54; Phil. iii. 21. 
24. ydp. These clauses explain the crevatouer...dmexdexdpuevor. 
TH yap éAmld. “Hope gives a definite shape to the absolute 

confidence of faith. Faith reposes completely on the love of Gop. 

Hope vividly anticipates that Gop will fulfil His promise in a parti- 
cular way” Westcott, Heb. x. 23; cf. Hort, 1 Pet. p. 86; cf. Gal. v. 5; 
Eph. i. 18, iv. 4; Col. i. 27; 1 Th. v. 8. For the connexion with 
éowOnuev, 1 Pet. i. 3 (with Hort’s note (p. 34), “ The new order of 

things is pie perma 2 as in @ manner all one great, all-pervading 

hope ”). 
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The article=this hope, namely of the redemption of the body ; cf. 

vii, 25. The dative can hardly mean ‘by this hope’ but ‘in this 

hope’; cf. 8. H. Salvation, as dzro\vrpwors and viobecta, is a process, 

and it begins with faith, on man’s part, and is carried on in an 

atmosphere or condition of hope, the hope of complete redemption. 

éXmls 8%. Hope implies a fulfilment still future, and that demands ~ 

the expectancy of a steady endurance. 

25. 8 tropovns=in a condition of endurance. 4. is steady resis- 
tance to adverse influences; and this is the peculiar Christian temper 
under present conditions ; cf. Heb. xii. 1; 1 Thes. i.3 ; 2 Thes. iii. 5; 
Rev. xiv. 12; for Sid cf. ii. 27, xiv. 20. 

26—end.- This section enforces the above description of the 

Christian life, by the evidence of experience that Gop Himself helps 

man in this endurance of hope, the Holy Spirit v. 26, the Father 

v. 28, the Son v. 34. 

26. doavtws St kalK.t.A. As hope is the link of fellowship be- 
tween man and creation, so the attitude of hope wins the help of the 

Holy Spirit, it is the link of fellowship in action between Gop and 

man. 
To wvevpa, Picks up and expands the hint of v. 16, N. that the 

Spirit here is definitely represented as in a reciprocal relation to the 

Father which we can only describe as personal. | 
cuvayTiAapBdaverar, Cf. Lk. x. 40; =puts His hand to the work in 

cooperation with us, The work as shown by v. 16 and the follow- 

ing sentences is prayer as the first expression of the character of 

sonship. 

Ty GoGevela 7.=with us in our weakness. Weakness associated 
with hope necessarily falls to prayer. In that action the Spirit helps. 

éo9. =all in ourselves that makes it hard to endure, 
yap. Introduces explanation of our weakness. 
7d rl mpooevé. Cf. Blass, p. 158. The groaning (of v. 23) finds 

no adequate or formulated expression: we know we are in want but 

how to express our need in particular we know not; it utters itself in 

a cry of appeal (v. 16): and in that cry we are conscious that the 

Spirit joins in terms inexpressible by us, but intelligible to Him 
whose Spirit He is. The Father understands the Spirit framing the 
utterance of the children. 

dmepevt. only here; ci, v. 35. orevaypois, cf. Acts vii. 34, &dadr- 
Tous, only here; ef. 2 Cor. xii. 4. 

27. 6 St épavvav tds Kapdlas. Cf. Rey. ii. 23; Ps. vii. 10; Jer. 
xvii. 10; 1 Cor. ii. 10. The point seems to be that Gop’s knowledge 
of the hearts of men and their needs enables Him to understand the 

cae eh ee ee Tee ee 
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particular line (rd dpévnua) of the Spirit’s intercession which is uttered 
with and through man’s spirit; cf. Acts xv. 8, i. 24; Lk. xvi. 15; 

Gal, iv. 6. 

on, ‘that.’ Kard Oeov=after the standard and measure of the 
character of Gop, not with the imperfection of human utterance. 
tmp dy(wy=on behalf of men who belong to Gop, (so || xara 

Geév), and therefore in pursuance of His will for them. 
28, The thought passes from man’s striving in prayer with the 

help of the Spirit, to Gop’s constant activity for man, to promote 

that good, which is the object, even when unexpressed or inexpressible, 

of the children’s prayer. 
otSapev, of an acknowledged fact of experience or conviction. 
rots ayataou tr. 0, The true temper of childhood, answering to 

and counting on the dyamy of the Father; cf. 35, 39. The funda- 

mental attitude on both sides now comes to the front. The dat, =for: 
see next note. 

Twavra ouvepyet. cuv. is intr. (Mk xvi. [20]; 1 Cor. xvi, 16; 2 Cor. 
vi. 1; Ja. ii. 22)=helps, so Herm. Sim. v. 6.6; mwdvra is the ‘inner 
accusative’=helps in all ways, gives all needed help; cf. Blass, p. 90; 
cf. Polyb, x1. 9. 1, rod\\d ouvepyety tiv dpuoyhvy Trav btw els THY 

xpelav. S. H. qu. Test. xii. Patr. Issach. 3; Gad 4 where ow.= 

‘help’ simply. Chrys. and Theodorus seem to make it tr., taking Gop 

for subject and referring rdvra to apparently adverse circumstances. 
Origen takes mdvra for subj. but makes it refer to Gop’s action 
described in vv. 29 f,, Philocal. (Robinson) p. 229. 

[6 Qeos.] Whether we read this or not, we should supply it as subj. 
to gvv. The whole point of vv. 28—30 is that Gop gives active help, 

etc. To make wdavra subj. introduces a quite alien thought, unless 

with Origen it is strictly referred to vv. 29 f. 

els dyaQdv, tr. for their good. 
tots Kato mpd0ecww KAnTois otow. mpddecis=purpose, of man 

(Acts xi. 23, xxvii. 13; 2 Tim. iii. 10), of Gop (ix. 11; Eph. i. 11, 
ili. 11; 2 Tim. i. 9), describes the whole purpose of Gop for man, 
which results in the call. It is shown in its elements or stages in 

vv. 29, 30. The call falls into the lines of the purpose and is con- 
ditioned by it alone. Cf. vb of man i. 13, of Gop Eph. i. 10 (al. 

supra iii. 25). . 
29. &t because, explains rdvra cuvepye?, the whole long process of 

Gop’s good will to man, a will which is act. 
ods. The consideration is confined, here, to Christians=rois dy. 

r. 9.a8 His children. The aorists throughout refer to the definite 
acts of Gop which have come within their experience. ; 
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mpoéyvw. eyvev in the Bible, when used with a personal object, 

implies not mere knowledge, but recognition of the object as in 

personal relation to the subject; the first act, if we may say so, of 

Gop’s mind towards man, which then develops in acts of will. Jerem. 

i. 5; of. Isa. xlix. 1, 3,5; Ex. xxxiii. 12,17. So here, xi. 2; 1 Pet. 

i. 2, 20 (see Hort) =recognition, previous designation to a position or 
function. Here=the recognition of them as children, a recognition 

formed in the eternal counsels of Gon; ef. Mt. vii. 23; 1 Cor. viii. 3; 
Gal. iv. 9; 1 Cor. xiii. 12. 

tmpowpirev. Cf. 1 Cor. ii. 7; Eph. i. 5,11; in all these passages 

refers to that character which Gop meant men to have by being 
brought into union with Him through Christ. So here, of Gon’s 

provision of a certain relation or character which should be, therefore, 
men’s true character, and should be gained by conformity to the 

character of Christ. The thought is not of determining something 

which in consequence could not be otherwise, but of drawing the lines 

of a true destiny, which still required further conditions for fulfil- 

ment; cf. Phil. ii. 12, 13, and note on i. 4. 

cuppdoppovs k.T.A, =to share in the character which is exhibited in 
His Son, as Incarnate. ovpp., cf. 2 Cor. iii. 18, Phil. iii. 10, where 
the character is described as in process of development; and so 

perhaps Gal. iv. 19. In Phil, iii, 21 the reference is to the consum- 

mation of the process. eixdyv, cf. 1 Cor. xv. 49, 2 Cor. l.c., ct. supra 

i, 23. The reference is to the true human character seen in Jesus, the 

Incarnate Son: man is meant to make that character his own under 

his present conditions by gradual growth, for complete achievement 

in the end. ‘ov viov because it follows upon the relation of children. 

Consequently the likeness is also a likeness of Gop; cf. Col. iii, 10; 

Wisd. ii. 23, and there is an underlying reference to Gen. i. 26. 

eis to elvata. That He, as firstborn, might have many brethren. 

Gop’s purpose is to people His household with children, brothers of 
the Son. 

_ apwrdotoxov. Cf. Lk. ii. 7; Col. i. 15, 18; Heb. i. 63; Rev. i. 5; for 
a kindred idea cf. Heb. ii. 10. On the word cf. Lft on Col. Lc. 

The question whether zp. is used in reference to the eternal nature of 

the Son, or to His resurrection, does not arise here ; as the stress is 

on év 7. d6., not on rp. The word, however, i is an iz portasis link with 

Col. 

30. éxddAerev. Of the stage in which Gop’s purpose is first made 
known to the individual, in the call to be a Christian heard and, 
in this case, obeyed. A favourite idea in §. Paul and §. Peter; 
of,1. 1, 7. - 
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étxkalwoev. Justified sc. in answer to faith, as they are oi dya- 
wivres T. 0. 

éSdfacev. This is generally taken to refer to the final glory of the 

future state, cf. 19. But the aorist isa difficulty, and is not satis- 

factorily explained. 2 Cor. iii. 18, iv. 11 show that even under present 

conditions there is conferred upon Christians a ‘ glory’ or manifesta- 

tion in them of Gop, which is plain to those who have eyes to see. 

It is the ‘glory’ of the regenerate life in Christ, the manifest working 
in them of the Spirit, the earnest and promise of that future state. 

This passage is full of the ideas of 2 Cor. iii. 4—iv. 12, and we 

may therefore without hesitation interpret édédéacev by the help of 
that passage; cf. Joh. xii. 28, xvii. 1: and n. 1 Pet. ii. 12 (for the 

effect upon others) and esp. above ili. 23 n. ; so=cuppdppovs x.T.X. 

29. 
31—39. The confidence inspired by this evidence of the love of 

Christ and Gop. The love which is the ground of the whole relation 

of Gop to man is shown in its intensity (81), and its power as 

revealed in Christ (34, 35a): then the consequences are drawn 

(35 b—-39). | | 
31. ei 6 Oeds k.7.X., as is shown by the above enumeration. 
32. os ye «.t.AX. N. the piling up of emphasis—idtov—ravrwr— 

ra révra. For idtov cf. 3 tov éavrod vidy. 
33. Kata éxAextrov 0. Against men whom Gop has chosen: the 

bare words give tremendous emphasis. 

Geos 6 Sikat@v. In the face of Gonp’s acquittal, the condemnation 
of the world is as nothing; cf. 1 Cor. iv. 9 f.; 2 Cor. ii. 16; cf. 

Isa. 1. 8, 9. | 
84,- Xp.°I. The whole process of the Son’s action in redemption, 

from the Incarnation to the Ascended Life, is given in the succession 

of forcible phrases: in them His love is shown. 
35. OdAtus k.7.A. External circumstances, however desperate in 

seeming, cannot separate. 

36. évexev covK.T.A, Ps. xliv. 22. 
37. Sia rov dy. 4. v. 35, n. aorist. 
88. @avaros «.t.A. None of the spiritual powers or influences 

which beset men’s lives can separate; cf. Ps. cii. (ciii.) 11 f., cxxxviii. 

(cxxxix.) 7f. Behind all the powers, conditions, influences, is Gop in 
His name of love. 

39. THs ayannys tT. 0.7. é Xp. “I. 7. «. oj. The full phrase sums 
up the whole argument from i, 16, 
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BE. ix. 1—xi. 36. THe REJECTION oF THE GOSPEL BY ISRAEL. 

The theme of i. 16,17 has been worked out; it has been shown 

that the Gospel is a power of Gop unto salvation for them that 

believe, a power needed by Gentile and Jew alike, guaranteed on con- 

dition of faith and in response to faith by the love of Gop, and 

adequate to man’s needs as shown in history and in individual 

experience; and a brief description has been given of the actual state 

of the Christian in Christ and of the certainty and splendour of his 

hope, resting upon the love of Gop. Naturally at this point the 

question of the Jews arises: they were the typical instance of a people 

brought into close and peculiar relation to Gop, and they therefore 

afford a crucial case Of Gop’s dealings with such. How then did it 

come to pass that they rejected the Gospel? What is their present 
state? their future destiny? and how does this affect Christians? 

The answer is found in the conditions under which Gop selects men 

for the execution of His purposes. It is important to bear in mind 

that the selection throughout is regarded as having reference not to 

the final salvation of persons but to the execution of the purpose of 

Gop. Underlying the whole section is the special object of 8. Paul 
to justify himself in preaching the Gospel to the Gentiles. 



CHAPTER IX, 

IX. Israel’s rejection of the Gospel (a great grief and incessant - 

pain to 8. Paul and (4) a great problem in the economy of redemp- 

tion), (6) is not due to a failure of Gop’s word, for the condition of 
acceptance was not a carnal descent but a spiritual, and depended 

upon Gopn’s selection of men for special purposes. (14) This selection 

was righteous, because it was directed to the execution of His purpose 

of mercy and was the effect of mercy, by revealing to men His power 

-and character, and (19) acted in accordance with qualities exhibited 
by men, in their response, as creatures, to the purpose of their 

creation, shown in the case of Israel, (24) as diagnosed by the 

prophets, (30) partly succeeding and partly failing to grasp the true 

nature of righteousness and the means of its attainment. 

1. GAnOaav, k.7r.A. Cf. 1 Tim. ii. 7; 2 Cor. xi. 31, vii. 14, xii. 6; 
Gal. i. 20: in all cases a strong assertion of his personal truth- 

fulness, in a statement which would be challenged. Here his deep 
personal interest in Israel is asserted; his championship of the 
Gentiles had no doubt been interpreted as hostility to Jews. 

év Xpirro =as a Christian; cf. 2 Cor. ii. 17, xii. 19; Phm. 8. In 
this anarthrous and simple form the phrase is confined to 8S. Paul 
(all except 2 Thes. and Pastorals) and 1 Pet.; and seems simply to 
mark the Christian position. 

cuvpaptupovens. ii. 15, viii. 16 only. In ii. 15 and here the ovv 
is perhaps simply perfective; cf. Moulton, p. 113. Otherwise the 

conscious reflection is cited as a confirming witness to the uttered 

statement. 

THS Tuvedyoeds pov. Cf. 2 Cor. i.12, v.11.  =all that I know 
of myself; cf. ii. 15 n. 

év wvetpare dylm. Cf. 1 Cor. ii, 11, 12, xii. 8. Not merely ‘in 
my spirit as consecrated,’ but ‘in the light of or under the control 

of the Holy Spirit.’ || & Xpiorg. 1 Cor. xii. 3 is decisive for this 

meaning. 

2. GSiddeumros. 2 Tim.i.3 only. Adv. Rom. i. 9 and 1 Thes. (3) 
only. 
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3. nixdpnv. Cf. Acts xxv. 22; Gal. iv. 20; Phm.13. Here of an 

impracticable wish, ‘I could have prayed if it had been possible’; 
Blass, p. 207. Contrast Acts xxvi. 29. 

avaifewa, lit. a thing set up in a temple and so destroyed as far as 

use by man goes (LXX. Lev. xxvii. 28); then devoted to destruction 

(Deut. xiii. 15), cursed (LXX. Josh. vii. al.); cf. Nageli, p. 49. 

Followed by amé only here ; cf. vii. 2, karjpynrac dd; cf. 1 Cor. xii. 
3, xvi. 22; Gal, i. 8, 9. 

avros éyd. vii. 25, xv. 14; 2 Cor. x. 1, xii. 13. ?=instead of 
them. 

awd tod xptorod = so as to lose all that the Messiah means to 
a Jew and to a Christian. For 6 xp. cf. vii. 4, viii. 85, ix. 5, The 

reference when the article is present (except. perhaps where it is due 

to an article with a governing word) seems always to be to the office 

of Messiah as exhibited and interpreted in Jesus, 

imép—kara odpka, to distinguish them from the spiritual family 
of Christ: the Church is now the true Israel. 7. o. uw. x. o. explains 

T. Ge fle 

4. olrives. This form of the relative marks the characteristic 

which is the occasion of his feeling; cf. Moulton, p. 91f.; Blass, 172; 

Hort, 1 Pet. ii. 1 f. ‘Never absolutely convertible with és,’ M., 

‘seeing that they are.’ 

eloiv, they still are in spite of what has happened, 
*"IopanActrat, the name which marks the religious privilege of the 

nation; cf. Joh. i. 48; below xi. 1; 2 Cor. xi. 22: and for "Icpayr 

cf. below 6; 1 Cor. x. 18; Gal. vi. 16; Eph. ii. 12; closely connected 

with the expectation of the Messiah and His kingdom, Acts i. 6. 

The following enumeration gives the details which are all involved 

in this name, and emphasises the paradox of the rejection of the 

Gospel by a people so prepared. 

y vioCerfa. Not LXX. or class. but common in inscriptions ; 

cf. Deissmann, B. S. mu. p. 66. In N.T. Rom., Gal. (1), Eph. (1) 

only. This is the only place in which it refers to the sonship of 
Israel. Was it current among the Jews? cf. Exod. iv. 22; Hart, 

Ecclus. p. 302 f. 

ym Sdga. Cf. Lk. ii. 32; 2 Cor. iii. 7f. The reference is to the 
Shechinah, the visible sign of the ehageesite of Gop among His 

people. 
ai SiaqKar. The plural marks the successive repetitions and 

ratifications of the covenant from Abraham to Moses; ef. Acts iii. 25 ; 
Lk. i. 72; for the plural Eph. ii. 12. 

t vopober(a, the legislation—the positive revelation of Gop’s will 

= |), a | aay 
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which distinguished Israel from all other nations. Only here in N.T. 
and LXX. canon: 2 Mace. vi. 23; 4 Macc. v. 35. 

i) Aarpeta, the ordered services of the Temple ; cf. Heb. ix. 1, 6. 
at érayyeAlar, primarily of the promises made to Abraham ; ef. 

Gal. iii. 16, Heb. vii. 6, but including the whole prophetic revelation 

as touching the Messiah, ef. 2 Cor. i. 20; Acts xiii, 832: Hart, 
Ecclus. p. 306. 

5. ot warépes. Cf. xi. 28, xv. 8; 1 Cor. x. 1; Heb. i. 1, viii. 9 

(qu.); Lk. xi. 47; Joh. vi. 49; Acts xiii. 32. On the Jewish insist- 

ence on the merits of the fathers ef. 8. H., p. 3830. The term includes 

the whole ancestry of Israel, not merely the Patriarchs. 

é av, with 7d xara odpxa. 6 xp. the Messiah. 1d Kk. o.3 as 
regards merely human origin, cf, i. 3; cf. 1 Clem. xxxii. 2 (F. C. 
Burkitt, J. T. S., v. p. 455). On the constr. cf. Blass, p. 94, eft 

Heb. ii. 17; below xii. 18, xv. 17: ‘‘ the accus. of reference has already 

become an adverbial accus,”’ . 
6 ov érl wavrev, K.t.A. I adopt the stopping of W. H. mg. 

(cdpxa’ 6 dy x.t.d.). This clause is an ascription of blessing to Gop, 
in His character as supreme ruler of all things, the author and 

- director of all the dispensations of His Providence, tr. ‘He who is over 

all, even Gop, is blessed for ever, Amen.’ See Add. Note, p. 219. 

6—13. The present condition of Israel has not been explicitly 

stated in vv. 1—5, but implied in 8. Paul’s wish that he might have 
been dvd@eua dwd Tod xpiorod for them, They are dvd@eua dro Tod 

xpicrod in spite of all their privileges: yet not all; and the fact that 

some have accepted the Gospel shows that the Word of Gon, the basis 

of their call and privilege, has not utterly failed; indeed that Word 

itself drew distinctions even within the seed of Abraham, between 

the descent of nature and the descent of promise or spirit; and again 
in the children of Isaac between the one chosen of Gop for His 
purposes and the one not chosen. 

In this section, then, the first line of argument is stated: the 

condition of Israel depends solely on Gop’s choice for the execution 
of His purpose. 

6. ovx olov—érr. A unique combination: cf. Field, ad loc. He 

decides that ov~x ofov is in vulgar use a strong negative=nequaquam, 

ne minimum: ‘It is by no means the fact that....’ 
S¢ contrasts with the implicit thought of vv. 4, 5: this wonderful 

dispensation has not ended in failure on Gon’s part. 
ékrértwxey. Absolute use not common. Here=to fail of its 

purpose (cf. Polyb. tv. 82. 8); cf. Hcclus. xxxi. 7, slightly 
different. 
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6 Adyos tod Veod=the utterance of the purpose of Gop, as given 

in promises and covenants to Israel; cf. Joh. x. 35: a rare, 
perhaps unique (S. H.), use in N.T.; for the thought cf. iv. 14 
=Gal. iii. 17. , . 

ov yap mdvres «.T.A., blood relationship does not of itself admit 
to the spiritual position. 

7. ovd’ Ott k.t.A., nor does descent of flesh make children, in 

the sense of the promise, as witness Ishmael’s case; cf. Joh. viii. 
33 f. 

orméppa, sc. kara odpxa; of. xi. Tékva, 8c. érayyeAlas OY TOU Beod. 
GAN *Ev “Io. Gen. xxi. 12. 

8. Toit torw «.t.A., the principle of selection is seen at work in 

the choice of lines and persons for the execution of Gop’s purpose: 

the starting point is Gop’s promise to Abraham, including both the 
birth of a son and the blessing of the Gentiles. 

Aoyiferar eis omépya, are reckoned as seed, sc. of Abraham for 

the purposes of the promise: n. orépua is applied here more narrowly 

than in 7, as the quotation in that verse suggests. 

9. émayyeAlas «.7.A. This utterance, which was directly con- 
nected with the blessing (Gen. xxviii. 10), is a matter of promise. 

10. ov povov 8é, x.t.A. The same principle is seen in the | 
selection of one of two sons, born at one birth of one father and 

mother, even before birth or any act on their part. 

11. tva 4 Kar éxAXoyyv «.t.A. The purpose of Gop (the execu- 
tion of His promise to bless the Gentiles) is carried out by a 
principle of selection, not as a matter of favour bestowed on merit 

but as a choice of fit instruments for attaining the end. mpd0ecrs, 
cf. viii. 28, here primarily of the purpose indicated in the promise. 
éxAoyrj, cf. Heb. ix. 15 (below v. 21), selection: Gop selects nations 
and individuals not primarily for their own interest, but for work to 
be done for Him: the éxXoy becomes definite in a ‘call,’ Krjows; 

both are subservient to His purpose; men and nations are His cxevn; 

cf. 1 Thes.i. 4; 2 Pet. i. 10: infra xi. 5; Hort, 1 Pet. i. 1. 

otk é& epywv «.7.A., with éppéy. The word which determined 
their position was not the result of works already done by them by 

way of reward, but the result of Gop’s call to service, 

12. 6 pelLov x.t.A., Gen. xxv. 23, where it is the nations represented 

by their founders rather than or at least as much as the founders 

themselves that are under consideration: throughout S. Paul is 

speaking of Gop’s purpose as dealing with nations; cf. 8. H. ad 

me. 

13. Mal. i. 2, where the words describe the several fates of 
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Israel and Edom, the disappearance of the latter and the desolation 

of their land being contrasted with the wideness of Gon’s love for 
Israel. That is to say, history confirms the selection: Israel, with 

all its faults, served Gon’s purpose; Edom did not. 

The object, then, of these references is to show the character and 
object of the call of Gop—it is a choice of instruments for a definite 
purpose; and the call has not failed because of the failure of in- 
dividuals, provided that there are still real instruments of His 
purpose doing His service (v. 21), and forming a remnant through 

which His work is carried on (27, xi. 5). That 8. Paul was 
combating an actual position—of the irreversible validity of the call 
of. Israel after the flesh—is shown by 8. H. p. 249. But the 

question arises as to the justice of Gop in this discrimination; and 
this question is handled in the next section. 

Ka0drep yéyparrat. The words of the prophet are quoted to 
show that the actual course of history bore out the statement made 

to Rebecca. Jacob and his descendants had proved to be objects 
of Gop’s love, Esau and his descendants, the Edomites, objects of 

Gon’s hate. Malachi, as Genesis, refers to the nations. 

éplonoa. Only here in N.T., and here as a quotation, is the verb 
used to describe Gop’s attitude to a man or men; cf. Heb. i. 9; 
Rev. ii. 6. 8. Paul uses the natural language of the Jew, in 

enforcing an argument based upon Jewish conceptions. It is 

essentially not Christian language. The truth underlying it is the 
necessary hatefulness of the character and conduct embodied in the 
history of Edom. 

14—33. This choice of Gop is not unjust, because it flows from 
His Mercy, not from man’s disposition or efforts. (17) Pharaoh 

himself was raised up to give an instance of Gop’s power and to make 
wide proclamation of His Name: Gon’s will works whether in mercy 
or in hardening. (19) If you ask what room is there for moral blame, 
seeing that Gop’s-will is irresistible? I reply, that man has-no right 

to protest against Gop the conditions of his nature: any more than 
the vessel can quarrel with the maker for the uses to which it is 

destined. (22) It was Gon’s will to make plain the conditions which 
should incur His wrath and to bring home to man’s knowledge-His 

power; in doing so He bore long with those who served only to 
exhibit wrath and were formed by character only for destruction, 

His patience serving to reveal the great stores of revelation of Him- 

self opened out to such as served to exhibit His mercy, formed and 
prepared for such revelation, men called now in our persons not only 
from Jews but also from Gentiles. (25) This action of Gon’s will is 

ROMANS I 
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witnessed by the prophets both as regards the call of Gentiles (27) and 

as regards the call of only a remnant of Israel, representing the true 

Israel. (30) What then is the conclusion? That the righteousness 
(which is the purpose of Gop for man) is found among Gentiles, who 

_ for so long made no effort to attain it, while Israel missed even the 

law of righteousness at which they aimed. (32) And the reason is, 

that they neglected the one condition of attainment, namely faith: 

stumbling on the very rock of which the prophet spoke, 
S. Paul is here defending his position, that the true people of Gop, 

the true Israel, now consists of a remnant of Israel and an incoming 

of Gentiles, both accepted on the ground of faith, against the objection 

that this involves an incredible rejection of the main stock of Israel : 

he shows how such an event was definitely contemplated by the 

prophets (25—33), and justifies it by the consideration of Gop’s use 

of man for the execution of His purpose. Man is made for such use; 

and according to his character he serves that use, either negatively 

by showing the awful consequences of Gop’s wrath upon sin (cf. i. 17f.), 
and an instance of His power, or positively by showing the operation 

of Gon’s loving mercy and self-revelation. The responsibility of man 

is maintained because he is a living instrument, who has the choice 

of faith or rebellion. He has no right to quarrel with the necessity 

which imposes this choice or the consequences which follow it; they 
are the conditions of his being a man at all. The clue to the 

meaning is to be found in the fact that the dominant thought is not 

that of man’s personal destiny and final salvation or the contrary, 

but the thought of Gon’s call to service, and the relation of man to 

Gop in the execution of that service. The call of man to take part 

in this work of Gop is a crowning instance of Gop’s mercy to man. 

The work has to be done; but it may be done either with man’s 

cooperation or against his will. The story of man is in the first case 

a revelation of Gop’s mercy, in selecting men for certain uses, in the 

second a revelation of Gop’s wrath, in visiting the failure to execute 

His purpose. The clue to the nature of man’s responsibility is given 

in v. 32, See Add. Note, p, 222. 

14. tl odv épodpev; introduces a difficulty, as in vi. 1. 

py...; Can there be unrighteousness in Gop? is this choice of 
persons mere mpocwrodnuyia? (ii. 11)? Cf. iii. 5, where the problem 
here worked out is just stated. 

twapa To Vem. Cf. Hort, S. James i. 17=in Gop; apd being used 
instead of év from an instinct of never ar ef. Mk x. 27; Rom. ii. 11. 

y yevouro. Cf. ii. 4, vi. 1. 

15. +@ Movoet yap «.t.A. =LXX, Exod, xxxiii.19. In the original 

all 

ae ee eS 
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the force lies in the assertion of effective mercy. S. Paul applies it 
as asserting selective mercy (cf. 18). The mercy of Gop depends upon 

His Will. But how does this exclude the charge of unrighteousness, 
as yap implies that it does? It can only do so, on the unexpressed 

assumption that Gop’s Will is essentially and necessarily righteous; 

ef. iii. 6. But this is the very point raised by the objector: and we 

should have expected it to be expressed in the most explicit form, 

The context however shows that it is not the general mercy of Gop 

‘over all His works’ which is here being considered, but His mercy 
in selecting human instruments for carrying out His work of redemp- 
tion; édeos is closely connected with xdpis (cf. Hort, 1 Pet. p. 30). 
Cf. xi. 30 f. . 

16. dpa otv. It follows therefore on a consideration of the whole 
circumstances—a combination very frequent in Rom, (8) and once 
each in Gal., Eph., 1 and 2 Thes. only. . 

ov tod OéXovros «.t.A. Sec. % éxdAoy7} éorw: the choice for the 

particular service depends not on man’s will or effort, but on Gop’s 

mercy. 
tpéxev. Metaph. only in 8. Paul and Heb. xii.1. Cf. wepurareiv. 
17. Aéye ydp «r.A, Exod. ix. 16 (LXX. &vexev rovrov dSiernpHOns 

Wva...icxdv...): apparently an independent translation of the Hebrew. 
els rovro points forward to drws: é€rjyerpa, ‘used of Gon calling up the 
actors on the stage of history; cf. Hab. i. 6; Zech. xi. 16; Jer. xxvii. 

41,” S.H. So Lipsius, Zahn, al. Cf. dvéornoev, Acts ix. 41. Giff. 
takes é&yy.=‘I raised thee from thy sickness.’ Pharaoh is cited 
as an unwilling instrument of Gop’s mercy: in his case and person 

the purposes of Gop’s mercy and the revelation of His character 

(voua) are secured, although the process involves for him a ‘ harden- 
ing’: that is due to his attitude towards Gop’s purpose. 

18. oxAnpive. Cf. Exod. vii. 3, 22 al.; the only place in N.T. 
where the hardening is directly attributed to Gop. Cf. Acts xix. 9; 
Heb. iii. 8al. The ‘hardening,’ which is immediately the result of 
man’s own attitude, is so by reason of the conditions imposed in 
creation on man’s nature and consequently is an act of Gop; ef. 

i, 24, xi. 8. i | 
19. épets por ody K.t.A. You will say to me, In this case what 

room is still left for faultfinding? If men are thus appointed to be 

instruments of Gop’s use whether for mercy or hardening, how can 
they be responsible? how can Gop find fault? The answer is, on the 

one hand, that the question cannot be properly raised by man as 

against Gop, because man has to accept the conditions of his creation, 
and on the other hand that the revelation of Gon’s wrath is itself 

12 
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turned by the patience of Gop into a revelation of mercy. The answer 

does not seem to us sufficient, for it still leaves the fundamental point 

unsolyed—why are some men to be the subjects of the revelation of 

wrath in order that the mercy may be revealed in others? If moral 

responsibility is to be maintained, the cause of this difference must 
be seen to lie in the man himself. But this is not brought out until 

we get to v. 31 where the cause of Israel’s failure is named as want of 

faith. Can we use this particular instance to interpret the whole 

argument? If we are meant to, it is strange that it should be left so 

late, and unapplied to the general problem. The reason for this 
perhaps is that 8. Paul’s mind is really absorbed in the particular 
problem of Israel, and does not attempt to elucidate, perhaps did not 

feel the weight of, the general problem. See Add. Note, p. 222. 

T® yap BovArjpati.K.t.A. The question assumes that the hardening 
is the primary purpose of Gop. The use of the term BotAnpa slightly 
exaggerates the statement dv 0é\er k.T.A.; BovAouwar involving * volition 

guided by choice and purpose; @é\e. expressing the mere fact of 

volition” (Hort, James, p. 32): but the distinction cannot be used 
to help the situation here. 

avOéornkey has ever succeeded in resisting (cf. xiii. 21): if the 
hardening is Gop’s will, how can a man help it? 

20. @ dvOpwre. Cf. ii. 1, 3; ef. James ii. 20 only (v. 1 Tim. vi. 11), 
thou that art mere man. For the idea cf. Wisdom xii. 12. 

pevodvye. Of. x. 18; Phil. iii. 8 only; uevodv, Lk. xi. 28. Cor- 
rective, ‘rather than put such a question consider...,’ Blass, p. 270. - 

dvtatoxptvopevos. Lk. xiv. 6 only. 
pr) épet TO WAKO po K.T.A. Is. xxix. 16, xlv. 9; ef. lxiv. 8; Jer. xviii. 

1—6; Kcclus. xxxiii, 13; 2 Tim. ii. 20, 21. The metaphor empha- 
sises the absurdity of the creature who quarrels with the conditions 

of his creation: and it brings out also again the point that.man 

and, in particular here, nations are made for use and must subserve 

thatuse. It must not be pressed to the denial of spontaneity in man, 

which would be contrary to all §. Paul’s ethical teaching. Men are 

living or personal instruments. | 

21. ls tiprv for honourable use, els drustay for dishonourable use; 
ef. 2 Tim. l.c, | 

22. ei 8é.... Noapodosis follows: the current is broken by the intro- 

duction of prophetic passages v. 25f. What apodosis was intended? 

The thought passes from the abstract relation of Creator to created 

to Gon’s actual government of men, as seen in His dealings with those 

who oppose and those who obey His Will: the principles of govern- 

ment are declared in the words jreyxey and wponroluacer, the attitude in 
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mw. paxpoduula, the end in the revelation of Gop’s power and character, 

whether by wrath or mercy. The apodosis required, then, is some 

such appeal as ‘what fault can we find here?’ It should be remem- 

bered that the revelation of wrath is just as necessary for the moral 

education of man as the revelation of mercy. They are in fact the 

two sides of the shield. 

G€\ov=in willing, or while willing: the clear exhibition of wrath 
is one side of Gop’s revelation to man, and is given in the fact and 

consequences of sin; cf. i. 18f. The wrath of Gop towards sin is as 

true an outcome of His loving purpose for man, as is His pleasure in 

righteousness. The participle describes not the reason (because) nor 
a contrast (although), but the general condition under which the 

action of the main verb takes place. 

évdelEac Oar tiv opyiyv exactly || i. 18=to give an instance of...; cf. 
iii! 25; 2 Thes. i. 5; 1 Tim.i. 16. - 

yoploat Td Suvatov ad. yywplcac=to bring to the knowledge of 
men. to Svvarov, His power seen in combating sin no less than in 

effecting righteousness, 

veykev oKedy Opyns. Jer. 1. (xxvii.) 25; Is. xiii. 5 (Heb.), but in 
both these passages the meaning is ‘brought out weapons by which 

to inflict His purpose of wrath.’ Here=‘bore with...instruments of 
wrath’; cf. ii. 4, iii. 25, 26; 2 Pet. iii. 9, 15 (Mayor cft 1 Pet. iii. 20; 
Ps. Ixxxvi. 15; Is. xxx. 18 al.). Cf. Exod. xxxiv. 6. 

okevyn Opyns. Instruments whose only use now is for the wrath of 
_ Gop. The image of the preceding verse is continued but the form is 
changed (épys not es épy7qv) =not ‘destined for wrath’ but fit only to 
exhibit or effect wrath (cf. S. H.). They have become so fit, by their 

own neglect of what they could know of Gop (cf. i. 18f.). So 

Katnptiopéva eis amwAeav marks that their present state is the 
result of a course of preparation, and this must be found (again 

in accordance with i. 18f.) in their own conduct. Cf. Lk. vi. 40; 

1 Cor. i. 10; Eph. iv. 12 (-yés). drwdevav )( cwrnpiay, cf. i. 32; Mt. 

vii. 13; Phil. iii. 19; 1 Tim. vi. 9. 
23. va yvwpioy. The object of the patience of Gop is to bring 

home to men’s minds ‘the wealth of His glory’; cf. xi. 32, 33. wa 

depends on #veyxev. The patience effected this object, because the 

_ mercy was revealed in spite of the opposition of sinners, such as 

Pharaoh or unfaithful Israel; and was recognised as all the more 

abundant because of that opposition. The redemption of Israel from 

Higypt, and the saving of a remnant and call of the Gentiles, were all 
the more signal triumphs of Gop’s purpose for the opposition that 
was overcome. Hence the emphatic rdv mi. 7. 5. 
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If xat is read before wa (as S. H.), we may take the final clause 

either (1) as practically connected with év mrod\q waxpoOuula ‘bore 

with much long-suffering and with the object of making known’ (so 

8. H.); but the sequence is disjointed; or (2) as connected with év- 

delEacvOar, wishing to give an instance of His wrath and to make known 

His grace; where we have the same combination of constructions as 

in 1 Cor. xiv. 5; and the sequence is good: but the intervention of 

the main clause makes this very difficult, though perhaps not im- 

possible. 

Tov twAodTov tHS Sd—ns. wr. specially characteristic of Eph. and 

Col.: but cf. also ii. 4, xi. 33; Phil. iv. 19:=the inexhaustible 

abundance. 8df here of the revelation of Gop’s character in His 

dealings with man, in thought closely || Eph. ii. 7: the great acts of 

redemption reveal Gop to man. Cf. Eph. i. 18. 

ér{. Towards or over as in Eph. ii. 7: depends on the wadle 
of the preceding phrase. 

oKevy édéovs || cxedn dpyfjs, instruments fit for the use of His mercy; 
such as He can use for His merciful purposes. 

a mpontolpacey. Which instruments He prepared beforehand for 
bringing about this revelation of Himself. For the word cf. Eph. ii. 

10 only. The ox. €X. are prepared by Gop Himself; the cx. dpyijs 

make themselves so, by rejecting His methods of preparation. The 

reference is to the training through history and life, not to ‘election,’ 

Giff. 

els Sdfav. 6. must have the same meaning as in the preceding 
clause=for revelation of His purpose and character. The thought 

of final glorification is not included here; cf. viii. 30. 

24. ods kal ékddeoey. The attraction of ods (to 7udés) marks the 
turn of thought from regarding the persons as instruments to re- 

garding the instruments as persons: the personal agency of men 

comes out. 

jpas. Even us, or in us—or perhaps—which He actually called 

us to be. 

ov povov k.t.A. Here the underlying thought of the whole passage 

becomes explicit: and its importance is marked by the anacoluthon: 

instead of finishing his sentence 8. Paul goes on at once to illustrate 

the fact of this call from prophetic sayings. It may also be that he 

shrank from enforcing his argument that the unbelieving Jews were 

oxevn Opyis- 

25—29. The four quotations are cited to show that the prophets 

contemplated that the choice of the chosen people would be main- 

tained only in a remnant, and that there would be a choice of others 
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also. There is warrant in Scripture for both sides of his proposition; 
not only for Gop’s working xar’ éxXoyjnv, but also for the assertion 

that the éx\oy) in fact involved a call of Gentiles and at least con- 

templated a falling away of Israelites, or, as he here prefers to call 

them, Jews. 

25. Hos. ii. 23. The original refers to the restoration of the ten 
tribes, who had fallen from their privileged state. §. Paul applies 

this to the inclusion in the privileged state of Gentiles who had not: 

possessed it; on the principle that, if Gop could bring back the 

disowned, He could call in those who had not before been called. 

Cf. 1 Pet. ii. 10 (and Hort’s note). 

26. Hos. i. 10 describes the reunion of Israel into one nation 

under one head: again S. Paul extends the reference. 

év to téOmm=Palestine in Hosea: here=the countries of the 
Gentiles, 

Geod Lavros. Cf. Acts xiv. 15; Westcott on Heb. iii. 12. 
27. The next two quotations justify the claim that Israel’s call 

survives in a remnant. 

Is. x. 22. The context speaks of a remnant saved by trust in Gop. 
LXX. is followed but slightly altered; the first phrase is from Hos. i. 
10, a clear proof that the quotations were from memory (or from 
a catena ?). 

TO Dard Au pio. Sc. only the remnant. 
28. Adyov yap cuvreA@v «.t.A. Cf. Is. xxviii. 22=LXX. rpdyyara: 

N6yov Ww. moijoe, ‘shall effect a reckoning upon earth, completely and 

briefly.’ e 
29. Is. i. 9=LXX. 

80—33. What conclusion is to be drawn? The facts are plain: 
Gentiles have attained a state of righteousness, though they were not 

seeking it: Jews, who sought it, have not attained. And the reason 

too is plain; what faith gave the one, lack of faith lost for the other: 
and this again corresponds to a prophetic warning. 

30. tl ody épotpev; Cf. viii. 31. 
ort K.7.A. introduces the answer to the question: but the answer is 

_ incomplete till the second subsidiary question 32 6.4 ri is answered. 
Sudkovta...kaTtéAaPev, pursuing...overtook; cf. Phil. iii. 12; Exod. 

xv. 9; Field, ad loc. 

Sukacorvyyy St x.r.A. Corrective=a righteousness given by Gop in 
response to faith, not as a result of works nor as yet worked out in 

life; cf. i. 17. 

31. "IopaydA. The name of privilege; cf. on v. 4. 

vopov Sikatoovyys. A law embodying righteousness, almost=a 

legal righteousness ; cf. ii. 23, Wisd. ii. 11. 
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%pOacev did not reach; cf. 2 Cor. x. 14; Phil. iii. 16. Only in 

1 Thes. iv. 15 does the idea of anticipation certainly occur. 

$2. Sidrl; Se. ovk épbacer. 
ott. Sc. édlwxev. os & Epywv= with the idea that they could attain 

by starting from works. 

T® AlQw tod w. Allusion to Is. viii, 14, LXX. AlOov mpdcxoupa. 
The sense in Isaiah is that the Lord of Hosts will be a sanctuary. 
for Israel if they trust in Him: they will not then find Him as a 

stone to stumble against. The absence of faith makes Him so. 

33. Is. xxviii. 16, LXX. with \0. wz. x. a. o. substituted for AiPov 

moduTeA} K.T.A. aNd other slighter variations; cf. x. 11; 1 Pet. ii. 6 

(see Hort). 

In the original, the stone is the Divine King or Kingdom of Israel 

(in contrast with alien alliances), the recognition of which is to steady 

the mind of the people: the trust in its divine mission will not be 

baffled by disappointment (cf. Hort, U.c.). The Apostolic interpreta- 

tion sees this ‘stone’ in the Messiah, recognising as so often in 

Christ the fulfilment of what had been said of the true Israel. A 

-good instance of the re-interpretation of O.T. in the light of Christian 

experience (cf. Mt. xxi. 42 parallels; Acts iv. 11 qu. Ps. cxviii. 22). 

8. H. refer to Justin M. (Dial. 36, p. 122 1. 34, p. 112p, Otto) and 

suggest that Al@os was a name for the Messiah among the Jews from 

an early (? pre-Christian) date. The point of the quotation here is 
that the Jews instead of trusting in this stone (of foundation for the 

true Israel, cf. Eph. ii. 20) had taken offence at it as revealed in Christ 
(1 Cor. i. 23) and trusting instead in their own works had come to 

grief. The tendency of Judaism at this time, in St Paul’s view, was 
to trust in their performances of law instead of drawing life from 
communion with the living Gop; the rejection of the Messiah was 
the culminating instance of this tendency. This reason, why Israel 

els véuov odk épOacev, suggests that Christ is the fulfiller of law; so 
cf, x.4; Mt. v.17; James i. 25. 

KaTaiocxvvOnoerar. Shall not be shamed by being dipoaipointedie in 
the object of trust; cf. v. 5; 2 Cor. vii. 14, ix. 4, x. 8. 

rE ee ee 



CHAPTER X. 

This chapter expands the theme of the last section, and, by showing 
that Israel failed through ignorance, culpable because in defiance of 

express warnings, illustrates one strain in the theme of c. ix. that 
man is responsible for his failure to respond to Gop’s purposes. 

(1—4) Israel’s rejection of the Messiah due to ignorance of the 
relation of Christ to law and righteousness (5—-15) though the demand 
of the new righteousness was not hard to meet and they were informed 
of it by (16—21) preaching of the apostles and warnings of the 
prophets. 

1—4. With all my eager longing and prayer for Israel’s salvation, 
I cannot but see and say that they have failed, not for lack of zeal, 

but for failing to recognise the nature of true righteousness and 

substituting an imagined righteousness of their own: they refused 
obedience to Gop’s righteousness and to Christ as putting an end to 
law, for all believers, as an instrument of righteousness. They had 

put law in the place of Gop and could not accept Christ in the place 

of law. : 
1. addeAdoi. The personal appeal emphasises the depth of his 

feeling. 

7m pev evdoxla. ev suggests a contrast between S. Paul’s desire 
and the facts as he is forced to see them. 

evSoxia=purpose. Cf. 2 Thes. i. 11; Phil. i. 15, in which places 
the idea of purpose involved in goodwill is clear; so probably Phil. ii. 
13. The proof of this purpose had been given by his habit of preaching 

first to Jews, and by his incessant efforts to keep together the Jewish 
and Gentile sections of the Church. 

kapdta involves will (2 Cor. vii. 3, ix. 7) and intelligence (Eph. 
i. 18, iv. 18) as well as affection. é€yys=my whole heart. 
1 Sénots. The genuineness of the purpose shown not by acts only 

but by prayer. 
eis corynplay=wWwa cw0Gow. Se. éoriv. 
2. tyAov. Ina good sense; cf. Joh. ii. 17; 2 Cor. vii. 7, 11, ix. 2, 

xi. 2 only. 3 
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ov Kat’ émlyvoeow = without clear or true discernment of the will or 
character of Gop. ‘‘-yv@ovs is the wider word and expresses knowledge 

in the fullest sense: érlyvwois is knowledge directed towards a par- 

ticular object, perceiving, discerning, recognising; but itis not know- 

ledge in the abstract; that is yvdors,” Robinson, Eph. p. 254 (see the 
whole discussion). 

8. dyvootvres. The Jews and Gentiles failed for the same reason ; 

ef. i. 18f.; Eph. iv. 18. 

THY Tov Geov Sikavorvvyv=the righteousness which Gop exhibits 
in His own character and requires from men, contrasted with that 

righteousness which they tried to gain by their own efforts and 

methods. This is a decisive instance of the true meaning of the 

phrase; cf. i. 17. 

tmeraynoayv. Cf. 1 Cor. xv. 28; James iv. 7; 1 Pet. v. 5, for the 
middle sense of the passive form. The revelation of Gon’s righteous- 

ness in Christ required a surrender of preconceived ideas and habits 

and a submission: this the Jews did not give. 
4. téd\os ydp K.T.A. yap explains why this submission was re- 

quired. rédos y6uov=an end of law, as an instrument of righteous- 

ness. Law promoted righteousness by revealing Gop’s will and 

awakening the moral consciousness. That dispensation was ended 

by Christ, in whose Person and character Gop’s will was fully re- 

vealed, and who at the same time, in His communicated life, gave 

the power of fulfilment to all who trust in Him. He thus also fulfils 

law, both as a revelation of and as a means to righteousness. But the 

special point here is that He ends the dispensation of law. 

vopov. The particular reference is of course to Jewish law: but it 
is stated comprehen atta in accordance with 8, Paul’s view of Gentile 
conditions. 

els Sixatocivny=as regards righteousness, or for the purposes of 

righteousness. 

twaytl rom. Cf. i. 16—the new condition marks the universality 

of the effect. 

5—15. The reasonableness of such a submission is shown, and 

the relation of Christ to law explained, by the contrast between 
righteousness when sought as result of law, and righteousness 

resulting from faith. For the former 8. Paul quotes Moses as laying 

down authoritatively that such righteousness can be attained only by 

complete obedience to law ; and that has been shown to be so difficult 

as to be impossible (ce. iii., vii.). For the latter S. Paul, while using 

O. T. language, does not quote it as authoritative, but freely adapts 
it to his purpose, using it because it is familiar and on his general 

’ 
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principle of the fundamental unity of thought in O.T. and the 
Gospel; cf. S. H. for a full discussion. 

5. 6 wowjous «.T.A.=Levit. xviii. 5, LXX. (a). The stress is on 
6. 7. he that has done it, and he alone. év avrg, ‘by it.’ 

6. 7 St é& w. 8. A personification, a dramatisation of the appeal 
of the Gospel to man, to make plain the nature of the demand made 

by it, in contrast to the demand made by the Law. The demand of 

the Gospel is not for impossible effort, but for trust and confession. 
Note that 8. Paul finds faith-righteousness already included in O. T. 

teaching ; cf. iv. 13 f.; Giff. on v. 10. 

py etrys «.t.A. The allusions are to Deut. xxx. 11f. The 
questions, which are set aside, embody the hesitations of the man 

who supposes that the facts, on which this righteousness is based, are 

dependent upon human activity, whereas they are the accomplished 
acts of Gop in Christ ; and what is demanded is trust in Him who 

has done these acts, and confession of His Lordship. 
Tour éoriv. Simply explanatory=that is to say ; so in wv. 7, 8. 
Xpirrév Karayayetv...€k vexpav dvayayeiv. The reference is to 

the Incarnation and Resurrection. These are the fundamental acts 

of Gop by which His righteousness is revealed, and made possible 

for man. The fact that they are Gonp’s acts determines the human 

cordition of righteousness, namely, faith in Gop through the 

incarnate and risen Son, and consequent confession of Him; cf. 

Phil. ii. 1—11., 
7 tyHv &Bvocov for wépay ris Oaddoons, Deut. lc.=Gins of Ps. 

cxxxvili. 8, LXX.; Swete on Rev. ix. 1. 

8. To pHya THs mlorews=the word in which faith, as the principle 
of righteousness, expresses itself, The actual pyua is Kipios Inoois : it 
is the expression of a faith which believes with the whole heart that 
Gop raised Him from death. The resurrection is the proof of the 
Lordship. This faith and confession is the demand of the Gospel 

righteousness. For the subj. gen. with pyua cf. Ac. xxvi. 25. Other 

explanations are—the message which has faith for its subject, cf. 
Joh. vi. 68; Acts v. 20 (S. H., Giff.), the message which appeals to 

faith (Lid.), the Gospel message (Oliramare ap. 8S. H.). 

9. OTL.= because. 
Spodoyyoyns. Cf. Mt. x. 32 (|| Lk.); 1 Tim. vi. 12; Heb. xiii. 15; 

1 Joh. ii. 23. 
ért K. 1. Cf. 1 Cor. xii. 3; 2 Cor. iv. 5; Phil. ii. 11; Acts ii. 36, 

xix. 5; above iv. 24; 2 Cor. iv. 14; Eph. i. 15; Phm. 5. 

The simplest form of the Christian creed : xijpios the LXX. rendering 
of Jahweh is predicate to ’Iycods ; freq. in Acts in connexion with 
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baptism and the first confession of faith (cf. Acts xvi. 31); ef. Know- 

ling, Witness etc., p.261f. The simple combination is most frequent 

in 1 Thes., but occurs in most of 8. Paul’s Epp. and Heb. xiii. 

20, Rev. xxii. 20, 21, and elsewhere ; cf. Robinson on Eph. v. 26.. 

kal murrevoys év TH K. o. The aor. marks the initial act; the. 
addition of év 77 x. o. distinguishes this act, as the expression 

(év=with) of the whole heart, from bare assent to a fact; cf. Acts 
viii. 37 v.l., 1 Thes. iv. 14, 

10. mrreverar=faith is formed, there is a state of faith, the 

condition, on man’s side, of the state of righteousness. 

6podoyeirar=confession is made, a state of confession, the neces- 
sary condition for owrnpla. The present tense in both cases marks 

the state of man’s mind, not the mere act. 

Sixavcorvynv—owrnplay. The parallelism shows that the words are 
practically synonymous. 

11. was«.t.A. The quotation is suggested by the word cotciolecs : 

the confession based on faith will not be disappointed; then was 

suggests the wide range of the principle and leads to v. 12. Note 

mas is added by 8. Paul; but the universality is at once involved 

when miorevety, possible to all, is laid down as the sole qualification; 

cf, i. 16, 17. 
12. SvacroAx. Distinction, or distinguishing (cf. 1 Cor. xiv. 7), 

that is, in the matter of faith, which is a common human quality. 

6 yap aiTos KUpios. ‘The same Person is Lord of all; the argument 
here lies in the universal reach of the term xvpios, as used in the 
confession Kiupcos "I ncois. 

mAovtey K.t.A. The positive side, as from the Lord, of ob Kar- 

ax uw OjceTat. i 

Tovs émukadoupévous a. Cf. Acts ii, 21, ix. 14, 21, xxii. 16; 

1 Cor. i. 2; 2 Tim. ii, 22; 1 Pet. i. 17; commonly in LXX. for 

invoking Jehovah as the God of Abraham, Israel, etc. The phrase is 

therefore a natural consequence of using the term Kupios of Jesus, 

and has the same significance; cf. Knowling, op. cit. p. 268 f. 
13. mas yap x.t.A. Joel ii. 32 qu. Acts ii. 21. N. the direct 

application to Christ of the O. T. phrase for Jehovah, as object of 
worship. 

14. mas otv «.t.A. The string of rhetorical questions at once 
justifies S. Paul’s preaching to the Gentiles and shows that the 

Gospel has been offered to the Jews; they have failed, but not for 

lack of opportunity ; this thought is developed in 16f. ) 

16—21. The quotations show that the refusal of the Jews to 

respond to the Gospel and the consequent call of Gentiles was 
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anticipated by prophets, from Moses to Isaiah, and typified by the 
experience of the prophets themselves. 

16. dA ov waves K.7t.A. An objection taken by an imagined 
interlocutor : you say ‘all’; but all did not respond to the appeal of 

the Gospel. 

*"Hoalas ydp«.t.r. Is. liii. 1. 
yap =that was to be expected; for it was also the experience of the 

prophets. 

17. dpak.t.A. Then, as now, it was Christ’s word. heard by the 
prophet and reported, which was the outward condition of faith. 

N. the underlying thought that Christ spoke through the prophets ; 

ef. 1 Pet. i. 11. 

Sud 6. Xp. The word is that which the prophet utters, and it is 
Christ’s word in the prophet. Pope (J. 7.S. 1v., p. 273 f.) argues for 

taking §. Xp. here of the word spoken to the heart of the hearer ; but 

the thought is alien from the context. 

18. GAAd «.r.A. Israel has heard; jxoveay though ody imi- 
kovoay. pq can it be pleaded that.... 

els twacay «.t.A., Ps. xix. 4, quoted not for argument but for 
illustration : the Gospel has gone forth as widely as the utterance of 

Gop spoken of by the Psalmist. 
19. pry’ Iopajd ovk éyvw; Can it be pleaded that Israel did not 

understand, i.e. Israel, with its privilege of special revelation, cannot 

plead ignorance in face of the explicit character of the warnings ; 

ef, Joh, iii. 10. 
ampotos. From Moses onwards the warnings are explicit, of dis- 

obedience in Israel and acceptance among others, 
éyd «.7.A. Deut. xxxii. 21. 
20. “Heoalasx.r.A. Is, lxvi. f. 



CHAPTER XI. 

XI. Gop has still not rejected Israel. (1) A remnant is saved now as 
in the time of Elijah, (8) the hardening of the rest has for its object 

the salvation of the Gentiles and ultimately of Israel itself. (15) The 
privilege of the Gentiles is the same as the privilege of Israel; 

(17) in their case also it may be forfeited, (25) and even for Israel it 

points beyond the time of hardening to their ultimate salvation. 

(29) For the gifts of Gop are irreversible; His purpose is compre- 

hensive mercy; His wisdom, knowledge and judgments are deeper 

' than man can fathom, because they underlie the very origin, process 

and end of all creation. 

1—12. The failure of Israel does not even now constitute a 

rejection by Gop, As in former times of apostasy there is a faithful 

remnant in whom the faithfulness and graciousness of Gop is still 

seen. And in this remnant lies the hope of restoration. 

1. Aéyw odv x.7.A, picks up the thought of ix. 6. The reference 
to Ps. cxiv. 14, 1 Sam. xii. 22, enforces a negative answer. 

pr aracato K.t-A. The form of the question involves a negative 
answer. | 

‘Kal yap éyo «.t.X. explains the vehemence of ux yévorro; in such 
a rejection he himself would be involved and his whole position, that 

the Gospel is the climax and fulfilment of the earlier dispensation in 
its true spirituality, undermined. 

*"Iopandelrns x.t.A. Of. 2 Cor. xi. 22; Phil. iii. 5. 
2. mpo¢yvw. Cf. vill. 29 n. 
i od« olSure k.7.A. The point is that in a notorious case of a great 

apostasy there was no rejection by Gop, but a preservation of a 

remnant. So it is now. 

év’Haclq ‘‘in the section which deals with Elijah,” 8. H. q.v. 

évruyxdve—xara. Cf. Acts xxv. 24 wepl, 1 Macc. xi. 25 card; lit. 
approaches, and petitions, Gop against.... 

8,4. 1 Kings xix. 10, 18. 
4. & xpynpariopds, subst.: here only in N. T.; cf. vb Mt. ii. 12; 

Acts x. 22; Heb. xii. 25; LXX. 2 Mac. ii. 4, app. in the sense of an 
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oracle=xpyouds: but here, in direct reference to évrvyydvew, =reply ;s 

cf. Deissmann B. S. p. 118, * évrevécs is a technical term for a petition to 
a king, xpyuarifeyv the t.t. for the reply”; cf. Milligan, Grk Pap. 5, 

5, 21; Polyb. 28. 14, 10=answers to évrevéers of ambassadors (Schw. 

Ye 
77 Baad, on the fem. (LXX. 7) cf. 8. H. : ‘* the feminine article with 

the masc. name was due to the desire to avoid the utterance of the 
forbid@en name Baal (Hosea ii. 16, 17) and the substitution in 
reading of aicxdvn, just as the name Jehovah was written with the 

pointing of Adonai; usage most common in Jeremiah, occurs also 

in 1 and 2 Kings, Chronicles, and other Prophets; notin Pentateuch ” 

(summarised). 
5. Alppoa only here in N.T.; cf. ix. 27 (joX. or karan, seems to be 

the usual word in LXX.). 
Kat ékX\oyyv xdpiros on a principle of selection made by Gon’s 

free grace, cf. ix. 11. The genitive marks the ground of selection 
and forestalls at once any sense of superiority or merit. It is Gon’s 

free generosity, not their own deserts, which preserves the remnant ; 

cf. Eph. ii. 9. The statement seems to rest on the words xaré\urov 
EMAUTW. 

6. el St xdpite, sc. yéyover } éxNoy7. 
ovkért && tpywv. The ‘remnant’ are not saved in consequence of 

their works, 

éret, otherwise, of. 22; 1 Cor. xv. 9; v. Field adh.l. % xdpus the 
grace we are speaking of ; ov. y. x., loses ie character of grace, ef. iy. 4. 

7. tlovv; sums up the argument : Israel missed its aim; but not 

all Israel; the select remnant gained it; the rest were blinded; cf. 

ix. 31. 

érapoé@yoav were ‘dulled’ or ‘blinded’; they failed to perceive 
the true way of attaining their aim; exactly || x. 3 dyvootvres, not 

|| oxAnpdver, ix. 18. Robinson, Eph. 264 f., points out that rdpwors, 

awpoov are used in N.T. not of the hardness of the will or obstinacy 

(cx\npokapdla) but of the dullness of the understanding, dullness of 

sight or feeling being applied to the heart as the seat of intelligence ; 

ef. Mk viii. 17; Joh. xii. 40; 2 Cor. iii. 14; Eph. iv. 18; where the 

context is decisive, as here, vv. 8, 10. The nets discussion should 

be read. 
8. KaOdrrep yéyp. Is. xxix. 10, Deut. xxix. 4, a free conflation. 
arvevpa KaTavitews, karav. Isa. lc. Ps. ix. 3 only. ‘ Torpor’ 

seems to be the meaning of the noun, but is not easily paralleled by 

the uses of the verb (Isa. vi. 5, Dan. x. 15 are nearest): perhaps 
produced by the influence of xaravvord{w, cf. 8S. H. n., Field. In 
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any case the idea is of the dulling of the spiritual sense as in 
éerwpwbnoar. 

60. «x.7.A. Cf. Mk iv. 12 qu. Isa. vi. 9f. 
9. Ps. lxix. 22f., xxxv. 8(@jpa). A terrible quotation: it implies 

that the Jews are to be reckoned among those enemies of Gop and 

persecutors of His suffering people on whom the Psalmist imprecates 

these curses, the sustenance of their lives is to become a snare and 

trap and retribution for them, their eyes are to be darkened and their 

strength broken. The justification of this use of the passage is that 

to the Psalmist also the persecutors were his own people. The 

punishment is inevitably found in the very privileges and faculties 

which they had misused. So the situation described is typical of the 

present situation =now, as then, the wrath of Gop works side by side 
with His grace, 

Ojpa=a net; cf. Ps. xxxv. 8 only. dvramdSoua, cf. Lk. xiv. 12 
(only in N.T.). 

11. Aéyw odv. The moral of the situation is drawn; it does not 
end in the ruin of the Jews; it has for its first result the offer of 

salvation to Gentiles, and that gives a hope of a still wider purpose ; 

ef. v. 25f. Their ruin may be disciplinary. 

érratoav «.T.A. The context sharpens the meanings of the words: 
érracay and réowor thus contrasted=stumbled to their final ruin, 

though the two words are much more nearly synonymous in common 

use; érraicay is also defined by the use of raparrwya, a slip aside, a 

trespass, as it is suggested by oxdvdadov (9) (S.H.). twa ranges in 

its use from definite purpose to simple result (cf. Moulton, p. 206), so 

paraphrase: Is the ruin of Israel the only and final result of their 
fall? Not at all; the immediate result is the offer of salvation to the 

Gentiles; this should rouse Israel to competition, and we can see 

that if Israel’s defeat has enriched the world, their restoration and 

completion may still enormously increase that gain. Thatis the end 
we may anticipate; cf. 15. 

TopaTTop.c, a a slip from the straight. Pauline except Mk xi. 25 f, 
(|| Mt. vi. 14f.). The dative=the occasion. 
4 cornpla t. €.=the salvation which we preach has come to the 

Gentiles. 

tmapatyrdoat echoes x. 19. 
12. ijrrypa=defeat: they have been defeated in their efforts 

after righteousness (so 1 Cor. vi. 7 of defeat in a case at law); cf. 

Field ad loc. He points out that there is a lack of correspondence 

between frrnua and wAjpwua as there is between wapdrrwua and 

m\odros. There is no justification for translating 7rryma by ‘loss.’ 
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méow padrov. Se. rrodros gorau. 
mArjpopo, Cf. Robinson, Eph. p. 255 f.: he shows that substan- 

tives in -ua represent the result of the action of the verb, and may 
be either active or passive. Here=the completing of Israel, i.e. the 
adding the rest to the remnant; cf. vv. 15, 26. 

13—33. The relative positions of Jews and Gentiles, which have 
just been described in brief, are now elaborated, to show that they 
both stand or fall on the same principle, of Gop’s grace and man’s 

faith ; bare privilege cannot save either. The argument of i,—iii. is 
‘thus completed. There it was shown that both failed in the same 
way ; here that both must be saved in the same way. (13) Now my. 

word to the Gentiles : though I make much of my office as preacher 
to the Gentiles, in the hope of stimulating Israel to take up their 

place in the Gospel—an end of supreme value and (16) natural— 

(17) yet Gentiles must remember that they owe their present state to 
their being included in the true life of Israel, (19) and may, as did 
Israel, by lack of faith in the goodness of Gop, come under His 
severity. (23) Israel, too, by recovery of faith may be reinstated. 

(25) The truth is that the love of Gop persists over all: Israel’s 
partial blindness leads to the call of the Gentiles, that, when com- 
‘pleted, to restoration of Israel; (30) all have been shown to need, 
that they may receive, Gop’s mercy. (33) So we get a glimpse of 

the unfathomable wisdom and knowledge of Gop, His impenetrable 
judgments and untracked ways, in His supreme government of all 

things and elements in the universal plan: His is the glory for ever. 

13. tpiv St—rots W@verwv. A dramatic turn: not, of course, 
implying that those to whom he was writing were all Gentiles; cf. 

EWA 
~ &’ Soov pivovvK.t.A. The particles must be separated. otv=well 
then, introducing what he has to say to Gentiles. pév finds its 

antithesis in 6¢, v.17. His stress upon the mission to the Gentiles 
does not prevent him seeing their real position. There is still 

the note of apologia : from ix. 1 he has been defending his position 

as apostle of the Gentiles ; and here he completes thedefence. Hence 

the emphatic éyd. ; 
é’ Soov, so far as I am...; the description does not exhaust the 

meaning of his office ; it has a bearing upon Jews as well. 

é0vav dmwéarodos, This seems to be the only instance in N.T. of 
the gen. after dw. describing the persons to whom the apostle is sent. 

tiv Siaxoviay. Of the apostolic office; cf. 2 Cor. iv. 1, v. 18; 
£. Lim. i 22. 

Sofdtw. Cf. Jo. viii. 54; Heb. v. 5; Rey. xviii. 7=magnify. The 

ROMANS K 
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Apostle may magnify his office, for the purpose which he states ; but 

this must not lead his converts to exult over the excluded (xaraxavyo, 
v.17). 

14. wapafnddow. Another echo of x. 19, 
15. dmoBody, Acts xxvii. 22 only. wv. 15, 16 are parenthetic, 

justifying the statement of purpose in 14 and repeating the idea of 12. 

KaTradAayy Kéopov. Cf. v. 10,11; Eph. ii. 12—16, and 2 Cor. v., 
18, 19. «araddX. verb and subst. only in Rom., 1 and 2 Cor. 
(d7rox., Eph., Col.). 

% mpdodAnpis. The reception of them (see Hart, Hcclus. p. 302; 
cf, 1 Sam. xii. 22). | 

{or éx vecpov=life after death: the sharpest contrast that human 
experience affords. In what reference? It must include not merely 

the recovered Israel but the reconciled world. It seems therefore to 

point to the final consummation at the second coming, ef. viii. 18f., 

and esp. Acts iii. 19 ff., where the repentance of Israel is the necessary 

preliminary of that coming; cf. 1 Cor. xv. 28. SoS. H., who point out 

the same reference in i. 26. It explains then the réow uaddor of v. 12. 

16. eb 3 4 amwapyy, «.7.A. The metaphor is from Numbers xy. 
20, 21. dyla in both clauses is used in its technical sense of 

consecrated to Gop’s use, without immediate reference to the 

character of the thing or person consecrated : but the consecration 

shows the true destiny of the thing consecrated. The verse gives the 

ground for the hope of a mpécAnuyis of Israel. The consecration of 

the firstfruits, of the root, involves the consecration of the whole 

organism. It is not annulled by the lapse of some members. New 

members are brought in by the mercy of Gop; but this does not 

exclude the possibility of the recall of those who fell away; such is 

the resourcefulness of the mercies of Gop. Thus dmrapyi and plfja= 
the patriarchs (cf. 8. H. and Giff.); the @vpaua and the xradol=the 
generality of Israel; those that remain faithful are the true Israel, 

the remnant on which faithful Gentiles are grafted. So the true life 

of Israel persists in the Church in Christ. For this use of darapy%, 

ef. 1 Cor. xvi. 15, 2 Thes. ii. 13 (v.l.), James i. 18, Rev. xiv. 4. The 
thought is present in viii. 19. 

17. el Sé rwes K.t.A. dé introduces the antithesis to wey of 13; uh 

KaTakavx@ Tov Kdddwyv )( riv Siaxovlay pov Soéafw. The point of the 
simile is that the Gentiles owe their present inclusion in the stock of 

Israel, the chosen people, solely to that mercy of Gop which first 

made a chosen people: the condition of permanence for them is the 

same as it has been for Israel, namely, faith; they have no reason 

then to boast over the discarded members of that stock, but rather to 

\ 
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fear for themselves, lest they too should fail in the condition, and 

further to hope for those members, that the same creative act of Gop, 
which has brought them, the Gentiles, into union with this source of 

life, may also restore those who have cut themselves off from it. The 
argument is closely || 1 Cor. x. 1—13. 

The true Israel is the root or stock with the branches, iedividnal 

members, whether new or old. The underlying thought is the unity 

of the life in and from Christ, constituting the unity of the new 

Church.® We have the elements here of the thought of the ‘one man 

in Christ’ which is developed in Eph. ; cf. Hort, R. and E., p. 179 ; 

ef. Joh. xv. 1 ff.; Jer. xi. 16. 

TWES TOV saSen. Not all Israel were apostate; the remnant 
remained as a stock with some branches. 

ov...¢yévov. The singular emphasises the obligation of the in- 
dividual, 

dypiéAatos. See Ramsay, Pauline Studies, p. 223 f. He refers to 
Prof. Fischer ‘ Der Oelbaum’ to show that two processes of grafting 

were used in the cultivation of the olive: (1) the ordinary process of 
grafting a noble olive shoot on a stock of the same kind, all original 

branches of the stock being cut away, and the grafted shoot forming 

the tree. This was done when the stock was still young. (2) An 

exceptional process was employed to invigorate an old olive tree 
which was failing: the failing branches only were cut away, and a 

shoot of wild olive was grafted. The effect was both to invigorate the 

old tree and its remaining branches and to ennoble the new graft. 

According to Prof. Fischer this process is in practice in Palestine 

at the present day. If we may suppose it to have been in use in 

8. Paul’s time, it affords an admirable illustration for his subject. 
The fact seems to have been discovered first by Prof. Fischer and 

commentators from Origen downwards appear to have no knowledge 

of it. 
éy avrots. Among the branches which remained. 

cvvkowoves. Partner with the remaining branches in the root 
which supplies the richness of the olive. The root here too is the 
‘remnant’ as in Christ; cf. 18. 

18. paj karakavx@. ‘ Do not triumph over’ (as you are in danger 
of doing (cf. Moulton, p. 125)). 

19. ovy. The Gentile is represented as justifying his triumph by 

the fact that his inclusion was the purpose of their rejection. 

20. TH dmorig—rft more, dative marking the cause or occasion. 
Cf. v. 30, iv. 20; 2 Cor. ii. 13; stones $.50:- 2 (1898). For dz. x., ef. 
Mk ix. 24. : 

K2 
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piv. pb. Give up these high thoughts of yourself; school yourself 
to the humility of fear; cf. 1 Tim. vi. 17. 

22. We ovv. This being so observe how in Gop there is both 
' goodness and severity, meeting in each case the position taken by 

man. 
We only here w. accus, N. the absence of articles. 
éripéevys. With dat., vi. 1; Phil. i. 24; Col. i. 23; 1 Tim. iv. 16 

only. He says rn xp. not ry micrec to emphasise this absence of all 

merit and the need of dependence on Gop’s grace exclusively ; the 

thought of ricrec is included in émipévys. 

éqrel, otherwise ; cf. xi. 6. 

23. As the Gentiles came to share in the hope of Israel, so ) fallen 

Israel may share the hope of the redeemed Gentile. He now explicitly 

declares his hope for Israel, hinted in v, 12. 

Suvatos yap «.t.A. The same power which grafted the Gentile 
branches can graft again the broken branches of Israel, and indeed 

(24) the exercise of power is less, as they naturally belong to the 

stock. 

24. ék THs Kata . ayp. From the wild olive to which you 
nathrally belonged. So wape diow contrary to your natural origin, 

ot Kata dvowv those who naturally belong to it. 

25—32. The argument is summed up in a picture of the wide and 

patient purpose of Gop: the end is to bring both Jew and Gentile 

under His mercy: in the process both have sinned (ce. i. 18—iii.) and 

experienced His wrath, owing to the same cause in them. But the 

waywardness of man has no counterpart in Gop: His gifts and 

calling are not withdrawn or changed, and will triumph in the 

end. 

25. ov Géd\w b. dyvoeivy. Cf. i. 13; 1 Cor. x. 1, xii. 1 al., always 

with dde\gof ; a solemn emphasis of a fundamental truth. 

To pvoryptov Tovto. This secret of Gon’s providential government; 
ef. xvi. 25; 1 Cor. xv. 51. The word in §. Paul always has the sense 
of a secret of Gop’s purpose now revealed. In its fullest sense, it is 

the purpose of redemption in Christ, especially as including all man- 

kind: so of the Incarnation (1 Tim. iii. 16), of the crucifixion (1 Cor. 
ii. 1, 7), of the consummation (Eph. i. 9), of the inclusion of the 
Gentiles (Eph. iii. 3, 4; Col. i.-26, 27, infra xvi. 25); here of the 

final reunion of Jew and Gentile in one Church (cf. Eph, ii. 11 f.), 
8. H. 

év €avrots ppdvusor. gp. has special reference to plans devised for 
effecting their salvation: they must take Gon’s plan, not find one in 

their own imaginings; cf. xii. 16 1 Cor. iv. 10. There is nothing 
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quite parallel in the use of the verb; but cf. codés 1 Cor. i. 19 f., and 
codlas v. 33. 

ott mépwots «.T.A. The briefest possible summary of the whole 
argument, 

axpt ov K.7.A, Cf. Lk. xxi. 24. 
76 TApopa. Cf. on v. 12. 
eic&X0y. Of entering into the kingdom; cf. Mt. vii. 21, 13; Lk. 

xiii. 24, S. H.; so also cwOjoera. 

26. Kal otrws, so and only so: mas’I.=70 mijpwua atray v. 12. 
The idea is that Israel as a nation will have its part fully in the consum- 
mated kingdom of Christ (cf. 1 Cor. xv.) and in this final reconciliation 
S. Paul sees the fulfilment of the promises, What fate awaits those . 
Israelites who fell away, he does not consider. Jewish eschatology 
seems to have provided for the inclusion of all Israel in the Messianic 

kingdom by means of a general resurrection. But this question of 

the ultimate salvation of individuals is as completely ignored at this 
point, as it has been throughout these chapters. 

Kabas yéyparra, «.t.A., Is. lix. 20. é«k Xuav is substituted 
for évexev 2 LXX. and ‘to 8.’ Hebr.; the last clause is from Is. 

xxviii. 9. The context in Is. concerns the sins of Israel, and the 

verses quoted give the promise of redemption. This hope, which 
contemporary Judaism applied to a restoration of Israel by the 

establishment of the Messianic kingdom in Jerusalem, S. Paul sees 

fulfilled in the final return of the Christ and the establishment of His 
spiritual kingdom. For Sion thus spiritualised ef. Gal. iv. 26; for 
the new covenant, 2 Cor. iii. 6f. For the Jewish interpretation of 
these passages, cf.8. H. The context is quoted in c. iii. 

28. Kara piv. The verse states in another form the fact laid down 
in 25 b. Hence the asyndeton. The Gospel preached by S. Paul, by 

its abolition of law and inclusion of Gentiles, involved, as a matter 

of fact, the throwing of the greater part of Israel into a state of 

hostility to Gop: that hostility was incurred for the sake of the 
Gentiles: but that does not involve a change in. Gop’s original 
purpose in selecting Israel; His love still holds towards them for the 

sake of the fathers in whom that purpose found its first expression 

and a true response ; ¢f. above v. 1. 

- tiv éxXoytv. The choice made long before—of Abraham and Israel; 
ef. xi, 5, ix. 11. 

Tous twatépas, ix. 5; Acts iii, 25, xiii. 17, 32; infra, xv. 8; 1 Cor. x. 
1; Heb. i. 1, viii. 9 (qu.). There seems no strong reason for limiting 

the reference to the Patriarchs. The plural seems to include the whole 
ancestry of Israel, here regarded as the object of Gop’s love-shown in 
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His earlier dispensation. It is for the sake of them, on whom He 
had lavished so much, that their wayward descendants are still not 

allowed to travel beyond the range of His love. 
29. dperapéAnta ydp K.t.A. duerau., 2 Cor. vii. 10 only. 
td xaplopata, only here of Gon’s gifts outside the Gospel dispen- 

sation ; its use for the privileges of the Jew (ix. 4—6) is a remarkable 
instance of S. Paul’s sense of the unity of revelation: the use of the 

words marks the fact that the privileges of the Jew were the free 

gifts of Gon’s love, and, as such, could not be forfeited by rejection, 

though their operation might be suspended. The love which gave is 

still there. So 
a kAyots. The call to service, and ultimately to the kingdom, still 

holds, if Israel will hear. 

30. dozmep ydp. Another ground for the hope in 25 b found in a 
parallel between the actual experiences of Gentiles and Jews. 

ipeis, Cf. v.13; the whole section is addressed to Gentiles. 
more ymreOyoare. Of. Eph. ii. 12, iv. 18: the Gentile state was 

due to the refusal to obey the voice of Gop speaking to them ; i. 19 f. 

yoy St, now that you have heard and received the Gospel. 
yAejonre TH T. dor, You came under the mercy of Gop owing to. 

their disobedience=28 a, As a matter of fact the opposition of the 

Jews led to the preaching of the Gospel to Gentiles; cf. Acts 

xii. 9 f., xiii. 46 al. 
31. vvv, again under the Gospel, 2jmel@norav refused to obey Gon’s 

voice speaking in the Gospel, r@ 4. €. owing to the mercy shown to the 
Gentiles : the wide range of the Gospel was in 8. Paul’s experience 

the principal cause of offence to the Jews. This construction gives. 
a clear and fitting sense: others take r@ b. é. with é\enfadow; but.this 

involves a very awkward order and does not give a quite clear sense. 

ta kal av. viv é€A. In order that they in their turn under the Gospel 
may experience the mercies of God, in contrast, that is, with their 

present subjection to His wrath, not with their former covenant 

relation, as that also was a state of mercy. 

32. ovvéxdeoev yap K.t.A. Cf. iii. 9,19, 23; Gal. iii. 22. 

Tovs wavTas. Jew and Gentile alike, regarded as classes: in both 
classes there were numerous exceptions, but neither class as such was 
exempt from the doom of disobedience; both need the mercy which 

is Gop’s ultimate purpose. The point here, as throughout, is to set 

aside any claim for special consideration on the ground of privilege, 

Privilege is a sign of Gop’s love but not a guarantee of man’s 

response; and in the failure of that response men fall under the 
judgment of Gop. 
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tva—éXeyoy. ‘* There is a Divine purpose in the sin of mankind, 
and in the disobedience of the Jew: the object of both alike is to give 
occasion for the exhibition of the Divine mercy,” 8. H. Man’s 

disobedience is Gop’s opportunity. 
_83—36. In dealing with this awful problem the last and deepest 

thought is, how infinite is the wealth and wisdom and knowledge in 
Gop, how far we are from being able to explore all His judgments or 
to track out all His ways; He reveals, but to none is His mind open, 

from none is His counsel drawn, to none is He in debt: He is the 
source, the ruler, the end of all: man can offer him nothing but the 

glory which is His due: so let us offer. 
These verses contain at once a profound confession of faith in the 

goodness and wisdom of Gop, in spite of all the problems which 
experience raises and does not solve, and a confession of humility 
and reserve as regards the reasoning which has been given. Some- 

thing has been seen and said of the purpose and ways of Gop, but 
not all: enough to confirm faith and to awake worship and praise ; 
but not to explain everything: glimpses of the end to encourage 

man in the time of probation; but not more than glimpses. The 
fundamental postulates of faith are the wisdom of Gop and His all- 
embracing and loving purpose; these are the only sure guide 

among all the problems of experience, and they are a sufficient 
guide. 

33. @, the only place where 8. Paul uses the exclamation except 
with a vocative, 

Babos. Cf, viii. 39; 1 Cor. ii, 10; Eph. iii. 18: there is the = 
gestion of depth inipenetrable to human thought. 

mAovTov. If coordinate with codias and yvécews, represents apis 
or dyary, and this might be justified by ii. 4, x. 12, xi. 12; ef. 

Phil. iv, 19; it is a favourite word in Eph.; cf. esp. i. 7, ii. 7, iii. 8. 

The argument of the preceding chapters has developed the thought 
both of the love and of the wisdom of Gop. Yet here the dominant 
thought seems to be rather of the ways in which Gop conceives and 
brings about, if we may so speak, His ends; and consequently it is 

better to take \ovrou as governing the other genitives. 
kal codlas Kal yvioews. Combined also Col. ii. 3. codla is 

attributed to Gop by §S. Paul with special reference to the wisdom 
with which the divine dispensations are ordered for the execution of 

His purpose, especially in the culminating dispensation of the 
Gospel, the means taken for the redemption of man from sin. 
il 5.’ adrod, 863; ef. 1 Cor. i. 19f., ii. 7; Eph. iii. 10; Col. ii. 3. This 
is in accordance with the current use of the word, which applied 
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specially to the philosophy of conduct, rather than to metaphysical 
speculation. 

Kal yveoews. Knowledge of what men and things really are, the 

necessary basis of cogia as thus used. This is probably the only place 
where the subst. is used of Gop’s knowledge, cf. Acts i. 24, xv. 8, nor 

is the verb commonly so used; 1 Cor. iii. 20; 1 Joh, iii. 20 (1 Cor. 

viii. 3; Gal. iv. 9; 2 Tim. ii. 19, slightly different, cf. viii. 29 n.). 
The thought seems to be of that complete knowledge of the nature 
of man and the issues of action which the wisdom of His dispensation 

reveals; so || els adrév, v. 36. 

@cod. The absence of the article emphasises the character of Gop 

as Gop. 

dvefepavvyta. Cf. 1 Pet. i. 10 é&npadvyncay; the simple verb not 
uncommon in N. T. (Jo. Pa. Pet. Rev.) ; an Ionic word preserved in 

Trag. and revived in the xow?; ef. Milligan Pap. 139: on the form 
épawv- for épevy- cf. Thackeray Gr. 1. p. 78. This adj. in Prov. 

xxv. 8 Symm,=that cannot be completely probed by searching; cf. 
dvexdufyynros 2 Cor. ix. 15, v. Nageli, p. 23. ee 

taKkpiwata. Cf. ii. 2; Jo. ix. 39. His judgments have been the 

subject of these chapters. 

dvefixvliacro.. Eph. iii. 8, LXX. (Job); not found elsewhere 
weer re Trag.), Nageli, p. 62. 

i 6Sol. Cf. Rev. xv. 3 (qu.); Heb. iii. 10 (qu.); Acts xiii. 10, 

svi 26; Jo. xiv. 6. Here of the ways along which Gop moves in 
His government of creation. 

84. Isa. xl. 13 £., qu. 1 Cor. ii. 16; cf. Wisd. ix. 13, 17. 
85. Job xli. 11 (Heb.). 
86. Sr refers not to the preceding verse only but to the whole 

explanation vv. 38—35. 

é€ avrod x.t.A. In close relation to the context, ascribing to Gop 
as Gop the whole origin, direction, and end of all these elements 

in the ordering of creation, and in particular of human life and 
destiny which have been under discussion. The thought gives 
strength and hope to faith. The nearest parallel in thought i is 2 on 

v. 18, in language 1 Cor. xi, 12. 

-€@avrod. From Him as creator and giver. || rAovros v. 33. 

8 avrod. Through Him as ruler and guide, cf. xvi. 26; || copia, v. 

33. Thesame rare use of 6:4 asis found in 1 Thes. v. 14 (=under the 

guidance of Jesus), Hebr. iii. 16 (4 Mwvoéws); cf. Kuhring, Diss. de 
Praepos. (Bonn, 1906) who quotes from Papyri only. So Heb. ii. 10. 

In 1 Cor. viii. 6 the use ig different ; cf. Joh. i. 3; dia being used of the 

Son as agent of creation=Heb. i. 2. Blass (p. 132) qu. Aesch. Ag, 1486. 
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eis aitov. 1 Cor. villi. 6. He is the end to which all this leads, 

ll ywous v.33; cf. 2 Cor. v.18 Geds Hv &y Xp. xbopuov Katadddoowr éavTo. 
aire i Sofa. Of. xvi. 27; Ephes. iii, 21; Gal. i. 5; Phil. iv. 20; 

1 Tim. i. 17; 2 Tim. iv. 18, In all cases evolved by the thought of 
Gop’s mercies, either general or special. 1 Sd£a, sc. éoriv ; cf. 1 Pet. 

iv. 11 and Lft ad Gal. i. 5:=to Him belongs the glory seen in all His 
works. 

duyv. The word at the end of prayers and praises marks the 
assent of others to the utterance. In these passages it emphasises 
the statement by the express assent given to it by the Apostle. Cf 
Dalman, p. 227, Swete on Rev. i. 5 (ref. to Chase on Lord’s Prayer 
p. 168 f.). 



F. xii.—xv. 13. THe Power or tHe GosprEL SEEN IN ITS EFFECT 

UPON BOTH THE COMMON AND THE INDIVIDUAL Lire or CHRISTIANS. 

CHAPTER XII. 

In this section 8. Paul deals with the consequences of the principles 
he has worked out as they affect the character and the conduct of the 

Christian life. The main principles are two: (1) The Gospel offers 
to the Christian power to conform his life and conduct to the will of 

Gop (i. 16), the use of that power depending solely on faith or trust, 

as man’s contribution to the result. (2) Service in the execution of 

Gop’s purposes is the fundamental demand made upon man by his 

relation to Gop; this principle has been exhibited as the explanation 

of Israel’s failure (ix.—xi.) ; and is now to be expounded in its positive 

bearing, as determining the main characteristics of the Christian life. 

In the course of this argument two main thoughts come into promi- 
nence. The power, as has been already shown (vi. 1 ff.), is the life of 

Christ in man, due to the living union given by the Spirit in baptism. 
And consequently the service is the service due from members of 

a spiritual society or body, conceived as potentially coextensive with 

humanity, the service due both to the Head and to the other members, 
The special instances of the operation of this power in service are 

determined by the conventions of the time and of the situation in 

which 8. Paul found himself and those to whom he is writing. The 

section may be summarised as follows: . 

XII. 1—2. The general principle is stated. 

3—5. The right attitude of mind ) in view of the social relations 

re \ and mutual obligations of 

6—21. The right use of gifts Christians. 

XIII. 1—10. The true relation to the civil power and the outside 

world. 
1114. The urgency of the times calls for the new character 

in man. 
XIV.—XV. 13. The special care for scrupulous brethren and Chris- 

tian duty towards them. 
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XII, 1—2. The consequence to be drawn from this exposition of 

the working of Gop’s compassion towards man, in the call of Jews 
and Gentiles and in His dealing with them, is the duty to offer the 

whole nature and capacity of a man, in living and consecrated service 
for Gop’s use, in the way He pleases, as the reasonable work of a man: 

and this duty requires a refusal to fashion oneself to meet the demands 
of what is merely temporary and transitory, and a determination to 

undergo a radical transformation and renewal of mind, so as to test 

the will of Gop, in all its goodness, acceptance, and perfection, as 
the determining factor in conduct and character. 

1. ovy. Cf. v. 1; Eph. iv. 1; Col. iii. 1. The exhortation pre- 

sents the true state of a Christian as the consequence of all that has 

gone before. ; 
&SeXpol. The appeal is to their realisation of their relation to 

each other and to the Father. 
Sid tov ol. r. 0. Cf. xv. 30; 1 Cor. i. 10; and esp. 2 Cor. x. 1. 

The compassionate dealings (plur.) of Gop enforce the exhortation : 

|| ‘If Gop so loved us...,’ ‘ If then ye were raised with Christ...’ = This 

being Gop’s attitude towards you, make the due response. 1d, see 

v. 3. 

oixtippav. Cf. 2 Cor. i.3. In O.T. the compassions of Gop are 
the basis of the covenant with Israel; cf. Exod. xxxiv. 6; Is. lxiii. 15; 
Lk. vi. 36. The plural signifies the concrete instances of compassion 

in all the long history, cf. Ps. 1.1 (LXX.), 2 Sam. xxiv. 14. They 
have been the burden of the preceding chapters. | 

mapacrnoat. Of. vi. 13—19; 2 Tim. ii. 15, the only passages 
where it is the act of the man himself. Of others’ action ef. Lk. ii. 
22; 2 Cor. xi. 2; Col. i. 28: of Gop’s action, 2 Cor. iv. 14; Eph. v. 

27; Col, i. 22.. The sacrificial suggestion seems to be always due to 
the context, not to the word itself. 

Ta codpara tpov. Cf. ceavrdv, 2 Tim. lc.; 7a uédn, éavrods, vi. le. 
For the thought, cf. 1 Cor. vi. 20.. The body is of course more than 

the flesh: it is the organic vehicle or instrument (87a, vi. 13) of the 
mind or spirit. which it uses for its own activities under present con- 

ditions of human life. This instrumentis to be presented to Gop now 

for His use, and that involves a change and new development of the 
mind, which was formerly directed to using the body without regard 

to Gop. The body is not to be neglected, but used in this new service. 

And the reference is to personal activities in the social life. 
Ovoiav. Cf. Mk xii. 33; Eph. v. 2; Phil. ii. 17, iv. 18; Heb. xiii. 

15, 16; 1 Pet. ii. 5 (with Hort’s note). In 2 Cor. ii. 14f. the word 

does not occur but the thought is closely similar. In all these 
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passages the conception is that the living activities of the man, in 

the condition of his life on earth, are devoted to service of Gop by. 

service of man, as a thankoffering. The type of sacrifice implied is 

not the expiatory but the thanksgiving. The motive is given by the 

mercies received (dua 7&v ol.); the method is the imitation of the 

earthly life of Christ (cf. below, vv. 3—21; Eph. l.c.). The ‘ sacri- 
fice’ is not negative merely, in self-denial and surrender, but positive, 

a willing dedication of self to service in the power of the new life. 

This is the force of the epithet. It is to be observed that this is the 

only sense in which 8. Paul uses the word @uvcia. 

{acay. The offering takes effect not by destruction or repression 

of life, but by its full energy; cf. vi. 13. 

dylav. Set apart and consecrated to Gop. 
T® 0. evapertoy. By this full energy of life so consecrated man 

pleases Gop: cf. écu7 edwoias, 2 Cor. ii, 14. Cf. Hort, l.c., p. 113 b. 

tiv AoyuKryv Aatrpelav ¥. In apposition to the whole clause wapagr. 
x.7.A. This offering to Gop of the life in its daily activities is the’ 

service dictated by the reasonable consideration of man’s nature and 

his relation to Gop. 

AoytKy. 1 Pet. ii. 2 (only). In both passages (see Hort on 1 Pet. 
l.c.) the word has reference to the rational element in man, which, as 
the mark of his divine origin and the organ of control over the animal 

nature in its passions and appetites, is his distinctive characteristic. 

It has its origin in Stoic philosophy, but had spread into common use 
and may be supposed to have become part of popular psychology. 

Here as an epithet of Aarpela it indicates that the service described 

corresponds to the higher nature of man, in contrast to such action 

as would be a mere assimilation through the lower nature to the ways 

of a transitory world: so this thought comes out in the next verse 
where the idea of Aoy.xds is taken up by rof vods. Perhaps ‘rational’ 

is the best translation, but it comes very near to ‘spiritual’; ef. 

1 Pet. ii. 5 \(wvevparixas Ovoias) and Phil. iii. 3; Heb. viii. 5f., ix. 14 
(qu. Hort, p. 112); cf. also i. 9. 

Aatpelav. See Westcott, Heb. p. 232 (ed. 1889). In LXX. and 
N.T. alike the verb and subst. are always used of service to Gop or 
gods (but see Deut. xxviii. 48), Judith iii. 8 of divine worship offered 
to Nebuchadnezzar: distinguished from errovpyla by this limitation 
and from dovAela by its voluntary character. It included the whole 

ritual service of Israel (cf. ix. 2; Heb, ix. 1, 6) but also all personal 

service offered to Gop, as Lord and Master. For its use here of 

service in life cf. i. 9; Phil. iii. 3; Heb. xii. 28. 1 

2. Kal pr«.t.A. This service of Gop involves a change in attitude 
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‘of mind: it must no longer be set on meeting the demands of ‘ this 

world’ by an adaptation which can only be superficial, but by a 

steady renewal of its true nature must work a radical transformation 

of character, till it accepts as its standard of action the Will of Gon, 
‘in all its goodness for man, its acceptance by Gop, and its perfection 

in execution. This sentence develops the consequence of ‘ presenting 

our bodies etc.,’ says what that means for a man and explains what 
is involved, especially, in f@cav and Aoyixyv; cf. closely Eph. iv. 

22—24. | 
pa] cvvoxnparttesGe, ‘cease to adapt yourselves to’ (see Moulton, 

p. 122 f.), as you have done in the past; cf. Eph.J.c. 1 Pet. i. 14 

adds this point explicitly. 
cuvexnp. Of an outward adaptation which does not necessarily 

spring from or correspond to the inner nature. Here the whole point 

is that the true nature of man demands the repudiation of ‘the 

world’s’ claims, and so far as the man tries to meet those claims, he 

is not acting upon or satisfying his true nature. On the word, see 

Lft, Phil., pp. 125—131; Hort ad1 Pet.i.14. Cf. weracxnuarifw of 

disguise, 1 Cor. iv. 6; 2 Cor. xi. 13—15, In Phil. iii. 21 the outward 

fashion is made to correspond to the true expression of the inner 

nature. 

7 aldve tour. The phrase always implies contrast to 6 ald 
6 wé\X\wv, even when the latter is not expressed. Rarely it is purely 

temporal (Mt. xii. 32); but generally the moral contrast is emphasised 

(Lk. xvi. 8, xx. 34), perhaps always so in 8. Paul (? Eph. i. 21; Tit. 
ii. 12). The moral significance (as in the use of xécpos, cf. Eph. ii. 2) 
depends upon the idea of the transitory and superficial character of 
‘this age’ when treated as of independent value: its standards and 

claims all deal with what is superficial and transitory in man, that 
is, with his lower nature, ignoring the eternal in him. 

perapoppotede. Execute such a change in the manner of your life 
as shall correspond to your true nature; cf. 2 Cor. iii. 18, where the © 
same process is described but with more explicit statement of. the 

divine influence at work and the new character gained. The word 

occurs also in Mk ix. 2=Mt. xvii. 2 only. But cf. also viii. 29; Phil. 
iii. 10, 21. 

TT dvakaiweooe tod vods. The renewal of the mind is the means 
by which the transformation is gradually effected. Cf. Eph. iv. 23, 

where dvaveotc@a: corresponds to werauopdoicde here, and rq mv. T. v. 

3. to TH dvax. r. v. &. here. 2 Cor. iv. 16 gives the closest parallel, 

ef. Col. iii. 10. This renewal is the work of the Holy Spirit (Tit. iii. 

5) primarily, but of course requires man’s energy of faith; so personal 

action (uerauoppovede) is required. 
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TH dvakatvooer: the article=which is open to you in Christ: the 

word has its full force=the making fresh and new again, as it once 

was; the mind has become old and worn; by the Holy Spirit it is 

made fresh again and vigorous with youth; cf. rov madaov...rov 

kaivov dvO@pwrov, Eph. iv. 22, 24; 2 Cor.l.c. Cf. also 2 Cor. v.17; 
Rev. xxi. 4. The youthful joy and vigour of Christians was the con- 

stant wonder of observers. The word brings out vividly the contrast 

with the prevailing pessimism of contemporary thought. The effect 

of the Spirit is fresh vitality and a true direction of the mind. 

rod vods. The mind is the faculty by which man apprehends and 

reflects upon Gop and divine truth. As it is moved by the spirit or 

by the flesh it develops or degenerates; cf, c. vii. 25n. Of. Eph. iv. 

17; Col. ii. 18; 1 Tim. vi. 5; Tit. i. 15. 

eis 7rd Sox. «.t.A. The aim of the whole effort (efs ro dep. on 
perapopd.) is to test what is Gop’s will for man both in general and 
in the particular details of life. .The action of the mind is not con- 

ceived of as speculative, but as practically discovering by experiment 

more and more clearly the lines upon which the change of nature and 

conduct must work. The thought is expressed fully in 1 Cor. ii. 6— 

16, esp. ef. vv. 12 and 16. Contrast supra i. 28. 

Soxipafew=to test or find out by experiment. 

vi To OéAnpa tod Gcod= what the will of Gop is for your new life; 
ef. ii. 18; Eph. i. 9, v.17; Col. i. 9; 1-Pet.iv.2, The apprehension 

of the will is essential to the true conduct of the new life. 

76 &yalov K.t.A. The will of Gop here as in ll.cc. means not the 
faculty which wills, but the object of that will, the thing willed 

(cf. Giff. ad loc.); consequently these epithets are applicable: the 

object of Gop’s will, here, is the character of the new life in detail, 

and this is good, as regards man’s needs, acceptable, as regards his 

relation to Gop, and perfect, as being the proper and full develop- 

ment of man’s nature. It is noticeable that here only in N.T. are 

‘ any epithets given to 76 0é\nua Tr. 6. ; 

These two verses, then, summarise, in the most concise form, the 

practical duty which follows upon man’s relation to Gop as described ; 
they describe conditions: of the Christian life as it depends upon the 

power for salvation to be appropriated by faith: and introduce the 

detailed applications now to be made. ‘ 

3—8. ‘The connexion seems to lie in the emphasis just laid upon 

mind as the instrument of the formation of the new character. 

This leads to the charge to keep that mind in the attitude and 

quality proper to one who derives from Gop faith, by which he can 

use the given power, and in its use is bound by his relation to Christ 
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and the other members of the body. These considerations (3) exclude 
all self-importance, enforce self-restraint, and (4—8) dictate the 
object, service in the one body, and therefore the quality and temper 
of mind in details of service. 

3. yap enforces the charge just given by a description of the right 
temper of mind for men in their circumstances. 

Sud THs X., ‘on the authority of’; cf. 1; 1 Thes. iv. 2, and perhaps 
1 Tim. iv. 14; 2 Tim. ii. 2: the accus. xv. 15 has a different suggestion. 

THs xX. THS $00. pot. Cf. i. 5, xv. 15; 1 Cor. iii. 10, xv. 10; Gal. ii. 

9; Eph. ili. 2,7. His commission to preach the free favour of Gop 
to all, and his own share in this grace, authorise him to insist to 

every one of them upon its conditions; cf. Robinson, Eph., pp. 224f. 
The aor. part. of course refers to his call. 

tTaytTl tT oyT. év v, All Christians stand on the same level and 
under the same conditions, whatever their special gifts. 

brephpovetv...ppovety...capovetvy. dpoveiv heredescribesthe quality — 
(as vods the faculty), not the object or contents, of thought or mind; 

ef, xi. 21, xii, 16; 1 Tim. vi. 17, and perhaps Phil. ii. 5. In all other 

places it is used of the object or contents as in Mt. xvi. 23= Mk viii. 
33; Acts xxviii. 22: and freq. in 8. Paul. wrepdp. only here. gpovety © 

S. Paul only exe. ll.cc. ow@povety Pauline, exc. Mk v. 15 || Lk., 1 Pet. 

iv. 7. It is impossible to represent the play on words in English with 

the same epigrammatic point. The clue to the full thought is given 

by 1 Cor. ii. 16 and Phil. ii. 5f. The ‘mind’ of the Christian must 
reproduce, in his place and capacity, the ‘mind’ of Christ, of whom 

he is a member, 

map 5 Set dpovety. Cf. the use of rapa with comparatives, Heb. i. 4, 
ili. 3, and also Heb. i, 9 al., infra xiv. 5. Set, as the subject of 

Gon’s mercies and gifts. 
erencppovety a Hing sound habit of mind which holds to the realities 

of a man’s position, and does not err either by excess or defect: used 

of sanity, Mk v. 15; 2 Cor. v.13. eis ré6=up to the point of. The 

elements of this cwdpoc’vy are explicitly. stated in Eph, iv. 2, Com- 
paring viii. 1, we may say that this cw¢poovvy consists in recognising 

the law of the new life. 

éxdorw picks up the rav7i and epi phonaaes the distinctness of each 

in the common life; prob. governed by éuépicer, and transposed for 

emphasis. 

épéptoev. Ie. at his call, in baptism=1 Cor. vii. 17 only; ef. 
2 Cor. x. 13; Mk vi. 41; Heb. vii. 2; wepiouds, Heb. ii. 4: the faith 
which is the condition of the reception of the Spirit in baer is 

itself a gift of Gon. 
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pérpov mlorews. pérpov does not=pépos or pépis, a8 most com- 

mentators take it; in N.T. it always has its proper significance of 

‘a measuring instrument.’ Consequently the genitive must be a 
genitive of definition, a measuring instrument consisting in faith. 

The point is that faith was given to each as a measure by which 
to test his thinking of himself, to see whether it is true and sound 
thinking: faith is such a measure because it recognises the true 

relation of the man to Gop and his true position in the society of 

Christ; cf. xiv. 23n. So far as a man’s thinking of himself con- 

forms to his faith, so far is it true and sound thinking (uérpov is 
suggested by cwdpoveiv). He will then think of himself as deriving 
all that he has from Gop, having nothing from himself, and therefore 

bound to serve Gop in all things and to claim nothing for himself: 

so his mind will be busy in that transformation which will be a 

presenting of a living offering to Gop. This thinking in faith will 

also show him his special call and aptitudes in the one body. 

The usual interpretation makes uérpov ricrews=a specific measure 

or portion of faith: but this, besides the strain on the word pérpop, 
involves serious difficulties, and practically forces commentators who 

adopt it to take ricrews as equal to xdpiros. 

4. KaOdmep ydp.... Cf. 1 Cor. xii, 12—27. The reason for this 
exercise of sober thought in contrast to exaggerated thought of self, 

is the position of the Christian as a member of a body in Christ. In 

1 Cor. l.c. the comparison is developed in far greater detail and is 

applied to elucidating the various functions which the several personal 

members perform in the body. Here stress is rather laid on the 

temper of mind in which the several gifts should be utilised, as 

illustrating the detailed exhibition of cwdpoctvy. In Eph. iv. both 

lines of thought are combined. The difference of aim in the several 
passages accounts for certain differences of phraseology. 

év évl copare K.t.A. A favourite analogy with 8. Paul. It brings 
out (1) the dependence of all on the one life received from the union 
with Christ (cf. vi. 1f.), (2).the mutual dependence of each on each 

and all for giving effect to that life in each, (3) the common share 

of each and all in the work to which that life is directed. While the 
idea of this diversely organic unity of life and aim in Christ underlies 
all S. Paul’s ethical teaching, it may be said to be the single subject 
of Eph. where it is fully and positively developed. 8S. H. rightly 

point out that the comparison of a social organism to the body was 

very common in ancient writers. 

Ta St péAyn TavTa K.t.A. But the members have not all the same 
business or mode of action. 
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5. of mwodXol «.r.A4. We who are many, being in Christ, are one 

body; cf. viii. 1—10. The connexion of the individual with Christ, 
made in baptism, is a connexion of life, given by the presence of His 

life in him. Lut this life is one and the same for all who are baptised 
into Him; therefore the connexion of the individual is not only with 
Christ but with all who are instinct with the same life. The in- 
dividuality however is not thereby submerged, but socialised, so to 

speak: it is developed by being brought into these new and living 
relations and has its part in the organic whole. The emphasis here 
is not on the connexion with Christ, which is assumed, but on the 
consequent connexion with others. So in 1 Cor. x. 17, xii. 13; Eph. 

ii. 16, iv.4. In 1 Cor. xii. 27, Eph. i. 23, iv. 12 al., the stress is on 
the relation to Christ. 

wo St xa’ eis. Cf. Mk xiv. 19, [Joh.] viii. 9. ‘xara is used as 
an adverb distributively. M. Gr. xaOels or xa0évas=each,” Moulton, 
p.105. +o...=as regards our several individualities; cf. ix. 5, xii. 18; 
Blass, p. 94. The accus. of reference has become an adverbial accus, 

GAAjAwv pen. Cf. Eph. iv. 25, where also the stress is on the 
mutual obligations in the society ; otherwise uédn Xpiorod (1 Cor, vi. 

15, xii. 27; Eph. v. 30). Thus again the special direction of the 
swoppootrvy is indicated. 

6. exovres 88 «.7.A. 52 brings out, in contrast with the unity just 
emphasised, the difference of function indicated in 4b. But, as we 

have different gifts, we must use them in relation to others, in service. 

Some place a comma after uédn; but the balance of the sentences 
and the connexion of thought are against this. 

Xaplopara—ydpus. ydpis is the one gift of life in Christ, given to 
all; xdpicua is the special character which this gift assumes as 
differentiated in each.  ‘‘xapis is the vital force of the cdya r. 
xp. which flows from Christ through all its living members; xdpioua 

- a special determination of this force to enable a particular puédos to 

do its part towards the whole céya,” Lid.; ef. 1 Pet. iv. 10; 1 Cor. 

xli. 4, 7 (where 7d wveua takes the place of xdpis). 
tiv Sobcioay rpiv. Cf. 3 (dodelons—éuépicev) of baptism. 
elre mpodytelav «.t.A. A very characteristic series of elliptical 

clauses. What is the ellipse? The first member of each clause 

clearly describes a ydpicua, the second member its manner of use; 

the context demands that all these uses should be instances of 

cwppootvy, the sober thought of self as meant for service ; the ellipse 

must, then, be supplied in each case to bring out this point. 

tpopytetav. The decisive passage in S. Paul is 1 Cor. xiv. 1—33; 
the Rey. claims to be a book mpognrelas (i. 3, xxii. 7 £.); here=a 
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xépicua, the gift or power of prophecy as 1 Cor. xii. 10, xiii. 2; as a 

particular act, 1 Cor. xiv. 22; 1 Thes. v. 20; 1 Ti. i. 18, iv. 14. It . 

may include foretelling, but its normal exercise has olkodou) in view 

(1 Cor. xiv. 3, 5, 26), i.e. exposition of divine truth in such a way as 

to bring out the condition of the human heart (1 Cor. xiv. 25) and 
to encourage and console. It seems to differ from diddcKew as 

involving the consciousness of acting under direct inspiration, rather 

than of drawing upon personal experience and reflexion. It is clear 

from 1 Cor. xiv. 32 that S. Paul had to heighten and spiritualise the 

current thoughts about ‘ prophecy’ and ‘ prophets.’ 

kata tTHV oO. T. 7. Sc. we must use this gift—mpopyrevwuer. oe 

Kata tiv avadoylay=in due or full proportion to or correspondence 

with. 
vis wlerews. The faith which animates and enlightens the 

prophet. The aim of rpogyrela is olkodouy ; its inspiration therefore 

must be the faith of the rpopjrnys; and that faith must be allowed 

free play, so that he delivers all that he believes, ‘‘ without exaggeration, 

display, or self-seeking,” Giff. Lid. follows the Latin as against the 

Greek fathers in taking r7s ricrews=the Christian Faith (objective), 
and xara ryv dvanr. = “ according to the majestic proportion, etc.”; but 

this is exactly a case where the instinctive interpretation of the 

Greek fathers is decisive. Moreover, the context requires here 

a reference, not to an external standard, but to the temper and 

spirit in which the action is performed. 

7. ere Staxoviav «.t.d. Se. wuev; cf. 1 Tim. iv. 15, & rovros 

ic@t; so with the next two clauses, thoroughness and devotion are 

insisted upon. : 

Staxoviav. The widest word for service, including the functions of 

apostles, prophets, etc., but here probably of personal service in 

the community; cf. Phoebe xvi. 1. év 77 dvax., the special way of 

serving given to each. 

6 SiSdocKwv. The change of form probably merely the result of 
instinctive literary feeling. The teacher is distinguished from the 

prophet (Acts xiii. 1; 1 Cor. xii. 28; Eph. iv. 11) perhaps as ex- 
pounding, elucidating and systematically imparting truth rather than 
discovering and declaring it. Itis of course a distinction of functions 

not of persons. See above, v, 6. 

év ty Sti8acKkadlg. Cf. 1 Tim. iv. 13,16. The act or practice of 
teaching, not the thing taught (so generally in the Pastoral Epp.). 

8. 6 wapaxadov. 8. Paul is not thinking only of gifts qualifying 
for office, but of all gifts which help the society and its members. So 

here of the gift of stimulus or encouragement, especially in the 
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application of truth to conduct; cf. 1 Tim. vi. 2; Tit. i. 9 
ii. 15. 

6 petadtSods k.7.A. Here and in the two following clauses we have 
to supply an imperative from the participle. 

amhéryte, liberality ; cf. 2 Cor. viii. 2, ix. 11, 18; Ja. i. 53; where 
see Hort: §. Paul’s use seems to be definitely = liberality. 

6 Tpoiordpevos, very general, for any one in a position of control or 
guidance; cf. 1 Thes. v.12; 1 Tim. iii. 4f£., v. 17 (al. Tit. iii, 8, 14). 

6 é\eov, only here and Jude 22 (outside the Gospels) of human 

mercy. évin. cf. Ecclus. xxxii.(xxxv.) 11, Prov. xxii.8 8. H.; perhaps 
there is a special reference to works of compassion, with almsgiving 
or healing, Cf. édenuoctvyn, Mt. vi. 2 f. 

9. The classification of the following clauses is not systematic : 
some refer to duties to Christians, some to non-Christians, some to 

both; and the different references are intermixed (cf. r7 ONiWe, v.12; 
evdoyeire K.T.A. 14). Throughout recognised characteristics or con- 
ditions of the Christian life are named, and the temper of mind enjoined 

in which they should be exercised or treated. These commands, 
then, elements of Christian law, are not rules of action but principles 

of conduct. The Christian law is not embodied in external precepts, 
but in the example of Christ, adopted by faith. The contrast with 
the Jewish law is exactly the same as in the Sermon on the Mount. 

The particulars can all be signally paralleled from the Gospel account 

of Jesus, 
9. %aydrn avuToKpiros. Asin 1 Cor. xiii. 8. Paul passes from the 

question of xapiopara to axa’ drepBoriy 65és, the way of love, so here 
in passing to an enumeration of instances of Christian character in 
general, as distinct from special gifts, he begins with dyary. Itis to be 
observed that all these characteristics are the result of the ‘ power for 
salvation’ which the Gospel brings; and they illustrate the meta- 

morphosis which character undergoes to become Christian. 
dvumékpiros, ‘withovt dissimulation’ A.V., ‘ without hypocrisy’ 

R. V.; better perhaps ‘ unfeigned.’ djréxpiros=playing a part, unreality 
being implied; cf. 2 Cor. vi. 6; 1 Tim. i. 5 (qicris); 1 Pet. i. 22. 
Christian love must be real. 
adroorvyotvres «.7.A. This clause insists on the necessity of an 

uncompromising moral standard, easily ignored by any merely class 
morality or forgotten by a sentimental benevolence. The moral 

sternness of the Gospel is here strongly represented ; cf. 1 Thes. v. 22 

(but there the reference is more limited). S.H. connect this clause 
with the preceding, and take rd rovynpoy and 7rd dyaddv to mean the 

evil and good in others; but this is farfetched, and blunts the point 

L2 
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of both injunctions. The participles express avoidance and ad- 
herence in the strongest possible way. 

TO wovnpév. The only certain instance of the substantival neuter 
of this adj. in N. T.; exc. Lk. vi. 46 || Mt., wh. compare. 

KohAchnevor, gen. in N.T. with dat. of person, but cf. Acts viii. 29 ; 
freq. in Patr, Apost., qu. Did. 5, 2. 

10—21. Note the remarkable coordination of participles, ad- 
jectives, infinitives (15), and imperatives. All should be translated 

by the imperative; cf. Moulton, pp. 180 f., 222; cf. 1 Pet. ii. 18, 

iii. 1, 7, 8 f., iv. 8 f.; of. Col. iii. 16, 17; 2 Cor. ix. 11, 13; 

Eph. iv. 2, 3; Hebr. xiii. 1—5, The participles are all durative in 
action, implying habits. So the imperatives, except dére, v. 19, 

which implies a single act once for all. The negatives with parti- 

ciples and imperatives follow the general rule of ui with the present 
imperative and imply the giving up of former habits; ef. Moulton, 

p. 122f. All are instances of the cwpocivyn which is the result of 
the perapdppwors. : 

10. ty prraderplg. Cf. 1 Thes. iv. 9; 1 Pet. i, 22 (in LXX. only 
in 4 Mace.). A recognised duty, therefore liable to formalities; this 

must be provided against by an eager feeling of affection as to real 

members of a family. 

dirdoropyor. Always of family affection; so 2 Macc. ix. 21 al. 
Polyb. al. | 

Ty Tuy. Cf. xiii. 7; Joh. iv. 44; 1 Tim. vi. 1; Heb. iii, 3; 1 Pet. 
ili. 7, of respect paid by man to man. 

GAArAous mponyotpevor. We have to choose between (1) an un- 
paralleled construction=giving each other a lead; this requires the 

genitive: (2) an unparalleled sense ‘ each considering another superior 
to himself.’ Even if we take (1) the proper meaning would be ‘ taking 

the lead of each other,’ which is the opposite of the evident sense. 

(2) assumes that the compound follows the sense of #yetc 0a: =to hold, 

consider, 7iva Tro.odrov, the only sense in which the simple verb is used 

in N. T. except in the participle. This is supported by Phil. ii.3 and 

Theodoret’s rapaxywpelrw 5¢ éxacros Tov mpwrelwv T@ wédas. Chrys. 

wavers: (1) 7d crovddfew ry Tig vixav Tov wryaolov; (2) Aéyer ov Timare 

dAAd mponyeicbe ; and although no parallel to this sense of the com- 

pound can be found, it is possible and suits the context. 
11. tq crovdy, in the sera! diligence which Christian practice 

requires. 
oxvnpol, of hesitation from sitiitevel cause, so sluggish, idle; ef. 

Mt. xxv. 26. 
7S Tvespart prob. = with or by the Holy Spirit—the source in the 
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man of all the activities which are being urged. {éovres, cf. Acts 

KVlii. 25 ; feords, Rev. iii. 15, 16. The whole phrase )( d«vypol. 
7t@ kuptw Sovredovres. The fervour inspired by the Spirit is to be 

used in the service of the Lord; cf. Acts xx. 19; 1 Pet. ii.16. The 

two clauses remind them of the power and the allegiance which are 

the background of the whole exhortation. The alternative reading rp 
Kka:p@ is attractive, both because it brings this clause more into line 
with the neighbouring clauses and as parallel to Gal. vi. 10; 

Eph. v.16; Col. iv. 5. But the parallels are not quite convincing— 

there the man is urged to make himself master of opportunity, here 

to be its slave, a very different and even dubious exhortation. And if 
we take’r@ mvevuars as above we get an excellent sense and parallel. 

Sovrcvovres. Of the relation of Christians in general; cf. vi. 18, 
xiv. 18; 1 Thes. i. 9; otherwise generally of apostles or ministers till 
Rev. 

12. ry éAml8t xalpovres. Cf. xv. 13; dat.=because of your hope ; 
their hope is motive of joy; and hope naturally springs from the 

thought of the Spirit and the Lord; cf. Rev. xxii. 17. 
te OAtpe. In your tribulation—a recognised condition of the 

Christian profession; cf. 1 Thes. i. 6, iii. 3f. al. §S. H. call 

attention to the regular appearance of this note of persecution from 

the beginning of 8. Paul’s Epp. 

umopévovres. Absol. as 2 Tim. ii. 12; Heb. xii. 7; 1 Pet.ii. 20. It 
takes the accus. of the object. 
T] Tpocevxy TMporkaprepodvres. Cf. Acts i. 14, ii. 42, vi. 4; 

Col. iv. 2; your practice of prayer; in this and the two following 

clauses the subst. is governed by the verb. 

13. tats xpelarts. Cf. Acts xxviii. 10; Phil. ii, 25, iv. 16, 19; 
Tit. iii. 14=the needs. On prelais see crit. note, p. xlv. 

Kolv@votvres. Kow.=to be partners or act as partners; the dat. of 

the thing marks the matter in which the partnership is exercised ; 
ef, xv.27; 1 Tim.v.22; 1 Pet.iv.13; 2Joh. 11; dat. of person=the 

persons with whom the partnership is formed, cf. Phil. iv. 15; 

Gal. vi. 6; the gen. of the thing, the matter which the partners 
share; cf. Heb. ii. 14. So here=acting as their partners in the 

matter of their needs: goes further than weradidous, v. 8, as implying 

personal service; cf. 1 Tim. vi. 18, : 
viv ddokeviav Stokovres. Of. ix. 30, 31, xiv. 19; 1 Cor. xiv. 1; 

1 Thes. v. 15, al. This use confined to Pauline writings (incl. Heb., 

1 Pet.) ; not the mere exercise, but the active search for opportunity 

is implied. Hospitality, a recognised duty, is to be carefully culti- 

vated; cf. 1 Pet. iv. 9; 1 Tim. ili. 2; Tit. i, 8. 
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14. evdoyetre w.t.A. Cf. Lk. vi. 28 (Mt. v. 44); 1 Cor. iv. 12; 
1 Pet. iii. 9. This clause inserted here shows that the order is not 
systematic, | 

15. xalpew «.7.X., for infin. =imper. cf. Phil. iii. 16, “ familiar in 
Greek, esp. with laws and maxims,” Moulton, l.c.; here used in prefer- 
ence to the participle perh. on grounds of euphony. 

16. to avro..., maintain that mutual agreement with each other 

which is the basis of peace ; cf. xv. 5; 2 Cor. xiii. 11; Phil..ii. 2, iv. 2. 

py ta ip. A potent source of danger to peace. td vp. dp.= 
vmepppovev, v. 3, xi. 21; 1 Tim, vi. 17; cf. dwepjpavos, Jas. iv. 6; 
1 Pet. v. 5; here it refers to the estimate of self in comparison with 

other men ; in all other passages of an overweening estimate’ of self 

in relation to Gop. 
Tois TaTretvots, always masc. in N.T. and O.T., exc. Ps. exxxvii. 6 

(where Heb. suggests persons), in contrast with twos, Lk. i. 52; 

Jas. i. 9. The antithesis to 7a dyna has led some commentators to 
take it as neut. here. But, against this, is not only biblical use, but 

the context; masc. gives a better expansion of 7d a’rd x.7.X., and 

better suits the verb ouvaray. 

cuvatrayépevot. No real || to this use is given: Gal. ii. 13; 
2 Pet. ili. 17 pass. Chrys. gives ouumrepipépov, suumreprépxov; cf. Field, 

adloc. =put yourselves on a level with, accommodate yourselves to. 

S. H. (though preferring the neuter) qu. Tyn. Cov. Genev., ‘make 

yourselves equal to them of the lower sort.’ Rhem., ‘ consenting to 

the humble.’ : 

py ylverOe hp. wap é€ Prov. iii. 7; with parallel clause ém of 

sogia wn émalpov=avoid self-conceit; cf. xi. 25. 

17. pydevi kaxov «.7.A. 1 Thes, v. 15f.; 1 Pet. iii. 9f. 
mpovoovzevor KaAG K.T.A. Prov. iii. 4, LXX.; 2 Cor. viii. 21; the 

sense is well given by Chrys.: mpévoiay moreiode rod Karol paivecOar év 

TH pndevi Siddvar Woyou mpdpacw, he compares 1 Cor. x. 32. Lid. eft 
1 Thes. iv. 12; 1 Pet. ii. 12. There is a common standard of honour 

which Christians must by no means ignore; cf. 2 Cor. iv. 2. 

18. ei Suvardv, roe tpove.t.A. If it is possible, at least as far as 
depends on yourselves. The accumulation of conditions emphasises 

the difficulty of the precepts; cf. Field. 

19. dyamyrot. N. the appeal to the treatment which they have 
received from Gop, as enforcing this most difficult act of self-denial. 

Sore tomov. ‘The aor. marks the instantaneous and final character 

of the act. tomov, ‘room’ or ‘opportunity’; cf. Eph. iv. 26; 

Heb. viii. 7, xii. 17; Acts xxv. 16. 

7] Opyy. The wrath of Gop ; as v. 9; 1 Thes. ii. 16 ; cf. 1 Pet. iv. 19, 
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yéyparrat yap «.7.A. Deut. xxxii. 35 Heb. ; see Giff. on form of 
quotation. 

20. édvmevg«.t.A. Prov. xxv. 21; for Woprte cf. 1 Cor. xiii. 3. 
avOpakas muposK.t.A. The context in Proy. and here forbids us to 

take this as a symbol of mere punishment or vengeance. The ‘coals 

of fire’ are pains, but healing pains, of remorse and repentance. Lid. 

qu. Jerome and Aug. in support of this interpretation ; cf. 1 Pet. ii. 

15, iii. 16. 
21. pa) vik K.7.A. sums up 17—20. Comm. qu. Sen. de benef., vir. 

31, vincit malos pertinax bonitas. Weitst. gives a long catena of |]. 



CHAPTER XIII 

1—7. Relation to civil authorities. 
There is no introduction or formula of connexion. This is still 

part of the new cwdpocivyn. It is to be observed that the reasons for 
civil obedience are fully and clearly given, even with repetitions, as 

though the matter required explicit treatment. Yet the occasion for 

the introduction of the subject is not explained or hinted at. It is 

possible that 8. Paul may have had reason to fear, or may have 
feared that others would expect, that the Christian societies might 
inherit some of the turbulence of the Jewish, esp. there may have 

been a danger that Christians at Rome would be infected. Or again, 

the Christian theory of the civil order may have been raised by the 
emphasis laid upon the kingdom. And the necessity of clear views 

may have grown upon 8. Paul’s mind with his gradual approach to 

the centre of the Empire, and his realisation of the importance for 

the propagation of the Gospel. The establishment of Christian 

societies in so many places and the development of their internal 
organisation would also bring this question into prominence, as it 

did that of legal proceedings (1 Cor. vi.). At the same time, it is to 
be noticed that the treatment of the question, though definite, is 

quite general; there is no sign either in the argument or in the tone 

of the passage of any special urgency : and we may conclude that it 

is due’simply to the desire for completeness in indicating the outlines 

of Christian duty and the character and temper in which it should 
be fulfilled. ; 

Note further some significant omissions. (1) The question of duty 
as between rival claimants to civil authority is not touched. (2) Nor 

is the question of duty to a corrupt and unjust authority: it is as- 
sumed throughout that the authority is just and has for its aim the 
good. (3) Nor is the question of conflict between the civil and 
spiritual authorities. P 

S. H. have an excellent excursus on the question, pp. 369 ff. Cf. 

also E, von Dobschiitz, Die Urchristlichen Gemeinden, p. 95 (Leipzig, 

1902), Cf. 1 Pet. ii. 13—17; 1 Tim. ii. 1 f.; Mt. xxii. 15 f. |] Lk. 
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1. waca Wuyy. Cf. ii. 9 (Rev. xvi. 3, of fish); Acts ii. 43, iii. 23. 
L. & 8. give || from Greek class. poetry. Epictet. fr. 33 Yuxal =slaves. 

éovolas, of persons holding civil authority Lk. xii. 11; Tit. iii, 1 
only; cf. 1 Cor. xv. 24; Eph. i. 21 al. ; Col. i. 16 al. ; 1 Pet. iii. 22. 

trepexovoats. Simply of superiority in any degree; cf. 1 Pet. 
li, 13. 

ov yap tory 2. «7.4. S. Paul lays down the principle that the fact 
of authority being established involves the divine ordinance of it. 
The two clauses state the same principle, in a negative and a positive 

form, The repetition emphasises the point. 

2. éavrots. Emphatic: will bring judgment upon themselves. 

Keto Arjpovrat. Of the civil judgment involved by their acts ; 
ef, Lk. xxiii. 40, xxiv. 20. 

8. ydp. The justice of the government is assumed : so 4a. 

T® dya0G Eoyw. Hort favours P. Young’s conj., dyafoepyg; cf. 
1 Tim. vi. 18, dyaoepyctv ; tempting but hardly necessary. 

vo dyaSev mole. Of. 1 Pet. ii. 15. 
4. &Sucoseisdpynv. Cf.1 Thes.iv.6: for the execution of wrath ; 

the wrath of offended authority. 
5. avaykn. ‘ The necessity is twofold, external on account of ‘the 

wrath’ which the magistrate executes, internal on account of con- 

science towards Gop.” Giff. 
Sid THY wvveldyotv. Cf. Acts xxiii. 1, xxiv. 16, ‘ because of your 

own conscience’: because, as your paying tribute shows, you recognise 

them as authorities duly constituted, and therefore ministers of Gop. 
Hence it is a matter of conscience towards Gon; cf. 1 Pet. ii. 19. 
See Add. Note, p. 209. 

6. @dpovs. Lk. xx. 22, xxiii. 2 only, direct taxes on persons, 
houses or land. -tédAos of customs, taxes on trades. 

Aevrouvpyol, of public service or office; here as administering public 
functions committed to them by Gop: the connexion of the word 
with public service of religion is secondary. 

els atto totro, to this very end, i.e. of securing social order and 

obedience, 7d drordccer Oa. 

Tpockaptepotytes, absol.: cf. Acts ii. 46. 
7. amddorte, pay as their due, obdé yap xaplin robro wotv* dpehh 

yap éott 75 mpaypya, Chrys. 
8—10. The question of duty to the civil power leads to a summary 

of the principle which underlies all duty towards man, found in the 

duty of love, riv unrépa rév dya0Gv Chrys.: still the exposition of 
the properly Christian character. 

8. pmdevi pndiv. The repetition of the negative gives a strong 
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emphasis to the injunction. dde(Aere in pres. =remain under debt to 
no man in any matter, except in love. 

el pj Td GAAMAOUS dyamav. dAAyAovs must be given as wide a 
reference as wndevi; love is a permanent debt (pres. infin.) that can 

never be fully discharged; cf. Aug. Ep. excii. 1 (qu. Lid.) ‘*semper 
autem debeo caritatem quae sola etiam reddita detinet redditorem.” 

This sums up all the teaching of xii. 3—xiii. 7. 

6 ydp dyawav «.7.A. This is the only way of fulfilling law, and 
this does fulfil it. 

Tov trepov. Apparently used by 8. Paul to give the widest possible 

extension to the principle: anyone with whom a man is brought into 

relation: it avoids vagueness (not ravras dvOpmzovs or Tovs &\Xous) by 
its individual note and bars all casuistry as to ‘ the neighbour’ ; cf. 
Lk. x. 29. It is grammatically possible to take rév érepov with 
vouov (cf. Hort on James ii. 8 ad fin.) ; but the phrase would be 

strained, and the context (4\\7Aovs—rdv mAyolor) is against it. 

vépov werdnjpaxeyv. Cf. Mt. v. 17: supra viii. 4; Gal. v. 14 and 
subst. v. 10. vdpos is quite general, though as the next verse shows 

the Decalogue is the crucial instance. med. perfect, has by that 

continuing act fulfilled and does fulfil, not abolished or done away, 

9. TO ydp K.T.A., 0. sing.=the injunction regarded as one, con- 
tained in the several évrodai following. 

ov potxevoes k.7.A. The order differs from the Hebr. text in Ex. 
xx. 13; Deut. v. 17: follows the B text of Deut. LXX., as also Lk, xviii. 

20; Fusion ii. 11; Philo de decal., Clem. Alex. wiveac vi. 168. H. N. 

the ninth commandment is omitted (but inserted in some MSS.), 
év t@ Ady@ TodTw=Iin this saying of Scripture. 
dvaxebadavodrar, i is summed up and included. Eph. i. 10 only. 

adyamioc. tT. 7.0. oso. Levit, xix. 18, where the context seems to 

limit it to Israelites: here the context tins already given the widest 

interpretation. 

10. Kakov ovk épydterar. The negative expression corresponds to 
the negative form of the precepts in v. 9. Love cannot do any of 

these evils to the neighbour; therefore it fulfils law. . Its positive 

effect in going beyond any possible extension of positive precepts is 

implied in v. 8. 

q aydry =the love which Christians owe to all. It is to be noted, 
again, that in laying down the moral requirements of Christian 

conduct, 8. Paul avoids rules and insists on the quality which in its 

proper operation belongs to the Christian as such and produces 

conduct conformable to the character of the life which is in him. 

11—14. The exhortations to the detailed development of the 



Christian character are enforced by the reminder that the times are 

critical, and demand effort ; that the full ‘day’ of Christ’s coming is 
near : and the contrast between the life of the natural man and of 
the regenerate is drawn in a few bold lines. The whole is summed 

up in the description of the Christian aim, as a repeated effort to 
‘put on the Lord Jesus Christ,’ and a complete abandonment of the 
satisfaction of the lusts of the flesh; a return to the thought of xii. 

1, 2. : 
11. «Kal rotro, cf. 1 Cor. vi. 6, 8; Eph. ii. 8; ef. xat raidra, 

Heb. xi. 12; resumes with emphasis the whole exhortation. 

elSdres. Cf. Lk. xii. 56; Mk xiii. 33=realising the character of 
the present period and its demands upon you. 

tov katpov. Cf. 1 Cor. vii. 29; Eph. v. 16; 1 Pet.iv. 17; Rev. i. 3, 
xxii. 10; Lk. xxi. 8; almost technical for the period before the Second 
Coming, 8. H. 

ért explains the characteristics which they ought to realise. 
— Dpas & trvov éyepOqvar. tmvos metaph. only here; ef. Eph. v. 
7—14. Here the contrast is not with the heathen state, but of the 

awakened and alert spirit with the sleeping and inert: a warning 
against acquiescence in the present. Giff. cft Mt. xxv. 1f.; perh. ef. 

1 Cor. xi. 30. 

4 cornpfa. Cf. v. 9; 1 Pet. i. 5; 1 Thes. v. 8, 9. It is not 
always clear whether the word is used of the present state in which 

the Christian is by faith : or the final state which is the object of his 
hope and is brought about by the Second Coming. Here the context 

decides for the latter. 
émuorretoapev. We became believers—a good instance of the ‘ in- 

gressive’ aorist; cf. Moulton p. 129 f.; cf. [Mk] xvi. 16; Acts ii. 44, 
xix. 2; 1 Cor. iii. 5, xv. 2; Gal. ii. 16; Eph. i. 13; Heb. iv. 3. 

12. 4 v0é «.7.A. 1 Thes. v. 2—7; Rev. xxi. 25, xxii. 5. mpoex. 
‘is far spent’ (advanced) : A. and R.V., aor. marks the point reached. 
The night is almost gone, the signs of the coming day are already in 

the sky. 
droOdu.e0a otv k.7.A. Here the contrast with the heathen life 

seems to come out. N. the aor., it is to be a single act done once for 

all. tdépya tr. o. the deeds which are characteristic of the darkness. 
Ta STAG T. p., the weapons needed for the work to be done in the 
light; cf. 1 Thes. v. 6—8, where both thoughts are more fully 

expressed. Eph. v. 10 f. describes the warfare of the light. Taking 
v. 14 into account, we see that there is a reference here, as in 1 Thes. 
and Eph., to the Messianic warfare in which the Christian, as év 

Xpiorg, has to take his part. 
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13. os & tyépqa.t.A. The conduct (repir.) must befit the day 
and its occupations. 

14. éydicac0e. Metaph. only in 8. Paul (exc. Lk. xxiv. 49); of. 

Gal. iii. 27; Eph. iv. 24; Col. iii. 10, with 11 ad fin. The closest 

parallel in thought, though noé in language, is Eph. l.c., as the refer- 

ence is not primarily to baptism (as in Gal. l.c., Col. l.c.) but is the 
repeated effort to realise the Christian character, that is the character 
of the Christ as living in the Christian. The metaphor is found in 

O.T. Job xxix. 14; Ps. exxxii. 9; ef. Lk. lc. Col. iii. 12 after 10, 

11, shows the meaning of the metaphor, and gives us a clear hint that 

in describing the details of Christian character S. Paul is consciously 
reproducing the elements of the character of our Lord, as we learn 
them from the gospels. In estimating the amount of acquaintance 

with the Gospel story which 8S. Paul had, this fact must be’ given full 
weight. The aorist here has the ‘constative’ force (Moulton, p. 130), 
i.e. describes as one effort the constantly repeated efforts of growth in 
the Christian character. 

tov kipiov I. Xp. The full name is remarkable, contrast Gal. Uc. 
If it is the correct reading, if emphasises (1) the indwelling of the 
Christ, (2) the model given by the life of Jesus on earth, (3) the 
motive of obedience and allegiance to the Lord. 

THs Tapkos K.t.A. Cease to provide for the flesh with a view to 
desires: the negative with the present imperative has its idiomatic 
force (Moulton, p. 122 f.). 

Tpdovoiav pr toutobe= uy mpovociobe ; cf. refi. ap. Field, ad loc. ; 
ef. Mt. vi. 25; Lk. xii. 22 f.; Phil. iv. 6. 

els ériOuplas, quite general, of all desires of the flesh: the needs 

and desires of the flesh must no longer be the controlling motives in 

the life of the new man, =r4a éml rijs yfjs, Col. ili. 2; Eph, iv. 22 is 

more limited: so Gal. v. 16; 1 Pet. ii. 11. 



xiv.—xv. 13. A special case of Christian conduct—its true bearing 
towards scrupulous brethren. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

XIV. (1) Scruples must not be allowed to separate brethren : (3) 
they do not separate from Gop: (4) we have no right to judge those 
who, in their particular choices. of action, all own allegiance to the 
one Lord: (10) judgment is reserved for God. 

(13) The true Christian way is to avoid all offence to brethren in 
matters indifferent, and, positively, to concentrate our aim upon the 

weightier matters. 
XV. (1) The fundamental Christian principle is mutual service 

and help, after the model of the Christ, and in that endurance and 

encouragement which Gop gives to promote harmony in His service. 

(7) This mutual service and reception is the proper consequence 

in the Christian life, of Christ’s service and reception of Jew and 

Gentile unto Gon’s glory, the foundation of the hope, joy and peace 
of all Christian men. 

1, tov 8 do evouvra «.t.A. §S. Paul passes to a special case 
(dé) of the duty of love and the consequence of the corporate character 
of the Christian life: we may perhaps regard it as a special case of 

the injunction, xii. 16. 

do§. ty wlore, iv. 19; cf. 1 Thes. iii. 10, v. 14; 1 Cor. viii. 7 f. 

Cf. iv. 20; 1 Cor. xvi. 13. +9 wlora=his faith—the weakness lies 
in the fact that his faith in Gop through Christ does not carry him 
to the detailed conclusions as to the true use and place of all material 

things and acts in the spiritual life: it is not a wrong faith, but 

a faith which in certain directions is ineffective. The cause of this 
ineffectiveness is assigned in 1 Cor. viii, 7, as the associations which 

certain acts have with the sins of the former heathen life. These 
prevent him from realising the full Christian é¢ovcia (id.). : 

tmpochapPdverGe. Phm. 17; Acts xviii. 26; here xi. 15, xv. 7; 
make it a rule to take him into your company and intimacy, whoever 

he may be. 
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py «.7.A.=but not; the negative qualification is expressed se- 
parately, to give its full scope to the positive injunction. 

eis Staxploes Siar. For settling doubts, or deciding difficulties ; 

ef. 1 Cor. xii. 10; Heb. v.14. This is the only meaning of d&dxprots 

in N. T. and suits the context well: SvaAdyiopol = thoughts involving 
doubts and scruples ; cf. Mt. xvi. 7, 8; Lk. v. 22. They are not to 

aim at deciding the questions which the weak brother raises in his 

mind, in the spirit of judging. It is a fine piece of charity to take a 
man, opinions and all. 

2. 6s pév «.t.A. The absence of connecting particle shows that 
this is an illustration of the principle. 

ds pev—o Sta. Cf. Blass, p. 145. morrever, has faith to, so far as 

to—no || to this use; Acts xv. 11 the only other case of inf. after 7. is 

different. Giff. qu. Dem. Onet., p. 866, mpoéc@a dé ri mpotk’ odk 
émlorevoev. 

Adxava éoGle, ie. refuses to eat meat. This is the only clear 
evidence that an ascetic vegetarianism existed among the Christians 

of this time. It is very remarkable that 8. Paul should choose this 

form of asceticism as his illustration ; and the reason must be sought 

in special conditions at Rome. The practice may have been due 

mainly to the imitation of contemporary asceticism (cf. von Dob- 

schiitz, op. cit., p. 93 f., Lietzmann, Romans, p. 65). But it is con- 

ceivable that these influences may have been at least reinforced by the 

difficulty in which Christians found themselves of avoiding eléwié0ura 

(cf. 1 Cor. viii.). For tender consciences a solution was ready, in the 
avoiding of animal food altogether; cf. the wide statement 1 Cor. 

viii. 13. The whole argument shows that it is not a case of sects 

imposing rules on others, but of private scruples and practice. See 

Introd. p. xxx. 
3. 6 éoOlwv, sc. xpéa. The injunction is put in form as if the 

preceding statement had been negative, xpéa ovdk é. 

py é&.—kp. The idiomatic use= give up despising—judging ; cf.v.13. 

éfovSeve(rw. The contempt which ignores: )( rpocdapBavecbar ; cf. 

Lk. xviii. 9; Acts iv. 11; 1 Cor. i. 28, vi. 4. 

Kpivérw. The judgment which makes sins out of what are not sins, 

Both compare are subversive of dyamn. 
6 Oeds ydp x.r.A. This implies the principle of the whole i caegat 

against the validity of the law for Christians: but in such a way as 

to assume that there is now no controversy on the matter. His 

admission to the body of Christ carried no such conditions. The 

aor. must refer to that admission in baptism. 
4 ov rls ed «.7.A.: the tables are turned: in judging him as a 
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sinner thou art committing a sin of presumption, in judging one who 
is not accountable to thee. For the dramatic form, ef. 1 Cor. iv. 7 f. 

GANStpiov oik. Cf. Lk. xvi. 13. oi. only here used of the relation 
of the Christian to the Lord, but cf. dofXos, and olxovéduor of apostles, 

oixta, of the Christian family. @AA. belonging to and therefore ac- 

countable to another master. 
oryke. Of. 1 Cor. xi. 13: a present, formed from the perf. éeryxa 

(which is used for the present) probably to allow of emphasis on the 
durative action (as xpagw by the side of xéxpaya (=pres.)); ef. Moulton, 

p. 147, 248. Blass, p. 40f., eft ypynyopetv, mainly found in imper.; 

ef. 1 Cor. xvi. 13; Mk iii. 31. 

5. 8s pev yap «.t.A. A second instance is given—scruples as to 
the observance of days. Here it is almost inevitable to think of 

Jewish influence (cf. Col. ii. 16): and all the more remarkable is the 
detached way in which the case is treated: as long as such observance 
is not made occasion for judging others, it is open to individual choice. 

kp(ve—tap. No exact parallel: =judges or esteems one day as 
superior to another for certain purposes: and perh. distinguishes one 
day from another. Cf. on xii. 3. 

mAnpodhopelo Ow, be assured. Cf. iv. 21; Col. iv. 12: al. 2 Tim. iv. 
Ti eee be 

6. 6 dpovav try yp. Cf. viii. 5; Phil. iii. 19; Col. ii, 2; Mk 
viii. 33 (|| Mt.). 

kuplw dpovet. Dat. to denote the person whose interest is affected, 
Blass p. 111. Anarthrous xUpcos is used (1) after O.T. as a name for 
Gop, passim. (2) of Christ, very rarely without the addition of ’I. or 
Xp. or both: and then only with a preposition (2 Cor. xi. 17; Eph. 
vi. 8=Col. iii. 20(?); 1 Thes. v. 17) or in gen. after anarthrous subst. 
(1 Cor. vii. 25; 1 Thes. iv. 15; 2 Tim. ii. 24). There is no clear 
parallel to the use in this passage if we take x. as=the Lord Christ. 

So tr. to a master: he has a master to whom he is responsible and 

in view of whom he forms his opinion ; the master is Christ. See next 

verse. 
7. ovdels ydp tpev «.t.A. None of us Christians. As Christians 

we all recognise our subordination, in living and in dying, to the one 

Lord. It must be assumed then that the particular rules a man 

makes for himself are made with that reference, and must be treated 

with respect by others accordingly. 
éavto@, for his own ends, with regard to himself (not by himself) ; 

as contrasted with the Lord’s ends: the assertion of course involves 

the supposition that the Christian is living up to his calling. 
aro8vycKke. The service of the Lord is not exhausted by the life 
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of the servant; it is regarded and furthered in his death also. The 

decision of time and manner of death, just as the regulation of the 

details of life, therefore lies with the Lord not with the servant; cf. 
Phil. i. 21 f.; cf. Lid. 

8. T@ kvplo, for the Lord; dat. as above, 6. 

rod xuplov éopév. The whole argument rests on the position of 
Christians as dodXot Tod Kuplov. 

9. eis totro ydp «.t.A. To establish this relationship was the 
object of Christ’s death and resurrection. Note that in dealing with 

these secondary matters 8, Paul bases his argument on this external 

relation, not on the deeper vital relation év Xpior@; cf. 8. H.; cf. 
1 Cor. vi. 20. 

&yoev. Came to life—ingressive aorist: clearly of the entrance 
into the Resurrection life, in which He became xipuos. 8. H. Lid. 
fa kal v. «. {. Cf. Lk. xx. 38: the absence of the article 

emphasises the state of the persons. 
kuptevory = to establish his lordship over—(ingressive aor.). Is therea 

reference here to the Descent into Hell? Lid. cft Phil. ii. 10; Eph. iv. 9. 
The order v. x. ¢& is remarkable, and suggests such a ref. 1 Pet. iii. 

18 f., iv. 6 f. may be partly dependent on this passage; cf.x.7. Swete, - 
Ap. Creed, pp. 56 f. 

10. od St rix.r.A. The dramatic emphasis is again applied as in 
v. 4; but here the appeal is based on the equality of brethren. 

mavTes yap k.t.A. The common responsibility to one Lord is now 
put in its most forcible form, of ultimate responsibility to Gop as 

judge ; cf. 1 Pet. iv. 5. 

t® Bipari tr. 0. 2 Cor. v. 10 (rob xpicrod) of the judgment seat; cf. 

Acts xxv. 10 al. 

11. yéyparra. yap. Isa. xlv. 23, xlix. 18 (conflat.). 

e€oporoyrjoerar, Cf. xv. 9; Mt. xi, 25; ef. Phil. ii. 11. 

12. dpaotv. The final conclusion on this line of argument: each 
man will account to Gop, and to Him alone. 

A6yov Sdoe. LEHlsewhere drodidova: Mt. xii. 36 al. 
18—23. While Christian freedom is to be maintained, it must not 

be so maintained as to violate charity. §S. Paul has developed in the 

strongest terms the Christian right, and consequently the wrong of 

judging. Now he develops the higher considerations, which should 

influence the strong, in suspending their rights for the greater matters 

of righteousness, peace and joy, for love’s sake. The principle is 

enforced by repetition; cf. 144 and 20b, 15b and 20a; in each case 

some fresh aspect enforces the principle. The argument is the same 
asin 1 Cor. viii. 9—13. 
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13. pxykére ody «.7.A. concludes the preceding argument. 
Kpivare= make it your judgment—different from xpivwuev; cf. Acts 

xv. 19. 

vTiévar K.7.X. To lay a stumblingblock or trap for your brother; 

ef. Mt. xviii. 6, 7; 1 Cor. viii. 9=apocxorn 2 Cor. vi. 3; supra ix. 33; 

1 Pet. ii. 8. 

ocxdvdarov. Orig. a trap=cKaviadnOpdv (LXX. tr. for noose, snare), 
then any cause of offence. It seems generally to include the idea of 
‘causing to sin’ as well as that of foltending,’ so Mt. l.c. and xvi. 23; 

1 Joh. ii. 10. 
14. old Kal méraopar «.7.A. A very strong assertion of the 

complete abolition of legal definitions of clean and unclean, not 
however by way of controversy, but as fully admitting the principle 
maintained by the ‘ strong.’ 

év xuplm I. Cf. 1 Thes. iv. 1, 2 where dia roo x.’I. repeats év x. "1. 
of v. 1: the force of év here seems to be ‘on the authority of,’ and it 

is a direct appeal to the teaching of Jesus recognised as authoritative 
(xuptw) ; cf. for kindred cases of év 1 Cor. vi. 2, xiv. 11; Mt. xii. 24; 
Acts xvii. 31; cf. Blass, p. 130f. The reference would then be to 

such teaching as is contained in Mk vii. Gif. on the other hand 

takes év x. *I.=év Xpiorg, ‘‘ the conviction is that of a mind dwelling 
in communion with Christ, and therefore enlightened by His Spirit.” 
So Lid. §. H. But this interpretation seems to strain the language 
(=as wy év...) and to neglect the peculiar force of the combination év 

k.’Ino. The name ‘Iycois (without Xpiords) seems in 8. Paul always 
to suggest some act, teaching or characteristic of Jesus in His life on 

earth. Cf. Zahn ad loc. (p. 578 f.) ; Weiss (p. 561). 
eb prj =‘ still,’ rrAnv; cf. Blass, p. 216. 

kowvov. The technical term for ‘ unclean,’ i.e. in itself and making 

the person who does or takes the thing unclean ; cf. Heb. x. 29; Rev. 
xxi. 17; Mk vii, 2; Acts x. 14, 28, xi.8. So the verb ll. cc.; Acts xxi. 

28 ; Heb. ix. 13. 

15. yop. wv. 14 is a See admission and qualification, 
yap refers back to v.18. The whole passage is curiously elliptic and 
interjectional. 

Sid Bpopa. Owing to meat—that meat which you in your strength 
and freedom take, but he regards with scruples. 

Kata dydmnv mep. Cf. viii. 4; 1 Cor. iii. 3: love no longer rules 
your conduct, as of course it ought to do. 

paj...amdAAve. Cf. 1 Cor. viii. 11: the pres. act. of this verb occurs 
only hére and Joh. xii. 25, Moulton, p.114, includes this verb among 
those in which the prep. has the effect of ‘ perfectivising’ the action 

ROMANS M 
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of the verb. Here it must be the ‘linear perfective,’ i.e. describe the 

process which inevitably leads to the end. ‘Do not bring to ruin as 
there is danger of your doing.’ The point seems to be (as in 1 Cor. l.c.) 
that the example which encourages the weak brother to do what he 

feels to be wrong is destructive to him. . 

imtp ob Xp.dmw. The strongest appeal to the Christian. You ruin 

him to save whom from ruin Christ died, 1 Cor. l.c.; cf. Mt. xviii. 

6,7. 
16. pr ovv. As this ruin is the result of such action, do not give 

occasion for such a charge being brought against what is for you 

and in itself good. 

BracdypeloOw. The result of such an action would be that an evil 
character could be imputed to what is in itself good; ef. ii. 24, iii. 8; 

1 Cor. x. 30; 1 Tim. vi. 1. 
76 &ya0sv=your freedom, a good gained by your faith=7% éfovola 

1 Cor. viii. 9; 4 yvGous ib. 11. 

17. ov yép «.t.A. No question of fundamental principle is raised ; 
you may suspend your freedom in such matters: for the fundamental 
matters are etc. i . 

ov ydp éorw 4. B. 7.0, Cf. Mt. vi. 31—33, ib. v.3f. This is one of 
the clearest particular cases of the influence of the teaching recorded 

in the Gospels upon S. Paul’s thought and language; cf. 8. H. p. 381. 
Knowling, The witness of the Epistles, p. 312; id. The Testimony of 
S. Paul to Christ, p. 316 f. 

4 Bacrela rod Gcod. Here and 1 Cor. iv. 20 only does 8. Paul 
speak of ‘Gop’s sovereignty’ as a present condition: in other places 
he speaks of it as a future condition, participation in which is 

dependent upon character formed in the present life; ef. 1 Cor. vi. 9, 
10, xv.50; Gal. v.21; Col. iv. 11(?); 1 Th. ii. 12, 2 Th.i. 5. In Col. 

i, 13 the present condition is regarded as the sovereignty of His Son 

or Christ. The two conceptions are combined in Eph. v. 5 and 1 Cor. 

xv. 24; cf. Lk. xxii. 29 f.; Joh. xviii. 36. (Robinson, Eph. p. 117.) 

On the meaning of the phrase= ‘government or sovereignty of Gop,’ 

cf. Dalman, The Words of Jesus, E. T., p. 91f. Dalman, op. cit. 

p- 135, points out ‘‘ that the phrase (in Jewish literature) never means 

the locus of the divine sovereignty but the power itself in its present 

and future manifestations in the teaching of Jesus. The idea is closely 
connected with the ‘life of the future age,’ and includes comprehen- 

sively the blessings of salvation.” The use here regards the effect of 

Gov’s government as already operative in those that are His and 

producing in them that condition of life which is a fit preparation for 
the future life when the ‘sovereignty’ will be fully revealed. For 
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the connexion of 7 Bac. 7. 0. with dixaocdvy in 8, Paul cf. Sanday, 
J. T.8.,1., p. 481. 

Bpaots kal moous, ‘eating and drinking’; cf. Lk. xxii. 30. The 

Gospel gives a metaphorical description of the common life of joy 
and love in the future life. §. Paul here declares that the character 
of that life does not depend on these external matters but on the 

moral and spiritual state. 

Suxarorvvy K.T.A. Cf, Pss. 96—99, descriptions of the revealed and 
established sovereignty of Jehovah and the conditions it brings in; 

cf. Dalman, op. cit., p. 136; cf. also Lk. xvii. 21: and Mt. v, 
3—12., 

Suxavocvvy. Here ‘righteousness,’ as describing the condition of 

those who do Gon’s will—cf. the negative 1 Cor. vi. 9, 10; Gal. v. 21. 

eipyvyn. Peace with Gop and between man and man; cf. 1 Thes, 
v. 23 (after 12—22), 2 Thes. iii. 16 (after 6—15). 

xapa. The natural outcome of righteousness and peace; cf. xv.13;_ 
Gal. v. 22. 

év wvetpare dylw. In the Holy Spirit—inspired by and dependent 
on Him; cf. Gal. l.c., 1 Thes. i. 6. 

18. 6 ydp év Tour «.t.A. Cf. xv. 3, the service of the Christ in- 
volves the adoption of His principle of ‘ not pleasing Himself,’ 

év rour~=in this matter, of conduct as regards things in themselves 
indifferent. 

Sovrkciwv to xp. This is the true service of the Christ (the 
Messiah) in contrast with pretended services; cf. Hort, Eccl., p. 111; 

cf. below xv. 3, 4. 

Séxysos tots dv. Contrasted with wh Bracdyp. v. 7d dyaddv: men 
will not be able to find fault. | 

19. dpa ovv, ‘so then after all’: brings to the front some of the 
implications of the preceding verses, for further enforcement of the 
appeal, 

Ta THs eiprivys. The aims which the peace established by Christ 
dictates. 

THs olxoSopas THs ets GAA. olx.=the building up of the individual 
character so that each can take his place in the one building. This 
is a duty which each Christian owes to each; cf. 1 Cor. xiv. 3; 2 Cor. 

xli, 19, xiii. 10. 
20. KaTrddve TO Epyov tod Oeod. The oix., the duty of Christian to 

Christian, is Gop’s own work; cf. 1 Cor. iii. 9; Acts xx. 32. KaraX. is 

suggested by the metaphor of building; cf. Mk xv. 29; Gal. ii. 18; 
2 Oor. xiii. 10. | 

mwavrTa pev Kabapa. The admission of v. 14 is repeated, to bring 

M 2 
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out more explicitly the harm which may be done by insisting on | 
rights; 1 Cor. x. 23, vili. 9. 

dAAd Kaxdy, sc. your use of this principle, 7d rp éfovola xpjoPat. 

The assumption, as throughout, is that the weak brother may be led 

to act against his conscience by the example of the strong. 

Sid mpooképparos. Under conditions which will make him fall. 
Sid w. gen. expresses the conditions of an action; ef. ii. 27, vili. 25; 

2 Cor. ii. 4; Blass, p. 132 f. 

21. kaddv«.t.A. Cf. 1 Cor. viii. 13. 
pnde év @, Sc. mparrew Tt. 
22. ovm.«.t.A. mm. éxess=miorede v.2, It is not necessary to ex- 

hibit your faith in this matter to men: to be taken with the preceding. 
paxdptos K.t.A. gives the final contrast between the really strong 

and the weak: the one with a clear conscience is to be envied (cf. Ja. 
i, 25): the doubter must not claim the freedom he does not feel. 

év @ Soxwdfe. éy éxelyy 6 Sox. in the matter which he passes as 
right and sound; cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 3; 2 Cor. viii. 22; 1 Thes. ii. 4 

(pass. ). | 
23. 6 8% Siaxpivdpevos «.t.A. Of. James i. 6, ‘he that hesitates or 

doubts,’ who wavers in his judgment ; cf. iv. 20; Acts x. 20. 

KaTakéxptrat is at once condemned by the act, not by the doubt. 

ovx ék miorews, ‘because the action does not spring from faith.’ 

It is not the result in him, as it is in the other, of faith: and action 

which cannot justify itself thus proceeds from some other motive, 

which necessarily makes it sinful. Faith here as throughout is the 

man’s faith in Gop through Christ. This faith settles for the man 

the principles and details of conduct. Only that conduct is right for 

him which springs properly from this faith, When a man’s faith 

either gives no answer to a question as to conduct or condemns a 

particular line, the conduct is sinful. Thus we are given here a 
practical rule for individual action: not a general principle of the 

value of works done outside the range of Christian profession and 

knowledge. It has been constantly used for the latter purpose. Cf. 

S. H. “faith is used somewhat in the way we should‘speak of a good 
conscience.” It is important to observe the negative character of 

the phrase. It does not follow that everything which a man believes 
he may do is right; ef. Lid. 



CHAPTER XV. . 

1—@ The negative principle just laid down—of self-suppression 

in the interests of the weak—does not exhaust the Christian’s duty : 

there is a positive obligation to share his burdens and to consult his 

wishes, for his good. This is to do as the Christ did. 
1. ddelAopev S&. But beyond this we have a positive duty to fulfil; 

ef. for this reference of duty to the example of Christ 1 Joh. ii. 6, iii. 
16, iv. 11; Gal. vi. 2; Eph. v. 2. 

rpets ot Suvarol. S. Paul includes himself, but he does not here 
dwell on his own example as he does to his own converts; ef. 1 Cor. 
ix. 1—23. of SvvaroL=who are able; cf. 2 Cor. xiii. 9. 

Ta aolevripara, only here. The several acts and instances of 
dobévera. 

Bacrdftev. Cf. Gal. vi. 2, not merely=‘to put up with,’ but to 
help in bearing the load; cf. xii. 13. The strong would adopt the 

practices of the weak, when in their company, and so help them to 

bear the burden of these self-imposed regulations ; cf. 2 Cor. xi. 29; 
1 Cor. ix, 22, This gives full meaning to the following negative 
clause. _ 

2. txaoros 7. K.T.A. puts the positive duty in corresponding form: 
with two qualifications securing that these concessions should not be 

mere sentimental benevolence, but aim at the good, in conduct, and 

keep in view what would strengthen the individual character ; cf. on 
xiv. 19. ; 

8. Kal yap 6 xpiords. Who is at once the standard and the 
inspiration of the Christian’s conduct. 6 xp. The Christ as we 
know Him in the life of Jesus. 

—GdAd Kalas yéyp. Ps. Ilxix. 9: for constr. cf. ix. 7. The Christ 
submitted Himself to the reproaches heaped upon Gop, rather than 
please Himself. The quotation illustrates Christ’s principle in the 

extremest case: and the argument from it is a fortiori, Christians 

should act upon the principle in lesser difficulties. S. H. take it 

that S. Paul is using the quotation in a different sense from the 
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original—taking oe=another man: but this seems unnecessary. The 

Psalm is frequently quoted in relation to Christ (Joh. ii. 17; Mt. xxvii. 
27—30, 34; Joh. xix. 29; and also xi. 9; Acts i. 20, Lid.). 

4. doa ydp «.T.A. ydp in a manner apologises for a not very 
obvious quotation, and S. Paul takes the opportunity of insisting on 

the value of O.T. for Christians. 

mpoeypady. Of. i. 2; Eph. i. 12 rovs rpondmixdras; Gal. iii. 8. 
els r}v «.7.A. ‘With a view to ’—this was their purpose; cf. 2 Tim. 

iii. 16. 
ypetépav. ‘Of us Christians.’ 88acKadtayv, teaching, instruction. 

So perhaps always in N.T. (not=doctrine). ° 
Sid tHs v. kK. Sid +t. 3. tT. yp. ‘By the endurance and by the 

encouragement of the scriptures.’ The repetition of da seems to 

separate the two phrases and limit rév yp. to the second (not so, 

Gif., Lid.): then=by means of the steadfast endurance proper to the 

Christian and with the help of the encouragement afforded by the 

scriptures. If, on the other hand, we connect both subst. with rap 

yoapayv it is difficult to find a clear meaning for the first: Lid. ‘‘ the 

patience of which the O.T. gives such bright examples’’; Gif. ‘‘ the 

patience is that which the scriptures give’’; both seem strained. The 

two subst. have a special reference here to the ‘ burdens to be borne.’ 

viv édrlSa, The Christian attitude of hope. éxopev=maintain—the 
proper durative sense; cf.v.1. Moulton, p.110. This statement of the 

use of the O.T. scriptures must be compared with 2 Tim. iii. 16: they 

imply (1) that the O.T. has a permanent value for the Christian, (2) that 
that value is two-fold, (a) for instruction, discipline and encourage- 
ment of the Christian, (b) as witnessing to Christ in whom is the 

Christian hope. The statements do not go beyond this, 8. H.; ef. Lid. 

5. 688 Gedsx.7.A. The thought passes rapidly from the scriptures to 
the one Author of the truth they contain, of the power of endurance, 
and of encouragement; and from the particular instance of unity to 

the general principle, and from the special end of service of the 

brethren to the all-inclusive end of the glory of Gop. 

6 Geos THs i. KaltHS@. This gen. after deds is confined to 8. Paul 
(exc. Heb. xiii. 20; 1 Pet. v. 10) and to prayers: the gen. describes a 

gift of Gop in each case, elpijvy (xv. 33; 2 Cor. xiii. 11; Phil. iv. 9; 

1 Thes, iv. 23; Heb. xiii. 20); édmis (xv. 13); wapaxdnors (2 Cor. i. 3); 

dyarn (2 Cor. xiii. 11); xdpis (1 Pet. v. 10). In each case the gift 
mentioned has special ref. to context. So here=that Gop who enables 
us to endure and encourages us by the scriptures. O.T. ||s are not 

frequent and chiefly in Psalms, in prayers rs owrnplas most common; 

ef. Ps. xvii. 46; xxx. (xxxi.) 5; xli. (xlii.) 8; lxi. (Lxii.) 7. 
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7d atts dpovetv. The unity of mind and interest, easily impaired 

if difference of opinion is allowed to affect personal relations, is the 
best preventive of such dissension : the words carry us back to xii. 16 
and indicate the presence beneath the surface of the argument of the 
fundamental theme, the union of Jew and Gentile in Christ: this be- 

comes explicit in vv. 7 ff. 
év dd\AvAous. Cf. eis dd\AjAovs xii. 16= mutually. 
kata Xp. *Ino. After the manner and rule of Christ Jesus—as 

exemplified in His life on earth and His mission (Christ) of reconcili- 
ation; cf. 2 Cor. v. 18—vi. 3f. This combination and order are confined 

to S. Paul (throughout) and Acts (? Mt. i. 18). 
6. dpoSvpadsdv. Acts (10) and here only: with one heart and 

mouth,—the expression of 76 avrd gpovetv. 

Sofd{nre 7. 0. A phrase much used in both O.T. and N.T. for all 
forms of human recognition of Gop’s true character and work, 
rendered by word or by act,” Hort, 1 Pet. ii, 12, The special 
subject of recognition is here indicated by the full description. 

vov Qcdv x. 1. tT. K. HT. Xp. Cf. Phil. ii. 11 with context from 
vy. 2. This full description is a compendium of the Gospel, especially 

as the Gospel of reconciliation; and comes suitably here as the 

climax of the detailed exhortations to unity, echoing the appeal of 

xii. 1 to ‘the compassions of Gop.’ The whole economy of creation 

and redemption comes from Gop, revealed as the Gop and Father of 

our Lord Jesus Christ, and as in Him ‘reconciling the world to Him- 

self. The full phrase occurs only in benedictions (Eph. i. 3; 2 Cor. 
i. 3; 1 Pet. i. 3; cf. Col. i. 3) or other places of special solemnity 
(here and 2 Cor. xi. 31 nearly). Both @edv and rarépa are to be taken 
with 7, x.; cf. Hort on 1 Pet. i. 3 (p. 29). 

7—13. This is the final stage of the appeal for unity in the new 

life: and therefore goes to the bottom of the question, the unity of 
Jew and Gentile. It is not mere toleration that is needed, but full 

reception, based on the mind and work of Christ. 
9. $8 «.r.A. This verse resumes and restates vv. 5, 6. mpoon. 
&. || 7d avTO hpovety ; KaOws K.7.X. || Kara Xp. Ino.; els ddgay || wa x.7.r. 

$6. On all the grounds stated in xiv. 1—xv. 6. 
mpood. GAA. As in xiv. 1 but wider—each other, in spite of all 

the differences which tend to separate man from man; cf. xi. 15; 

Phm. 12, 17; Acts xviii. 26, xxviii. 2. Does this connexion involve 

the conclusion that ‘‘ the relations of Jew and Gentile were directly or 

indirectly involved in the relations of strong and weak”? see 8. H. 
qu. Hort. 

Kaas Kal «.t.A. resumes the whole argument of i—xi. incl. 
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Those chapters show how the Christ brought all men to Himself, with 
all their differences and all their sins. 

fpas. Us Christians, including already representatively Jews and 
Gentiles. 

ely Sdfav rod Ocod. With a view to glorifying Gop; cf. xi. 33—36. 

8. Ayo ydp explains and justifies the statement 6 Xp. mpoced. 
quads, by showing that the call of Jew and Gentile alike was a true 

instance of service rendered by Christ to Gop in bearing the burdens 

of the weak. 
Suckovov y. meptronns. A very remarkable phrase, n. (1) the order 

throws emphasis on didxovoy, the natural order being yeyevfjoba 

Sidxovoy mepiroufs (Blass, p. 287—8). (2) then by SudKovov so placed 

is emphasised that aspect of the work of Christ which specially 

affords an example of service to others, and so it clinches the 

appeal to the strong to bear the burdens of the weak. The funda- 

mental use of didxovos for menial service to a master makes the word 
especially appropriate to this purpose. (Cf. Hort, Chr. Eccles., 

p. 202f.; cf. Lk. xii, 37; Mt. xx. 28, || Mk and n. Joh. xiii. 13—16.) 

(3) weptropys will in this case define the burden which the diaxovos 
took up, and stand for the whole order of preparatory law which is 

summed up in the fundamental requisite of circumcision: an exact 

parallel to this conception is given in Gal. iv. 4; cf. 1 Cor. ix. 20. 
The gen. is objective, || 2 Cor. iii. 6 kaw%s dSiaOjxns; Eph. iii. 7 

evayyeAlov. He has so taken up the burden of circumcision and used 
it in the interests of Gop’s truth as to etc. (4) yeyevir Oat, a strong 
perfect (yeyovévas might have been ambiguous, as it is sometimes 

aoristic; cf. Moulton, p. 146) implying the whole process of Christ’s 

dvaxovla as completed by Him and realised in the experience of 

S. Paul and the Church in its final purpose and result, the common 

call of Jew and Gentile alike, so ‘has proved to be...’ (the form here 

only in N.T., part. Joh. ii. 9 only. For LXX. cf. Thackeray § 24: for 
papyri Mayser, p. 391). 

imp ddnfelas Ocod names the object of the diaxovia, but, instead 

of the personal object (r¢ Oe@), the character of Gop which this 
service vindicates, and so explains els dééav rod Oeoh}=in the interests 

of Gop’s truth, i.e. truthfulness; cf. iii, 4, 7; cf. Ps. xxx. (xxxi.) 6; 
Briggs, Ps. xv. 2 (Znternat. Com. 1. p. 115) = ‘faithfulness, reliable- 
ness’; Kirkpatrick, Ps. lxxxv. 10. The faithfulness is vindicated by the 

fulfilment of the promises made under the covenant in all their 

comprehensive inclusion of Jew and Gentile together. 
eis tO K.7.A. With both BeBardoa and dofdca (cf. Blass, p. 236): 

the aor. marks the result of the dix. y. as done once for all:=so 
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that He established the promises and the Gentiles glorified Gop. 

Both Jew and Gentile received the full benefit of the service—the 

one in the fulfilment of the promises, their special treasure (ix. 4; 

Eph. ii. 12) and the other in the call of Gop’s mercy. 

BeBaraoar. Here simply ‘confirmed,’ ‘established’ by fulfilling ; 
ef. iv. 16; Heb. ii. 2. Perh. in all other places in N.T. the meaning 
‘warrant’ or ‘ guarantee’ is to be preferred. 
Tas ér. tov Tarépwv. Cf. Acts xiii. 32, xxvi. 6. No other instance 

of this gen. w. éravyy.: obj. gen. ‘made to...’ It might be ‘possessive’; 
for the whole thought cf. 2 Cor. i. 20. 

Tov TaTépwy, ix. 5n. 
9. td St @yy...S0&doar. The two infinitives under one article 

mark the fact that the twofold result is really one: the confirmation 

of the promises comes by the call of the Gentiles. The 8 marks the 
contrast between ra @vn and raév warépwy; the one result brought a 

double benefit, to Jews and to the Gentiles : =‘ while for their part.’ 
vmép ééovs. Cf. xi. 30,31: =on account of mercy received; nearly 

=epl, v. Blass, p. 135. The order puts emphasis on rép édéous; the 
absence of the article emphasises the character of the new state. 

Kalas yéypamrrat. The four quotations all illustrate the union of 
Jew and Gentile in ‘the promises’: the first three as uniting in 
rendering praise to Gop for His mercies, the last as sharing in the 
promise of the Davidic king. 

Sia rotro K.t.A. Ps. xviii, (xvii.) 49 (Kvpie after 20vecw) the triumph 
of David over his enemies and the establishment of his throne is the 
effect of Jehovah’s faithfulness to His servant, and must be celebrated 

not only in Israel but among the heathen. These then have some 

share in the knowledge of Jehovah and His faithfulness. 

10. evppdvOnre k.t.A. Deut. xxxii. 43, from the Song of Moses, in 
close connexion with the execution of vengeance on Gop’s enemies, 

and the consequent rejoicing of heaven, sons of Gop and all the 

angels of Gop. In this triumph, then, the Gentiles are to share. 
11. aivetre «.t.A. Ps. cxvii. (cxvi.) 1 (om. cai bef. éraw. LXX.). 

The Gentiles are called upon to praise Gop for His lovingkindness 

and faithfulness to Israel (so here d\7Gea and édeos). 
12. torovnpita. Isa.xi. 10 LXX. The climax of the most definite 

Messianic passage in Isa. i.—xl.; the Messiah, the Davidic king, will 
include the Gentiles in His dominion by their voluntary ‘ resort’ to 
Him (for é\mcoicow—‘ seek’ R.V., ‘ resort’ Cheyne). 

13. 6 8& Gcds trys eAmrid0s. The Gop who gives us this hope; ef. 
on v. 5. tHs cAwldos suggested by éAmiotow v. 12 must refer definitely 
to the hope of the gathering of all to Christ, Jew and Gentile (cf. xi. 
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13—16, 25 ff.) as already there has been a representative gathering 
(v. 7). 
mAnpooat K.t.A, Joy and peace are the proper consequences of 

such a hope, as fulfilling what love makes desirable, and putting men 

at peace with each other in view of the event. : 
év to moreverv=in the active exercise of faith in Gop, that He 

will accomplish this promise, 
eis to wep. The result of this faith, invigorated by the temper of 

joy and peace, is to increase the activity of this hope in them: their 
hope in this accomplishment will be more real and vigorous. 

év Suvdper wv. dy. The original power of all exercise of Christian 
grace—-in power from the Holy Spirit; cf. 19, Lk. iv. 14 only; ef. 

Eph. iii. 16;°2 Thes. i, 11; cf. Hort on 1 Pet. i. 5. | 
mvevpatos aylov. The Holy Spirit: for abs. of article cf. 1 Pet. 

i. 5 év Suvamer [Peod; 1 Cor. ii, 5, 2 Cor. vi. 7; so 2 Cor. xiii. 4 (éx); 

2 Tim. i. 8 (xara) and without preposition; 1 Cor. i. 18, 24: in fact 

the combination is always anarthrous. 

G. Concivsion. 

xv. 14—83. Explanation of the occasion of writing. 

14—33. The letter passes to personal matters (a) 14—21 a delicate 

apology and justification of the letter itself: it is not sent with a view 

to supplementing deficiencies of the Roman Christians, but partly, at 

least, to remind them of the great truths of the Gospel, and justified 

by the writer’s commission and experience, all under Christ, and of 

Christ’s work among the Gentiles through him, (b) 22—29 it is the 

outcome of the affection which has always made him eager to visit 
them, and now that his work in Achaia and the east is finished, he 

proposes to visit them on the way to Spain, first fulfilling a commis- 

sion of love and gratitude from his Gentile churches to Jerusalem, 

where he hopes that his visit will be accompanied by a consummate 
blessing of Christ. (c) 30—33. Meantime he almost passionately begs 
for their prayers that he himself may be rescued from the attacks of 

the unbelievers in Jerusalem, and that the service he is engaged upon 

may be thoroughly acceptable to the Church there, that he may come 

to them in the joy of accomplished purpose and be refreshed with 

them for further effort. He concludes with the prayer that the Gop 

of that peace, which he is hazarding all to promote, may be with all 

at Rome, overcoming their differences too. 

The object of this section is clearly to forestall misconceptions and 
to establish a thorough understanding and mutual sympathy between 

writer and readers. The dominant interest of S. Paul at the time is 
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shown to be the cementing of the union of Jew and Gentile within the 

Church, the crucial example and the earnest of the establishment of 

the full peace of Gop between man and man in all their differences. 

This brings in the note of deep and almost passionate feeling: and 
corresponds with the tone and interest of the whole Epistle. The 
object of the proposed journey to Rome, for which this letter is a 

preparation, is shown to be twofold: (a) to make personal acquaint- 
ance with the Roman Church and to advance the Gospel among them, 

(b) to secure a base of operations for renewed missionary activity, in 
Spain. | 

14. réreopor St «.7.A. He deprecates the interpretation of the 
letter as involving any distrust or depreciation of them. 

GdeApol pov. A specially intimate and affectionate appeal. 
kal ards éyd. I, without waiting for others to tell me, of my own 

knowledge and confidence. Is there an underlying reference here to 
a letter from Aquila and Priscilla which has given him full informa- 

tion about the Christians in Rome? See on xvi. 3. 
Stu kal avrot. You, of your own initiative, without requiring help 

from me. . 

dyabwovvys. In LXX. the meaning of kindliness, benevolence, 
occurs in Neh. ix. 25, 35, xiii. 31 (of Gop) and perhaps Judges viii. 35, 

ix. 16. The same meaning suits best in Gal. v. 22; Eph. v. 9 (see 
Robinson); 2 Thes.i.11 (‘* denotes a human quality always in 8. Paul 
=moral excellence, but implies specifically an active beneficence” 

Findlay). Only in 8. Paul, Jl. cc. in N.T., not found in cl. Greek. 
Ep. Barn. ii. 9 of Gop. So here ‘goodness towards others’ picks up 
the thought of c. xiv. 

wT. T. yvooens, This again is suggested by the subject of xiv; cf. 

1 Cor. viii. 1 ff. ; but of course has a wider reference. 

voverety. Acts xx. 31 and Epp. P. only; 1 Cor. iv. 14 ws réxva )( 
éytpérwv; Col. i. 28 || SdacKxovres, So iii, 16; 1 Thes. v. 12, 14 a work 

of of rpotordmevor; 2 Thes. iii. 15 v. ws ddeAXpdy ; ‘admonish,’ ‘ warn’; 

‘rebuke’ is too strong. c. xii. is a good instance of vovdecla; cf. 

vovdecia 1 Cor. x. 11; Eph. vi. 4; Ti. iii. 10. 

15. tToApnpotépws=in somewhat bold terms: the comparative gives 
an apologetic note, which is observable throughout the passage: he 

will not seem, in any way, to be forcing himself upon them either in 

teaching or in person. 

¢ypaya. The epistolary aorist; cf. Eph. vi. 22 (¢reuwa); 1 Cor. v. 
11, ix. 15; Gal. vi. 11; Phm. 19, 21. 

Gro pépovs can hardly mean ‘in parts of the Epistle’: rather with 
ws ‘partly by way of reminding you.’ He could not honestly feel that 
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the Epistle did nothing but remind them of what they knew. dé 

wépous qualifies an overstrong statement xi. 25, xv. 24; 2 Cor. i. 14, 

ii. 5 (only). 
éravap., here only. Herm. Vis. 4. 1.7 (only, in Pat. Ap.), Plat. Dem. 

(L. & 8.). ér. over again, with the hint that it may be superfluous. 

Sid «x.7.A. The impulse was due to the grace—constituting an 
obligation. 

TV Xap tHv S00. por. Cf. xii. 3; cf. 1 Cor. iii. 10, xv. 10; Gal. 
ii. 9; Eph. iii. 2, 7, 8; Phil. i. 7; Col. i. 6. In all these passages 

xapts has direct reference to 8. Paul’s commission as an apostle to 

the Gentiles ; and here and elsewhere to the definite act by which he 

was commissioned, in his call. ‘Grace was given to him for his 

ministry to the Gentiles—to the Gentiles through his ministry.’ See 

Robinson, Eph. pp. 225 f. 

16. Aerovpyov Xp. “Ino. Cf. xiii. 6n.; cf. Phil. ii, 25 (jupav— 
Aetroupyov THs xpelas mou=els éué); Christ Himself is a Xevroupyés, 

Heb. viii. 2; cf. 8S. Paul 2 Cor. ix. 12; the Philippians Phil. ii. 17, 

30; cf. here xv. 27; 2 Cor. ix. 12; angels Heb. i. 7: ina more special 

sense Lk, i. 23; Acts xiii. 2; Heb. ix. 21, x. 11. The classical 

meaning of a public service performed to the community still colours 

the word. §S. Paul adds here the name of the authority, who orders 
the performance, and the persons to whose benefit it is directed. As 

compared with didcoves the public and representative character is 

emphasised. The Ecclesiastical usage for services of public worship 

is to be interpreted by rather than to interpret the wider use. Here 

the context gives it the specially religious sense. 

els ta, €Ovy with X.; cf. wpds we Phil. ii. 30. 
tepovpyotyra. Only here in N.T.° 4 Mace, vii. 8 (Sixtine edtn; 

Sw. Snuoupyodrres) with rdv véuor, but the doubt as to text makes this 
passage useless. Subst. 4 Macc. iii. 20=sacrifice. The verb is rare 
and late. It is used (1) abs.=to act as priest in sacrifice: (2) with 

accus. when the object is the victim sacrificed; and in the pass. of 

victims. It is very difficult to apply this sense here; 7d ev. 7. 0. can 

hardly be the matter offered as a victim; the next clause shows 

that the matter of the offering is the Gentiles or the consecrated lives 

which they bring: and this agrees with the other uses of sacrificial 

terms by 8. Paul (6vcla xii. 1n.; cf. Hort, 1 Pet. ii. 5, Xecrovpyla 

Phil. ii. 17). As however icpovpyety prop.=to be a iepoupyés, the 
transitive use must be secondary : and we may perhaps take it here 
as abs. and 70 evay. as an accus. of reference = exercising a priesthood 

in reference to the Gospel of Gop. So Lid., 8. H. al. it. then 

specialises the meaning of Ae:roupyév, and 76 evay. describes the rule 
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or standard of this priesthood, in contrast with the priesthood of the 
law; cf. Heb. vii. 28. So Rutherford tr. “discharging priestly duties 
of the Gospel of Gop.” The accus. with the verb would then cor- 
respond to the gen. with the subst. pvornpiwy iepovpyds qu. from 
Galen. See Field, ad loc. 

tva depends Ga the whole preceding clause X. Xp.’I. i... 
1 Mpordopa Tay evar, for the gen. cf. Heb. x.10 only. In rpocdopa 

and mpocgdépew the dominant notion is of ‘approach to Gop,’ the 
offering symbolising the approach of the offerer to Gop’s presence; 
ef. Westcott, Heb. x. 10; Hort, 1 Pet. ii. 5, p. 1lla. The gen. is 

probably therefore objective. The Gentiles are the offering which 
8S. Paul as Gospel-priest brings to God; this is the matter of the 
ministry which he exercises under Christ Jesus, 

eirrpdaSextos; cf. 1 Pet. ii, 5=dexrds, Phil. iv. 18; els dcuqv edwolas, 

Eph. v. 2 (cf. 2 Cor. ii. 14 f.) ; 7@ Oem eddpeoror, xii. 1. 
Hyacpévy év mv. ay. gives the ground of acceptability; cf. mvev- 

parixés, 1 Pet. ii. 5, 

17. exw otv. ody refers to’the preceding statement of his mission— 

being in this relation to Christ Jesus and engaged on this work for 
Him, I am bold beyond what I should be if I were acting on my own 
account; shows how this statement justifies rod. éypaya. 

exo Kady yow = kavyGpuar, emphasising the durative action. 
év Xp. °I. In my union with and service of Christ Jesus. 
Ta mpds Tov Oedy. As regards my relation to Gop: accus. of ref. 

Blass, p. 94; cf. Heb. ii. 17. 

18. ov ydp «.r.A. The comparison with 2 Cor. x. 8f. seems to 
show that a double qualification of xavyyots is compressed into this 

rather clumsy declaration (1) I will only boast of my own works (not 

év ddXorplois xézros), (2) I will not dare to boast of these works as my 
own, but only as Christ’s achievements through me: the thought of 
(1) crops up again in v. 20, of (2) in 19. 

eis trrakory evav. Cf. xvi. 19; to effect obedience (to Christ, of 
faith) on the part of Gentiles. 

Adyw kal Epyw. In speech and action: i.e. both in the preaching 
of the Gospel and in exemplifying it in life: more specific than 2 Cor. 

x. 11; cf. Lk. xxiv. 9; Ac, vii. 22; Col. iii. 17; 2 Thes. ii. 17; 1 Joh. 
iii. 18. » 

19. év 8. onpelov kal tepdtrwv. Cf. 2 Cor. xii. 12. There is no 
doubt that §. Paul himself claimed to work miracles; cf. Heb. ii. 4; 

Acts pass. 

év Suvape mv. ay. Cf. 13, the climax of the manifestation of the 
power of the Gospel. 

z 
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Gore after xareipydoaro. 

awd “Iep.—TAdvpixot. This geographical measure of his work in 
the Gospel is in conception exactly || 2 Cor. x. 14—16 (there too, as 

he is addressing the Corinthians, Corinth itself is the limit): n. that 
in 8. Paul’s view Jerusalem is the beginning for himself as for the other 

Apostles (cf. Hort, R. E. pp. 39 ff.). 

KvKA@. With wéxp 7. I., marking the course of his missionary | 

journey : as 8S. H. with the Greek commentators whose verdict on such 
a question of language is weighty. Al. take it with ’Iep. but (1) S. 
Paul did not preach as a missionary in Judea, (2) xixdw could hardly 

include Syria, (3) it would need the article. 

*TAAvpixod clearly marks the furthest point as towards Rome 
which his preaching had reached at the time he was writing this 
letter (in Corinth). The name was given to-the western districts of 
the province of Macedonia (Mommsen, Provv.1., p. 299f.). It would 

mark his nearest approach to Rome: as at Thessalonica he had been 

on the direct road to Dyrrhachium, the most direct route from the Kast 

to Rome. It is most probable that uéxpr is exclusive; (1) it is not 

easy to find a place in the Acts for any preaching in the interior of 

the province of Macedonia, scarcely in Acts xx. 2; (2) there were 

then no important towns till the sea coast was reached, the inhabitants 

being ‘‘ a confused mass of non-Greek peoples.” It was not 8. Paul’s 

practice to preach in such country districts: (3) in marking limits 

wéxpt would be more naturally exclusive ; cf. Mommsen, ib., 256 n. ; 
but see Ramsay, Gal. p. 276. 

mwemAnp. TO ev. T. xp. ‘The Gospel of the Christ’ Aas special 
reference to the call of the Gentiles and missionary work among them; 

ef. 1 Cor. ix. 12; 2 Cor. ii. 12, ix, 18, x. 14; Gal. i. 7; Phil. i. 27. 

mwetAnp. he has completed the preaching throughout all this area—by 

establishing the Gospel in all the principal centres. The statement 

must be taken in connexion with 8. Paul’s own conception of his 

mission and of the methods by which it could be carried out: cf. 

again 2 Cor. x. 13 f.; ef. Ramsay, Pauline short FE, 7 ee 

constr. of. Col. i. 25; Acts xiv. 26. 

20. ovTws Sé K.t. X, qualifying rerAnpwxévat :=but always with the 

eager desire. 

pirotipotpevov. This word is a good illustration of meaning 
determined by use, rather than by derivation. The primary (deriva- 

tive) sense is ‘to be ambitious’: in the ‘general usage of the best 

Greek writers’=‘to make one’s best efforts.’ Sop 2 Cor. v. 9 a 

heightening of @appodpuer kal evdoxoduev ; 1 Thes. iv.11 (only, in N.By); 

cf. Polyb. 1. 83 (qu. Field) épiAorimerro || weyédnv Simcire oTovany. 
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ovx StTov avopacOy Xp. Cf. Eph. i. 21; cf. Jerem. xxxii, 15 (xxv. 
29)=was named as an object of allegiance and worship; cf. 1 Cor. i. 
2; Isa. Ixvi. 19. . 

tva pr} ém’ GAA. 0. ol. Cf. 2 Cor. x. 15 and for dew. 1 Cor, iii, 10; 
G@AX. =laid by another. 

21. KaSds yéyp. Isa. li. 15. 
22—29. So Kal«.t.A. This work has detained him; but its com- 

pletion leaves him free to fulfil his long cherished purpose, as soon as 

a special mission, in the interests of his work, has been fulfilled at 

Jerusalem. His visit to Rome has for its object a journey to Spain, 

for which he wishes to enlist their sympathy and support. The com- 

plication of motives and purposes here as so often leads to incomplete 
and involved sentences. The hesitancy of expression is partly due to 
his delicacy ; he will not seem either to have neglected the Church in 
Rome, or to force himself upon them. So he explains his delay and 
in the same breath his reason for coming, as an appeal for their 

help in his work. 
So kal=this was just the reason why I was so constantly being 

hindered from etc. 

évecomropyv. Cf. 1 Thes. ii. 18; 1 Cor. ix. 12 (subst.); (Polyb. 
24, 1. 12 lect. dub.); cf. Witkowski, Ep. Priv. 24 qui evxbrres 

kad ‘you are hindering us finely.’ No class. instance is quoted for 

this meaning. N. imperfect, ‘I was constantly being hindered.’ 
ta jwokdd. Adverb. accus. (=moddd«is) akin to the accus. of the - 

inner object; ef. Blass, p. 94. 
vod é\Ocity. Cf. Blass, p. 235: more commonly the pleonastic 

negative is inserted after verbs of hindering. 

23. romov txwv=having opportunity or opening ; cf. xii. 19; Eph. 
iv. 27; Heb. viii. 7, xii. 17; Acts xxv. 16. 

KXfpaot. 2 Cor. xi. 10; Gal. i. 21, ‘districts’; cf. Ramsay, 
Gal., p. 278 ff.=‘a comparatively small geographical district’; cf. 

Polyb. x. 1. 3. 

émumdQevcav. Here only; cf. 2 Cor. vii. 7, 11; vb i. 11, al.; adj. 
Phil. iv. 1; ‘eager longing.’ 

ém. txav—ame t. é. Cf. Moulton, p. 119; 2 Cor. xii. 19; Joh. xv. 

27. The linear present in this combination is best expressed by our 

perfect, ‘having had for several years past’; Burton § 17 cft Acts 

xv. 21 al.; but cf. Blass, p. 189. 

24. ws dv twopevopar, In 1 Cor. xi. 34; Phil. ii. 23 ds dv w. aor. 
subj. = ‘as soon as I shall have’: here= ‘when I am on my way to,’ ‘on 

pjourney to Spain’ Rutherford. In LXX. ds dy w. aor. subj., = when, 
iefequent: only once in this sense with pres. subj. (Prov. vi. 22); cf. 

¢ 4 
™ : 3 
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Moulton, p. 167 (where he notes the use of the futuristic present in 
the subj. mood) and Blass, p.272. This use appears to be Hellenistic. 

In cl. Gr. ws dv is final; and this use would make good sense here: 
but it seems to have died out; cf. however Witkowski, Ep. Priv. Gr. 

1.3. | 
é\rl{o ydp. A parenthesis occasioned by the mention of Spain— 

the ultimate object of his journey west. 

Cedoacbar. To visit, only here in N.T.; cf. 2 Chr. xxii. 6 LXX. 
only. My visit to you is to be ‘in passing.’ 

td ¥. mpomepdOyjvar. Cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 6; 2 Cor. 1.16; Tit. iii. 13; 
3 Joh. 6; Acts (3) it implies assistance and speeding for the journey, 

and so here enlists the interests of the Romans for his work in Spain, 
and claims their support. 

tpov—épmrnoba. Cf. Od. x1. 452 vios éumdnobjvat...d6p0arpors. 
Grd pépovs. ‘In some degree.’ R, 
25. vuvi 8. The sentence is broken off, to allow of explanation of 

still further delay; this journey was much in his mind, both for the 

interest of it, and the danger; cf. Hort R. and E., p. 43. 

Staxovay rots dylous. Cf. 2 Cor. viii. 4, 9, 20, ix. 1f. This service 
for the saints occupied a great part in 8. Paul’s mind at this time: it 

symbolised in a most expressive form the union of Jew and Gentile 

in the one Church: we may indeed say that the same thought so 

eagerly cherished and indefatigably pursued appears in the mission 

to Jerusalem and in the Epistle to the Romans. The synchronism 

cannot have been accidental. Introd. p. xiv.; Hort, R. and E., 

p. 40ff.; Rendall, Expositor, Series tv., vol. 8, p. 321f. 

26. nvddxynoay of men ; cf. 2 Cor. v. 8, xii. 10; 1 Thes. ii. 8, iii. 1; 
2 Thes. ii. 12; subst. Lk. ii. 14 (v.l.); Rom. x. 1; Phil. i. 15 only. 

Max. xal “Ay. The provinces are named to include all the 
Churches in them; cf. 2 Cor. ix. 2f. The Churches of Galatia are 

also named in this connexion 1 Cor. xvi. 1; cf. the list of companions 

Acts xx. 4. Sheers 
kowovlav twa toujo. ‘To make a contribution’ Rutherford. 

Contribution is rather too cold a word. Ko.tv.=act of partnership or 

fellowship; cf. 2 Cor. ix. 13 where eis rdévras brings out the fuller 

meaning: so here rwa=a kind of partnership to help the poor ete. 

The act united the Gentile Churches in fellowship with each other 
and with the Church in Jerusalem whose poor they were helping ; 

cf. also 2 Cor. viii. 4. 

27. yap corroborates—yes indeed; Blass, p. sidi! ae 

Tots 3ryv.—tois oapk. Cf. 1 Cor. ix. 11. 
Aetroupyjoat. Cf. Phi. ii. 30 (-fa) 25 (-os) of service from man to man. 
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28. totro=this business—of his mission in this cause. 
éwirehéoas. ‘When I have put a finish to’; cf. Phil. i. 6: the 

word is used in the same connexion in 2 Cor, viii. 6, 11. 
oppayioduevos av. Tov Kapwov Totrov. Deissmann, B. S. 11. 65, 66, 

quotes from Papyri instances of sealing bags of corn etc. to prevent 

their being tampered with and so to secure them for the assignee: 

and following Theod. Mops. and Lipsius tr. ‘bring it safely into their 

possession.’ This will be an instance, then, of the commercial 

metaphors not infrequent in S. Paul (cf. BeBasoiv, xerpdypador, 
dppaBwv). The present of money, symbolising brotherly fellowship, 
is the fruit received by the Jerusalem Church as the result of the 

Spiritual labours of §. Paul, working on their behalf among the 
Gentiles. The seal was primarily a mark of ownership and authen- 

ticity and then secondarily of security and correctness (cf. Mt. xxvii. 

66) as here. So Rutherford ‘‘ when I have securely conveyed to them 

this return.”” So Chrys., Theodt (Cramer’s Catena tv. p. 512). 
avtots= oi ayioe (v. 25) in Jerusalem. 
ameXetoouat for Attic deus; efuc had fallen out of use in popular 

language, Blass, p. 52; cf. Thackeray, p. 257, 267. 

| ¢is Saraviav. Cf. S. H. Whether S. Paul visited Spain or not is 

doubtful. That he should have intended to is completely in accord- 

ance with his general plan of mission work; cf. Introd. p. xii; ef. 

Ramsay, Paul the Tr., p. 255. 
29. év mAnpdpar. eddoylas Xpirrod = bringing with me Christ’s 

blessing in its full completeness. He feels no doubt (ofda) that, if he 
succeeds in reaching Rome, that is, in getting safe through his 
mission to Jerusalem, he wili have been successful too in the great 
aim of that mission, that is, in producing a signal manifestation of 

the union of Jew and Gentile and securing a full acknowledgement of 

it. This he regards as a complete execution of Christ’s blessing—i.e. 

Gop’s blessing offered in Christ to all mankind (cf. Gal. iii. 9, 14; 
Eph. i. 3) and, if he comes to them aé all, it will be with this supreme 

achievement. See also Acts xx. 24; infra v. 31 and Hort R. and E., 

p. 42. 

évwX. This use of év is to be compared with év pdBdw 4 év dydry 
(1 Cor. iv. 21), év uaxaipa Papp.=using or wearing, or furnished with; 

‘*haec exempla ad vestitum pertinent, significantia qua veste quis in- 

dutus, deinde quibus rebus ornatus et instructus sit,” Kuhring Prepos. 

Graec. ; cf. Deissmann, B. S., p. 115. 

30. tapaKkadko S¢ «.7.A. This urgent appeal reveals, as by @ 
lightning flash, the tension of mind in which 8. Paul was living at 
the time : the supreme importance of this mission was only rivalled 

ROMANS” , N 
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by its extreme dangers. The hostility of the Judaizers and still 

more, of the unbelieving Jews naturally culminated at the moment 

when the success of his work was on the point of being secured ; ef, | 
Acts xx. 3. It is no wonder that to himself at one time success at 

another the dangers were more obvious (cf. Acts xx. 22—25, xxi. 4, 18). 

Here, as he above appealed to their support for his projected work in 

Spain, he appeals for their prayers in this great crisis. 

Sid rodU—S.1a THs K.7.A. See xii. 3 n. ‘on the authority of.’ 
THs ayarns Tod mvevparos. A unique phrase: not || Gal. v. 22; 

Col. i.8. The idea=viii. 26f. The parallelism of the clauses points 
to the meaning—the love which the Holy Spirit has for us and works 
in us—not the latter only. | 

cuvayovicacba. Onily here; cf. for the simple verb Col. i. 29, iv. 12, 

of strenuous effort. N. aor., the case brooks no delay. 

éy tats mpooevyxats marks the way in which they can help in this 
supreme struggle. B 

31. tva «.7.A. The two elements in the situation are already 
marked : (1) rescue of 8. Paul from the enemy who thought by one 
blow to shatter the work, (2) acceptance of the offering and its 
meaning by the Church in Jerusalem. 

rav areBotvray. Of. Acts xiv. 2 supra, x. 21, xi. 30; 1 Pet. ii. 8. 

32. cuvavatavowpar. Only here in N.T., sc. after the dydv. As 

they shared the struggle, so they should share the relief and rest. 

83. 6 Geds rijs elptivys. The Gop who has given and will secure 

the peace, which Christ has won, and which is now ai stake; ef. v. 
5n. The prayer naturally concludes the impassioned appeal of the 
last few verses; cf. Hort, R. and E., p. 52. 



CHAPTER XVI. 

1—2. Commendation of Phoebe (the bearer of the letter). 
3—16. Greetings to Christians at Rome. 

17—20. Warning against mischief-makers and disturbers of the 
peace. 

The grace. 

21—23. Greetings from companions of the writer. 
25—27. Final ascription of praise to Gop through Jesus Christ, 

summing up the fundamental thought of the Epistle. 

1. cuviornps St «.7.A. This verse is in close connexion with the 
preceding section: he has explained his desire to visit them, the 

reasons for delay; instead of coming, he is writing and commends to 
them the bearer of the letter. ¢ 

cuvicrynw.. Cf. 2 Cor. ili. 1; cf. Milligan, Greek Papyri, 14. 5, and 
for instances of letters of introduction ib. 8, and for the word ib. 

3. 2, 5=‘I introduce, commend’ hereby. The common formula 

makes it clear that Phoebe was the bearer of this letter. 

PoiByv. Mentioned only here. Wetstein qu. Suet. Aug. for the 
name. 

wiv GSeAdrv jpov. Cf. Phm. 2. 8. Paul seems to give this title 
(with #uav and wou) to fellow workers to whom he was under obligation 

for personal service; of Titus 2 Cor. il. 13; anon. viil. 22; Epaphro- 
ditus, Phil. ii. 25; Timothy, 1 Thes. iii. 2; and the phrase may here 

anticipate the wp. cai éuod adrod of v. 2. 

otoay [kal] Siaxovoy ths éxkX. As 7 dd. 7). marks a relation to 8. 
Paul, this phrase marks her relation to the Church: and the form of 

the phrase suggests that didxovoy implies an official position. If so, 

it is the only mention of this office in N.T. (unless we take 1 Thes. 
iii, 11 in this sense), The next mention is Plin. Hp. x. 96. 8 duabis 

ancillis quae ministrae dicebantur: then later still in the Apostol. 

Constitutions. The existence of such an office cannot be thought 

improbable even at this early stage, in view of the social condition of - 

women; cf. §. H. Against this is the very general use of didKxovos 

N2 
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and dcaxovta (cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 15) in this group of Epistles, and the un- 

likelihood that the word would be used in the official sense in this 

passage alone; n. also the similar combination in 1 Thes. iii. 2; ef. 

Ency. Bibl. ‘Deacon’ and Hort Eccles. p. 207 f. On the whole there 
seems to be insufficient reason for taking it officially. So in the 

ordinary sense ‘being also one that ministers to...,’? an additional 
ground of commendation. 

THS exxdX. THS év K. The address of 2 Cor. i. 1 and xv. 26 above 
suggest that there were other Churches in Achaia besides Corinth. 
This was one of them. 

Kevxpeais. The seaport of Corinth on its eastern shore; cf. Acts 

xviii. 18, xx. 3. See Introd. p., xi. , 

2. mpoodéinote. Lk. xv. 2; Phil. ii. 29. 
GElws trav dylwv. In a manner worthy of the saints—as saints 

should. 

wapaoryte, help; cf. 2 Tim. iv. 17. 
év 6 dv x... This suggests that Phoebe was going to Rome on 

her own business, and that 8. Paul used the opportunity of sending 

his letter. 

mpocrratis. Only here in N.T.; cf. mrpotcracda, xii. 8; 1 Thes. v. 

12; 1 Tim. v.17; cf. Witkowski, Ep. Priv. 48. 9, ib. 9. 4, ‘ protectress.’ 

A word used technically to mean the representative or patron; but 

here to describe the way in which Phoebe ‘looked after’ any who 

wanted her help. 

3—16. Greetings; see Lightfoot, Phil. pp.171ff. 8. H. ad loc. 

3. IIploxav kal "AxvAay; of. Acts xviii. 2, 18, 26; 1 Cor. xvi. 19; 
2 Tim. iv. 19. We first hear of this pair at Corinth, where they were 

found by 8. Paul on his first visit and that connexion was formed 
which lasted for the rest of his life. They had then lately come from 

Rome, and presently went with S. Paul to Ephesus, where they 

remained while he went on his way to Jerusalem. At Ephesus they 

were when Apollos arrived, and probably were influential in the small 

Church there, as they put Apollos in the way of full Christian 

teaching. They were there still, or again, when S. Paul wrote 1 Cor., 

certainly nine months, perhaps more than a year, before this Epistle. 

Now they are at Rome, and again some years later (2 Tim.) in the pro- 
vince of Asia. A difficulty has been raised about this frequent change 

of home: and it has been directed against the originality of this passage 

in this place. But, apart from the migratory habits of Jews engaged in 

business, it is clear from Acts, 1 Cor. xvi. 19 and this passage that A. 

and P. had given themselves to the work of propagating the Gospel: 

and it is not unreasonable to conjecture that jusi as they were left 
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behind at Ephesus (Acts xviii. 18) to begin the work there and to 
prepare for S. Paul’s return, so they may now have been sent by him 
to Rome to prepare the way for his intended visit; and returned to 
Asia at a later date, perhaps when he himself was released from 
Rome. This conjecture is supported by the fact that S. Paul’s in- 

tention to go to Rome was already formed at least before he left 
Ephesus (Acts xix. 21). It would explain his knowledge of the 
Christians who were at Rome at this time, both of those who seem to 
have centred round these two and of the other groups mentioned. 
For if they went to Rome to prepare for §. Paul’s visit, they would 
naturally communicate with him as soon as they had got into full 
touch with the Church there. The list of salutations gains much 

in naturalness and point, if we can suppose it to have been based on 

information sent by A. and P. And we may see in such a letter from 
Rome the direct occasion of 8. Paul’s letter and even in some degree 
the influence which determined its character. (Zahn, Hinl. p. 275, 
also makes this suggestion.) See Introd. p. xiif. 

Tovs wuvepyots pov. Cf. 2 Cor. viii. 23; Phil. ii. 25, iv. 3; Col. iv. 11; 
Phm. 24; 1 Thes. iii. 2 (v. 1.): in all cases of sharing in the apostolic 
labours. Jews as they were, they were devoted workers in the Gospel 

with §. Paul, and shared his mission to the Gentiles: see below on 7. 

ai éxk. T. é. 

4. olrwes. ‘For they,’ ‘seeing that they,’ a ground for this 
prominent greeting. 

trip THs W. «.7.A. We have no further information about this. 
It may have been either at Corinth or at Ephesus. 

tréOyxav. In this sense only here in N.T.=‘ they pledged’ risked, 
cf. Plat. Protag. 313 a (L. and §.); for the form cf. Thackeray, 23 § 10. 

evxapirra. The only place in the N.T. where the verb or subst. is 
used with a human object (cf. and ct Acts xxiv. 3). 

mw. at xk. tov vay. A unique combination and very significant. 
It emphasises their share in carrying the Gospel to the Gentiles, and 

shows the purpose of this elaborate reference to them. tmaoa. We 
know of P. and A. at Rome, Corinth and Ephesus only. But Corinth 
and Ephesus mean Achaia and Asia: and their influence, direct and 

indirect, may well have gone further. The occasion for gratitude 

should not be limited to this special service rendered to 8S. Paul. 
5. Kal ryv Kar otkov «.7.A. Cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 19. It is natural to 

suppose that as P, and A. had formed a centre at Ephesus they would 

also form one at Rome. This phrase suggests that 8. Paul had heard 

from them since their arrival at Rome: and this to some extent 
supports the suggestion that they had gone there to prepare the way 
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for him. Some communication from them may have been the direct 

occasion for this letter. Zahn suggests that all the names that follow 

to v. 13 are to be included in this group of Christians, vv. 14, 15 

naming two other groups. This seems probable. 

For the ‘Church in the house’ ef. Col. iv. 15; Phm. 2; Acts xii. 

12; ef. S. H., Lft ad Col. l.c. “no clear example of a separate building 
set apart for Christian worship before the third century, though 

apartments in private houses might be specially devoted to this 

purpose”; cf. Hort, Eccles. 117. 

*Eratverov. ‘Not an uncommon name in Siacriptions from Avid 

Minor” 8. H. Zahn suggests that he was an early convert of P. and 

A. at Ephesus and possibly worked under them in their trade, and 

so accompanied them to Rome. 
Tov Gy. pov. This phrase (and below 8, 9) marks of course personal 

intimacy (contrast v. 12). 

amrapxy THs A. els Xp. means that he was the first or at least 
among the first converts at Ephesus, therefore of P. and A.; cf. 

1 Cor. xvi. 15. 

6. Mapfav. As this name may be either Roman or Jewish, it 
tells us nothing. The v.l. Mapidu would be decisive. 

qtis...els ipas. It may be questioned whether the reading pis is 

not too difficult to come under the praestat ardua rule. The names 

before and after at least to v. 9 inclusive are all of personal friends 

and some of fellow-labourers of 8. Paul. It is unlikely that one who 

was known to him only by report would be included at this point. 

Moreover the selection of one person at Rome as having laboured 

much for them is remarkable. If jués be read, the 771s clause here 

is exactly || olrwes x.7.X. in 7 and brings the name into line with the 

others. But see Introd. p. xxv. 
7. “Av8dpovixov. A Greek name, used, as so often, by a. Jew. 

Zahn, p. 607 n. 56, remarks that Jewish names are rare in the Jewish 

inscriptions of Italy. This name occurs among members of the 

imperial household, 8. H. 

*Tovviav. Probably for Junias=Junianus a man’s name, though not 
a common one. 

Tous ovyyevets pov, ic. Jews. So11, 21; cf. ix. 3. 
cuvarxpararous. Cf. Col. iv. 10; Phm. 23. We have no ground 

for identifying the occasion. 

olrwés cio K.T.A. (1) érionporc=marked men, notable: here of 
course in a good sense; ct Mt. xxvii. 16. Class. both in good and bad 

sense; cf. 3 Macc. vi. 1 (not elsewhere in LXX. of persons). (2) év 
Tois Grooré\ous (a) among the apostles.sc. of Christ, themselves being 
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reckoned as apostles: so Lift Gal. p. 96n. 1,8. H. ad loc. This is 
the obvious meaning. In that case, according to 8S. Paul’s use, they 

must belong to the class which he describes in Gal. i. 17 as rods wpéd 
éuod dmoorédovs. He uses the term to include members of the 

primitive community who had received their commission from the 

Lord Himself, a class not limited to the Twelve (e.g. Barnabas, 
perhaps Silas), S. Paul himself being its latest member (1 Cor. 
xv. 8). (b) Others take it=men of note in the judgment of the 
Apostles (Gif., Zahn). There is no advantage in this rendering, 
unless it is assumed, wrongly, that A. and J. cannot have been 

apostles. We may conclude then that A. and J. were among 
the earliest preachers of the Gospel, and that they had shared 

S. Paul’s labours, as well as his imprisonment. They are now at 

Rome, and may have been among those who first brought the Gospel 

to Rome. See Inirod. p. xxv, Add. Note, p. 225. 
ot—yéyovav év Xp. We should probably supply dwécroka; =*Who 

were made and have been apostles in Christ.’ The form éy Xp. is 
occasioned by the turn of phrase: if he had repeated door. he would 
have written door. Xpicrod. This is quoted as a clear use of yéyova 
as aoristic; cf. Joseph. c. Apion. 4, 21 édlyw mpdrepov rijs Tevororpdrou 
Tuppavldos. dvOpwrov yeyovéros qu. Moulton, Prol. p. 146, who quotes 

two instances from papyri, though he doubts the use in N.T.; ef. Dr 

Weymouth ap. 8S. H. But we have to note that po éuod gives a 
mark of time=‘ even Jonger than I’: and the use is || to the case of 

perf. with wdda (see Moulton, p. 141). Cf. Joh. vi. 25; Mt. xix. 8, 

xxiv. 21; 1 Cor. xiii, 11; Gal. iii1.17; 1 Tim.v. 9. There is no clear 

case of the strictly aoristic meaning of this form in N.T. For the 

form -ay cf. Thackeray, pp. 209, 212; Mayser, p. 323 ; Moulton, p. 52: 

ef. Col. ii. 1; Acts xvi. 36, and yéyovay, Rev. xxi. 6 only: it is a case 

of the gradual intrusion of the weak aorist form into the perfeci and 
strong aorist. : 

8. “Aurdtarov. §. H. refer to inscriptions showing that this 
common slave name occurs among the imperial household: but in 
particular, to a chamber in the cemetery of Domitilla, one of the 

earliest of Christian catacombs, containing the name Ampriatt, in bold 
letters of the end of the first or beginning of the second century. The 

single personal name suggests a slave: the honour of an elaborately 

painted tomb suggests that he was very prominent in the earliest 

Roman Church: the-connexion with Domitilla seems to show that it 

is the name of a slave or freedman through whom Christianity had 
penetrated into a second great Roman household. See the whole 
note. 
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9. OvpBavoy. ‘ Acommon slave name, found among the members 
of the (imperial) household,” 8. H. The name of course tells us 
nothing as to nationality. He may have been a Jew or a Greek. 

Tov ouvepyov ipov. Prob., as S. H., a general description of 
working in the same cause as S. Paul and his companions, not 
necessarily of personal fellowship; cf. Phm. 1 only: elsewhere always 

pov (v. 3, 21; Phil. ii. 25, iv. 3; 2 Cor. viii. 23 (€uds); Phm. 24). 

Zrdxvuv. ‘Rare but found in the imperial household,” 8. H.; ef. 
Witkowski, Ep. Priv., p. 73. 

10. *“Aqwed\Anv. A name borne by Jews; cf. Hor. Sat. 1. v. 100, 
see Lft. 

Tov Sdxusov év Xp. marks some special difficulty faithfully over- 

come; cf. 1 Cor. xi. 19; 2 Cor. x.18; 2 Tim. ii. 15; Ja. i, 12. 

tous &k tay “ApioroBovAov prob.=Aristobulus, brother of Herod 
Agrippa I., who lived a long time in Rome and was a friend of the 
Emperor Claudius. ot é& +t.=some of his slaves, probably now con- 

nected with the imperial household, though treated as a separate 

group; A. being either dead or resident in Palestine, Zahn, ad loc. 
Lft, 8. H. 

11. ‘HpwStova. Coming between the two groups of slaves, prob. 
belonged to the former: the name suggests a connexion with the 

Herod family. 

tous ék tav Napklocov. N. is reasonably identified with the freed- 
man of that name, powerful under Claudius and put to death by 
Agrippina shortly after Nero’s accession. S. H., Lift. 

12. Tpvdawvay cal Tpvdacav, perh. sisters, and belonging to the 
last-named group. The names are found in household inscriptions: 
Tryphaena in one case with Tryphonilla, in another with Tpv@w[y or 

ga}. Zahn, Hinl. pp. 297—8. 

Tlepo($a x.t.A. A slave name (not in the household inscriptions) : 
the special emphasis (rij dy....2o\d) indicates some special knowledge 

on §. Paul’s part, possibly personal, though pov is omitted. 

13. “Potdov x.t.A. The unique epithet (unless cf. 2 Joh. 1, 13) 

suggests that there was some marked peculiarity attending his con- 

version, and the reference to his mother points to personal connection 

with 8. Paul; perh.=Rufus of Mk xv. 21 (Swete’s note). 

14. “Acivxpirov. The two groups of five persons now following 
make it probable that we have here two more centres of Christian life 

in Rome, known to 8. Paul by report, but not .otherwise; there are 

no distinguishing epithets. The names are all slave names, many of 

them found among the imperial household, 
IlarpoBav, abbrev. for Patrobius. 
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‘Eppav, abbrev. for Hermagoras or other variations on Hermes. 

15. @ddAoyov. The name may suggest the occupation, in the 

secretariat or the record department; cf. Lft, op. cit. p. 177 n. 1. 

*IovAlayv. Very common, and esp. in the imperial household. 
Nypéa. Cf. S. H. on the association of thig name with the early 

history of the Roman Church. 
*Odvpardy = Olympiodorus. 
16. éy pid. dylo. Cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 20; 2 Cor. xiii. 12; 1 Thes. v. 

26; 1 Pet. v. 14 (dydsrns) : earliest reference to the ‘kiss of peace’ in 

the Christian service is in Just. Mart. Apol. 1.65. 8. H. 
at ékkAnolar madcar tod xpirrod. The phrase is unique in 

N.T.: S. Paul speaks of ai éxx. rdv dylwv (1 Cor. xiv. 33), rs Tadarias 
al. (Gal. i. 2al.), rév é0vav (v. 4), Tod Geod (1 Cor. xi. 16; 2 Thes.i, 4): for 

the inclusion of Xpuorés in the phrase we have only Gal. i. 22; 1 Thes. 
ii. 14: for the relation of Xpiords to (ai éxx.) 7 éxxr. cf. Eph, v. 23 f. 

(1) 6 xptorés in this Ep. emphasises the relation of Christ as 

Messiah to Gentiles as well as Jews (Hort, Eccles, p. 111, cft vii. 4, 

ix. 3, 5, xv.3 and 7). Hort, l.c., concludes that the phrase refers to 

the Churches of Judea: but the limitation to a single group seems 
quite inconsistent with the emphatic waéca:; and he himself gave 
up this view, R. and E. p. 53. v. 4 shows such a limitation; so 

Gal. i. 22; 1 Thes. ii. 14. The force of the phrase seems rather to 

lie in its formal assertion of the equality and unity of all the Churches, 
as equally and together belonging to the Christ, in whom, as truly 
conceived, the ancient barriers are thrown down and mankind is one 

in Gop’s mercy; cf. xi. 25 ff. It is a definite step to the 7 éxxdnola 

of Eph. 
(2) In what sense can 8S. Paul convey this greeting? ‘ Doubtless 

S. Paul had information which enabled him to convey this greeting,” 

Hort, R. and E., p. 58. We may however go further. There were in 
his company at Corinth representatives, probably all formally ap- 

pointed (cf. 2 Cor. viii. 19, 23), of many if not of all (cf. Acts xx. 4) of 

the Churches of his own foundation. He may have regarded himself 

or there may have been others in his company who could be regarded, 
as representing the Church in Jerusalem; ef. Igna. Trall. 12 domdfoua 

bas dard Lmvprvys, dua Tails cuprapovoas mor éxk\nolats Tod Oeod; cf. id. 

Magn. 15. The inclusion of the Jewish churches is parallel to the 

emphasis on his Jewish friends in the above greetings. 

(3) For waco. in emphatic position cf. 1 Cor. vii. 17 and ct 
1 Cor. xiv. 33; 2 Cor. viii. 18, xi. 28. 

17—20. A brief but pointed warning against teachers, who under 
fair seeming introduce divisions and offences. The fundamental 
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strain in the Epistle, the assertion that in the Gospel all men are 

united to each other and to Gop in Christ, has been enforced by the 

long list of greetings, giving detailed and practical point to teaching 

and exhortation. It is natural that before ending §. Paul should 

give a clear and strong warning against those elements in the Christian 

society which tended to establish divisions and to create or continue 

practices which were the cause of offence. Phil. iii. 18 f. is a close 
parallel, in the general character of the warning following upon the 

exposition of the teaching which the persons indicated endanger, and 

in the immediately added contrast with the true state of Christians. 

17. aSedpol. Cf, xii. 1, xv. 14, 30; Phil. iii. 17. orometv. ‘Keep 
an eye upon’; cf. Gal. vi. 1; Phil. ii. 4, iii. 17 (for imitation), 

tovs tas 8. x.t.A. These persons are described in quite general 
terms: the warning is based on §. Paul’s own experience in Asia 

Minor and Greece, rather than on any particular information from 

Rome, and may be due to the event described in Acts xx. 3. See 

Introd. p. xi. 

tds Stxooracias. ‘The divisions’ of which he had had such bitter 
experience and which no Church could be ignorant of; cf. Phil. i. 

15f.; Gal. v. 20; cf. Phil. iii. 18 f. The great instance was the 

attempt to maintain division between Jew and Gentile in the Church: 

subsidiary to this but probably at this time more practically operative 
was the attempt to set up authorities in rivalry to 8. Paul. In both 

cases the effect would be to establish two rival Churches in every 

locality, and to render nugatory the union in Christ. 

ta cKdvdadka. Such teachings and precepts as put difficulties in 
the way of the practical exercise of Christian love, reinstating those 

barriers of convention and exclusiveness which had been done away 

in Christ; cf. xiv. 13. 
Trapd, tHv 88. with ras 6. kal ra ox.; for éuadere cf. Eph. iv. 20; 

Phil. iv. 9 (in a similar connexion). The ‘teaching’ is all the 
instruction which led them to become Christians and informed them 

in what true Christianity consists (éudere). 

18. ot ydp«.t.A. The warning is against men who dlainied to be 

true servants of Christ and were not; cf. 2 Cor. xi. 13: therefore 

Judaising Christians, not necessarily themselves originally Jews. 

Tq €avtov Kola. Cf. Joh. vii. 38; Phil. iii. 19 (metaph. only in 
N.T.)=selfish desires and objects in the widest sense. He does not 

say éaurois because they are not even serving their own true interests. 

Sud ras xp. The ‘fair speech’ employed by them or characteristic 
of them; ef. Gal. iii. 1, iv. 17. S.H. qu. Jul. Capitol. Pertinax 13, 

xp. eum appellantes qui bene loqueretur et male faceret. 
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evAoyfas seems to get a bad meaning here by its connexion with 

xp. §S. H. qu. Aesop Fab, 229, p. 150 ed. Av. In N.T. elsewhere 

always of ‘blessing.’ Plat. Rep. 400 p of fine speech, in a good sense. 
Tay axdkev=simple, guileless, and therefore unsuspicious; com- 

bined with ei/Ons Diod. Sic. ap. Wetstein; )(zavodpyos Dio Cass., ib.; cf. 

Prov. i. 4; Heb. vii. 26. §S. Paul is careful not to suggest that they 

have as yet any hold upon the Church. 
19. ‘ydp justifies his appeal to them and what they had learnt. 
4j—trraxo. Their response to the ee eee ; cf. 2 Cor. 

x. 53 above vi. 17; 2 Thes. i. 8. 

dsbixero (only here in N.T.); cf. 1 Thes. i. 8, supra i, 8. This 
would not be a natural form of expression, if 8. Paul was writing 
to a Church with which he was personally acquainted. 
ép ipiv. The warning is not due to his distrust of their present 

state, but to apprehension of what the future may bring. 

copots—depatovs. Cf. Mt. x. 16; Phil. ii. 15 only; cf. Lft. In 
Polyb. the word=uninfluenced from without (cf. Schweighauser’s 
Index). So here=admitting no influence for evil. 

20. 6 St Beds rHs elprivys. The Gop who gives us our peace which 
these men are breaking up; cf. xv. 33 and xv. 5n. 

Tov Saravav. Cf. 2 Cor. ii, 5—11, xi. 14. One special work of 
‘the Satan’ is to set men at variance; cf. 1 Thes, ii. 18 and ef. Gen. 

ili, 15?. 
% xdpts x.t.A, There is no parallel to the position of these words 

before more greetings. For the whole question see Add. Note, p. 233. 

21—23. Greetings from companions. 

21. Tip. 6 wvvepyds pov. Cf. on 3. The last we have heard of 
Timothy is in 2 Cor. i. 1. He probably accompanied 8. Paul to 
Corinth ; unless we detect him in 2 Cor, viii. 18. 

Aotixios. Perh.=Acts xiii. 1, not=Luke (Lucanus, Aovxkas). 
*Idowy. Cf. Acts xvii. 5—7, 9, the host of S. Paul at Thessalonica: 

he had probably accompanied or preceded 8. Paul; cf. 2 Cor. viii. 23. 

Zwolratpos. Cf. Zwmarpos, Acts xx. 4, of Beroea. Was he in 
charge of the contribution from Beroea? 

ot ovyyeveis pov. Cf. v. Tn. 
22. Téprios 6 ypdipas «.7.A. On §. Paul’s use of an amanuensis 

ef. 1 Cor. xvi. 21; Gal. vi. 11; Col. iv. 18; 2 Thes. iii. 17. 8S. H. 
23. Tatos 6 & pov. Perh.=1 Cor. i. 14: for 6. rt. é. cf. v. 4; 

prob. refers to hospitality exercised by Gaius in Corinth to all 
Christian travellers—not to his house being the place of assembly for 
Corinthian Christians. It is not probable that they had only one 
such place. 
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"Epacros. Cf. 2 Tim. iv. 20. 
oixovopos. ‘In civitatibus Graecis saepe commemoratur”’ Herwerden; 

ef. Dittenberg for Ephesus, Magnesia, Cos; and for Egypt, Pap. Berl. 
al. ; ‘ the treasurer.’ 

Kotaptos 6 a8eApds. 8S. Paul seems to use this title of men who 
were closely associated with him in his work. Cf. 1 Cor. i. 1, xvi. 12; 
2 Cor. i. 1, viii. 22; Eph. vi. 21; Phil. ii. 25 al. 

25—27. It appears from v. 22 that the whole letter was written by 

Tertius from dictation up to this point. We may conclude that 

S. Paul wrote these last verses in his own hand, by way of signature; 
cf. Gal. vi. 11; 2 Thes. iii. 17. . 

The doxology forms a conclusion, unique in 8. Paul’s Epistles, 

the only parallels in Epp. are 2 Peter iii. 186; Jude 24, 25. For 

other doxologies in 8. Paul, concluding and summarising a section, 
ef. Eph. iii. 20, 21; 1 Tim. i. 17; cf. also 2 Tim. iv.18; Heb. xiii. 21; 
supra xi. 33—36. This doxology sums up, tersely but completely, 

the main conception of the Epistle, and reproduces its most significant 

language. In particular, it is_so closely related to i. 1—17 that 

it takes the place of a categorical statement that the description there 

given of S. Paul’s mission has been justified by the detailed arguments 

of the Epistle. The comparison is drawn out below. 

25. te St Svvapéve—Xpiorod. Cf. i. 16 7d edayyédor, aus RY yap 
Beod éoriv eis owrnplav. 

ornplfar. Cf. i. 11—12, of Gop; 2 Thes. ii. 17, iii. 3; 1 Pet. v. 10 
(a near ||). tpas. The need for strengthening i is indicated in i. 11, 
xvi. 17—20. ‘‘The pronouns face each other with an emphasis which 
in such a context is hard to explain till we remember the presaging 

instinct with which S. Paul saw in the meeting of himself and the 

Roman Christians the pledge and turning point of victory”’; Hort ap. 

Lft, Biblical ssays, p. 325; ef. i. 10f., xv. 29—32. 
Kata +o evayy. Adverbial to Riivetisligrs KaTa=as my Gospel 

declares; cf. ii. 16, xi. 28 in both cases with the same special reference 

as here to the inclusion of Gentiles, St Paul’s distinctive Gospel. 

kal tO Kypvypa “I, Xp. explains 7d evayyédov, cf. 1. 2, 3 evay- 

yé\vov Geod—zrepi rod viod avtrod followed by the two clauses which 

severally correspond to the names ’Incofs and Xpiorés, and are re- 

capitulated in v. 4 by the full name and title; for xjpvyua cf. ii. 16, 

x. 8—15, xv. 15f.; 1 Cor. i. 21, ii. 4; 1 Tim, iii. 16; ’I. Xp. objective 

genitive. 
kata dmroxadhuy «.7.A. This should probably be taken as || xara 

7o evayy., describing in its character what that phrase states 

specifically. Cf. i. 16f., xi. 25f.; 1 Cor. ii. 6, 7, 10. 
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Kata drokadvuipy verbally = Gal. ii. 2; Eph. iii. 3; but the reference 

is different; nearer in thought is Gal. iii. 23; closest Eph. iii. 5—9; 

Col. i. 26; ef. droxad. i. 17. 

puoryptov. ‘Of a secret’; cf. xi. 25; 1 Cor. ii. 1, 7-10, iv. 1; 

then Eph. i. 9, iii. 3—9, vi. 19 (|| ws 1 Tim. iii, 16. . The secret is 

the whole purpose of Gop for man’s redemption, formed in and 
ultimately revealed in the Christ, as born of David’s seed and marked 
by the resurrection as Son of God. In the argument of this Epistle, 

the special lesson of that secret, as revealed in Christ, is the union of 
all mankind in Him with Gop, as connected with justification by faith. 
The word has the same bearing in Eph., Col.: but there the special 

lesson is the development of this conception of union to illustrate the 

nature and work of the Church assuch. In Romans this development 
is not directly treated but the foundation thought is here fully worked 
out. 

xpdvors alwvlois. Cf. rpdo xpdvwr alwrvlwy 2 Tim. i. 9; Tit. i. 2, the 
only occurrences of the combination; cf. dm’ aiévos, Lk. i. 70; Acts iii. 
21, xv. 18; Joh. ix. 32. It seems to be a vague expression for an 

indefinitely long time. mpd r&v aidvwy 1 Cor. ii. 7, Eph. iii. 9, 11 is 
more definite, but probably not very different in meaning. For the 

‘dative of extension of time cf. Lk. viii. 29 and epistolary formulae ép- 
paocbat oe etxowar moddots xpévors, Moulton, Prol. 75. 

oweorynpévov=daoxexpuupevoy of 1 Cor. ii. 7, Eph. iii. 9 (a3 = Col. i. 

26). The-silence of that long time past is contrasted. with the 
utterance of the present; but it was not complete, as the next clause 

shows; cf. 1 Pet. i.12, suprai. 2; Tit.i.2. Tr. by pluperfect—‘ which 
had been kept in silence.’ 

26. davepwlévros. Cf. iii. 21 where exactly the same relation 
between the manifestation and the witness of prophets is expressed. 

The secret was manifested in the Person and history of Christ; He is 

the secret of Gop; cf. 1 Cor. i. 24. 

viv=‘in our day’ as contrasted with the yp. ai.; ef. 1 Pet. i. 12 
(Hort, p. 59), supra v. 11, xi. 30, 31. 

Sid te «.7.A. The re connects ywp. closely with gav., both in con- 

trast with ceovy. ‘But has in our day been manifested (in Christ) 
and made known.’ The aorists should be translated by perfects. 

Then this clause tersely describes the apostolic preaching (1) in its 

support in the prophets, (2) in its commission from Gop, (3) in its 
direct aim, (4) in its range in the world. 

Sia ypadov mpom. For dia ef. 2 Tim. ii. 2=on the authority of; 
cf. xii. 1, 3n., an extension of the use of é:a for the means or 

instrument: ef. a slight further extension=under the guidance of 

1 Thes. iv. 14; Heb. iii. 16. 
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yp. wpod. Cf. i. 2, iii, 21. The fact is seen throughout the Epp. 
and Acts; e.g. cc. ix.—xi., xv. 4, 9 ff.; cf. 1 Pet. i. 12; 2 Cor. i. 20; 

Lk. i. 70. The particular phrase is unique, and includes all the O.T. 

as all in its degree prophetic, cf. 2 Pet. i. 20. The absence of the 
article emphasises the character of all, rather than any specific 
writing. 

kat émurayiy T. at. 6. corresponds to kAyrds door. d@wpropévos (i. 1) 
and é¢ od éAdBoypev xdpw Kal dmrocrodj (i. 5) but describes the 
authority of all apostolic work=6:4 dwooréd\wv; cf. 1 Tim. i. 1; 
Tit. i. 3B. 

rod ai. Geo}. Only herein N.T. In LXX. Gen. xxi. 33; Isa. xxvi. 

4, xl. 28; 2 Macc. i. 25; 3 Mace. vi. 12, viii. 16; for the idea cf. xi. 

33—36; 1 Cor. ii. 7, x. 11; and Eph. iii. 9, 11; Col. i. 26; 1 Tim. i. 

17; 2 Tim. i. 9; Tit. i. 2. 
els trrakoiy wlerews=i. 5 only; cf. xv. 18, xvi. 19, 1 Pet. i. 2; 

=to secure an obedience rendered by faith; wm. in this sense only in 
the earlier epistles vi. 17, x. 16; 2 Thes. i. 8; 2 Cor. vii. 15. 

els wmavra ra Gyn. Cf. i. 5, xv. 11, xvi. 4; Gal. iii. 8; 2 Tim. iv. 17 

and Rey. (saepe) for the whole phrase; cf. mavti r@ mor. “I. xal"E. 
i. 16. 

yvopioGévros. Cf. ix. 22, 23; 1 Cor. xv. 1; Eph. vi. 19. 

27. ove. Cf. iii. 30 where the ‘singleness’ of Gop is the basis of 
the universality of the Gospel, as here. See note ad loc. For povos 

ef. Joh. v. 44, xvii. 3; 1 Tim. i. 17, vi. 15 (in a similar connexion) ; 

Jude 25. 

cope. Cf. xi. 33: specially of the wisdom which orders in detail 
the age-long and world-wide purpose. Cf. 1 Cor. i. 21—30; ii. 7; 

Eph. iii. 10; Col. ii. 3. 
Qem. To Gop as Gop, sole and supreme Creator and Dispenser of 

all His wondrous dealings with men. 

Sid °I. Xp. As through Him Gop has manifested Himself to men, 
so through Him returns the due acknowledgment from man to Gop; ef. 
i. 8, vii. 25. 

H Sdgax.t.A. Cf. xi. 36. 

Note on TExt. 

1. xvi. 20. The Benediction. 

The case is stated by S. H. thus: 

‘“NABC Orig.-lat. have a benediction at v. 21 only. 
DEFG have one at v. 24 only. 

L Vulg. clem. Chrys. and the mass of later authorities ae it in 

both places. 
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P has it at v. 21 and after v. 27. 

The correct text therefore has it at v. 21, and there only; it was 
afterwards moved to a place after 24 [presumabiy as in any case the 

more natural place] which was in some MSS very probably the end of 

the Epistle [e.g. FG], and in later MSS, by a natural conflation, 
appears in both.” 

Zahn holds that both benedictions are original, the slightly different 
form of the second (+ Xpicrod and rdvrwr) justifying the repetition. 

2. xvi. 27. @ om. B. 33. 72, Pesh., Orig.-lat., ins. rel. exc. aira 

P. 31, 54, 
The strongest argument for retaining « is the difficulty of the reading, 

and the consequent unlikelihood of its invention. But this principle 
must not be pressed to the adoption of an all but impossible reading. 
With 6 we can only explain on the assumption of a very awkward 

anacoluthon. Zahn and Weiss defend this by referring to the strong 
emotion, with which this passage is written. But even so this is not 

a natural anacoluthon; there is no parenthesis or interruption of 
thought; the sentence is regularly and strongly constructed up to 
Xpicrod, and throughout it is obvious that itis to end with 7 dééa; after 

the participial clauses, the dative has come, picking up rq duvapévy 

and resuming the whole thought (udvw code); then dd "Ino. Xp. again 

makes us expect 7 défa, and cannot be connected with anything that 

has gone before: no amount of emotion could justify the insertion of 6 
here, between the words that are crying for 7 dééa, and 7 ddéa itself. 

It is a sheer though early blunder due to the frequent occurrence of 

the combination ¢ 7 dé. There is a closely similar case in Mart. 

Polycarp. xx. 2 (qu. by Weiss but with the wrong reading), rw dé 

Suvapévyy wavras buds eicayayev év TH abrod xdpire Kal Swpeg els Thy 

aléviov aitod Bacirelay dia rod matdds adrod Tod povoyevots "Inaod 

Xpicrod dba, Tih, Kpdros, weyaroovry els Tovs alévas. Here g % are in- 

serted by two MSS before dééa (Lightfoot, Ap. Fathers 11. § ii. p. 983). 

Further, Jude 24, 25, clearly modelled on this passage, supports the 

omission of @; and even in Jude N* am. and apparently aeth. insert 

@ before d6éa. 
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A. cvveSnois, c. ii. 15. 

The word is found only in the Pauline writings (Rom., 1 and 2 Cor., 

1 and 2 Tim., Tit., 1 Pet., Heb.) except [Joh. viii. 9], and Acts xxiii. 1, 

xxiv. 16 (speeches of 8. Paul). The verb (cdvovda) only in 1 Cor. iv. 4. 

In the LXX. it occurs only in Wisdom xvii. 11 (R.V. conscience), 
Kecles. x. 20 (R.V. heart), and perhaps Sir. xlii. 18 (R.V. knowledge). 

The verb, Job xxvii. 6; Lev. v. 1; 1 Macc. iv. 21; 2 Mace, iv. 41. 

The two passages which make clear the use of the word are Job l.c., 

od civoda éuavr@ arora mpdéas, and Wisdom l.c., rovnpia...det mpoc- 

el\npev Ta XaXewa ouvexouévn TH suvednoe. In both these passages 

it is the state of mind which is conscious of certain actions in their 

moral aspects. 

The customary meaning of the substantive follows the use of the 
verb. ocivo.dd twi r.=t0 be privy to the action of another; civoda 
é€uauT@ Te Or Te mpdgéas=to be privy to an action or thought of my 

own; but, as a man in general cannot help being privy to his own 

thoughts and actions, the phrase is used with the. special meaning of 
the recognition or feeling of the character, and especially the moral 

character, of one’s own thoughts or actions. So we get first the 

simple meaning, the feeling or knowledge that we have done or 

thought certain things imputed to us, and, secondly, the more definite 

meaning, the feeling or knowledge that such thoughts or actions are 

right or wrong. This feeling can be appealed to as a witness to 

character, either by the man himself appealing to his self-consciousness 

in support of a statement, or by others appealing to the man’s own 

consciousness of himself. So Wisdom xvii. 11, R. V. ‘‘ Wickedness, 
condemned by a witness within, is a coward thing, and being pressed 

hard by conscience (rp cuvverdjoe) always forecasts the worst lot,” the 
consciousness of being wrong makes a coward of the man. Here the 

conscience or consciousness is an incorruptible witness before whose 
evidence the man trembles. Cf. Polyb. xvirt. 26. 13, oddels ofrws udprus 
éott ghoBepds ore Kariyopos dewds ws h obveots ) eyKaToLKOVoa Tais 
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éxdorwy wuxats, where the last phrase=7 cuveldyors. It is rather as a 

witness than as a judge that 4 ouveldyois is regarded in ordinary 

Greek use : and it is only as a witness that it is appealed to in N. T. 
In Romans the word occurs three times, ii. 15, ix. 1, xiii.5. In ii. 15 

and ix. 1 it is used of a man’s knowledge of himself, his motives and 

thoughts, called as a witness to his true character. In ii. 15 the Gentiles’ 

self-consciousness, knowledge of their own minds, witnesses to their 

possession, in a sense, of law, and so confirms the evidence of their 
acts. In ix. 1 8. Paul’s knowledge of himself, as controlled by the 
Holy Spirit, witnesses to the pain and distress he feels for Israel, and 
confirms the witness of the assertion which he makes as in Christ. 
In xiii. 5 there is no idea of witness, but the consciousness of their 

own motives and feelings as shown in the fact that they willingly pay 
tribute, is appealed to as an argument for obedience. 

Closely parallel to Rom. ix. 1 is 2 Cor. i. 12, where the conscious- 
ness of motive is alleged as a witness to the truth of his confident 

assertion. 

With xiii. 5 may be grouped the passages in which an epithet is 

attached (Acts xxiii. 1, dya67, xxiv. 16, drpécxoros; 1 Tim. i. 5, 19, 
1 Pet. iii, 16, 21, dya04; 1 Tim. iii. 9, 2 Tim. i. 3, xaOapd. Cf. 

Heb. ix. 14, cadapie? rhv cvvelinow; Heb. xiii. 18, cat; Heb. x. 22, 

movnpa). In all these passages it is clear that the word indicates the 

self-consciousness which includes good or bad contents, as matter of 
feeling and experience, as simply a matter of self-knowledge, without 

any direct thought of judgment. So 1 Pet. ii. 19, dia cuveldnow 

Geo0, a remarkable phrase, seems to mean, owing to a feeling of or 

about Gop, bringing Him as it were into the field of conscious 

motive. This feeling or consciousness can be dulled by evil courses 

(1 Tim. iv. 2; Tit. i. 15). External ordinances leave it untouched 

(Heb. ix. 9), but it can be cleansed (Heb. ix. 14, x. 21, 22). 
In 2 Cor. iv. 2, v. 11 the Apostle appeals, for the recognition of his 

claim, to the conscious experience (cvveldyois) which others have 
acquired of his character and life, their inner knowledge of him; in 

this use we have the substantival form of the verbal phrase civodd 

twi tt. And it is possible that we have the same use in 1 Cor. x. 28, 

29, where the cuvveldno.s may=the weak brother’s saben’ of and 

feeling about the acis of the strong. 

In 1 Cor. viii. 7—12 we have the remarkable epithet do@evis, 

where if we translate cvveldnots as ‘conscience,’ we have the paradox 

of calling a sensitive conscience weak, We can hardly get a nearer 

translation here than ‘feelings.’ The man ‘feels’ that to eat efdwhd- 

Ovra is wrong. This ‘feeling’ cannot be justified by reason; it is 

ROMANS 0 
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due to association (r7 cvvyJelg Ews dpru rod eiSwXov), and he cannot 

shake it off: it is called ‘weak,’ because in it the man is not really 

master of himself. The argument of the passage is directed to 

gaining from the strong a tender consideration for those who are in 

this weak state of feeling. It is a pity that the true character of 

many ‘conscientious objections’ of the present day is obscured by 

their association with our modern term ‘conscience,’ when they 

should be really described as cuveldnois doPeris. . 

On the whole, then, we may say that in the N. T., as in common 

Greek use, cuvelSnors describes rather a state of consciousness, than a 

faculty or act of judgment: some uses of the word ‘conscience’ 
correspond to this meaning of cuveldyois ; but in more cases than not 

the meaning will be adequately given by such renderings as ‘ con- 

sciousness,’ ‘ self-knowledge,’ or even simply ‘ heart.’ 

Bb; ON 13: 

The usual interpretation takes dyp: vduov = till the Mosaic law 

was given, and understands 8. Paul to deny that sin could be 

imputed in the full sense to those who were ignorant of that 

law: consequently mdvres juaprov is regarded as=all men sinned 

in Adam. It cannot be denied that this interpretation is highly 

strained; but the extreme complexity of the passage might be 

taken to excuse that, if two further objections did not arise: (1) By 

supplying é& ro "Addy with mw. 7. we assume the omission by 

the writer of words essential to the understanding of the passage ; 
(2) by taking dype véuou=until the Mosaic law was given, and 
making the consequent assumption that sin was not imputed to 

Gentiles till they were aware of the Mosaic law (for the inter- 
pretation must extend so far), we make §. Paul say here that sin 
could not be imputed to the Gentiles, including Adam and the 
Patriarchs up to Abraham, because they had no law. But this is — 

in direct contradiction with one main argument of the preceding 

chapters, and of course with the whole teaching as to the sinful 

state of Gentiles. I should further urge that for this meaning 

here the article would be indispensable before véuov, as there is 

a specific reference to the Mosaic law as and when given. The 

interpretation given in the notes involves the difficulty (which I do 

not minimise) of translating dypc v6uoev=so far as there was law. 
dypt is used frequently of time and place (Acts xx. 4, al.): the gen. 

expresses generally the point of time or space reached; but sometimes 
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expresses also the interval before that point is reached; cf. dypu 
ka:pod, for a season (Lk. iv. 13; Acts xiii. 11); dpc radrys ris Auépas 
w. perfect (Acts xxiii. 1), dpe rovrov Tod Néyou w. imperfect (Acts xxii. 

22). The extension of meaning to=just in the degree that law, 

so far as there was law and no further, seems justifiable. If this 

meaning can be taken, then a\\a éBacidevoer x.7.d. goes closely with 

au. ovk é\Noyarat, as an indication that the punishment of sin being 
in evidence sin itself must have been there. «al émi x.7.X. brings out 
the fact that the sin was not on all fours with that of Adam, so 

making explicit the restriction hinted in dyp: véuov, the unlikeness 
consisting in the fact that Adam sinned against a positive revealed 

command, men in general sinned against the internal law of a 

conscience, enlightened, if only partially. This interpretation is in 

strict agreement with the view put forward in the early chapters, 
and does not make §S. Paul say anything but what he says ex- 
plicitly. 

C. —vdpos. 

vopos and 6 yopos. 
Gifford, Introd. pp. 41—48; S. H. p. 58; Lft, Gal. ii. 19, iv. 5; 

Hort, R. and E. pp. 24, 25. 
Two questions have to be answered: (1) what was St Paul’s con- 

ception of law? (2) what distinction is made by the presence or 
absence of the article? 

(1) It is obvious that S. Paul’s conception of law was derived 
primarily from his experience of the law of Moses, with the accretions 

of Pharisaic tradition (cf. iii. 17—20). Law was for him the expres- 
sion of the Will of Gop in application to the conduct of man, as 
revealed to Moses and embodied in the written law and its authorised 
interpretations, The experience of his own religious growth, probably 

even before he became a Christian, threw into strong emphasis two 

characteristics of this revelation. First, that it put before man an 

exalted ideal of duty; the law was holy, righteous and good. 

Secondly, that neither in the law itself, nor in his own nature, could 

he discover any power which enabled him to fulfil the law. The law, 

in fact, was essentially an external standard, embodying declarations, 

apprehensible by man, of what was right; but not an internal power 

providing or imparting the ability to do what was right. To a nature 

which was capable of appreciating this standard, but did not find in 
itself the power nor even an unmixed desire to attain it, the result 

was that law produced a sense of sin, and a despair of righteousness, 

02 
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an almost hopeless lack of correspondence between the conduct of man 

and the Will of Gop. To this experience the revelation of Christ 

came as a moral and spiritual revolution. The fundamental meaning, 
from the point of view of conduct or ethics, of that revelation was, 

that in Christ is offered to man not merely a new’standard of know- 

ledge or conduct, but a new power of action. The spiritual life, seen 

in Jesus, as man, crucified and ascended, is offered directly to man 

as a reinforcement of his own higher intelligence and will through 

the living union of man with the ascended Christ. It is a reve- 

lation of spirit, communicated to spirit, enabling man to live as 

a spiritual being. Its primary condition, on the part of man, is trust, 

the realisation, in act as well as in consciousness, of personal and 

vital dependence upon Gop through Christ. It is therefore, in the 

fullest sense, a complete deliverance from the sense of sin and despair 

of righteousness, which the bare knowledge of the law had produced : 

it supplies the power of which the law terribly emphasised the want. 

Such were the conclusions of personal experience. But, further, 

from his Jewish training (cf. Giff. p. 436), S. Paul had already con- 

ceived of the Gentile state as also under law. They too had received 

an expression of the divine will, in manifold application to the conduct 

of life; a universality of law to which the universality of the new 

revelation corresponded. And this wide conception of the range of 
law led to the emphasising of the general aspect of law, in distinction 

from its special embodiment for Jews in the Mosaic code. And, in 

both cases, the same essential characteristic comes out. Law is for 

the Gentile too an external standard, not carrying with it the inner 

Spiritual power of framing conduct according to its demands. The 
description then of the natural state of man under law is common 

to Jew and Gentile. The penetrating analysis of the experience of 

the Jew is typical of all men, as possessed of moral consciousness, 
Two further points require to be stated. First this revelation in 

law was not properly twofold. In both cases law is the expression of 
Gop’s will: the Mosaic law is only a more complete, clear and lofty 

expression: the law given, in conscience, to the Gentiles is on the 

same lines, but less complete. Consequently, in a certain sense, the 

Mosaic law was regarded as binding upon all men. This explains 
some of S. Paul’s language, and also the insistence of the Judaisers 
on enforcing the law. 

In the second place, it is not to be supposed that 8. Paul denies to 

the pre-Christian world all power of doing Gon’s will. It is clear 
(from ii. 14 al.) that he recognised a righteousness among Gentiles, 

and of course among Jews. ‘The point of his argument is, that this 
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righteousness was due, not to law, but to faith, in real though ele- 
mentary activity. This i is elaborately argued in the case of Abraham 

and his case is shown to be typical both for Jews and Gentiles 

(iv. 12, 16 f.; cf. Mt. viii. 11; Jo. vili. 39). The argumentation of 
c. vii. is, in a certain degree, abstract (cf. Introd. p. xli); it isolates, 

for the moment, the one influence upon man provided by law, in 

order to bring out the exact measure and character of that influence ; 
it does not deny the other influences by which Gop has, in all ages 
and places, kept not only the knowledge of His will alive but also the 
actual fulfilment of it. 

(2) Bearing these considerations in mind, we can answer the 
second question briefly. The distinction between véuos and 6 védpos 
depends on the ordinary rules of the article. Generally : 5uos, without 

the article, means law as such, without consideration o* any particular 

form in which it may be known or embodied. It refers to the 

character of law, not to its particular mode or occasion. On the 

other hand 6 véuos means the particular law, which either ordinary 

experience, or the context in which it occurs, would bring to the mind. 
of the hearer or reader. It follows, that véuos without the article 

may refer to the Mosaic law, but, when it does, will refer to it in its 

character of law, rather than in its derivation from Moses (e.g. iv. 18). 

On the other hand, 6 véuos, while naturally and generally in 8. Paul’s 

use referring to the Mosaic law, may refer to some other law which is 

for the moment under consideration (e.g. vii. 3). Within these 
general rules, the interpretation in any particular passage must be 

determined by the context. 

On the very peculiar uses in iii. 27, vii. 21, viii. 2, see notes. 
| 

D.  dpapria. 

Cf. Davidson, 0. T. Theology, pp. 203f.; Westcott, Epp. Joh. 

pp. 37 ff. Kennett, Interpreter, July, 1910. 
This word is used as the most general name for sin in itself and in 

allits forms. The original suggestion of ‘ missing’ an aim or a way, 

contained both in the Hebrew (Davidson J.c.) and the Greek may be 
detected in such a phrase as iii. 23. But the word has got its full 

meaning from use. It includes doéBea, ddicla, dvoula, rapdrrwma, 
kakov moveiy, modooew, épydgecOa. It is antithetic in its full range 

to dixacoctvn, as applied to men. 

Two uses of the word must be distinguished. (1) It describes a 
state or condition in which men are, although it does not properly 
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belong to human nature as meant by Gop. (2) It describes parti- 

cular acts and habits in which men choose what is wrong rather than 

what is right. 

(1) This use is found only in 8. John (Ev., 1 Ep.) and 8. Paul (Rom., 
land 2 Cor., Gal., 2 Thes. (v.1.) only). In S. Paul the use occurs twice 

in Gal. (ii. 17, iii. 21), twice in 1 Cor. (xv. 56), once in 2 Cor. (v. 21), 
and 2 Thes. (ii. 3 v.1.). On the other hand it occurs more than forty 
times in Rom. (in ce. iii., v., vi., Vii., Vili.), in 8. John Ev. six times, 

in 1 Joh. five times (i. 8, iii. 4, 5, 8, 9). 

(2) This use is found in Evv. Syn., Joh. (4), Acts, 8. Paul (in 

above Epp. (7), in Eph., Col., 1 Thes., Past. (6)), Heb., James, 1 and 
2 Pet., Rev. 

This second use is reinforced by the occurrences of duapravw, as well 

as by adudprnua and other substantives which are more or less synony- 

mous. The verb naturally is used of sinful acts and habits only ; and 

always of the direct action of the man himself. In v. 12 indeed it 

has been thought by some that a qualification such as év Addu must 
be introduced, but this is quite unwarrantable. See note. 

The explanation of this distribution is that S. Paul in this section 
of the Romans and 8. John (both Ev. and 1 Ep.) treat of sin in itself, 

as in some sense distinguished from particular sinful acts and habits: 

and they alone do so. 

We will consider (1) in a little more detail, in relation to these 
chapters of Rom. According to it, sin is regarded as a principle or 

power, in itself external to and alien from man, but intruded into the 

world by an act of man (v. 12) and gaining authority and establishing 

a hold over man’s nature (v. 21, vi. 12,14, 17), owing to the character 

of that nature, as composed of capt and voids or rvedua (vii. 15f.). 
It is important to distinguish between the two stages of treatment. 

First, the fact of the presence and power of sin, its true relation to 

human nature, and the means of escape, are treated as matters of 

general experience, historically whether (cc. ii—iii. summed up in 

vy. 12—21) of mankind in general or of the personal experience of 

Christians (vi.). Secondly, in c. vii. 7—viii. 11 the examination of the 
case is pursued by way of analysis of a single experience, in order 

to bring out, psychologically, the real nature of this experience of 

sin. 
In the former passages the universality, power and effect of sin are 

elaborated. In the latter what we may call the rationale of sin is 
explained, as it occurs in man. In neither case is there any treat- 

ment of the existence or meaning of evil in itself. We are dealing at 

no point with the metaphysical problem, but throughout with the 
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moral problem. This is made clear in a very remarkable manner, 

when we observe that 8. Paul seems constantly to be on the verge of 
personifying sin, but never does so (cf. 8. H. p. 145 f.). Considering 

that he undoubtedly believed in a power and powers of evil, this is 
most noteworthy. He would seem to abstain from any such reference 

because he wishes to concentrate the whole attention on man’s 

responsibility and to exclude all secondary considerations whether of 
a metaphysical or other character. (Contrast 1 Joh. iii. 8—11; 

Kv. Joh. viii. 41, 441.) This is in accordance with the main object 
of these chapters, to bring out the universality and urgency of man’s 

. need which Gop meets by the power and the universality of the 

Gospel. Cf. Hort on James i. 14 (p. 24). 
This emphasis on the responsibility of man for sin is most remark- 

able in v. 12, the beginning of the most obscure passage in the whole 

treatment. There we are told, one man was the cause of sin coming 
into the world, and death through sin; but the spread of death to all 

is made to depend on the fact that each and all at one time or another 
sinned (rdvres juaprov). It is not the sharing in but the repetition 
of the original act which brings all under the same doom of death. 

The statement is all the more significant, because it would be fully in 
accordance with the most prominent strain of O.T. thought to repre- 
sent men as being under doom of death owing to the one sin, not 
because they were themselves guilty but because in them their first 

forefather was still being punished (Davidson, op. cit. p, 220). This 

idea is repudiated in the text almost in set terms; and the indi- 
vidualistic morality of the later prophets is explicitly adopted. The 

universality of sin, an assumption made in full accordance with O.T., 
is not regarded as being merely an universal liability to sin, but as an 

universal commission of sins. (Soi. 18, iii. 23.) Soin v. 14 actual 

sin is not denied in regard to any men, but only exact correspondence 

in character of the actual sins of some with the transgression of 

Adam. And so too in c¢. vii. the psychological analysis of man’s 

nature, which is undertaken to show how he sins, shows sin to be in 

each the neglect to do what he knows to be right (cf. i. 18 b). 

What then is the connexion between Adam and other men which 

is indicated in v. 12—21? And what is the line of analogy between 

that relation and the relation of men to Christ? Probably the true 

answer to these questions is that S’ Paul does not give an answer in the 

sense in which we ask the questions. He is not in fact presenting a 

theory but appealing to acknowledged facts. Adam’s act was the 

beginning of sin: owing to that act Adam died; and all died, because 

all sinned (12—15). The only hint of the nexus here is in the phrase 
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(v. 19) vod évds avOpHrov. This suggests that there is a connexion 
with Adam in natural humanity, as there is a connexion with 

Christ in regenerate humanity. But the latter connexion does not 

attain a moral value without an act of each man, and we must 

conclude that neither does the former connexion assume a moral 

value without an act of each man. In accordance with this 

conclusion, v. 20 reminds us (cf. 14, vii. 9) that the single act of 

Adam’s fall would not have been repeated, had not law, in whatever 

form, come within men’s experience. All we can conclude is that 

there is a connexion of nature: and that in each man this nature, 

when in face of the knowledge of good and evil, fails as Adam failed. . 

This failure is a matter of fact and observation, not explained by any 

theory. If we ask, what would have happened, in S. Paul’s view, if 

Adam had not sinned, we can only answer that S. Paul does not 

ask or answer the speculative question. He gives no theory: he 

merely elicits the facts as they appeared to him. 

When we pass to the psychological treatment of ¢. vii. 7—viii. 11 

(cf. vii. 5), we find ourselves in presence of a distinction which has 
not been made explicitly in the preceding chapters, the distinction 

between odpé and wvedua. And it is important to observe that odpé is 

used throughout the passage, not in its simple sense of human nature, 

as through its physical element transitory and perishable, but in the 

sense in which it admits of moral predications. §, Paul describes 

himself as cdpxwos, of a fleshly nature; and this is immediately sup- 

plemented by zempapévos bird rhv apuapriav. Flesh is a source in him 

of action, and, being under the dominion of sin, prompts to wrong 

action. It does not cover his whole being, though it dominates it, 

There is behind all an ego (17) which resists its promptings, in 

sympathy with the good which the vois apprehends, though it is not 

strong enough to carry it out. It is this ego which, in spite of the 

domination of the cdpé, still preserves the knowledge of and the will 

to good. It isin fact the rve}ua which, when reinforced by the power 

of the life which is of and in Christ, asserts its supremacy, defeats sin 

in its stronghold, and makes the man free from the policy and power 

of the ‘ fleshly’ element (viii. 1—11). 

On this we observe in the first place that this analysis is under- 

taken in order to bring out the real function and character of law. 

Man’s constitution properly understood shows how law, being itself 

spiritual, holy, righteous and good, may yet be an occasion of sin, 

And the reason is shown to lie in the actual behaviour of man in the 

face of the knowledge of law, not in the nature of law itself. But the 

transference of the sinful character from law to man necessitates 
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further consideration of the nature of man. It might be supposed 
that man was essentially sinful. This is shown not to be the case. 
Sin is due not to man’s nature in itself and therefore necessary, but 
to the play of the elements of that nature among themselves, to the 
domination of the transitory and perishable nature (odpé) over that 
element by which man is essentially man and inwardly related to 

Gop (vedua), or, to put it the other way, to the failure of that in 

man, which should rule, to establish its rule. _The analysis repre- 
sents that domination as complete, as far as action goes; but not 

complete so far as to extinguish the higher element. And this state 
is unnatural, in the truest sense: for it is the result of a passing 

under the power of sin (14). Why and how this comes about, 
S. Paul does not indicate; he describes it wholly by metaphors 
(daréxrewvev, mempapévos, évorxodor, dvricrparevduevov) ; he again gives 
no theory; he describes the fact, which he experiences, of the double 

forces at work in a man’s consciousness. There is the knowledge of 
good, there is the wrong act, there is the sense of sin and helpless- 

ness: there is again the reinforcement of the spirit by the Christ 

and the change of balance. Sin is man’s own act and yet not his 
true act: yet as his act it becomes a power dominating him by the use 
of what is truly!part of himself. The whole process is within his own 
experience (vii. 5, 9, 14 f.). The sin which dwells in him is his 

own sin. In regard to ‘flesh,’ the flesh is not in itself sinful (v. 9) 
but neither is it in itself good; it is neutral till the man begins 
to use it, with the knowledge given by law: but just because it 

is neutral, it is not easily malleable to the uses of the spirit; the man 

lets it engross his activity, in contradiction to such uses, and becomes 

not only ‘flesh’ but ‘fleshly’; the uses of the flesh supplant the uses 

of the spirit; and this disproportion or false relation, false to man’s 
true nature, is the state of sin. Consequently, sin is still originally 

and essentially due to man’s own act; it does not characterise flesh 
till an act of the kind has been committed: and when man’s spirit is 

so far renewed and reinforced that its habitual actions are changed 
and reversed, the flesh itself becomes, even with its present limita- 
tions, no longer the field of sin but an instrument of the spirit; ef. 

vi. 12, viii. 11. 

In regard to this passage as a whole, the question is asked whether 

S. Paul is here giving his own experience or dramatising in his own 

person what he conceives to be the general experience of men. 
There can be but one answer. The personal element is too definite, 
too sustained, and even too passionate, to allow the hypothesis of 
mere imagination, But even so there are two observations to be 
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made. First the analysis of a personal experience is so far akin 

to the poetic dramatisation of common human experience, that 

both, if they are true and deep enough, carry us down to the funda- 
mental facts and elements of human nature, which are common. 

The experience here analysed is typical just because it is so intensely 

and veraciously personal. Secondly, we are not to assume that in 

this analysis 8. Paul is giving us the whole even of his pre-Christian 

experience. It is not his object to exhaust the account of himself, 

but to show his particular experience of the relation of law and sin. 

It is wrong to conclude that he could recognise in his pre-con- 

version life nothing but sin. As in Gentiles (ii. 15) and in Abraham 

and his true descendants (iv. 16 f.), so in himself he would recognise 

the presence, in its degree, both of the working of Gop’s Spirit and of 

the response of faith, the testimonium animae naturaliter Christianae. 

What he gives us here is not an exhaustive account, but a description 

of the dominant character of his religious life before his conversion, 

and, undoubtedly, a very real and awful experience. 

What conception, then, does 8. Paul mean to convey by ‘sin’ as a 

power or influence? It seems to follow, from the above examination, 

that it is the conception of sin as a habit, formed by a succession of 

acts and seeming to acquire, and indeed acquiring for our experience, 

a control and mastery over a man, such as might be exercised by an 

external power. It comes to be felt as a power which holds man 

under bondage. And it is this feeling which S. Paul expresses by the 

metaphors, Baci\evew, Sovdela etc. But he does not go on to account 
for it, beyond the testimony of experience. He assumes its uni- 

versality, asa matter of common acknowledgment. He describes its 

character in such a way as to connect it with the action of the human 

will. He shows its operation, in the springing up of a wrong relation 

between the two main elements in human nature. And the deduc- 

tions he draws are the necessity for man in the first place of forgive- 

ness and justification and in the second place of the re-creation of, or 

communication of a new life to, his spirit, and through his spirit to 

his whole nature. Beyond these limits he does not go. 

E. Odvaros IN CC. V., VI., VII 

The use of this word and its cognates, in these chapters, is a 

striking instance of S. Paul’s method. He passes without hesi- 

tation from one meaning to another. In c. v. 12—21 the sense 

seems always to be that of natural death. In c. vi. it is used of the 

death of Christ upon the cross, of the death to sin in baptism, of 
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natural death or perhaps spiritual (16, 23); in c. vii. 1—3 of natural 

death; 4,6 of death to the former state of sin under law; 9 ff. of 

spiritual death in sin. There is no attempt to harmonise these 

various meanings; the context alone decides between them in each 
case. And in some cases, as the notes have shown, it is by no means 

easy to decide. The natural and the spiritual are too closely inter- 
woven, not only in 8. Paul’s thought but in common religious 

experience. It is interesting to notice that the metaphorical or 

spiritual use of the term is rare in §. Paul’s other epistles (2 Cor. ii. 

16, iii. 7(?), 2 Cor. v. 15; Gal. ii. 19; Col. ii. 20, iii. 3; 1 Tim. v. 6; 

cf. vexpés, Eph. ii.5; Col. ii. 13; Col. iii. 5 only), and paralleled only in 
S. John (1 Jo, iii. 14, v. 16, 17; Ev. v. 24, viii. 51 only) and perhaps 

James i, 15. 

Bed: 

& av érl ravtev Oeds eddoynTds cis Tois aldvas aphy. 

_ The insertion of the participle throws emphasis on 6...éml rdvrwy and 
shows that it must be taken as subject and @eds as in apposition. Other- 
wise we should expect 6 émi rdvtwv Oeds. érl rdévrwy implies not mere 
superiority (which seems never to be indicated by él with gen.) but 
authority and government, = He who is supreme governor of all things, 
a periphrasis for kijpios. mdvrwy is probably neuter and refers to the 

whole process, in sum and in detail, of the ordered government and dis- 

pensations of the ages. The only other occurrence of ém) rdvrwv in 
N.T.is in Eph. iv.6. The question, therefore, whether the phrase can 
be applied to 6 xpicrés depends not on any strict parallel, but on the 

analogy of the use of xépios: for this cf. x. 9 with 12; 1 Cor. xii. 3; 
Phil. ii. 10, 11; and esp. 1 Cor. viii.6; Eph, iv. 5; and generally the 
application of kipios, with its O.T. associations, to Christ; see Hort, 

1 Pet. p. 30f. It still remains open to question whether 8. Paul 

would name, as an attribute of the Christ, the management of the 

dispensations; Heb. i. 3 (pépwy x.7.d.) is only partly paralleled 
by Col. i. 17; and §S. Paul himself seems to reserve this function of 
providential government to Gop as creator. The term xvpios seems 

to be applied to Christ rather as sovereign over the present dispen- 

sation, than as the director of all the dispensations, the Son being 
the agent of the operations of the Father: cf. xvi. 25, 26. It was pro- 

bably some such consideration as this that led Hort to say (Appendix, 

ad loc.) that the separation of this clause from 6 xp. rT. k. o. ‘‘ alone 
seems adequate to account for the whole of the language employed.”’ 

Neither S. H. nor Giff. elucidate this point. The question is not 
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whether the term Oeds as predicate or the verbal edd\oynrés would be 

used of Christ by S. Paul (there is strong evidence for an affirmative 

answer); but whether he would assign to Him this function of deity. 

It is to be observed that it is generally agreed that the form of the 

phrase 6 dy ért rdvrwy throws the stress exactly on this function. 

These considerations point to a separation of this clause from the 

preceding; cf. 1 Clem. xxxii. 2. 

Two questions remain: (1) is the insertion of the clause, if 

separated from the preceding, natural in the context? (2) does the 

run of the whole sentence allow of such separation? 
As regards (1) the immediate context deals with Gon’s dispensation 

to and through Israel suggested by the strange paradox that the 

dispensation of the Gospel, expounded in the preceding chapters and 

in full climax in ch. viii., finds Israel alien, That the Gospel should 

have been prepared for in Israel, and that in spite of Israel’s 
opposition the Gospel should now be in full course in its compre- 

hensive universality, are both the results of Gop’s government or 

management of the dispensations: it is not unnatural that when 

the climax of the description of Israel’s past has been reached, while 

the climax of ch. viii. is still in mind, 8. Paul should turn to bless 

Him who directs and orders all, Gop worthy to be blessed for ever. 

The emphatic position and phrasing of 6 dy émi rdvTwy suits the 

turn of thought exactly. Nor is this assumption out of place here, 
in view of the great sorrow spoken of in v, 2 (as Giff.) : that sorrow 
does not even for a moment suspend §. Paul’s trust in the just and 

merciful government of Gop. 

(2) Itis no doubt true that the change of subject is abrupt: but 

it is of the very nature of an interjectional ascription to be abrupt: 

and the formal abruptness is compensated by the naturalness of the 

interjection. 

Two further points require to be noticed. (1) It is argued that 

in ascriptions of blessing evAoynros always comes first in the sen- 

tence. But no order of words is so fixed that it cannot be changed 

for emphasis’ sake: and the emphasis on 6 dy émi mdvrwy is amply. 

sufficient to account for the order here; cf. Ps. xvii. (Ixviii.) 2 LXX.. 
(2) It is argued that 7d xara cdpxa requires the statement of the 
other side of the nature of the Christ. But this argument ignores 
the reason for the mention of the Christ hefe at all, namely, to 

complete the enumeration of the privileges of Israel. 
On the whole I conclude that the most natural interpretation is to, 

place the stronger stop after cdpxa and to translate ‘He that governs, 
all, even Gop, be blessed for ever. Amen.’ 
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It is perhaps necessary to observe that this comment is not in- 

fluenced by the consideration that §. Paul was not likely to apply the 
term @eds predicatively to Christ. The possibility of his doing so 

ought not to be denied in view of 2 Thes. i. 12, Phil. ii. 6, 2 Cor. 
xiii. 13, and other passages in which the Father and the Son are co- 
ordinated. 

Prof. Burkitt (J. T. S. v. p. 451 ff.) argues that the duyv marks the 

clause as an ascription of blessing to Gop, not a description of 
nature. The ascription is here made, as an appeal for Gon’s witness 
to the truth and sincerity of his statement in 1—4; cf. Rom. i. 25; 

2 Cor. xi. 31. He takes 6 wy (cf. Exod. iii. 14, 15; Rev. i, 4) as 
representing the ‘Name of the Holy One,’ the mere utterance of 
which with the necessarily accompanying benediction is an appeal 

to the final court of truth. So he connects ‘‘Rom. ix. 1, 5b, od 

Pevdouat...6 ov, érl rdévrwr Beds, edroyyTos els Tods aldvas, duhv: I lie 

not. The Kternal (Blessed is His Name!) I call Him to witness.” 
While this argument seems to me conclusive as to the main con- 

nexion and intention of the clause, and the reference in 6 wv to 
Exodus seems very probable, I still feel that the context and the 

Greek order point to connecting éi rdvTwv with 6 dv, nor does this 
seem inconsistent with such a reference. If éri wdévrwy had been 
meant as epithet to eds, I should have expected the avoidance of 

ambiguity by a change of order—deds émi rdvtwr. 

A conjectural emendation of the text (wv 6 for 6 dv) has occurred to 
commentators from time to time. Jonas Schlicting in his commentary 
on the Romans (1656) mentions it, as likely to suggest itself, and 
points out the suitability of the climax, but rejects it as giving an 
unscriptural phrase. John Taylor (of Norwich, 1754) makes the same 
suggestion and justifies it as giving a proper climax. Wetstein refers 

to these and others, without comment. Bentley (Crit. Sacr. ed. Ellis, 

p. 30) mentions it, apparently with favour. John Weiss (op. cit. 
p. 238) adopts it, referring to Wrede, Lic. Disp., a work which I have 
not seen. Hart, J. T. S. xi. p. 36 n., suggests the same emendation. 

Mr Hart supports the emendation, in a letter to me, as follows: 

‘* St Paul is writing here if anywhere as a Jew, and the relation of Israel 

to the Gop of Jacob forms the proper climax: Christian scribes altered 

the text because in their view that privilege was forfeited and had 

lapsed to the Church. I think this passage from Philo clinches the 

matter—de praemiis § 123 (M. ii. p. 428) (Lev. xxvi. 12) rovrov. xadel- 
Tat Geos idiws 6 Tov cuumrdvTwv Peds, Kal Nads éEarpeTds wddwv OvTOS Ov TOV 
KaTa pépos apxdvTwv adAd TOD évds Kal mpds ad7jOeav apxovTos, drylov 

dytos.—So St Paul says ‘to whom belongs the supreme Gop, blessed 
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be He for ever and ever, Amen.’ But his reporters did not sympathise 
and desiderated an antithesis to xara odpxa, having identified the 
(abstract) Messiah with our Lord.” 

It will be seen that here again the justification of the conjecture 
depends on the propriety of the climax. The quotation from Philo 

does not, I think, carry us far. He is there emphasising the establish- 

ment of a personal relation between the Gop of all men and the in- 

dividual saint, and he calls this single person a dads éfaperds. Such 

language could of course be used by any Jew or Christian. We have 

a parallel in Heb. xi. 16: od« éra:cytvera 6 Beds Peds émixadeiobau 

avrav, hroiuacev yap avrots ré\wv. But the point need not be laboured. - 

Against this suggestion the following points may be urged :—(1) It 

ignores the effect of the duyv in making the whole clause an ascrip- 

tion: see above. (2) The question is raised whether the idea 
embodied in the term ‘ The Gon of Israel’ is naturally to be expected 

as the climax of the enumeration here made. It may be premised 
that that term is never used by 8S. Paul in his Epistles, or indeed in 

the N. T. except in Mt. xv. 31, Lk. xvi. 18, Acts xiii. 17. It does not 

occur, either explicitly or implicitly, in the other enumerations of the 

privileges of Israel (Rom. ii. 17, iii. 3, 2 Cor. xi, 22). Further, in 
this Epistle the whole argument has been based on the universal 

relation of Gop to man; and the very phrase é£ dy 6 xpiords 7d Kara 

odpxa seems to exclude the divine relation of the Christ, and a fortiori 
the relation of man to Gop, from the list of the special privileges of 

Israel. Finally, the phrase éri mdvrwy (see above), as referring 
directly to the governing and dispensing operations of Gop gives, 

almost necessarily, a wider range of reference agi to the relations 

to Israel alone. 

G. Oapp. 1x.—xXI. 

The difficulty of the passage for us lies in the fact that we 

habitually think primarily of the destiny of the individual as such 

and the determination of his final position in relation to Gop: and 

we bring into this passage the problems of predestination and free- 

will as they affect the individual man. 8. Paul’s thought here is 

different. He is thinking, first, of the purpose of Gop and the work 

to be done in the execution of that purpose. He then sees in the 

selection of certain men and nations for this work, the deter- 

mination, that is to say, of their position in regard to the work, a 

signal instance of Gop’s graciousness and mercy. It is a high 
privilege to be called to assist in carrying out Gop’s purpose, 
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Finally, he holds that, with this call and determination by Gop, 
there still remains to man the choice of acceptance of the call. If he 

accepts willingly, he becomes an instrument of mercy, thaf is an 
instrument in the execution of Gop’s purpose for mankind. If he 

rejects the call and sets himself against the purpose, he still cannot 

escape from the position of an instrument; but, by his own act, he 

puts himself into that relation to Gop, which involves the exhibition 

of Gon’s wrath on sin; he becomes an instrument of wrath, serving 

Gon’s purpose still, but in spite of himself and to his own destruction. 

Within the lines of this conception, we can see the rationale of 

S. Paul’s treatment of individual cases. In the case of Esau and 

Jacob, the selection assigned to Jacob the leading part in the execu- 

tion of the purpose, to Esau the part of a servant. In the history of 

Esau and his descendants, it is clear this part of a servant was 

rejected; Edom set itself in antagonism to Israel, fell under the 
wrath of Gop and received the doom implied in the word éuionoa. 

In the case of Pharaoh, the selection assigned to him the réle of 

giving a signal exhibition of Gop’s power and proclamation of His 
Name. The way in which Pharaoh played that réle was again the 
way of opposition: he set himself against the purpose of Gop: a 
‘hardening’ of his own character and purpose was the result; where 

he might have been an instrument of mercy, he became an instrument 

of wrath; and while Gop’s purpose of mercy in Israel was still fulfilled, 

Pharaoh was doomed, In the case of Israel, we see an ambiguous 

result. The selection, again, assigned to Israel the place in the 

execution of the purpose, which involved the storing up and ulti- 
mately the communication of Gon’s purpose of mercy to all mankind. 

As the history of Israel develops, some are seen to accept this duty, 

others to reject it. There follows in part, a blinding of perception 
(rwpwors dd wépous), an ignorance (dyvo.a) of the end itself for which 
they are selected. The end itself cannot now be carried out by their 
means; and they are rejected. But this very rejection of part of 

Israel is a further revelation of Gop’s true purpose in Israel; and 

the continued acceptance of the faithful remnant is a triumphant 
vindication of the patience of Gop and the permanence of His 

purpose. Only in the case of the faithless portion of Israel, does 

8. Paul’s thought pass on to the ultimate issue for those who reject 
their proper work in the execution of the purpose. Here he derives 
from the fact of the original selection a far-reaching hope. He seems 

to suggest that the ultimate realisation of the purpose of Gop for all 

mankind, through the faithful stock, may itself produce such an 

effect upon the blinded Israel, that they too will see the truth and 
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again come under the mercy of Gop (xi. 11, 12, 17—23, 28—82). 
In most remarkable language he speaks of the gifts and the calling 

of Gop being irreversible, and the love of Gop, manifested in the 
original selection and exhibited towards ‘ the fathers,’ as still marking 
His real relation even to these children who have rejected its appeal. 

We observe, then, in these chapters, as in the earlier, that S. Paul 

is dealing with what he regards as the facts of history and experience, 
and drawing his conclusions from them. He is not expounding a 
solution or even a statement of the metaphysical problems of pre- 

destination and freewill. He conceives of human experience as wit- 
nessing to a comprehensive and far-reaching purpose of Gop in His 

self-revelation to man. The destinies of men he sees as determined, 

on the one hand, by Gop’s call to men and to families and nations to 

take part in the execution of that purpose, and, on the other, by the 

attitude which men, as individuals or families or nations, take up 
towards that call. The call assigns in each case a definite part and 
duty, not the same for all, but differentiated, that each may have his 

part. And in accordance with the way in which each undertakes the 
part assigned to him, comes success or failure for him. The grounds 

on which the several parts are assigned are hidden in the mystery of 
creation. The ultimate issue for individuals is hidden. What is 

known is that behind the vast purpose remains eternally the love of 

Gop, and in its execution is manifested inexhaustible wisdom and 

knowledge. If we feel, at first, a sense of disappointment, when we 

realise that we can get little light from these chapters on those 

metaphysical problems, a little reflection will show that the religious 

significance of the position here expounded is of enormously greater 

importance than any such solution could be. The conception of the 
whole process of the ages as being based upon the love of Gop, and 

directed in whole and in detail by His infinite wisdom and know- 

ledge; the conception of man as called to cooperate with Gop in the 

execution of this mighty plan; the assertion of man’s undiluted re- 

sponsibility for playing his part in the place assigned to him, in free 

response to the call of Gop; here are ideas which touch life at every 

point, and have the power to inspire faith and to invigorate character 

in the highest degree. 

On this question of election there is a very interesting discussion 

by Hort, in the Life and Letters, ii. p. 383. 
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H. APOStTLEs. 

1. This word, in the sense of a commissioned representative, is 
not found in Greek later than Herodotus (1. 21, v. 38), In classical 
Greek it means ‘a fleet’ or ‘expedition.’ It has not yet been found 

in Hellenistic Greek; but it would not be surprising if it should occur 

at that stage in the same sense as in the old Ionic language (ef. 

Nageli, pp. 22—23). _ 

- 2. In the Synoptic Gospels, the word is used by all three with 

reference to the Galilean mission of the disciples (Mt. x. 2; Mk iii. 

14, vi. 30; Lk. vi, 13, ix. 10). It is possible that, as von Dobschiitz 

argues, all these cases may be traced to 8. Luke. But the use of the 

verb dmocré\Aw in the same connexion (Mt. x. 5, 16, 40; Mk iii. 14, 

vi. 7) in Mt. and Mk makes it probable that the substantive also is 
original in these passages. Otherwise it is found in 8. Luke only 
(xi. 49, xvii. 5, xxii. 14, xxiv. 10). But the verb, again, is used by 

the Lord both of His own mission, and of the mission of prophets, 
and of disciples, both in plain sayings and in parables. The quota- 

tion in Lk. iv. 18 may be the origin of the whole usage. 
8. §S. John uses the substantive only once (xiii. 16) to describe, 

though indirectly, the relation of the disciples to the Lord. He also 

uses the verb both of the Lord’s own mission and of His mission of 
the disciples. 

While these facts do not prove conclusively thut the word was used 
of the Twelve by the Lord Himself, they show that the adoption of 

the title by the Twelve from the first would have been natural, if not 

inevitable. 
4. The use in the Acts is consistent: (1) it is commonly used of 

the Twelve (Eleven) in the early chapters (i.-xi., xv.) only. They are 
otherwise described, as the Eleven (ii. 14) or the Twelve (vi. 2) only. 
It is to be noted that in this section the properly missionary work of 
the Twelve is the main subject: in c. xv. the conditions of missionary 
work are under discussion. The dominant use therefore of this term 
is natural: and its strict limitation to the Twelve shows that it 

already has an official sense. It is hardly possible, however, to say 

whether the word belongs to an early document used by 8. Luke, or 
whether it is chosen by him as the best description in the circum- 
stances of the character which the Twelve bear. There is nothing so 

far to show that he included any others than the Twelve in the title. 
(2) Twice and only twice he uses the word of Barnabas and Paul, on 
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their first mission (xiv. 4,14). It is to be noticed that he does not 

use the word in describing the origin of the mission (ddopicare... 

dmwédvoav, xiii. 2, 3) but in xiii. 4 he uses the remarkable phrase 

éxreupbéevres brd Tod dylov mvevparos (xili. 2, cf. xiv. 26). The com- 

mission and the work were not given by the Church but by the Holy 
Spirit, and under ‘the grace of Gop.’ We cannot say, therefore, that 
the term dmécrodos is here used of them as commissioned by the 
Church of Antioch. As with the Twelve, so with these two the com- 
mission is from above. 

It is remarkable that the word does not appear again after c. xv. 
As regards the Twelve the explanation is obvious: they are not 
mentioned again’. But it is very remarkable that the term is never 

again used of 8. Paul®. If we bear in mind how frequently 8. Paul 
uses it of himself, the fact of its absence from this whole section of 

§. Luke would seem to militate against the suggestion that 8. Luke 

is dependent on 8. Paul for his use of the word; and to favour the 
supposition that in the earlier chapters he found it in his sources: 

5. S. Paul’s letters give us the earliest direct documentary evi- 

dence for the current meaning of the word: it is therefore re eS 
to consider in detail his use. 

i. He uses the word of himself in the addresses of all his epistles, 

except 1 and 2 Thessalonians, Romans, Philippians and Philemon. 

In all cases the source of the apostleship is described, either by the 

simple genitive Incotd Xp. or Xp. "Ine., or in Galatians by an expanded 
prepositional clause having the same effect. The absence of the title 
in 1 and 2 Thessalonians is probably due to the greeting being a joint 

one from ‘ Paul, Silvanus and Timotheus’: that he claimed the office 

is clear from 1 Thes. ii. 6. In Romans and Philippians, for different 

though cognate reasons, he suppresses the title : in Romans it is part 

of his delicate waiving of authority; in Philippians it is one of the — 

many marks of intimacy and affection. But in the introduction to 

the Romans he describes his own position in terms of the apostolate 

(i. 5, éddBouev xdpw Kal drocrodjv) with the same indication of its 
relation to the Lord (&’ 06) as in Galatians. 

The use of the word of himself is rare in other parts of the 

Epistles. Once in 1 Corinthians (ix. 1, 2) he insists on his position 
as apostle and the consequent rights. In the same epistle (xv. 7) he 
recalls its original basis. In 2 Corinthians we may say that the 

whole of ec. x.—xiii. are an assertion and defence of his apostolic 

1 Cf. Harnack, Lukas etc., p. 200, n. 1. 
,2 The verb occurs in this sense only i in xxii. 2, xxvi. 17, 8. Paul’s 

eches. ee ee Oe ns eye 
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character, though he does not apply the word directly to himself 

except in xii. 12. In 1 Thes. ii. 6 and 1 Cor. iv. 9 he includes 
himself in the number of Xpicrod dmrécrodo or simply of drébcroXor. 

In 1 Tim. ii. 7, 2 Tim. i, 11 he refers to his appointment (éré@yv) as 
apostle. Finally, in Romans xi. 13 he speaks of himself as é@vap 

dmécrokos—the only place where he uses the word with an objective 
genitive: though in Gal. ii. 8 we have daocro\} with the same 

genitive. 

There can be no doubt as to the meaning of the title to S. Paul. 

It involves a definite and direct appointment received from the Lord, 

to preach the Gospel, in particular to the Gentiles, to carry the due 

authority as representative of the Lord (cf. 2 Cor. v. 20), and to do 
the acts belonging to such an office. It is an independent and pleni- 
potentiary office, in the assertion of which often the whole cause of 

the Gospel proves to be involved. At the same time there is no trace 
that either the office or the name or the contents are new. Where 
there is explanation, it is of the nature of an appeal to acknowledged 

facts rather than of exposition of any new idea or interpretation. 

When his position is disputed, it is his right to the office which is 
challenged, not his presentation of it. Consequently we conclude 

that the idea of the office, in the full sense as conceived by S. Paul, 

was already present and the word current in the Church when he first 
used it. 

ii. The question, however, arises, was it also current in a looser 

and wider sense? And as far as §. Paul’s evidence goes this leads to 

an examination of those passages in which he either includes others 

with himself in the designation, or applies it to others apart from 
himself, 

There are three classes of passages to be examined. First those in 
which there is a reference to all or some of the ‘original apostles’ 

whether exclusively or not; secondly, those in which the name is 

given to definite persons other than the original apostles; thirdly, 
those which speak of ‘apostles’ generally. 

(a) To take first the references to the ‘original’ apostles. 

Gal. i. 17, 19. The exact references in this passage are not clear. 

S. Paul first says that he did not go up immediately after his 
conversion to Jerusalem, wpds Tovs mpd éuod dmocrédous. The phrase 
implies his own inclusion at that time in the class of Apostles: it 
must, presumably, refer to the Eleven or Twelve; but whether it 

includes others besides them is an open question. Anyhow, it implies 

that they were all apostles in the full sense in which he claimed to be 
one. Secondly, he seems to include both Cephas and James the 

PQ 
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brother of the Lord in the class of apostles (vv. 18, 19): here we find 

an additional member of the class beside the Twelve, unless ‘James 

the brother of the Lord’ is, as is supposed by some, to be identified 

with James the Less. In the following chapter he speaks of James, 

Cephas and John as ortdo doxodvres.... And his language shows 
that they as well as Barnabas were included with him, on an equality, 
though with different spheres of work. 

Here, then, we have the apostolate including, besides the Twelve, 

James (if not one of the Twelve), Barnabas and Paul. There is no 
question as to what an apostle is, only as to who are apostles. 

1 Cor. ix. 5, wh odk éxomev efovolay...ws Kat of Aovrol dawrdborodoe Kat 

ol ddeXpol rod Kupiov kal Knpas; 7} wdvos éyd kat BapydBas ovdk EXopmev 

éfouclay— 

Here clearly Paul and Barnabas are assumed to be drécroho. The 
clause ws xal...Knddas is strangely worded. But as Kyd@as is clearly 

one of of Aowrol darécroXot, it would appear that of ddeAdol rod x. must 

also be included in the class: i.e. other brethren of the Lord besides 

James. 
1 Cor. xv. 7, efra Tots drocréXols Taow. 

This follows the mention of Cephas, the Twelve, the Five Hundred 

Brethren, James. It is possible that as ‘the Twelve’ in this enume- 

ration include Cephas, so ‘all the apostles’ include the Twelve and 

James only. But it is more natural to understand the phrase, with 

its emphatic waouw, as including others, And in that case there were 

others, apostles in the same sense as the Twelve and James. ‘There 

is no question here of a looser meaning of the word, but only of 

@ wider range in its application. 

2 Cor. xi. 5, xii. 11, of brepXlav drdorodo. 

In spite of the strong statement of certain critics, there is much to 

be said for referring this phrase to the same persons as are described 

in Galatians as of rpd éuoh drécrokn. The exact range implied is not 

clear. If, however, it is to be taken to refer to those who are described 

in xi. 13 as peracxnuarifépevar ws drédoroka Xpicrod, then the phrase 

is ironic, and describes the claim of those persons, not an admitted 

status. That claim may well have included a commission from the 
Lord, whether truly or falsely asserted; and indeed the words dmécro- 

hoe Xp. seem to imply that these persons did in any case make such 
a claim. In this event, as 8. Paul does not exclude the possibility of 

_ others than the Twelve, James, Barnabas and himself having such 

~ \y commission, we should have here definite evidence that there were 

N hers who rightly claimed the direct commission which is distinctive 
‘Nhe apostle in the strict sense of the word, : 
\ 

\ 
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To return to 1 Cor. xv. 8, écxarov ‘88 wdvTwv KT. would seem to 

imply that to none later than S. Paul was such a direct communi- 
' gation addressed as could form the basis of the apostolic status. He 
was the last of the Apostles. 

Consequently, if the name covers the wider range that has been 

suggested, it still excludes all whose conversion must be dated later 
than 8S. Paul’s. 

(b) We pass to the cases in which the word is used of others than 
those specifically named. 

2 Cor. xi. 13, werarxnuarifouevor ws dardcroNo Xpicrod. 

This passage has been already dealt with. It supports both the 
strict meaning and the wide range of the word. 

2 Cor. viii. 23, efre ddeAhol Hudy drécrodo éExxAnovov. 

The context clearly decides that this phrase means ‘representa- 

tive agents of churches.’ They are therefore called 54a Xpicrod a 
manifestation of the power and the love of Christ, working in these 

churches to produce the exhibition of Christian brotherliness, in the 
contribution raised for the poor saints at Jerusalem. The whole 
passage deals with this contribution, and, in particular, with the 

precautions taken by S. Paul to have the whole matter put above 
suspicion. Representatives of all the contributing churches were 
associated with him in the company that conveyed the gift (see note 

on Rom. xvi. 16). Thus here we have a clear case of the use of the 
word not with a wider meaning, but in a different meaning, clearly 
defined by the genitive and by the context. 

Phil. ii. 25, "Ewxagpédirov rov dbeXpov kal cuvepydy Kal ovorparioryy 

Hou bud 5é drdcrodov Kal NevToupyév THs xpelas jou. 

Here again the context defines the meaning. Epaphroditus has 

been sent to represent the affection and support given by the Philip- 

pians to 8. Paul in his labours. He has brought the assurance of 
their eager and unfailing affection, of their keenness for the propaga- 
tion of the Gospel, and a contribution in money for this purpose. 
He is the agent whom the Church has sent to minister to 8. Paul’s 

need. ‘The sense of the word is exactly the same as in 2 Cor. viii. 23. 
(c) In four passages—1 Cor. xii. 28; Eph. ii. 20, iii. 5, iv. 1l—the 

word is used absolutely, twice to describe the first order of members 

of the Church, each with their distinctive function and work (1 Cor. 
xii. 28; Eph. iv. 11); once to describe the foundation on which the 

Church is built (Eph. ii. 20); once to describe the primary recipients 

of the Gospel revelation (Eph. iii. 5), There can be no question but 

that in these passages the word is used in its strict sense: but the 

range covered by it i is left undefined. 
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We conclude, then, as to §. Paul’s use of the word: 

(i) In all but two passages, he uses it of commissioned preachers 

of the Gospel. Wherever he defines the source of the commission, it - 
is referred to the direct intervention of the Lord. It is reasonable to 

infer that the same direct intervention is implied in those passages 

where there is no precise definition. 
(ii) In two passages only is it used in another sense, and there 

the special sense is clearly defined. 
(iii) There is no evidence that he used the word in such a general 

sense of ‘ missionaries’ as would dispense with this condition. 

(iv) He includes under the name, the Twelve, the Brethren of the 
Lord, himself, Barnabas, perhaps Silas and probably others unnamed 

(1 Cor. xv. 7); he must be taken to imply that all these men were 

original Apostles, in the sense that they received their commission 

from the Lord Himself. 

(d) We now come to Rom. xvi. 7. 
The obvious meaning of this passage is that hinamehcas and Junias 

were themselves apostles. According to 8, Paul’s usage, this must 

mean that they were apostles in the strict sense, that is, that they 
had received their commission from the Lord Himself and probably 

(see above, on 1 Cor. xv. 8) before 8. Paul. They were among the 

ol mpd éuod dwéocrokn of Gal. i. 17. And this points to supplying 
dmécroXot to yéyovay—who became apostles in Christ even before me. 

6. In other passages of the N.T. (a) we find the title dz. "I. Xp. in 

1 and 2 Pet. i. 1. 
(vb) In 2 Pet. iii, 2, Jude 17 we have a general reference to oi 

dmécrodo (7. x. }. Jude) as the original authorities for teaching. 

(c) Rey. xviii. 20, the apostles are the first class in the Church, 
followed by oi rpodijrat. 

(d) Rev. xxi. 14, dddexa dvduara Trav dwiexa drocrddwy tod dpviou 
are written on the twelve foundation-stones of the city. 

(ce) Rev. ii. 2, there are those who assert themselves to be apostles 

and are not as in 2 Cor, xi. 13. 

The only passage which contributes new light is Rev, xxi. 14, 

where there is an apparent identification of ‘the Twelve’ and the 

‘Apostles.’ It would appear that the number twelve has become 

symbolic: and we can hardly argue from this passage as to who were 

included in the class. 
(f) Heb. iii, 1 gives us a unique description of our Lord as dmécro- 

hos.. This must be connected with those passages in Synn. Evy. and 

Joh., in which the verb is used by our Lord of His own mission. 

7. In the Patres Apostolici the word is used exclusively of the 
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original apostles as deriving their authority directly from the Lord. 
None are mentioned by name as apostles except S. Peter and 8. Paul. 

Papias, who names several of the Twelve, does not use the word apostle. 
The only exception to the rule is to be found in the Didache, 

where ‘apostles’ seem to be itinerant missionaries. The use is 
unique; unless Hermas, Sim. 9; 15, 4; 16, 5, are to be taken as 

implying a wider range. But ib. 17, 1 seems to limit the term 
amrécro\os to the Twelve; the others would be included under &:ddcxa- 

ho. We must either suppose that the author of this portion of the 

Didache used what had become a current term for wandering evange- 
lists: or that the application of the term to such is his own invention 

(see Dean Robinson, J. T. S., April 1912, pp. 350—351). In either 
case it cannot be taken as evidence for the use or meaning of the 

- term in the Apostolic times. 

8. It has been suggested that the term is derived from con- 

temporary Jewish practice. It is supposed that it was customary 
to send from Jerusalem persons representing the authorities to the 

various settlements of Jews of the Dispersion. The definite evidence 

for this is found in Justin Dial. 17 and 108, where he speaks of 
‘chosen men’ being sent from Jerusalem to denounce the new 

Christian heresy. Saul’s mission to Damascus is regarded as an 
instance of this procedure. The supposition is in itself, on general 

grounds, probable; but there is no evidence that the name ‘apostles’ 
was given to such persons: and it is obvious that the character of 
their office and business was widely different from that of the 

Christian Apostles. 

Further, it has been suggested that a parallel may be found in the 
use of the name apostoli, for agents sent by the central authority to 

collect the annual tribute of the Jews of the Dispersion. But such 
agents do not seem to have been sent out till after the destruction of 

Jerusalem. Before that time, the process by which these contri- 
butions were remitted to Jerusalem is clearly described both by 
Philo (de mon., Mang. 1. 224: leg. ad Caium, Mang. 1. 568, 592) 

and Josephus (Anti. xiv. 7, 2; xvi. 6 ff.). The contributions were 

stored up in a safe place in the locality and remitted to Jerusalem 

by the hands of members of the particular community, carefully 

selected. These people were called tepdmrou7or (Philo) and the contri- 
butions iepa xpjuara, There is no hint of any agents from Jerusalem 
being concerned in the matter: and the persons actually engaged 

were not called ‘apostles.’ The real parallel to this arrangement is 

the measures taken by 8. Paul for providing for the safe and trust- 

worthy remission to Jerusalem of the contributions of the Gentile 
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Churches. It was not till after the destruction of Jerusalem, when 

we may suppose that it became necessary to provide further means 

for the consolidation of the relations with the central community, 
that we hear of ‘apostles’ sent from the centre,for this and other 

purposes. 
To sum up: 

1. There is practically no evidence for the use of this term in the 
sense required in classical Greek later than Herodotus (Nageli, ad vb). 

2. It is used in LXX., 3 Kings xiv. 6 (A), of Ahijah the prophet; 
and of messengers, Isa. xviii. 2 (Q). 

8. In Joh. xiii. 16 it is used as correlative to rév réuyavra: it does 
not occur elsewhere in 8. John: but the verb is used both of the 
Lord’s own mission and of His mission of the disciples. 

4. In the Synoptic Gospels it is used in connexion with the 

Galilean Mission (by all three); otherwise only by S. Luke (thrice) ; 
in all cases with reference to the Twelve. 

The verb is used in sayings attributed to the Lord, of Himself, 

of the O.T. prophets, and of the Twelve, in reference to the Galilean 
mission. 

5. In Hebrews it is used of the Lord Himself. 
6. Itis used of the Twelve and of Barnabas and Paul in Acts; of 

the Twelve (? exclusively) in Rev. and (including 8. Paul) in the Patres 
Apostolici. 
“7. In 8. Paul it is used of himself (as 1 and 2 Pet.): of those who 

were apostles before him including the Twelve-and others : of apostles 
as original and first order in the Church (so 2 Pet., Jude, Rev.), in no 
case with precise definition of range: and in two cases of agents com- 

missioned by churches. 

8. There is no distinct evidence that it was in use among the 

Jews in the Apostolic age. 
9. The Didache is the only evidence in the first 150 years for 

its use among Christians in the more general sense of evayyeXoris. 

10. Itis a probable conclusion that the word was derived from the 

Lord Himself; either that He called the Twelve apostles: or that His 

use of the verb to describe His own mission and theirs, led His 

followers who received the special commission to describe themselves 

as His dmécrodot. 
On this subject see Lightfoot, Galatians, pp. 92 ff.; Von Dobschiitz, 

Probleme, pp. 104 f.; Batiffol, Primitive Cwihotsien (E.T. 1911), 
pp. 36 ff.; Hort, The Clivistian Ecclesia, pp. 22f.; Chapman, John the 

Presbyter. 
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Hy, CAPE. AV. AVE 

A. 

There is considerable difficulty as to the original place of the 
doxology (xvi. 25—27). The facts are as follows: 

I. The doxology is placed 
1. at the end of the Epistle (after xvi. 23 (24)) 

i. by the MSS preferred by Origen (Ruf.), 

ii. by NBCDE minuse. 3, 4, def, Vulg., Pesh., Boh., 
Aeth., Orig. (Ruf.), Ambrosiaster, Pelagius, 

Aug., Sed., 16, 18, 137, 176. 

2. After xiv. 23 

i. Some MSS ap. Origen. 
ii. L, most minusc., Syr. Harcl., Goth., Theodoret, 

Joh. Damase. : Antiochian recension and com- 
meniators. 

8. In both places AP 5, 17, Arm. codd. 

4, Omitted altogether 

i. Marcion ap. Origen. Codd. ap. Hieron. (in Eph. 

iii. 5)=Origen (Hort, Lit Essays p. 333). 
ii. FGg. 

II. There is some, very obscure, evidence that cc. xv. xvi.—23 

(24) were omitted in some systems of Church lections. This depends 
on the list of capitula in Codices Amiatinus and Fuldensis, both of 
which seem to omit cc. xv. xvi. while including the doxology 
immediately after xiv. 23. The only other evidence for this omission 
is Marcion, ap. Origen (as generally interpreted, see below). G has 

a blank space after xiv. 23; but the attempt to show that in its 
ancestry occurred a manuscript which omitted cc. xv. xvi. seems to 
have failed, ! 

Ill. A variation of text, which has to be considered at the 

same time as the above, occursin GF. Ini. 7,15 & ‘Pwyy is omitted 

by Gg (F defective), 47 mg. (note oni. 7). Some support has been 
sought for this omission in Origen and Ambrosiaster (Lightfoot), but 
without sufficient grounds. Zahn (Exe. 1.) considers the reading to 

be original. 

Origen’s testimony is contained in the following passage from 
Rufinus’ translation x. 43, Vol. vi1., p. 453 ed. Lomm. 

Caput hoc Marcion, a quo Scripturae Evangelicae atque Apostolicae 

interpolatae sunt, de hac epistola penitus abstulit; et non solum hoc, 

sed et ab eo loco, ubi scriptum est: “‘omne autem quod non est ex 

P5 
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fide peccatum est:” usque ad finem cuncta dissecuit. In aliis vero 

exemplaribus, id est, in his quae non sunt a Marcione temerata, hoc - 

ipsum caput diverse positum invenimus. In nonnullis etenim co- 
dicibus post eum locum, quem supra diximus, hoc est: ‘‘omne 

autem peccatum est”: statim cohaerens habetur “ei autem qui potens 

est vos confirmare.” Alii vero codices in fine id, ut nunc est positum, 

continent. Sed iam veniamus ad capituli hujus explanationem. 

These statements, always with reserve as to the accuracy of Rufinus, 

have usually been taken to show that Origen had before him 
1. Marcion’s Apostolicon, omitting the whole of cc. xv. xvi. 

2. Some Codices independent of Marcion, which included these 

chapters but put the doxology after xiv. 23. 

8. Other Codices, which he accepted, which put it at the end, 

in its present place. But Hort, reading ‘non solum hic sed et in eo 

loco,’ interprets this statement as to Marcion to mean that he omitted 
the doxology in both places, and to have no reference to the rest of 

ce. xv. xvi. Zahn takes ‘dissecuit’ to mean ‘mutilated or tore to 

shreds’ (in contrast with ‘penitus abstulit’) and regards the statement 
as attributing to Marcion the omission of the doxology and the mutila- 
tion of xv. xvi. by corrections and omissions, 

Hort’s suggestion has not been adopted by other critics. Zahn’s 

translation seems hardly adequate to the phrase “usque ad finem 

cuncta.” 

This testimony of Origen is probably to be sipphemientel from Jerome 

on Eph. iii. 5 (Vallarsi, vol. vi1., p. 591 b) that the doxology is found 

‘in plerisque codicibus.”’ Hort (Lft, B. H., p. 332) gives reasons for 

thinking that Jerome is here drawing upon Origen’s commentary and 

therefore that we have again indirect evidence from Origen of the 
omission of the doxology being due to Marcion. 

We have, then, evidence that in Origen’s time there were three 

forms of the text. 

(a) Marcion’s text=i.—xiv. 23 (or iimxiv. 23+4xv. xvi. 

23 (24) altered). 
(6) Nonnulli codices=i—xiv, 23, xvi. 25, 27, xv. xvi. 

1—23. 
(c) Codices used by Origen =i.—xvi. 27 (= W. H.). 

There is no existing textual support for (a). But 
(a) Marcion’s text+xv. xvi. 1—23 is the text of GIg. 
(b) is supported by the MSS given above I 2. ii. 
(c) is supported by the MSS given above I 1. ii, 

There is therefore very strong MSS authority for preferring (c). 

But the question arises how the various changes came about, 
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Marcion’s text is generally explained as due to the principles on 
which he revised the Gospels and Epistles. There is some difference 

of opinion as to whether he had any textual authority behind him. 
Of the other variations three principal accounts have been given: 

1, Lightfoot (Bibl. Essays, p. 287, 1893) holds that 8. Paul 
himself made two recensions of his Epistle; (i) the original letter= 
i.—xvi. 23 sent from Corinth to Rome, (ii) a second edition altered to 

form a circular letter to a number of Churches unnamed, either late 

in or after the Roman imprisonment=i.—xiv. 23+the doxology, 
written for a conclusion, and omitting & ‘Péuy in i. 7, 15. This 

letter was in circulation, and afterwards was completed by the addition 
of xv.—xvi. 23 (24). Against this theory it is argued (1) that no 
sign of the existence of this letter remains, though such might have been 

expected in the case of a circular letier addressed to various localities, 
unless the obscure testimony of the Capitulations can be alleged : 

(2) that it is inconceivable that 8. Paul himself could have made a 
division after xiv. 23, the argument being continuous to xv. 13 

(S. H.): (3) that the argument which Lightfoot himself bases on the 
uniqueness of the doxology in its present place as a conclusion holds 

with much greater effect against its position in the circular letter as 
conceived by him. These objections though of various weight are 

conclusive. 
2. Hort holds that the W. H. text represents the original 

letter: that for purposes of rea@jmg in church cc. xv. xvi. were 

omitted, and the doxology placed at the end of xiv. 23: that the 

position of the doxology in church lections caused certain scribes to 

place it here, and either to duplicate or to omit at xvi. 23. 
' 8. Zahn argues that the original position of the doxology was 

at xiv. 23. He bases this position on internal grounds: (1) the 
absence of a doxology at the end in all other epistles of 8. Paul, 

(2) the anacoluthic character (leg. @) of the doxology implies a strength 
of emotion which is unlikely after the list of salutations, (3) its close 
connexion with the argument of xiv. 1—xv. 13, (4) the confusion of 
text (in connexion with the benediction) at xvi. 20, 23 can only be 
explained by the intrusion of the doxology, (5) its transference from 

after xvi. 24 to xiv. 23 cannot be accounted for. Some of these 

arguments are unsubstantial: (3) would be strong if the doxology 

occurred after xv. 13: but the interruption of the argument, if it is 

placed at xiv. 23, is strongly against this theory as it is against 
Lightfoot’s. 

4. §. H. differ from the above by giving an influential 

position to Marcion’s text. They hold that (i) the original text was 
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that of W. H., (ii) Marcion cut off the last two chapters including the 
doxology partly on doctrinal grounds partly as unimportant for edifi- 

cation, (iii) Marcion’s text, iimxiv. 23 om. also év ‘Pwuy, i. 7,15, hada 

considerable circulation and influence, (iv) for Church use it was 

supplemented by addition of the doxology i.—xiv. 23+xvi. 25—27 

(so arriving at Lightfoot’s second recension), (v) this form of the 

Epistle was then supplemented by scribes by the addition of xv. xvi. 

1—23, and in some cases by the addition of xv. xvi. 1—27, with a 

duplicate doxology. This explanation gets over the difficulty of the 

break at xiv. 23 by attributing it to Marcion’s doctrinal objection to 

parts of xv. (e.g. xv. 8). It rests mainly upon the assertion of the 

influence of Marcion’s Apostolicon. 

On the whole it seems to give the simplest explanation of a very 
complicated problem. 

5. Lake (Expositor, Dec. 1910) offers another explanation. 
He establishes the existence of a short recension i.—xiv. 23 + xvi. 25—27 

and argues that this recension omitted év ‘Puuy ine.i. The evidence 
-for this recension is carried back (1) to the European type of the Old 
Latin Version (to which the capitulations of Cod. Amiat. are assigned), 

(2) to the African type of the same version, as evidenced by the fact 

that Cyprian fails to quote from cc. xv. xvi., and Tertullian adv. Mare. 

also omits all references to those chapters, although Marcion must 

either have omitted or mutilated them (see Origen, qu. above): and 

(3) is supported by the evidence of MSS which have xvi. 25—27 after 

xiv. 23, on the ground that the doxology must naturally come at the 
_end of the Epistle. He argues that the two recensions were both 
current till Cyprian’s time; and that the doxology was placed after 

xvi. 23, when the two were combined (Alexandrian MSS in Origen’s 

time, Ambrosiaster and Jerome). It follows that no MS is preserved 

which has either recension in its original form. 3 
His theory of the recension is that the short recension preceded the 

long, both being due to S. Paul himself. The short recension was 

written as a circular letter, a companion to Galatians (as Ephesians 

to Colossians), and this circular letter and Galatians were written 

considerably earlier than 1 Cor. In his winter sojourn at Corinth, 

S. Paul wishing to send to Rome a statement of his Gospel sent this 

circular letter with the addition of xv. xvi. 1—23, and the insertion of 

év ‘Péuy in c 1, to give it special application to the Christians at 

Rome. 
This hypothesis is clearly very attractive. The textual criticism on 

which it is founded is comprehensive and strong. The absence of 
direct documentary evidence for the short recension may be partly 
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accounted for by the lack of Old Latin evidence for the Epistle. 

But the difficulty besetting any theory which ends the Epistle, in one 

of its forms, at xiv. 23, is peculiarly strongly felt in this theory. 

The argument is brought to an abrupt conclusion, and it is really 

unfinished. Yet in a circular letter, accompanying Galatians, most 
of all should we expect the argument to be finished off and summed 

up. The abruptness of the conclusion is only emphasised by the 

doxology, or the grace and the doxology, supposed to follow im- 

mediately on 23. In fact in any theory of the textual variations, 
it ought to be regarded as fundamental that the separation between 
xiv. 23 and xv. 1—13 must have been due to violent interference with 

the original text—either of definite mutilation on doctrinal grounds, 
or of a mechanical arrangement for purposes of Church use. 

The references for this discussion are Lightfoot, Biblical Essays 
(1893), Zahn, Hinl. § 22, 8. H. Romans uxxxv f., Westcott and Hort, 

Appendix ad loc., Kirsopp Lake, Expositor, Dec. 1910. 

B. 

Two other questions have been raised as to these chapters, on 

internal grounds. 
1. The doxology is said to belong, in style and thought, to a 

later period of S. Paul’s writings than that of the Epistle to the 
Romans. Lightfoot accepted this view and supported it by a close 

comparison with the Epistle to the Ephesians (Biblical Essays, 317 f.) 
and the Pastoral Epistles: and met it by attributing the doxology toa 

recension made by 8. Paul himself at a later period (see above). Hort 

met this argument by pointing out (1) the close correspondence of the 

doxology with the main thoughts and object of the Epistle, (2) the 
correspondence of the language and thought with particular ex- 

pressions and conceptions found in Romans, 1 Corinthians (esp. ¢. ii.), 
Gal. and 1 and 2 Thes. (l.c. p. 327f.). I have followed S. H. in 

adopting Hort’s position here (see notes). The fact seems to be that the 
doxology sums up in terse and comprehensive form the positive view, 
which §S. Paul had reached, of the relation of Jew and Gentile in Christ to 

each other and to Gop, as seen in relation to the whole purpose of Gop 

for man in creation and redemption. The Epistle to the Romans, as 

a, whole, is a positive exposition of this theme, and so concludes the 

great period of strife through which S. Paul and the Gentile Churches 
had been passing. In the later Epistles, especially Ephesians and 

Colossians, this position is assumed as settled and made the basis for 

further teaching both positive and polemical on the nature and place 
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of the Christian Society. It is not, therefore, unnatural that the 

language in which here §. Paul sums up the position should be 

represented, both in earlier Epistles where the main thought crops 

out, and still more in the later, where it is the foundation of 
additional superstructure. The doxology is, in this very a 

sense, a link between the two groups of Epistles. 
2. Some commentators have found a difficulty in the list of 

salutations in xvi. 3—16; and have argued that this must be a 

fragment of a letter addressed to the Church at Ephesus. There 
is no external evidence for separating these verses from the rest of 

cc. xv. xvi. As to the internal evidence it has been sufficiently 

shown by Lightfoot (Philippians, pp. 171—178, Caesar’s Household) 

and 8. H. (notes ad loc.), that both as regards individual names and 

groups, and in view of the combination of Roman, Greek and Jewish 
names, a strong case can be made out for Rome, and to some extent 

against Ephesus. These authorities I have followed, both in this 

matter and in regard to the presence of Aquila and Priscilla at Rome 

(see notes). 
It may be further pointed out that in none of his Epistles addressed 

to Churches of his own founding does S. Paul send salutations to 

any individuals by name. Only in one case (1 Cor. xvi. 19) does he 
send to such a Church a salutation by name from individuals in his 

own company: and there the salutation is from the group centring 

round Aquila and Priscilla. In Col., written to a Church he had not 

visited, he sends salutations from six of his companions by name, 

and names two members of the Colossian Church, one for greeting, 

one for warning. The unexpected fact comes out that in writing 
to Churches which he knew intimately 8. Paul’s practice was to 

suppress all names. So far as this argument goes, then, it is against 

c. xvi. being addressed to Ephesus, and in favour of its being ad- 

dressed to Rome. Nor is the reason far to seek; where he knew 

intimately large numbers, selection would be difficult if not invidious. 

On the other hand, where he knew few, he would lay stress on this 

acquaintance, as qualifying his want of familiarity with the Church 

as a whole, 
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